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PRE FA. CE.
Tn preparation of the present treatise was undertaken 1JIle
der the impression that an elementary work on analytical Mechanics, suited to the purposes and exigencies of the course of
study in colleges, was needed. This impreuion is the result
of long experience in teaching, and a fair trial of all known
American worb and reprints designed for such use.
It can scarcely be necessary, at this period, to assign at
length the reasons for adopting the analytical methods of inveitigation. Whether the object be intellectual discipline, or
a knowledge of facts and principles, or both, the preference
must be gi ven to the modern analysis. It affords a wider field
for the exercise of judgment, calls more fully into exercise the
inventive powers, and taxes the memory less with unimportant
particulars, thus developing and strengthening more of the
mental faculties, and more equably by '"" than the geometrical methods. It is more universal in its application, shorter in
practice, and far more fruitful in results. It is, indeed, the only
method by which the student can advance beyond the merest
rudiments of the science, without an expense of time and energy wholly disproportioned to the ends accomplished-the
only method by which he can acquire a self-sustaining and a
progressive power.
As the hope of furnishing to the student some addititnuJl
facilities for a pleasant and profitable prosecution of this
branch of study was the motive for undertaking the preparation. of this manual, it will be prope~ to refer to some of the
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tpecific objects had in view. The most formidable obstacles
to the acquisition of any branC4h of science are generally found
at the very outset. It has therefore been a specific object to
introduce the subject by giving distinctness to the elementary
truths, dwelling~ upon them till they are rendered familiar,
adopting tbe simplest mode of investigation and proof consistent with rigor of demonstration, and avoiding all reference to
the metaphysics of the science as out of place in a work designed for begi~ers. At every successive stage of advance~ent the student is required to review the ground passed over
by the use of the principles learned, in the solution of examples which will require their application, and test at once his
knowledge of them and his ability to apply them. Having
examined in this way each division of forces as classified,
more general methods are introduced, and their application
illustrated by numerous problems. These methods are often
employed in particular cases when others less general would
be shorter; for it is a readiness in tbeir use and a familiarity
with their application that gives to the student his power over,
more difficult and complicated questions.
To adapt the work to the exigencies of the recitation-room,
the whole is divided, at the risk, perhaps, of too much apparent
formality, into distinct portions or propositions, suitable for an
individual exercise. In each case the object to he accomplished is distinctly proposed, or the truth to be established is
briefly and clearly enunciated. The student has thus a definite object before him when called upon to recite, acquires a
convenient formulary of words by which to quote and apply
his arguments, and the more clearly conceives and marks his
own progress.
In this institution the mathematical and experimental courses
~re assigned to diff'erent departments. It is nof, however, for
&bis reason alone ibat I have purposelvabstained from swell-
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ing the volume with diffuse verbal explanation_, and the intro·
duction of experimental illustrations. The experienced teacher will always have at command an abundance of matter of
this kind to meet every emergency, and can adapt the kind
and mode of illustration to the specific difficulty that arises in
the mind of hia pupil. There is an objection to the introduc
lion of such matter, growing out of a tendency, in some at
least, to become the passive recipients of their mental aliment.
These mental dyspeptics loathe that which costs them la1?or,
and, satisfied with the stimulus of inftation, seize upon the
lighter portions, and neglect that which alone can impart
vigor to their mental constitution. Whoever caters for this
class of students must share in the responsibility of raising up
a race effeminate in mind, if not in body.
The investigations· are limited to forces in the same plan&,
except in the case of parallel forces. This limit, while it is
.ufficiently ample to include the most important topics of terrestrial mechanics, and to embrace an interesting field of celestial mechanics, is fully sufficient to occupy the time which the
crowded course of study in our colleges will admit of being
appropriated to iL It may, without marring the integrity of
the work, be very much reduced by the omission of all those
portions in which the integral calculus is employed; and still
further, if desired, by omitting all that relates to the principle
of virtual velocities, and its application to the mechanical
powers. A copious analysis is given in the contents, convenient for frequent and rapid revie~s, and suggestive of questions for examination.
'
In this work no claim is advanced to originality. The materials have been sought and freely taken from all available
sources. Nearly all the matter, in some form, is found in almost every author consulted, and credit could not be given in
every case, if, in an plementary work designed as a text-~,
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it were desirable to do so. In the portion on Statics, I am
IDOst indebted to the excellent introductory work of Profe..or Potter, of Univenity College, London. The chapter on
Couples is substantially taken from Poinsot's Elem.ms de Statique. The questions, generally simplified in their character,
are mostly taken from Walton's Mechanical and Hydro,tatical
Problems, and Wrigley and Johnston's Ezamples. The works
more especially consulted are those of Poisson, FranctBUr,
Gregory, W~ll, Walker, Moseley, and Jamieson. Something has been taken from each, but modified to suit the specific object kept constantly in view-the preparation of a
manual.which should be simple in its character, would most
naturally, easily, and successfully induct the student into the
elementary principles of the science, and prepare him, if so
disposed, to prosecute the study further, without the necessity
of beginning again and studying entirely new methods.· How
far I have succeeded must be left to the· decision of others,
eapecially of my co-laborers in this department of instruction.
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ELEMENTARY

MECHANIC~

INTRODUCTION.
1. MECHANICS is the Science which treats of the laws of
EqUllibrium and Motion. It is subdivided into Statics, -Dynamics, Hydrostatics, and Hydrodynamics.
Statics treats of the necessary relations in the intensities and
directions of forces, in order to produce equilibrium of solid
bodies.
Dynamics treats of the eiFects of forces on solid bodies when
motion is produced.
Hydrostatics investigates the conditions of equilibrium in
fluid bodies.
Hydrodynamics investigates the eiFects of forces on fluids
when motion results."
2. Force is that which produces o~ tends to produce motion
or change of motion.
The consideration of the nature of force does not belong to
the present subject. Mechanics is concerned only with the
eiFects of force as exhibited in the production of motion or ,'est·
3. The effect of a force depends on, -}st, its Intensity; 2d, its
Direction; and, 3d, its Point of Application.
The Intensity of a force may be measured, statically, by the
pressure it will produce, or by the weight which will counterpoise it ; dynamically, by the quantity of motion -it will produce.
By assuming for a unit of force that force which is counter
poised by a known weight, the intensity_ or magnitude of any
other force will be expressed by the numerical ratio which its
counterpoise will bear to the counterpoise of the unit of force,
• Theoretic StatiCI aud Dynamics are tboee branches of theoretic MechBDics whiob

treat of the eft'ecta.of bees applied to material points or particles regarded as without
weight or magnitude. Statio and Dynamic Somatology would then embrace the application of theoretlo Statics and Dynamica to bodies of definite form and lllllpitnde, bod!
tIOlid and fluid.
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In the same manner, by fixing on any liM to represent the unit
of force, any other force will be represented bv the line which
bears to the linear unit the same ratio which the force iJl
question bears to the unit of force.
The Di~Oft of a force is the line which a material point,
acted on by that force, would describe were it perfectly free.
The point of application of a force is that point in its lUte 01
direction on which the force acts.
4. As the magnitudes, directions, and points of lines are all
determinable by the principles of Analytical Geometry, 80
forces, of which lines are the appropriate representatives,
come under the dominion of the same principles. The application of these principles to the determination of the laws of
equilibrium and motion, considered as the effects of forces,
constitutell analytical mechanic••
5. Forces may act on a point either by pu.1&ing or pulling it.
As these are readily convertible, the one into the other, without affecting the intensity, direction, or point .of.application of
the forces themsel ves, all forces will be regarded as pulling
unless otherwise expressly stated.
For convenience, we shall call those forces which have a
common point of application ctl1U!Vrring for-cu, and those
which act along the same line toward the same parts, COftspiring forces.
.
6. A body is an assemblage of material points. . The material
points, or elementary particles, are connected together in variousways, according to the nature of the body.
A body is said to be rigid when the relative position of its
particles. remains unchlilnged by the action of forces upon it.
In ftezibls and elastic bodies the relativeposition8 of the
particles change by the action of forces.
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CHAPTER I.
OlW

THE COMPOSITION AND EQUILIBRIOM

01'

CONCURRING I'oaou.

7. PROP. Two equal force, applied tq tAe ,ame poift' ift ez.
actly opposite directioft' are ift equilibrium.
For no reason can be assigned why motion should take
place in the direction of one force which.will not equally appI y to the other.
8. PROP. 7\00 coftCurriag forcu jor",iag 4ft aftgla with each
otAer caft Mt be ift equilibrium.
•
. If possible, let the two forces P and Q acting at A, and
making, by their directions, the an- P~
gle PAQ, be in equilibrium. Apply
~
to the point A the force PI' equal and -<
>
opposite to Q. Since, by hypothe- p,
A
Q
sis, the forces P and Q are in equilibrium, the point A will
move in the direction of P I' But PI and Q, being equal and
opposite (Art. 7), will be in equilibrium, and hence the point
A must move in the direction of P. Therefore the point A
must move in two directions at once, which is absurd.
9. DEPINITION. The resuitaftt of two or more forces is a
force which singly will produce the same mechanical eWed as
the forces themselves jointly.
The original forces are called comPOftem..
Coa. In all statical investigations the components may be
replaced by their resultant, and vice tle1'sa.
10. Paop. 'rAe resultant of ,everal COf&BRiriag forceB i, a
ringle force equal to tAeir sum, aDd actiftg in tAe ,ame directiof&.

,

STATICS.

This is obvious from the admitted mode of measuring forces.
n. Paop. The resultant of two unequal forces -acting in opposite directiom is a single force equal to their difference, and •
acting in the direction of the larger.
For the smaJIer will obviously be expended in annulling m
the larger a quantity equal to itself, and thus leave an effe.ctive
balance equal to the excess of the larger over the smaller, and
acting in the direction of the larger.
12. PROP. The resultant of any number of forces acting in
the same right line is equal to their algebraic sum.
By Art. 10, the resultant of each system of conspiring forces is equal to their sum, and by Art. 11, the resultant of
these two resultants is equal to their difference with the sign
of the greater prefixed.
13. PROP. In a 61Jstem of points inoariably connected, any
point in the di"ection of a force may be taken as the point of
application.
If the force P be applied at the point B, and to any other
A '
B
P point A in its dire~tion two
I
I
>- other forces be applied,
each equal to it, but opposite to each other, since B, by hypothesis, is invariably connected with A, one of these forces (Art.
7) wiII be in equilibrium with P. There will remain, therefore, a single effective force equal to P and applied at A. In
the same manner it may be transferred to any other point in
its direction.
14. PRoP. The resultant of seV6rfll concurring forces in one
plane lies in the same plane.
For if we suppose the resultant to lie out of the plane of-the
forces on one side, we may always conceive a line symmetrically situated on the other side of the plane; and since no
reason can be assigned why it should be in one of these lines
rather than in the other, it can be in neither of them, unless we
admit the absurd consequence, that it is in both; in other
words, that a system of forces has two resultants.
15. PROP. The f'esultant of two equal concurring forces is in

•
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. tie directi01& of a liM bilecting the angle forml4d by 1M compoMW.

For no reason can be assigned why it should tend to one
side rather than the other of this line.
16. Coa. Wften the forces are unequal, it is obvious that the
direction of the resultant will make a less angle with the larger
force than with the smaller, and the greater the disparity in
the forces, the smaller will be this angle.
17. Paop. If all the force. of a system, while their directions
• are preserved, are increased or diminished in any ratio, their
resultant, without changing its directi01&, will be tNJried in the
same ratio; and if the ComPOMnU were previously in. equilibrium, they wiU remain so in whatever ratio their intensities be
tNJried.
Let PI' P lI , Pa"•••.. be any concurring forces whatever.
Since (Oor., Art. 9) we can replace them by their resultant
R, if we d6uble or treble each of the components, this will only
double or treble the resultant R, ~ithout changing its direction,
because, in so doing, we only add to the system one or more
systems precisely equal to the first.
In like manner, if we reduce the original components to one
half or one third of their former intensities, the resultant will
still preserve its direction, but will become one half or one
third as large as before; since to double or treble these is only
to double or treble their resultant, and thus reproduce the
original system.
If the forces are in equilibrium, by varying the magnitudes
of all in the same ratio, we only add to or suppress from the,
system other systems already in equilibrium.'
18. Paop. Three equal concurring lorces, incliMd at anglu

of 120°, will be in equilibrium.

Since each force is inclined in the same P1
angle to the directions of the other two,
any reason that can be assigned why either one will prevail, will apply with
equal force to show that each of the others will prevail.

•
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, 19. Piop. 7\to equal concurring forcu, iftClinsd at an angM
their resultant a force which will be repre-

of 120°, laave for

.med in magnitude and dir:ection by the diagonal of a rhomlnu
C01&$tructed on the line, representing the component,.

, Let AD and'AB represent the two forces PI-and p.... makping the angle BAD= 120°. To the
D
1
point,A apply a force P a=l\ or P a,
and m.aking. with P,' and p., angles of
120°. By Art. 18. these three forces
Po i'
will be in equilibrium. Now since P,
and p. equilibrate P 3' their resultant
must also. Therefore produce FA to
C, making AC=AF; and since AC=R
equilibrates P ,; ii will be the resultant of P, and p.. Join
DC and BC, and ABCD will be a rhombus. of which AC is
the diagonal. For since CAD=600, and AC=AD, the triangle
CAD is isosceles; and since each angle is equal to 60°, it is
equilateral. .'. DC=AD=AB. In the same manner it may be
shown that CB=AD. and hence the figure is a rhombus.
Coa. Denoting the angle BAC by a, we have AE=AB
cos. a=P cos. a, and th~ resultant AC=R=2P cos. a.
20. Paop. If three forces are in equilibrium, each will be equal
and opposite in direction· to the resultant of the other two.
For, replacing either two by their r~ultant, we shall have
two forces in equilibrium. If they be not opposite in direction. by Art. 8, they can not be in equilibrium; and if they benot equal, by Art. 11. motion will ensue.
PARALLBLOGRAM OF FORCBS.

21. PRoP. If two force; be represented in magnitude and direction by the two adjacent sides of a paralMlogram, the diago
nalwill represent their re,ultant in magnitude and direction.
, First. The direction of the diagonal is that of the resultant
1°. When the forces are equal, this is obvious from Art. 15.

2°. Let us assume, for the present, that it is also true for the
nvo systems of unequal forces P and Q. and P and R; then it
will be' true for the forces P and Q+R. Let P and Q act

I
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at A in the directions AD and AD respectively, and be represented in magnitude by these lines. A.~R
C
Suppose the force R to act at D
.
(Art. 13). a point in its direction. p
and to be represented in magnitude
by BC. CompJ"te the paralleloD
E
Ji'
gram ADFC, draw DE parallel to AD, and the diagonals AE.
AF, and BF. Then P at A, in AD. an4 Q at A, in AB. have.
by hypothesis, their resultant in the direction AE. and (Art.
13) may be supposed to act at E. Replacing this resultant by
, ita components acting in their original directions, we have a
force P acting at E in the direction DE, and a force Q acting
at E in the direction EF. Transfer P to D and Q to F,
without changing their directions. Then P at B, in BE, and
R at B. in BC, will also, by hypothesis, have their resultant in
the direction DF, which may be supposed to act at F. We
now have all the forces acting at F, and this without disturbing their effect upon the point A, supposed to be invariably
connected with F. Hence, if the assumption be correct, F is
a point in the direction of the resultant of the forces P and Q
+R. But the assumption is correct when Q and R are each
equal to P (Art. 15). Therefore, the proposition for the direction of the resultant is true for P and 2P. Again. making Q .
=2P and R=P, it is true for P and 3P, and so for P and nP.
Also, putting nP for P, Q=P, and R=P, it will be true for nP
and 2P, and so on for mP and nP (m and n being positive integers), or for all commensurable forces.
3". When the forces are incommensurable. Let AD and
eAC represent the forces. Complete Ac:-_ _---,~
the parallelogram, and draw the diag-'
•
onal AD. . AD will represent the direction of the resultant. If not, let
I
some other line, as AE, be its diree-.
tion. Divide AB into a number of
,equal parts less than DE, and on AC
take as many of these parts as possible. Since AC and AD
are incommensurable, there will be a remainder GC less than
DE. Draw GF parallel to 'AB, and join AF. AB and AG

8
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representing two commensprable forces, AF will represent the
direction of their resultant. But (Art. 16) the resultant of AB
and AC will make a less angle with AC than the resultant of
AB and AG does. ..• AE can not be the direction of the resultant of AB and AC; and similarly, it can be shown that no
other direction than AD can be that of the resultant.
Second. The diagonal will represent the magnitude of the
D
resultant. Let P, Q, and R
~~
be three forces in equilibrium,
c __
_~ and AD, AB, AF represent
QA
R.
If their magnitudes respectiveB
ly. Complete the parallelograms BD and DF, and draw the diagonals AC and AE. AC
being the direction of the resultant of P and Q, must, by Art.
20, be in the same straight line with AF, and is therefore parallel to DE. In the same manner, AE being the direction of
the resultant of P and R, will be in the direction of BA pro
duced, and therefore parallel to CD. Hence CAED is a parallelogram, and CA is equal to DE, which is equal to AF, by
construction. But, by Art. 20, AF represents the magnitude
of the resultant of P and Q. Hence CA, the diagonal of the
parallelogram constructed on the lines AD and AB, represents
the resultant of P and Q, in magnitude as well as direction.

<§

TRIANGLE OF FORCES.
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.
22. PROP. If three concurring forces are in equilibrium. and
a triangle be formed by lines drawn in their direction., tke .ide.
of tke triangle, taken in order, will repre.ent the force.. Con-.,
versely, if tke forces can be represented by the .ides of a trUMgle.
ta.n in orp,er, they will be in equilibrium.
Let the forces P, Q, and R be in equilibrium, and be repre
B
sented by AB, AD, and AE respectively.
Produce EA, draw BC parallel to AD,
B
R
C and complete the parallelogram. AC
will represent the resultant of P alid Q
(Art. 21); and since R equilibrates P
D
and Q. it must be equal and 0PP08'~ to
their resu.tant. ••. EA=AC. And since BC i.s equal and

I
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also parallel to AD, that is, has the same directiOD, the three
sides of the triangle ABC taken in order represent the three
forces P, Q, and R.

Conver,ely. If the three sides AB, BC, and CA of the triangle ABC, taken in order, represent the direction and magnitude of the three forces P, Q, and R, they will be in equilibrium. Draw from A a line parallel to BC, and from C a line
parallel to AB, meeting the former in D. The resultant of
the two forces P and Q, represented by AB and BC, or AB
and AD, is equal to, and in the direction of the diagonal AC;
that is, equal and opposite in direction to the force R. Hence
P, Q, and R are in equilibrium.
23. COR. Hence a ·given force may be resolved into two
component forces, acting in given directions. Also into two
others, one of which is given in magnitude and direction.
1°. Let AB be the given force, and
c
AC, AD the given directions; that is,
making. known angles with AB. From
B draw BF, and BE parallel to AD and
AC. Then AF and AE are the two A.
B
components (Art. 21) acting in the given
directions AC and AD.
2°. To resolve AB into two others, one of which shall be in
the direction AC, and be equal to AF. Draw FB, and complete the parallelogram. AE will be the other component.
When the directions of the components are arbitrary, thelr
valuation will be most easily effected by assuming these directions at right angles. If the angle CAD be right, then AE
=AB cos. BAE, and AF=AB cos. BAF.
POLYGON 01' PORCES.

24. PROP. If any number of concurring forces be represented
in magnitude and direction by tke ,ide, of a polygon, taken in
order, they will be in equilibrium.
Let the sides of the polygon ABCDEA represent the magnitudes and have the directions respectively of the forces PI'
p., P 3' Pc, and P 5' These forces will be in equilibrium.

10
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Draw the diagonals AC and AD. By Art. 22, AC, the third
side of the triangle ABC, represents a force· equivalent to the
two forces AB and BC. AC is
therefore the resultap.t ofP 1 and
PI' and may be substituted for
them. In the same manner, A~
is equivalent to the forces AC
r-~---.=.jD and CD, or to PI' PI' and P a ;
and AE to the forces AD and
DE, or to the forces PI' P II' P 3'
E
and P,. That is, AE is the resultant of the four forces PI' p., P 3' and P" and acts in the
direction AE. But P 5 is represented in magnitude. by EA, and
acts in the direction EA. Hence P 5 is equal and opposite to
the resultant of the other four, or the forces are in equilibrium.
COR. The proposition is true of forces which do not lie all in
one plane. For the proof is independent of this suppo~ition.
25. SCBOLIUM. When three forces are in equilibrium, any
three lines, taken parallel to their directions, will form a triangle, the sides of which respectively will represent the relative
magnitudes of the for~s; but when there are four or more
forces this will not hold, since the relation which subsists between the sides and angles of triangles does not obtain in polygons of more than three sides.
p,.

26. PROP. To find, graphically, the resultant of any number
offorces, acting at different points in the same plane.
Let the forces PI' P II , P a have their points of application at
F
A, B, and C. Producing the directions of
the forces PI and P II till they meet in D,
construct the parallelogram. AB on the
lines representing them, and the diagonal
will represent their resultant R l ' Producing R 1 until it meets the direction of.
PIP 3 in F, and constructing the parallelogram on the lines representing R 1 and P 3'
the diagonal will represent their resultant

,

,
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R II • or the resultant of PI' PI' and PI' By the same procell
we '~ay find the resultant of any number of forces. If any
two are p.arallel, we must first compound one of these with a
third, whose direction is inclined to it. If all are parallel, toe
case will belong to paralkl forces.
0
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27. Paop. 1f three cOftcurring forces lying in diffe"ent planes
be represented in magnitude and direction by the three edges of
a parallelopiped. then the diagonal will represent their resultant
in magnitude and direction; and conversely, if the diagonal
represents a force, it is equivalent to three forces represented by
the edges of tl,e parallelopiped.
Let the three edges AB. AC. AD of the parallelopiped represent the three forces. Then AE.
~B~:::::::=-_o_7'.
the diagonal of the face ACED.
)-----~~1I'
represents the resultant of the
forces AD and AC. Compounding this with the third force, rep- .A.¥i==t::~--~~
resented by AB. we have AF, the
c
diagonal of the parallelogram AEFB, for the resultant of AE
and AB. or of the forces AC, AD, AB.
Reciprocally, the force AF is equivalent to the components
AB, AE. or to the components AB, AC, and, AD.
28. Paop. If three forces are in equilibrium, they are prOloJTtional each to the sine of the angle made by t~ directions of the
other two.
By .Art. 22 and figure.
P : Q : R=AB : BC : CA,
aad by trig.,
=sin. BCA : si"n. CAB: sin. ABC ;
= sin. CAD : sin. CAB: sin. ABC;
Or because sin. A= sin. (180°-A),
=sin. DAE : sin. EAB : sin. BAD;
=sin. QR : sin. PH. : sin. PQ.
29. Paop. If P and Q be two cOftCUrring forces, 0 the angle
made by their directions, and R their resultant, then R"=P'+
Q'+2PQ cos. o.

II
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By trig. we have, from fig., Art. 22,
AC'=AB'+BC"-2AB.BC cos. ABC,
and
cos. ABC=-cos. BAD=-cos. 8.
R'=P+Q'+2PQ cos. 8•
30. Du. The moment of a force about any point is the prod.
uct of the force into the perpendicular let fall from that point
on the direction of the force. The point is called the origin

...

of moments.
The moment of a force measures the tendency of the force
to produce rotatory motion about a fixed point.
31. PROP. The moment of the resultant of two forces equala
the algebraic sum of the moments of the components.
1°. When the origin of moments falls without the angle

made by the forces.
Let AB, AC represent the two
forces P and Q, and AD the diagonal of the parallelogram constructed
on AB and AC, their resultant R.
~--m Take any point, 0, for the origin of
moments; join OA and draw AG perpendicular to OA; draw 01, Om, On
respectively perpendicular to AB, AC,
. D
AD, and BE, CF, DG perpendicular
to AG; also CH parallel to AG.
The triangles OIA, OmA, OnA are respectively similar to
the triangles AEB, AFC, AGD.
. AB.OI
Whence AE: AB=OI : OA,.or AE= OA '

A

E

F

G

AF : AC =Om : OA, or AF= A~~,
AG : AD=On: 0 A, or AG AD.On
OA •
But the triangles ABE and CDH being equal, ·AE=CH=FG•
.'. AE+AF=AG,
or AB.OI+AC.Om=AD.On, or designating 01, Om, and On by
p, q, and r respectively. P.p+Q.q=R.r.
~. When the origin of moments is taken within the angle.

- I
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In this case the moments of the forces tend to produce rota·
tion in opposite directions. .As- E
A
G
P
suming one direction as positive,
to distinguish them we must regard
~
the other as negative. Let the PB
positive direction be that of the
hands of a watch; then Q.Om will
be positive, and P.OI negative.
D
The proof is the same in this
cue, except that AG=AF-AE,

AC.Om-AB.OI=AD.On,
Q.q-P.p=R.r.
32. COil. 1. The moment of the resultant of any Rum~r of
eoncurriRgforca iR the same plaae, u equal to the algebraic IfUII
of the moment. of the oomponeftts.
By compounding the res~ltant R with a third force, we

and
or

should obtain a like result. In the same manner, the proposi.
tion may be extended to any number of forces.
33. COil. 2. If the origin of moments be a fixed point, and
taken in the direction of the resultant, OR will become zero.
and
P.OI=Q.Om, or P.p=Q.q;
that is, while the fixed point 0, by its resistance, counteracts
the resultant foree, the forces P and Q will be in equilibrium
about that point, since their moments, tending to cause rota·
tion in opposite directions, are equal.
34. COil. 3. If several forces are in equilibrium, the resultant
force R is zero, and the moment of the resultant R.r=O.
Bence the moments in one direction balance those in the opposite direction, and there is no tendency to motion either ot
translation or rotation.
35.

EXAMPLES.

1. When the compflent forces are P and Q, and the angle
made by their directi~8 8; Eat is the magnitude of the re·
sultant R when 8=0 and 8=1f .
I'j
.
ARB. (P+Q) and (P-Q).
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2. Show that R is greatest when 6=0, least when 6=7I';and
intermediate for intermediate values of 6.
3. When P=Q and 8=60°, find R.
AnI. R=P v8.
4. When P=Q and 8=135°, find R.

Au. R=P"~- v2.

5. When the three concurring forces 3m, 4m,. and
in equilibrium, find the angle

3m74m.

am are

6. IfP=Q and 6=120°, find R.

Au. R=P.
7. IfP=6, Q=ll, and 6=30°, find the magnitude ofR, and
of the angles P~R and Q'Jt.
AnI. R=16.47, P'Jt=19°.30', Q,R=100.30'.
8. Apply the proof of the polygon of forces to the case of
five equal forces represented by the sides of a regular pentagon taken in order.
9. A cord is tied round a pin at the fixed point A, and its
two ends are drawn in different directions by the forces P ~nd
Q. Find the angle P:Q=8, when the pressure on the pin is
R=P+Q.
2

An,. Cos. 6

2PQ-3(p+QI)
8PQ
.

10. A cord, whose length is 21, is tied at the points A and B
in the same horizontal line, whose distance is 2a; a smooth
ring upon the cord sustains a weight w: find the force T of
tension in the cord.
.
w
An,. T
. /
al
2V I-ZO'
11. Given the four concurring forces PI = I, p. =2, P 3 =3,
P.=4, and the angles 0,=90°,0.=90°, and 0 . =
60°. Find the magnitude of the resultant R, and its direction

P:a.

.A... R=6.889 and P::a=10~.16'.

;
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CHAPTER II.
PAllALLBL 1'01l0BS.
HAVING considered the subject of forces which have a common point of a pplication, or which are reducible to this condition, we next proceed to consider forces which act on different points, connected together in some invariable manner, as
in rigid bodies, and whose directions are parallel.

36. PRoP. The resultant of it.oo parallel forcu, acting at tk,
. eztremitiu of a rigid rigId line, is parallel to the comp07l.61W,
equal to their algebraic sum, and divides the right line, or tlle right
line produced, into parts reciprocally proPortional to the forces.

10. When the forces act in the same direction.
Let the parallel forces P and PI act at A and B. At these
points apply the equal and
p ...
' E----r---l~.P~
opposite forces pI and Pi 1 ;
these will not disturb the
system. P and Pi at A
will have a resultant P", p/~-.:e;I'---f~-~:-"-~ I
and PI and P'lat B, a ra~
sultant P" l ' The directions of P" and P" 1 will
meet in some point D, at
which we may· suppose
them to act. Replacing P" by P and pi, and P" 1 by PI and
pi l' we now have, acting at D, the four forces P, pi, PI'
, and pI l' of which pi and pi 1 are equal and opposite, while P
and PI .act in the direction DC, and have a resultant R=P+
PI (Art. 10). To determine the point C in the line AB, where
R acts, since the sides of the triangle ACD have the directions
l'espectively (\f the forces P, pi, and their resultant P" (Art.
22\ we have.

-~.
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P : P/=DC : CAt
and similarly from triangle BCD,
pl. : PI=:=BC: DC.
Compounding these ratios, we have, since p/=pI If
P: PI=BC: CA, or P.AC=P •. BC.
2°. When tbe forces act in opposite directions.
Let P and PI (P I> P) be two parallel forces, acting at A
and B in opposite directions,
and apply to these points, as
before, the equal and opposite
p'
:p: forces PI and pI 1. The resultant P" of P and pI will
meet the resultant P" I of PI
and pI 1 in some point D,
since (Art. 16) P" 1 makes 0.
less angle with PI than P"
does with P. We shall then
have, as before, the four forces
P, PI' pI, and pI I' acting at
D, of which pI and pI I are equal and opposite, while P and PI
are opposite and unequal, and have a resultant R=P.- P, acting at any point in its direction, as C in AB produced.
To deterrpine the point C, we have (Art. 22), from the triangles ACD and BCD, as in Case 1°,
P : PI =DC: CA
and
p/ I : PI=BC : CD;
compounding P : PI=BC : CA, or P.AC=PI.CB.
37. DEF. When AB is perpendicular to the direction of the
forces, AC and BC are called the arms of the forces, and the
products P.AC and.PI.CB are the moments of the forces about
the point C.
38. COR. If to the point C we apply a force R I ' equal and
opposite to R, the forces P, PI' and RI will be in equilibrium
about that point. For the resultant R, passing through C, will
be counteracted by R l ' so there can be no motion of translation. And if we draw through C a line perpendicular to the

PAllALLBL POlleES.
direction ef the forces, calling the parts intercepted by P and
PI respectively p and Pl·; from the similar triangles, thus
formed, we should have
BC: CA=Pl :p•
••• P: P1=Pl :P, or P·P=P1Pl.
Hence the moments of P and PI' which measure the tendency
to rotation in opposite directions, being equal, there can be no
motion of rotation.
39. PROP. To determiu tke point of application of tI" resultant in terms of tke compount, aM di,tance between t1&eir
point, of application.
.
1°. When the forces act in the same direction.
and figure, we have

By Art. 36

P.AC=P I.BC=P 1.(AB-AC),

P

.or

AC=p+P 1·AB ;

and

P.AC=P 1.BC=P(AB-BC),

P

or
~.

. BC=p+P 1•AB.
When the forces act in opposite directions, we have
P.AC=P 1.BC=P1.(AC-AB),

or

AC=p P':p.AB;
1

IUld similarly,

P
BC . P _p.AB.
1

40. COR. 1. Whe~ the forces act in oppo,ite directions, the
resultant lies without the components and on the side of the
larger.
41. COll. 2. When the forces are equal and oppolite, we:
have
R=P1-P 0,
or there will be no motion of translation•
Also,

. P

P

AC=p ':p.~B=-t.AB=Cl).
1

B
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Hence an equilibrium can not be produced except by the application of an infinitely small force at a point whose distance
is infinite; that is, two equal and parallel forces, acting in opposite directions, can have no single resultant.
42. DEI'. Such forces are called a ,tatical couple. Their ef.
fect is, tendency to rotatory motion only, and all tendency to
rotatory motion can be referred to forces forming sueb COflpz".

To find the ruultant of tmy number
forcu acting at tmy pointl in the ItUII8 plaM.
43.

PROP.

of parallel

y

A.
O:--=F~H=-~G~~L~~X=-----~X

1°. Let the parallel forces PI' P" P:I ••• p. all act in the
direction. Draw any two rectangular axes OX, OY.
and let
z 1 y 1 be the co-ordinates of A, the point of application of PI

ItUII8

z,y.
Z3 Y3

"
"

"
"

B,
D,

"
"

"
"

." P,
" Pa

z .. y..
also,
Zl y'
z" y"

"

"

N,

"

"

" P.

"

"
"

C,

"
"

"
".

" Rl

"

E,

" R.

R,
z y
"
"
" R.
"
"
Draw Ac and Cb parallel to OX. The triangles ACc and
CBb are similar, and give
AC : BC=Cc : Db.
By Art. 36,

•
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PI: P.=BC: AC=Bb: Cc, or PI.cc=p•.m,
PI·(CH-AF)=P •. (BG-CH),
(PI +Pa)CH=PIAF+P •. BG;
or
RI.y'=PIYI+P.,y"
Compounding R I with P 3' we shall find the second result·
and

ant,

R.=RI +P '=P I +p.+P 3'
Ra.EL=RI.CH+P 3·DK,
R •. EL=P IAF+P •. BG+P 3DK;
or
R •.y"=PIYI +p.y.+P 3Y3'
By continuing the same process, we should find, ultimately,
R=P I +P.+P 3+ •... P.. , .
(a),
Ry=PIYI+P.Y.+P3Y3+ .... P..y..
(c).
By drawing lines from A, C, B, E, D, &c" parallel to OX,
we may find, similarly,
RX=P IXI +P.X.+P,x 3+, &c..•.• +P"x.. (b).
2°. When some of the forces act in opposite directions. To
these the negative sign must be prefixed.
If R I' the resultant of y
P I and p., as found in the
previous case, be compounded with P 3 acting
at D, in a direction opposite to that of PI an4 p.,
by joining CD and producing it (Art. 40), in the
A
~+--+--itf,
direction of the greater
force, say R I, we have O~-~---:L::---::H~-:G~---:K~--
R s ' the second resultant.
Ra=RJ-P 3' and E being its point of application, RI.EC
=p 3.ED. Drawing Ce, Ed, parallel to OX, and meeting DK
in d and LE produced in e, the triangles ECe, EDd are simi·
lar; and
EC : DE=Ee : Dd•
.'. RJ.Ee=P 3· Dd;
R
(CH-EL}=P
,.(DK-EL),
or
J
and

•
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or
(Rl-Ps).EL=R1.CH-Pa.DK,
or
RI.EL=PI'AF+PIBG-P,.DK,
or
R •.y"=P1Yl+Ply.-psY"
and so on for any other forces acting in directions opposite to
PI and p •.. '
.
3°. When the point of application of either force lies in any
other angle than YOX, to its co-ordinates must be given their
appropriate sign.
The ordinate Y. of J3, the point of application of PI' will be
negative. Draw Aa, Cb parallel to OX.
y

P1·CA=P •.CB.
By sim. triangles,
P I.Ca=P •. Bb;
or
PI (AF-CH)=p.(CH:+-GB),
or
(Pl+P.).CH=P1.AF-P••BG,
• or
R1y=P1Yl-P.y.,
.. The general formulre (a), (b), (c) will apply to all cues,
by giving the proper signs to the forces and to the co-ordinates
of their points of applicati?n..
These formulre are more concisely written by using the
Greek letter 1: as the sign of summation, P to represent either
force, and x, Y its co-ordinates; thus,
R.=l:(P)
(a'),
R.z=l:(P.x) .' '.
(bI),
R.Y=l:(P.y)
(c').
When, therefore, the magnitudes of the forces and \.he co-or

L---
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dinates of their points of application are given, (a) will give
the magnitude of the resultant, and (6) and (c) the co-ordinates
X, y of its point of application.
44. DEr. The point whose co-ordinates are i, y is calIed the
center of pa7JlZllel forces. Its position depends on the magnitude of the forces and the co-ordinates of their points of application, but is independent of their common direction; for, by
turning the forces around their respective points of application, at the same time preserving their parallelism, it will be
seen that the position of the point E is not thereby affected.
45. Paop. The moment of tke resultant of any number of parallel forces, acting in tke same plane, is equal to the algsbraic
tum of the moments of the components.
.

Since the origin of the co-ordinate axes and their direction
are arbitrary (see figure of Art. 43), suppose the axis OX to be
drawn perpendicular to the direction of the forces, and the
forces produced to intersect it. Then PIX I , Pax., &c., will
represent the moments of PI' p. respectively, and Ri the moment of the resultant.
46. DEF. The moment of a.force with reference to a plane is
the product of the intensity of the force by the perpendicular
let fall from the point of application upon the plane. Th'us
P J x 1 is the moment of the force PI' in reference to the plane
passing through OY perpendicular to OX, and P IYI is the
moment of the force PI' with reference to the plane through
OX perpendicular to OY.
47. Paop. To determine tke conditions of equilibrium of any
number

if parallel forces.

Suppose the forces in the figure (Art. 43)a11 turned round
their points of application so as to become perpendicular to the
plane of YOX. They will no longer be in the same plane, but
as their intenSity is not thus changed, nor their points of application, (a'), (b'), (c') will still hold. Then,
1°. We must obviously have R=o in (a'), or
P I +P.+P 3 +, &c.=O.
2°. If this value of R be substituted in (b'), we have

_ l:.Px l:.Px

x=-,r-=--o-'

•
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Therefore z will be infinite unlea l:.Pz=O. But when x is mfinite. we have a couple (Art. 41). and. consequently. there can
be no equilibrium. Hence we mUlt also have l:.Pz=O. or
p.z.+p.z.+P,z,+. &c.=O.
And in the same manner it will appear that l:.Py=O in case of
an equilibrium. But l:.Pz and l:.Py are the moments of the
forces in reference to two planes parallel to their directions.
Hence the necessary conditions of equilibrium are.
10 • The sum of the forcu mzut be equal to zero.
~. The sum of their moments, with reference to two planu
parallel to their directions, mzut each be equal to uro.
48. Coa. 1. If R=O, but l:.Pz and l:,.Py are not equal to
zetO, there will be no motion of translation, but simply a motion of rotation.
For if R. be the resultant of all the positive forces, and x.
the abscissa of its point of application, R. the resultant of all
the negative forces, and z. its abscissa,
t hen
0

1 since R.=R ,I ,

.z.- *x.< ;

R -

R -' >0

R.(X.-x.)~o.

But R. being finite, z.-z. must also be finite.
That is, the points of application of R. and R,I are not the
same, and a tendency to motion of rotation around the axis of
Yexists.
And

l:.Py~o

.gives. in like manner. a tendency to motion around the axis
ofz.
49. COll. 2. If the equilibrium subsist, one force, as p., must
be equal and opposite to the resultant of al1 the others.
50. COil. 3. If the equilibrium subsist with one direction, it
will subsist whatever be the common direction of the forces.
51. EXAMPLES.

1. Two parallel forces, acting in the same direction, have
their magnitudes 5 and 13, and their points of application A

PARALLBL 1'0aOBS.

and B 6 feet distanL Find the magnitude of their resultant,
and its point of application C.
Au. R=I8,
AC=41,
BC=Ii·
2. Find the r~sultant, and its point of application, when the
forces in the last question act in opposite directions.
A1I8. R=8,
AC=9f,
BC=3f·
3. If two parallel forces, P and Q, act in the same direction
at A and B, and make an angle fJ with AB, find the moment
of each about the point of application of their r8sultanL

An••

:~~AB sin. fJ.

4. If the weights 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 lbs. act perpendicularly
to a straight line at the respective distances of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
feet from one extremity, required their resultant and its point
of application.
Solution. From equations (a) and (b) we have
R=l:.P=I+2+3+4+5=15Ibs.
And, taking the extremity of the line for the origin of co-ordinates,
RX=I5.z=l:.Px~IXI+2X2+3X3+4X4+5X5=55•
••• x=3i feet.
5. Let the weights 4, -7, 8, and -3 Ibs. act perpendioularly to a straight line at the points A, B, C, and D, so that
AB=5 feet, BC=4 feet, and CD=2 feet; find the resultant
and its point of application E.
..4.118; R=2 Ibs.,
AE=2 feeL
6. Let three forces which, if concurring, would be in equilibrium, act each in the side of the triangle which represents
them in magnitude and direclion. Show that they are equivalent to a statical couple.

CHAPTER III.
THBORY OP COUPLBS.

52. Du. A statical couple consists of two equal· and paralle.
forces acting in opposite directions at different points of a body.
53. Du. The arm of a couple is the perpendicular distance
between the directions of the forces.
54. Du. The moment of a couple is the product of the arm
by one of the forces.
55. PROP. A couple m~y be turned round in any manner in
its own plane without altering its statical effect.

,

Let PI ABP a be the original couple. Suppose the arm A B
Pa
turned around any
point in it to the position abo Apply the
equal· and opposite
forces P 3 and P~ perpendicularly to ab at
a, and similarly p.
and P I at b, and let
each be equal to PI
or P a. These for~es,
being in equilibrium,
will not disturb the
p,
system. Thetwoequal
forces P I at Ai and P, at a, may be regarded as acting at their
point of intersection E, and will have a resultant in the direction CE bisecting the angle PI EP ,. Similarly, the resultant
of P s and P I at D will be an equal force in the direction CD.
These forces, .being equal and opposi~e, may be removed;
that is, we may remove from the system the forces PI' P II' p.,
and PI' and we have remaining the forces P a and p. at a

--------_.------------
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.
which is the same as if we

and bt forming the couple P .abPI '
had turned the original couple round the point C until its arm
came to the position abo
56. PIlOP. A couple may be removed to any position in its own
plane, the parallelism of its arm being preserved, without cl&anging its statical effect.

Let the arm AB of the couple PI ABP. be removed in its
own plane to the parallel position ab, and let the forces
P:s, P t' P" p. t each equal to
the original forces, be applied
perpendicularly to ab, at the
extremities a and b, in oppo- 1'6
site pairs.
Join Ab and. aBo These b~-_ _ _--lI
lines will bisect each other
in C. Plat A and P,at b Ps
will have a resultant 2P 1 at
p"
C, parallel to the original direction. Similarly, p. at B and
P t at a have a resultant =2P II at C, opposite to the former;
these will consequently balance each other, and may therefore
be removed, or the forces PI' P lI' p., P I may be removed,
6.nd we have remaining the couple P 3abP 8' equivalent to the
original couple, removed parallel to itself in its own plane.
57. PROP. A couple may be removed into any other plane, parIllel to the original one, without altering its statical effect, the
parallelism of its arm being preserved.

Let the arm AB of the original couple be transferred from
its own plane MN parallel to itself to ab in the parallel plane
RS. Let forces be applied at a and b, as in the preceding
proposition, each being equal to PI or P II' Join Ab and aBo
These lines will bisect each other in C. The forces P I and
p. will have a resultant =2P I at C, and Piland Pta result.
ant =2P. at C. These resultants will be equal and opposite
and may therefore be removed without disturbing the statica.
effect of the system. We have then remaining the couple

I
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A
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b~----r

s
P 3abP s' equivalent to the original couple, and transferred to
the' plane RS.
58. PROP. .All statical couples are equivalent to each other
whose planes are parallel and moments equal.

Let P1ABPli and QIDEQ. be any two couples whose
planes are parallel and
<»E~
moments equal. If they
,1....
_______-.;,D are not in the same plane,
~t
~ by the foregoing propositions let the latter be
transferred to the plane
B
.A.
Cl----.....-tr--------,
of the former, and moved
in that plane until the
extremities
D and A of
Qs
l\-P' Q,.
their arms coincide, and
+
DE tab the position
AC. Apply at C, perpendicularly to AC, two equal and opposite forces Q3 and Q" each equal to Ql' Resolve PI into
two forces P' and QI' so that P1=P'+QI' or P1-QI=P'.
Then, by hypothesis.

1
t\u.
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Pl·AB=QI·DE=QI·AC=Ql·AB·+QI·BC=Ql·AB+Qa·BC
and
(P 1-.QI)AB=P'.AB=Qa.BC1
or the resultant of PI an~ Q a (Art. 36) passes through B. It
is also equal and opposite to p.. Hence the forces P', Qa'
and P J may be removed, and there will remain the couple
Q1ACQ" equivalent to P1ABP..
.
59. Paop. Any ,tatical couple may be changed into another,
",hich ,hall be equivalent and have an arm of given 1ength.

Let PIP I be the moment of any couple, of which PI is one
of the forces and PI its arm, and let p be the given arm. Find
a fourth proportional PI I to p, p" and P, ; or take p : P I =
P, : PI I' which gives pI tP=P IP,' Hence, by Art. 58, their
moments being equal, and in the same plane, the couples are
equivalent.
60. Dn. The axi, of a couple is a line perpendicular to the
plane of the couple.
If the length of the axis be taken proportional to the moment of the couple, and drawn above its plane when the couple
is positive or tends to produce rotatory motion in the direction
of the hands of a watch, and below its plane, when negative
or tends to produce motion in the opposite direction, then the
axis will completely represent the couple in position, intensity,
and sign.
61. COll. By considering the previous propositions, it will be
obvious that the axis of a couple, as thus defined and limited,
may be, removed parallel to itself, to any position within the
body acted on by the couple.
62. DSF. The resultant of two or more couples is 'one which
will produce the same effect singly as the couples themselves
jointly.
63. Paop. The moment of the resultant of two or more couple.
in the same or parallel planes, equals tire algebraic IUm of the
moment, of the component couples.

Let PI' P 3' P 3' &c .• be the forces; PI' P•• P3' &c., their
arms respectively. The couples may all be removed into one

STArles.

Pi

A
B

plane (Art. 57), turned round in that
plane (Art. 55), moved "m it (Art. 56),
and their arms changed (Art. 59) to a
common arm, while their moments remail\ the same. Let P be the common arm AB; PI I ' p'., p/3' &c., the
forces; so that PI tP=P ,PI' P/ IIP
PIIP., P'aP=PaP3' &c. Now the
forces pI" pI I ' PI s at A are equivalent to a force

=

pI, +P/,I+P' 3+' &c., = P,p..!.+ P,P. + P aP'+, &c.
P
P
P
And the forces at B are equal to the same sum. We have
then for "the moment of the resultant couple,
(PI 1 +P'1I+P' ,+, &c.) AB=(P' I +P' .+pI 3+)P,
=P ,p, +PaP. +P aP.+, &c.
If either of the original
1
couples, as PaP 3' tend to pros duce motion in the opposite
direction, its sign will be negB
ative. The sum of the forces
will be
PI I+P/,I-P' 3+' &c.,
and the moment of the resultPt
ant couple
(P/~ +P' I-P' 3+, &c.) p=P IP I +P ,IP,I-P 3P,+, &c~
64. COR. The axis of the resultant couple will be equal to
the algebraic sum of the axes of the component couples.
SOBOl.. The composition of couples in the same" or parallel
planes, by means of their axes, is therefore analogous to the
composition of conspiring forces.
65. PROP. To find the resultant of two couples in different
planes inclined to each other.

Let each couple be turned round and moved in its own
plane until its arm coincide with the common intersection of
their planes, 'lnd let the arms be made coincident and of the

OOVPLBL

same length, the moments'
ll.
of the couples remaining
the s~me. Let AB be this p
Q
common arm, and PABP,
QABQ the couples. Complete the parallelograms
on the lines representing
P and Q, and the diagonals will represent their
resultants R, which may
be substituted for them.
Hence we have the resultR
ant couple RABR equivalent to the component couples P ABP and QABQ.
66. Coa. The diagonal of the par&Ilelogram, constructed on
the lines representing the axes of the component couples, will
represent the axis of a coupl& equivalent to them.
Let OK and OL be the
axes of the couples, and 0 the
angle made by the planes of
the couples. Since the axes
are perpendicular to these 0 ~--------7-.
planes, the angle made by the
axes will be o. We have,
therefore, O=PAQ=LOK.
By the triangle of forces,
Rt=P"+Qt+2PQ cos. O•
••. R.AB=AB vP"+Qt+2PQ cos. 0,
= vP".ABt+Qt.ABt+2P.ABX Q.ABcos. 0:
(since OK=P.AB, &c.),
= v·-:;O~K;:t:-:+~O~LP;t:-:+~2:-:::0"K;-.-:;;O:;L-c-o-s.-::0,
=OM.
And OK,OL being respectively perpendicular to the planes
of the component couples, OM will be perpendicular to the
resultant couple.
67. SOBOL. The above is analogous to the parallelogram of
forces, and may be called the parallelogram of.couples.
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If Land M represent the axes or moments of the component co~ples, and G the axis or moment of their resultant, then
G'=L'+Mt+2LM cos. 8.If L, M, N were the axes of three component couples, it
might be shown that G, the axis of the resultant couple, would
be represented in magnitude by the diagonal of the parallelopiped formed upon tbem.
If the planes of the three couples are at right angles each to
the other two, or if L, M, and N are at right angles each to
the planes passing through the other two, the parallelopiped
would be rectangular, and we should have,
Gt=L'+M'+N'.

CHAPTER IV.
AlIALYTIOAt. STATICS IN TWO DIMBlISIOllL

I. this chapter the points of application and the directiODI
of the forces will be referred to co-ordinate axes at right angles to each other.
68. PROP. To find the magnitude and direction of the ruuJI.
ant of any number of concurring forces in the same plane.
Let PI' PJ' P J' &c••• P. be the n forces, and let the point

at which they act be taken for the origin of co-ordinateL
Let PI make the angle a l with OX, and fJ I with OY.
P II
"
a.
"
fJ.
"

p.

"

all

"

fJ.

"

&c.,
&c.,
&c,
p.
"
a.
"
fJ.
"
If OA represen~ the force PI' and the parallelogram OMAN
be completed, OM will be the component Qf P I in Ox, and
ON that in OY. And
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OM=XI=P I cos. ai'
ON=YI=P I COB. {jl
Pursuing the same course with the forces PI' P S' &c., .md
calling the resolved parts of the forces respectively in OX,
X., X 3 , X., &c•.•• 1.,
and those in OY Y I ' Y 3' Y., &e•••• Y",
we shall obtain
XI =P I cos. ai'
Y I =P I cos. {jl'
X,=p. ~os. ai'
Y.=PI cos. {jl'
X 3 =P 3 cos. ai'
Y I=P I COB. {j3'
&c.,
&e.,
&C\,
&e.,
x.=p. cos. a.,
y.=p. cos. {j••
But the components in OX are equivalent to a single force,
=X I +X.+X 3 +, &c.••• X.=I.X,
and those in OY to a single foree,
= Y I +Y, + Y 3+' &c.••. Y.=I.Y,
the Greek letter I being used as the sign of summation.
Hence we have
.
I.X=I.P cos. a,
(1)
I. Y = I.P cos. {j.
(2)
Now if R be the resultant required, and 6 the angle it makes
with OX, the resolved parts of R in the axes must equal the
resolved parts of the forces in the same directions.
... R cos. 6=I.X.
(3)
R sin. 6=I.Y. .
(4)
I.Y
( )
Tan. 6=I.X.
.
5
Hence
Also,
RI. cos." 6+RI. sin." 6=R'=(I.~)t+(l:.y)t;
or .
.R= V (I.X)'+(I.Y)". (6)
Equations (1) and (2) give the values of.I.X and I. Y, by
which we obtain 6 from (5) and R from (6); or R may be obtained, numerically, more readily from the equation
R cos.6=I.X.
I.X
X
(7)
R=--6=I. sec. 6.
For
cos.
69. SOHOL. ~t is readily seen that the signs of the compo-

a-_ _-
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nents along either axis are involved in the trigonometrical espressions of their values, (1) and
y
(2). Assume the directions OX
and OY positive, and OX', Oy'
negative. Tho components Oz.,
Oyl of p. are positive; their
values, PI cos. a l , PI cos. /Jl'
will also be positive, since the ,
cosines of angles in the first X'--':;=--:;:!:;~*'--"F--:;I:-~,X
quadrant are positive.• The components of P lI , which lies ill the
angle X'OY, a1'e OX 2 ' Oy., the
former negative and the latter
positive. The value of Ox, =
PI cos. all is negative, since ai' reckoned from OX around to
the left, will be in the'second quadrant; and that of 0y,l=P,
cos. /JlI positive, since /JII' reckoned from OY around to the
right, will be in the fourth quadrant; or, if reckoned from OY,
around to the left, will be negative, and less than 900 •
The components Ox., 0Y. of P" in the angle X'OY', are
both negative, and their values P a cos. aa' P, cos./J a are neg..
ative, because the angles as and /J a are both in the third quadrant. The components Ox" Oy, of P" which'lies in the
angle Y'OX, are; the former positive and the latter negative.
The value of Ox, =P, cos. a, is positive, because a, is in the
fourth quadrant, or, if taken negatively, is less than 000 ; that
of Oy, =P, cos. IJ, is negative, beca.use (3, is in the second
quadrant. By the above mode of reckoning the angles, we always find a+I3=OOo, or one the complement ofthe other.
70. PROP. Required tlls conditiom of equilibrium of any
number of concurring forces in tke same plane.
Since the forces are in equilibrium, their resultant must be
equal to zero, or R=O. This gives, by (6),
(I.X)t+(I. y)t=O.
But each term being a square, is essentially positive. The
equation, therefore, can only'be satisfied by making each term
equal to zero at the same time.

r:
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Hence
1:.X=o,
1:. Y =0,
(8)
are the two necell.ary tZf&d ntJlicient equatiou of equilibrium
any number of concurring forces in the same plane; that is,
the sums of the components of all the forces resolved in any
two rectangular directions, must be separately equal to zero.
'71. PBoP. Required the ezpre.sions for the resultant j0f'C8
atul ruultant couple of an!l number of forces acting at different
poin" in the same plane.
.
Let PI'P,I'&C•••• p. be any number offorces in the same
plBlle. Take the co-ordinate axes OX,<>Y in the plane of the
forces, and let aI' ai' as ... a.. be the angles the forces make
respectively with OX, and 13 1 ,13., 13 s •.. f3.. the angles they
make with OY.
Let ZI' !II be the
y
co-ordinates
OM I'
MIAl of AI' the point
PI.
of application of the
force PI' and Z" !I"
&c•.•. Z., !I. be the
co-ordinates of the
points of application
E-=-x..;;:-O::.t-':::X1~--:~------x of the others respectK1
ively. Resolving PI
in the directions of
OX and OY, we shall
have for the components
XI =P I cos. ai'
Y I =P I cos. {JI'
at the point A I'
Now apply at O.in OX, two equal and opposite forces, each
equal to XI; this will not affect the system. Then, instead
of the single force XI at A .. we have XI at AI' or N I and
. -XI at 0, which together form a couple, and XI at O. That
is, for the force XI at AI' we !nay substitute
XI at 0, aDd the couple XI.ONI=XI!lI'
In like manner, applyiug at 0, in OY, two forces, opposite and
each equal to Y l ' we should have Y I at AI equivalent to
Y I at 0, and the couple - Y.OM , =- Y.z 1 •

0t.

•
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This Jalt couple will be negative, lince it tends to produce r0tation in the contrary direc\ion to that of the other.
By purluing the lame course with each of the other forcel.
we Ihould obviously have acting at 0, in OX. a lum of forcel
Xt+X.+Xa+.&c. ••.• x.=l:.X.
(9).
and at 0, in OY.
(10)
Y 1 + Y.+ Y a+, &c.•... Y.=l:.Y,
and the couples
XtYl +XIIYII+X,Ya • . •• X-y.=l:.Xy, (11)
- Y tXl- YIIXII...!Y ,X a •••• - Y"x.=l:.-Yx. (12)
We have now reduced the whole to a system of concurring
forces and a system of couples. The couples being in the
same plane, the moment of the resultant (Art. 63) will be
equal to the algebraic sum of the moments of the componentJ,
or the resultant axis G will be equal
the algebraic sum of
the component axes. Hence, taking the sum of (11) and (12),
G=l:.Xy-l:.Yx=l:.(Xy- Yx).
(13)
Now if R be the resultant force acting at 0, and 6 the angle
it makel with Ox, we have, as before,
R cos. 6=l:.X,
R lin. 6=l:.Y.
Tan. 6= l:.Y
l:.X'
(14)
and
R"= (l:.X)t+ (l:.Y)t.
(15)
72. SOHOL. 1. The equations (13), (14). and (15) determine
the magnitude of G and the magnitude and direction of R.
To construCt thes8 results, draw
y
through the origin 0 the line OR.
making the angle 6 with Ox, to
represent R. T hen put G=
l:.(Xy-Yx)=Rr, by which the
R
moment of the resultant couple
is changed into another, whose
forces are each equal to R, and
arm equal. to r. Let this be
moved and turned round until R'
one of its forces acts at 0 in an

to
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o!,posite direction to the resultant force; draw OA perpendicular to OR and equal to r, and AR' parallel to OR. Then
R' AOR' represents the resultant couple. The two forces at 0,
being equal and opposite, may be removed, and we have the
final resultant acting in AR', which makes the angle 8 with
OX.
73. ScaoL. 2. To find the equation of thi.. final relUltant. It
will be of the form
y=ax+b.
I.Y·
But
a= tan. 8= I.
-X'
OA
.r
G
G
and
b=OB cos. (1- cos. (I R cos. fJ I.X·
Therefore, by substitution, we have for the equation
I.Y
G
y=I.X.x+I.X
(16).
'74. Paop. To determine the conditi01&8 of equilibrium of afty
.umber of forces acting at different points in the same plane.

In order that there may be no motion of translation, we
must have R=O. which gives, as before,
I.X=O,
(17)
and
1:. Y =0.
(18)
And, in order that there may be no motion of rotation, we
must also have
G=1: (Xy- Yx)=O.
(19)
Equations (17), (18), (19) are the three necessary and sufficient conditions of equilibrium.
75. COR. When there is a fixed point in the system, if this
point be taken for the origin, its resistance. will destroy the effect of the resultant force R. and the sole condition of equilibrium will then be G=O,
or
1:. (Xy- Yx)=O;
or there must be no tendency to rotation around the fixed
poinL
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BQUILI.IlIUM OP A POINT ON A PLANB CURVB.

76. If a point be kept at rest on a plane curve by the actio.
of any number of forces in the plane of the curve, the resultant
must obviously be in the direction of the normal to the curve
at that point, and equivalent to the. pressure the curve sustainL
For, if the resultant had any other direction, it might be resolved into two, one in the direction of the normal, and the
other in the direction of the tangent to the curve; the former
would be opposed by the reaction of the curve; the latter. being unopposed, would cause the point to move. Hence,
77. PROP. To determine the conditions .of equilibrium of a
point, retained on a plane curve or line, by forces acting in ill

piane.
Let N bJ) the normal force of reaction of the curve, and a
the angle made by the normal with the axis of z. Also. let
I.X, l:. Y be the sums of the components of all the other forcet
resolved parallel to each axis respectively, and R their result·
ant The.resistance N may be con sid fired a new foree, which,
together with the other forces, retains the point in equilibrium
independently of the curve. If, therefore, N be resolved in
the direction. of each axis, we have (8)
N cos. a+l:.X=O,
(a)
N sin. a+l:.Y=O;
(b)
or, transposing, squaring, adding, and reducing,

v

N= (l:.X)" + (l:.Y)"=R,
or the reaction. is equal to the resultant of all the other forcaL .
Now let i be the inclination
B. Y
to the axis of z, of the tangent ~
to the curve through the point,
•
then a=90o+i.
t.
.'. cos. a=cos. (90o +i)=-sin. i,
and
sin. a=cos.i.
Substituting these values of cos. tI and sin. a in (a) and (b), and
dividing, we get

18

.TATIOL

l:.X or~.~.
"X+" Y tan..1=.
0
.
T an. I=-l:.Y'

"20',
\

But the differential expression for the tangent of the angle
which the tangent makes with the axis of z is : . Therefore.
.ubstituting and reducing,

l:.X.dz+l::Y.dy=O.

(21)
Whenever'the line on which the point is retained is right,
(20) may be used; but if the line be a curve, (21) will, in general, be necessary, and :

must be deduced from the .equation

of the given curve.
VIRTUAL VELOCITIES.

'78. DEF. If any forces PI and P II act at the point A, and
this point be displaced through an in- .
P1 definitely small space Aa, and the
perpendiculars apI' aplI be drawn
from a on the directions of the forces,
then Ap 1 and Ap II are called the virntal velocities of the forces P I and P II ; Ap I ' measured in the
direction of the force PI' is positive, and Ap II' measured in the
direction of P II produced, is negative.
79. The principle of virtual velocities is thus enunciated:
If any number of forces be in equilibrium at one or mort:
points of a rigid body, then if this body receive an indefinitely
lmall displacement, the algebraic sum of the products of eacA
force into its virtual velocity is equal to zero.
80. PROP. To prove the principle of virtual velocities for
concurring forces in one plane.
Let A be the point at which the forces PI' P II' P a' &c.•••
P.. act; a 1 • all' a 3 , &c..•. a.. the angles they make respectively with OX, and 13 1 ,1311 .13 3 • • • 13. the angles they make
with OY. Let 8 be the angle which the direction of the di..
placement Aa makes with OX

1-
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Let "I' ",. "3' &C•••• ". be the virtual velocities of the
(orces respe(".ively.
Then
"I =Api =Aa cos'P1Aa=Aa. cos. (aI-B),
=Aa(cos.a l cos.9+sin.a l sin.9),
Pl"I=Pl.Aa(cos.a l cos.9+sin.a l sin. B),
and
=Aa(co~.9.P Icos.al +sin.tI.P lsin.a l ).
• In like manner, for.P. we should have
P II v. =Aa(cos. 9.P. cos. a. +sin. 9.P. sin. a.),
and so for the other forces; and taking their sum, we should
get, remembering that sin. a=cos. {J,

.v.

l:.Pv=P lV l +P +P 3"3+' &c.•••• P"v.,
= Aa[cos.9 (p. cos. a. +p. cos. a.+,&c..... p. cos. a.}
+ sin. 9 (p 1 cos. {J 1+ p. cos. {J. +, &c..... P. cos. (J.)].
But when there is an equilibrium at a point (8),
PI cos.a. +p. cos.all+P 3 cos.a 3+,&c.•.• p. cos. a.=l:.X=O,
and
PI cos.{J. +PII COS.{JII+P 3 cos.{J,+,&c. ~ •• P.cos.{J.=l:.Y=O.
Hence
l:.P,,=O,
or the principle is true when the forces all act at a point.
8!. PROP. To prove the principle of virtual velocities for
forcu acting at different points in the same plane.
The points are supposed to be invariably.connected by rigid
lines or rods withoutaveight, ·which transmit the actions and
reactions of the particles or points upon each other.

...
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Let AI' A., A a, &c.••• A. be the particles to which the
forces PI' p •• P a' &c.••• p. are applied, VI' V.,V3 ••• v. the
virtual velocities of the forces respectively.
Let rG,G. be. the action of the particle AI upon the particle A••
r GaG,
"reacti'on of
" A•
"
"
A I'
r4l1tJ.
"
action of
"AI
"
"
A 3'
ra.G,
,.
reaction of
"
A3
"
"
A I'
&c..
&c..
&c.,
Let Va,Ga• vG.G•• vG,G., Va.G,' &c., &c., be the corresponding
virtual velocities.
G, VG131
G=Va11
G, &c., &c., from the nature of
Then VGIGI =VII11
action and reaction.
Also, rG,G.=-rG.G" rG,G.=-rG.G" &c., &c. For, let AI
R1-c

All'1

.M. Ps

\I=-_ _ _ _~1

42

41.

a,.

and A. be the particles displaced to a l and
Draw tbe •
perpendiculars alPl' a.p.. Then, if the line ala. is par..
allel to AlA., it is obvious that AIPI =A.p.. But AIPI is
the virtual velocity of R l , and A.p. ofR., and they have opposite signs.
.-•

•

.=-•.•

111

1-

If ala. is not parallel to AlA" let them meet when pro.&.1't

. .& po.

~

~

c--=:::::_==- ---==--=--=:'\1

\I

duced in some point C. Since the displacements are indefinitely small, the perpendiculars alPI' a.p. coincide with cir~
c~lar arcs whose center is C, and Cal=CPI' Ca.=Cp •.
But AIPI=CPI-CAI=Cal-CA I,
and A.p.=Cp.-CA,=Ca.-CA.=(Ca l +ala.)-(CA I +
AlA.).
=Cal-CA I·
.'. AIPI = A.p"
or
Va,G.=-Va.G,.
Let the sum of the products of all tile forces PI' p., &c •
into their virtual velocities, acting on the particle

\
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A. be l:.(Pa,.tla.),
A. be l:.(pa••Va.),
those on
A, be l:.(Pa•. tlaa),
those on
&c.,
&c.,
those on
A.
be
l:.(Pa .Va. ).
,
Since each particle is in equilibrium from the action of tbe
external forces and the reactions of the others upon it, we
have, by the last proposition,
0=l:.(Pa,.Val)+ra,a••Va,a.+ra,a ••Va1a.+, &c.,
O=l:.(P"•.Va.)+ra.a ••Va.a. +ra.n•. Va.a. +, eke.,
O=l:.(Pa•.Va.) +ra.a,.Va.a. +ra.a••Va."o +, &c.,
&c.,
&c.,
&c.,
O=l:.(Pa••Va,.)+ra.a,.Va..a, +ra.a•. Va..a. +, &c.

.

In taking the sum of the products for all the pa~ticles, the
-products of the reactions into their virtual velocities will disappear, being in pairs, equal in magnitude with contrary
signs; therefore we have
l:.(pa,.Va,)+l:.(Pa••Va.)+l:.(Pa•• Va.) +, &c•..• l:.(Pa...Va')=O ;
or, generally, when there is an equilibrium,
l:.(PV) =0.
82. Paop. Conversely. If the sum of the products of the
forces into their virtual velocities be ~qual to zero, or l:.(P.v.)
=0, then there will be an equilibrium.
For if the forces are not in equilibrium, they will be equivalent either to a single force or a single couple (Art. 74).
In tke first case, let R be the single resultant force; then a
force equal and opposite to R will reduce the system to equilibrium; let u be its virtual velocity for any displacement.
Since, with this new force, there will be an equilibrium, we
have, by the preceding proposition,
l:.(p.v)+R.u=O.,
But by hypothesis, l:.(P.V) =0. .'. Ru=O, which, being true for
all small displacements of the body, we must have R=O, or
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the body was in equilibrium from the action of the original
forces.
In the second case, if the forces were equal to a resultant
couple, it would be balanced by an equal and opposite couple.
Let tbe forces of tbis opposite couple be Q and Q', and tbeir
virtuar velocities for any displacement be 'I and 'I' respectively; since tbey will reduce the system to equilibrium, we have,
by the preceding proposition,
l:.(P.v) +Qq+Q'q'=O.
But l:.(p.u)=O. ••. Qq+Q'q'=O, for all displacements, wbich
is impossible, unless Q and Q' each equal zero, since they are
parallel forces, and act at different points.

CHAP"TER V.
TBE OENTER OP GRAVIT ....

83. DEI'. EXPERIMENT shows that every particle of matter i.
subject to a force which attracts it in a direction perpendicu.
lar to a horizontal plane or the surface of stagnant water. In
reality, the directions of the forces, acting on several particles,
meet nearly in the center of the earth; but as this center i.
very distant, compared with the distance of any particles con·
sidered together, w~ may, without sensible error, regard their
directions as parallel.
This force is called gravity.
84. Experiment shows, also, that the intensity of gravity
varies in different parts of the earth's surface; that it is least
at the equator, and increases tow~rd the poles in the ratio of
the square of the sine of the latitude. It shows, also, that in
the same latitude the intensity varies at different points in the
same vertical line ; that it varies inversely as the square of the
distance from the center. But for any points in the same system, or any bodies nearly in the same place, this variation of
intensity, as well as difference of direction, may be neglected
without error. Hence,
85. DEP• .A. heavy body is an assemblage of material points,
or particles, acted on by equal parallel forces in the direction
of the vertical to the earth's surface.
86. DEP. The weight of a body is the resultant of all the ef.
forts which gravity exerts on its component particles. This
resultant (Art. 43) is equal to their sum, and paralJel to their
common direction.
87. DEr. The mass or the quantity of matter of a body i.
the sum of all its component particles.
88. COR. If W represent the weight of a body, M the mass,
and g the ratio of the intensity of gravity at any place, to its

8TATI08.

intensity at another place where it is assumed 88 unity. we
8hall have
W=gM.
(22)
For the resultant of all the parallel actions of gravity on the
particles of a body is equal to their sum. or the product of it.
intensity into the number.
89. DEF. The density of a body is the r~tio of its mass to its
volume; or. if D represent the density. M the mass. and V the
volume,
M
(23)
D=-·

V'

in which D. M, and V represent the number of units of each
kind.
90. COil. Since W =gM. and M= VD, we have
W=gVD.
(24)
91. PROP. The masses of two bodies of the same density are in
the direct ratio of their volumes.

If M. V. and D be the mass. volume. and density of one
body. and m. v. and d the same ofthe other, by (23).
M=VD and m=vd; '.' M: m=VD: vd; (25)
or. slDce D=d. •
M: m=V : v.
92. PROP. The masses being equal. the densities are inversei)
as the volumes.

Since
or

M: m=VD: vd; ifM=m, VD=vd;
D : d=v : V. .

(26)

93. PROP. The volumes being equal. the masses are directly. as
the densities.

Making. in (25). V =v. we have M : m=D : d.
(27)
94. Du. The center of gravity of a body is the center of the
parallel forces of gravity on each of its component particles.
95. COR. Hence the determination of the center of gravity
involves an immediate application of the doctrine of parallel
forces. and we need only refer to results already obtained for
many important deductions respecting the center of gravity.
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1°. The resultant of all the vertical efforts of gravity on
each of the elementary particles of a body passes through it.
center of gravity. (Am. 44 and 94.)
~. This resultant is parallel to the forces (Art. 36); that is,
it is vertical, and its magnitude is equal to the °weight of the
body.
3°. Whatever posItion we give to a body, this resultant will
always pass through the center of gravity; since changing the
position is equivalent to changing the direction of the forces,
without changing their points of application or parallelism.
4°. A heavy body will be in equilibrium if its center of
gravity be supported, whatever may be the situation of the
body relative to the support, since, in this case, the resultant
of the parallel forces of gravity will have a fixed point in its
direction.
5°. When we wish to find the center of gravity of several
bodies, we can suppose the mass of each concentrated at its
center of gravity, since the weight of each is a force proportional to its mass, and passi~g vertically through its center of
gravity. Hence we have only to consider a system of heavy.
points.
96. DBP. A body is said to be symmetrical with respect to tI
plaM when the Jines joining its particles, two
and two, are parallel, and bisected by the III
4
plane.
~---t
Thus, let m, om' be ~wo symmetrical particles, so that the line mm' may be bisected
in b by the plane 00'. Letting fall the perpendiculars ma, m'a', the equality of the triangles
an--~
..ab, m'a'bOgives ma=m'a'. Hence the particles of a body, symmetrical with respect to
a plane, are situated, two and two, on opposite sides of the
(,lane, and at equal distances from it.
97. Paop. The ctnder of gravity of e»ery homogeneous body
of uniform density, ~metrical with°,·espect to a plane, is situatsd in that plane.
'
For any two particles, symmetrically placed, will be at the

•
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lame distance from the plan-eo and their moments will be equal
and have contrary ligns. But aU the particles, taken two and
two, are thus placed (Art. 96). Therefore the resultant of the
system of forces will be in that plane. and, consequently, the
center of gravity also.
98. DEr. A body is said to be symmetrical with respect to aft
azi, when it is symmetrical with respect·to two planes passing through that axis.
99. PROP. TI,e center of grtnJity of a I&omogeneolU body, .ymmetrical with respect to an azis, is ,ituated in that azis.

By Art. 97, it must be in each plane passing through the
axis, and therefore in their common intersection, or the axis
itself.
100. COil. If a body is symmetrical with respect to two
axes, its center of gravity will be at their intersection. since it
must be in both axes.
101. DEr. This point is also called the center of figure.
102. PROP. To find the center of gravity of any number
l&eavy particles whose weights and positions are given.

of

Let A, B, C, &c., be the· particles, whose weights WI' WI'
B
Wa' &c" act at their respective
centers of gravity, vertically
E
downward, and therefore constitule a system of parallel forces. WI and w. have a result\
ant =Wl +w l acting at some
'W4 point a, such that w1.Aa=w••
Ba. The distance AB being
given, the distnnceA a is de'W", .
termined by taking (Art. 39)
WI +w. : w.=AJ,J : Aa=AB.

W

;. •
WI WI
Compounding the weight WI +w. at a with another weight
fDa acting at C, they will have a resultant fDl +w. +w a acting
at some point b, such that
. (WI +w.).ab=wa·Cb•

•
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First determining aC from the triangle aCB, in which Be,

Sa, and the angle aBC are supposed to be known, we can determine the distance ab by the proportion
wl+w,+w,: w,=Ca: ab=Ca.

W

+ 1+ .
WI W, Ws

By continuing the same process, we should determine the •
point at which the final resultant weight acts. The point wiD
be the same, whatever be the order in which we compound the
weights.
, 103. PROP. To find tlae center of grafJity of any number of
particle. in the same plane whose po.ition. are given by their
co-ordinates.
Since the weights of the particles constitute a system of parallel forces, let PI' PI' P 3' &c., represent the weights of the
particles which may be supposed collected in their respective
centers of gravity, ZI' YI' Z" Y., &c•• their co-ordinates. We
shall have for the co-ordinates y of the center of parallel for-ces (Art. 44). or center of gravity ofthe whole body (Art. 94),

z,

z

Plzl+P.z.+Paz,+.&c. l:.PZ}
, PI +P, +P 3 +,&c.
1:.P
(28)
_ PIY1+P.y.+P'Y3+'&C. l:.Py
Y
PI+P,+P,+,&c.
l:.P·

104. COll. I. If the particles aU lie in a straight line, this line
may be taken for the axis of z, and y 1=0, y. =0, &c. .'. y=O,
and the center of grdity will be in that line.
105. COil. 2. If the particles are homogeneous, the weights
of each particle (24) will be proportional to the volumes; and
if "1~ v.' "3' &c., denote the volumes of the particles, and V
!be whole volume, we have

_ V Z +V.Z.+v,z,+.&c.

1:.uz:}
1:."
_ "IYl+V.Y.+v,y,+, &c. 1:.vy
Y
V
1:.,,'
1

Z

1

V

()
29

Hence the BUm of aU the particles, or the whole volume, multi. plied by the distance of its center of gra"ity from a plane, ~
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equal to tlte mm of each particle into the distance of its center
of gravity from tlte plane.
106. Coa. 3. If the center of gravity of the whole volume
be given, and the center of gravity of one of its parts, the center of gravity of the other is readily obtained. .
Let V equal the whole volume, and "1' VI the volumes of
• the two parts, x, Y, Xl' YI ' XII' Y., the co-ordinates oftheir respective centers of gravity.
d - tlIYI+V.YII
- VI X1 +V,I XII
Then
X
V
,an y
V·

But, by hypothesis, V, VI and x, Y, Xl' YI are given.
Therefore,
V ,I = V-v I ~
ViC-V , Z 1
d'Vy-V 1 Yl
(301\
and
x ll
,an y,l
•
I

=

I

VII

v,I

107. We shall now proceed to apply the foregoing principles to specific cases.
Ex. 1. To find the center of graeity of a uniform physical
straight line.
If AB be the uniform straight line, and C its middle point, C
A
C
B will be its center of gravity;
,
for we may <!on sider the line
made up of a series of equal particles in pairs on opposite
sides of C, and the weights of each pair would be equal paral.
leI forces having their resultant at C, the middle point between
them, or the resultant of all the forces will pass through C.
Or, the line AB is symmetrical with respect to a plane passing through C. The center of gravity, therefore (Art. 97), is in
c this plane, and os it is also in the line
AB, it must be at their intersectio!l C.
Ex. 2. To find the center of gravity
of a thin triangular plate 4 uniform
density.
Let ABC be the triangular plate,
of which the thickness is inconsiderable. Bisect AB in D, and AC in E.
D
.B
.Join C, D, and B, E intersecting in
G will be the center of gravity of the plate.

------

--------~
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Since the line CD bisects all lines drawn parallel to the
base, and, consequently, divides the triangle symmetrically,
the center of gravity of the triangle will be in this line. For
the same reason; it will be in the line BE~ and will therefore
be at their intersection G.
Join D, E. DE is parallel to BC, sine, it divides the sides
AB and AC proportionally, and DE=lBC.
From the similar triangles, DEG and BCG, we have
DE : BC=DG : GC= 1 : 2.
.'. 2DG=GC.
Adding DG to both sides,
3DG=DG+GC=DC.
.'. DG=lDC.
In the same way it may be shown that EG=lEB.
Hence the center of gravity of a triangle is one third the
distance from the middle of either side to the opposite vertex.
Ex. 3. To find the center of gravitY of a parallslogram of
uniform density and thiCkneBB.
Bisect the sides AB and DC in H and K; also the sides
AD and BC in E and F. The
D
K
C
plane passing through Hand K
/
/
/
will divide the parallelogram sym- E
metrically, since it will bisect' all '/
lines parallel to AB. The center _
_
.
of gravity will lie in this plane, and A
H
B
will therefore lie in its intersection HK with the parallelogram
For the same reason it will lie in EF, and must therefore be a!
G, the common point of these lines.
B
Or, since each diagonal bisects all lines dra wn parallel to
the other, it will be at the intersection of the diagonals.
Ex. ·4. To find the cen~r of
gravity of a" thin, polygonal F
plate, oj uniform demity and
thic1meBB.
D
Let ABCDEF be the polygon. Draw the lines AC, AD,
AE, dividing it into triangles.
D

/G /J.
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When the polygon is given, these triangles will be known,
and their centers of gravity, gl,g., g., g" may be fouad by
Ex. 2.
The mass of each triangle may be CODsidered as a heavy
particle at its center of grav\ty, or the weight of each, as a
foree acting at its eenter of gravity. Then (.Art. 39),

II +g. : g.='l'. : gI G/ ='ll.· '+. .
II I.
This determines the point G/, the center of gravity of the
portion ABCD. In the same manner, we may find the pomt
of application GI', of the resultant of gl
actiog at G', and J
I s acting at 13' and so on; the last point so determined will
be the center of gravity G of the polygon.
Ex. 5. To find ths center ofgravity of a triangular. pyramid
of'll:"iform density.
Let ABeD be the triangular pyramid. Bisect the edge' BC
in E, and pus a plane through E and the edge AD: This

+,.

D

:0

plane will bisect all lines in the' pyramid parallel to Be, and
will therefore divide it symmetrlcally. Bisect AC in F, and
the plane through F and the edge BD .will also divide the pyramid symmetrically; and since the center of gravity of the
pyramid will be in both these planes, it must be in their intersection Df. But the point f is the center of gravity of the face
ABe (Ex. 2). Hence the center of gravity of the pyramid

------~------
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lies in the line drawn from a vertex to the center of gravity of
the opposite face. Take EB=lEO, and join Ae. Since e is
the center of gravity of the face BCD, the center of gravity of
the pyramid will be in the line Ae. It must therefore be at
the intersection G of Ae and Of.
To find fG, join fe, which will be parallel to AD, since it
divides the sides ED and EA of the triangle AED proportionally. Now the similar trianglesfGe and AGD, withjEe and
AED,give

fG: GD=fe: AD=Ee: ED=1 : 3.
.·.3fG=GD.
Adding fG to both members,

1fG=fG+GD= jO,
fG=lfD.

or

Hence, the center of gravity of a triangula~ pyramid i, OM
fourth the distance from the center of gravity of OM face to the
opposite verte3!.
Ex. 6. To find the center of gravity of a pyramid whose base
•

is any polygon. .

In the pyramid A BCDEF find G, the center of gravity of
tHe polygonal base (Ex. 4),
and join AG. Since AG
A
passes through the center
of. gravity of the base, it
will pass through the center of gravity of eyery section parallel to the base,
and the center of gravity
of the whole pyramid will
be in AG.
Join GB, 00, GD, GE, n~_ _-I-_-1-_-\--7
and GF, and conceive
planes to pass through A
and each of these lines,
c~----~
thus dividing the whole .
pyramid into as many triangular pyramids as the base has
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sides. The centers of gravity of these pyramids will be at
one fourth the distances, respectively, from the centers of gravity. of their triangular bases to the common vertex A. These
distances being thus. divided proportionally, the points of division will all lie in the same plane parallel to the base. And
since the centers·of gravity of all the triangular pyramids are
in this plane, the center of gravity of the whole pyramid will
be in it, and, being in the line AG also, will be at tl\eir intersection g. But the plane divides all lines drawn from the vertex A to the bas~ proportionally; th~refore, the center of gravity g of the whole pyramid is one fourth the distance from the
center of gravity of the base to the vertex.
Coa. Since the above principle is true, whatever be .the number of sides of the polygon, it ,is true when t~e number becomes
indefinitely great, or when the base becomes a continued closed
curve, as _8 circle, an ellipse,.&c.; or, the center of gravity of a
cone, right or oblique, and on. any base, is
fourth the distance from the cdter of gravity of the base to the _fJ6rte:z:.

one

Ex. 7. To find the center of gravity of a frustum of a cone or
pgramid cut off by a pltine-parallel to tke base•
. L~t a be the .length of the line drawn from. the ve~ex of tbe
cone, when complete, to the center of gravity of the base, a'
that portion of it between the vertex and the smaller base of
the frustum. Then (30)·we have

.

in which z=fa, Xl =14'. Now the part of the cone or pyramid cut off is similar. to the whole, and similar solids are as tbe
cubes or'their homologous dimensions; or cubes of their lines
similarly situated.
Hence v: VI =0.' : a,l, or V-VI: v=al-a,1 : a l•
til
••• v 1 =7'

and

V

I

. ( 'I)

=v-v I..=fJ
I~!..
.
a" •

•

--

-- -----------
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. (fIl' fa'
( all)
e 1--

_. e·ta-e (ji)
000

z.=

a'

(a+a') (a'+a")
a"+aa'+a" •

1

Subtracting this.from.a. we have the distance of the centel
of gravity of the frustum from the center of gravity of its base
equal to
(a+a') (a"+a'') a
Sa,I
a 1 a'+aa'+~"
4 4(a"+aqj+a")'

Ex. 8. To find the center of graeity of 1M perimeter of a tnangle in terms of the co-ordinatu y
c
of the angular points.
~
In .the triangle ABC, let a, b,
~
c represent the sides respectively opposite to the angles· A, B,
91
B
C. Their centers of gravity will
be each at the middle point of
X·
the side; as gl' g., gao
Let XIYI be the co-ordinates of A referred to the origin 0,

X.Y.

..

..

"

B,

ZaYa
"
..
..
C.
.
Then the co-ordinates of g. are l(x I +x.). ICy. +Y.),
"
"
..
g." l(x.+x a). ICy.+Ya),
"
"
"
g'IJ" l(xa+x l ). l(Ya+YI)'
and z. y., being the co-ordinates required. by (28). we have
i

y

a(x.+xa)+b(xl+xa)+c(xl+x.)
2(a+b+c)
,
a(Y.+Ya)+b(YI +Ys)+c(y. +Y.)
2(a+b+c)
•

Ez. 9. To find the co-ordinatu of the center of gravity of a
triangle.
Let XIY •• X.Y., XaY. be the co-ordinates of the points A,

8'1'A.'I'108.

y

B, C respectively. Draw
AD bisecting BC in D,
and take AG=iAP: G
is the center of. gravity
of the triangle. The c0ordinates of D are !(z.
+ZI)' !<Y.+Y.); and if
z=ON. y=GN, be the
~----"."..",=-*--.L-":X co-ordinates of G, w.
have

or

ana

c

ON.-OL +i(OM-OL),
GN=AL+i(DM-AL) ;
Z=Zl +i{l(ZlI+Za)-ZI }=i(ZI +z.+z.).
Y=Y 1 +ifl<Y. +y 3) -Y 1 } =i(y 1 +y I +y II)·

CONDITIONS OF EQUILIBRWIII· OF BODIES FROIII THB ACTION OP
GRAVITY.

108. Paop. If a body have a jized point in it, tke condition oj
equilibrium require, that tke 1?erticalline through. the center of
gravity ,hall Pal, through tke jized poirtt.

If the center.of pvity g 1>e in the vertical line Ag, passing
through the fixed point
A, the weight w of the
body, being a vertical
force acting at g. in the .
dir~ction Ag, will be
resisted by the reaction
of the fixed point A.
If the center of gravity
be at any other point
K, then drawing the
·W
'IV
vertical line throuih g'
and the horizontal line through A, the weight w acting at K
would have an uncompensated moment w.Am, which will not
vanish until the center of gravity comes into the line Ag. Or,
if If be the center of gravity, the body will be acted upon by

C B If ~ II a
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a couple of which the forces are, the weight of the body at K,
and the reaction of the fixed point A I ' and the arm Am.
Therefore (19), in order to equilibrium,
l:(Xy- Yz)=w.Am=O•
..• Am=O, or the point g' must be in Ag.
109. DEF. The equilibrium is said to be stable when the body,
if slightly disturbed, tends to return to its original position.
It is called unstable when, being disturbed, it tends to remove further from its original position; and neutral when, after
being disturbed, it still remains in equilibrium.
llO. PJlOP. When the, equilibrium of a body cO'!&taining a
jized point is stable, the center of grauity is in the lowest po,ition it can take; token unstable, in the highest.
Let A be a fixed point in the bodies M and N, g their ce.ter of gravity. The
center of grayity can
only move _on the
surface of a sphere
whose center is A
and radiqs Ag. When
the body M is disturbed, its center of
gravity g being ~e.:
moved to gI, will rise
'W
'W
through the versed sine of -the arc ggl, and when at gI, the
moment w.Am will obviously tend to bring it back to its original position. The equilibrium is therefore stable, and the
center of gravity the 'lowest ~ssible. In ttte pody N, the cen- .
ter of gravity being. at gis ~h~ highest possible, and being in
the vertical Ag, will be in equilibrium. When remoyed to gI,
the moment w.Am will obviowdy t~nd to carry it further, and
the equilibrium was therefore unst/lble.
Ill. Coa. 1..The pressure on the point by which a body is
suspended }s clearly, in the case of equilibriwD, equal to the
weight of the body.
112. COil. 2. If a body is suspended from two points, the p0sition of equilibrium is that in which the center of gravity is in

•
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,.

the vertical plane pusing through the two points of sua pen.
. sion, since it is then the highest or low
est possible. To determine the preasures on the fixed points A and B, let
.A:.
E
GC represent the weight of the body
D
( acting vertically at G. Resolve GC
G
) into the two forces DG and EG acting
in the directions AG and BG. These
will represent the pressures on A and
B. Since the directions of GC, GO,
and GE, and the magnitude of GC are known, the magnitudes
ofDG and EG may be determined.

~

113. COR. 3. If a body be suspended from three fixed pointB
not in a right litle, the body is necessarily at rest.

With regard to the pressures on each point, the three lines
drawn from the fixed points to the center of gravity give the
directions of the prel!sures, and the vertica1 is the direction of
the weight, the magnitude of which is given. Hence we have,
in a parallelopiped, the three sides and diagonal given in position and one given in magnitude, to determine the magnitude
of the other three.
114. COR. 4. If a body touch Ii horizontal plane in one point,
it will be in equilibrium when the vertical through its' center
of gravity, and the perpendicular to the plane at the point of
contact, coincide; for the weight will then be counteracted by
the plane.
115. COR. 5. If the body touch the plane in two points, it

.

. will be in equilibrium when the verti.calthrough the center of gravity, and
the . perpendiculars to ~he plane at the
c . points; are in the same plane. . Thus,
if ABC be a vertical .section through
the two points of support P and Q,
--~<"""'-:b-'~"--- there will not be an, equilihl'ium unless
W
the vertical through the center of gravity G is in the same plane, or, which is the same thing, meets
B

. I

-

'-"----~
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the line PQ. , The pressures on P and Q may be determined
by the theory of parallel forces, and
P:Q: W=WQ :WP: PQ,
P, Q, and W representing the pressures on the two points and
the weight of the' body respectively.
If the body touch the line PQ in more than two points, the
problem of the pressures is indeterminate, as the pressures
may be any how distributed.
116. COil. 6. If the body touch the plane in three points, it
will be in equilibrium when the vertical through the center of
gravity falls wi~hin the triangle formed by joining these points.
To estimate the pressures in this case, let PQR be the triangle formed by joining the three
points, and W the point where the
vertical through the center of
gravity meets it. We must re- p
solve the weight acting' at W into ""E:::::-----~-_I
three others parallel to it, acting at
P, Q, and R. Join PW,QW,and
RW, and produce them to the opposite sides. Then, by the theory of parallel forces,
,

,

P : W = WK : PK=triangle WRQ : triangle PRQ.
Q: W=Wl\l: QM= "
WRP: "
PRQ.
and
R: W=WH: RH= "
WPQ: "
PRQ.
.•. P:Q:R: W=WRQ: WRP: WPQ: PQR.
If the body touches the plane in more than three points, the
pressures on the points are indeterminate, but their sum is
equal to the weight ~f the body.
117. COR. 7. If the vertical through the center of gravity of
a body on a plane meets the plane in a point within the base,
the body will stand. For the' resultant of the parallel forces
of resistance must be within the figure formed by joining the
several points of contact.
If the vertical falls without the base, we have two parallel
forces in contrary, but not opposite, directions, and the body
-ill turn over.
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118. Paop. De 'tability of a body iI metUUred by the ,exce"
oj ths ,hOI·te" line that can be drawn from ehs center oj gramty
10 ths perimeter of ths ba,e, above the tJertical, from the center to
the horizontal plane.

H

The stability will depend on the excess ofGP over GH, since G must be
elevated a distance equal to this difference, in order to turn the body over
the edge of the base at P.

COR. 1. The greater the base HP the greater the stability,
if the height of G remain the same; and ,he greater HG, the
less the stability if HP remain the same.
COR. 2. The stability is measured by the versed sine of the
arc, thropgh which the center of gravity must move from rest
to its highest point. For GP-GH=GP-BP=AP-BP=AB
= versed sine of arc GA to radius PG.

119. Paop. If a body be placed on an inclined plane, it will
descend whsn there is no resiltance from friction.

For the weight of the body, represented by GA, may be r~
solved into two others, GB
and BA, one perpendicular
to the plane, and the other
parallel to it, of which GB,
the one perpendicular to the
plane, can alone be counteracted by the plane. In this
case, if the vertical GA fall within the base of the body, the
body will slide; if it fall without, it will slide also.
120.
~:
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EXAMPLES.

1. If two right cones have the same base and their vertices
, in the same direction, find the distance of the center of gravity
of the solid contained between their two surfaces from their
common base.
Ana. 1- sum of their altitudes.

: f

~--

--------------

oBNT

B a 0 I' G a A

v I T Y.

t.·VH-",'

2. The center of gravity of a paraboloid being in the axis H..
at a distance from the vertex equal to i of the axis; fino the
.a ~ - 21
center of gravity of a frustum of a paraboloid from the base, "'V:H-3vl-l~, ~
a and b being the radii.of the two ends, and m the parameter • :':y_v)
to the axis (30).
AnI.,

a' -3a"b'+2b'
3m(a'-b') .

3. Two spheres, whose radii are a and b, touch each other
internally; find the distance of the center of gravity of the solid
contained between the two surfaces from the point of contact.
AnI.

a'+a"b+ab"+b"
a"+ab+b' •

4. The distance of the center of gravity of a hemisphere t\..H./'. !,,,," l
from its base being i the 'radius, find that of a hemispherical, .. ~)'3 : '-:
'
I r adi"us IS a and t h'ICkness c.
,e>.. t - f\
I
boW I W hose mtema
AnI.

i·

4a"+6a'c+4ac'+c"
3a"+3ac+c" •

5. From the result obtained in Ex. 4, find th~ distance of the
center of gravity of a hemispherical surface from the center
of the base.
AnI.

if.

APPLIOATION 01' THE PRINOIPLES 01' THE INTBGRAL OALOULUS TO
THE DETERMINATION 01' THE CBNTER 01' GRAVITY.

, 121. By the principles of the integral calculus, when the
volumes v(Art. 105) become indefinitely small, they may be regarded as the differential elements of the body, and be represented by dv. In this case formulas (29) will take the form
_ fxdv
x= fdv'

_ fydv
y= fdu '

(31)

in which x and y denote the distances of the center of gravity
of dv from the co-ordinate axes.
122. Paop. Requ.ired tke differential expre88ions fm' the co-ordinates of the center of gravity of a plane cu.rve or line.

n ds represent the differential element of the curve or line,
~y SUbstituting dl for dv in (31), we have
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_ Jzd.

_ JydB

z=-.-, y=-.-.

(32)

If the are is symmetrical with respect to the axis of z, tht'
center of gravity will be in that axis (Art. 99), and y=O.
_ JzdB

.-.:1:=--

II

•

sufficient.

123. PROP. Required tke differential e:z:pre88ion. for the C~
ordinates of the center of gravity of a plane area.
Since the differential element of a plane area is hdy, do=
il:z:dy. By substitution in (31), we have
_ ffxdzdy _ ffydxdy
z ffdzdy , y ffdzdy •
Integrating in reference t~ y, we have
- Jxydz _ IltY"dz
z= r. dz ' y= r. dz •
.

JY

JY

• (33)

If the area HI symmetrical with respect to the axis of z, the
.
center of gravity is in that line (A.rt. 99), and y=o.*
_ Jxydz
.
. '. z= Jydz
is sufficient.
124. PROP. Required the differential e:z:pressions for ti,e coordinates of the center of gravity of a surface of revolutiOf&
pround tke azis of x.
The center of gravity will obviously be in the axis of x, and
therefore y=O; and since, for a surface of revolution, dv=
2rryds, the first of equations (31) become,
_ Jxyds
(34)
z= Jyds'
and this equation is sufficient.
125. PROP. Required the differ.ential expressions for the co.
ordinates of the center of gravity of a solid of revolution.
In this case dV=7ry"dz. Hence, from the first of equatio~s
(31), we have

'II
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_ fy"xdx
X= fy"dx'

(35)

which alone is sufficient.
By proper substitutions for dv in the fundarr ental equatloDi
(31), we may find expressions for the co-ordinates of the center of gravity for other forms of bodies.
126. PROP. The surface generated by the revolution of a CUrN
around an axis is equal to tke length of the curve, multiplied by
the circumference described by its center of gravity.

From the second of equations (32), we have

2Tr.y.s=2Trfyds.
Now 2Try is the circumference of which y is the radius, and
2'7fj.• is the circumference described by the center of gravity
of the curve s in its revolution round the axis of x, multiplied
by the le~gth of the curve s. But this is equal to 2Trfyds, which'
is the area of the surface generated by the revolution of the
curve. Hence, &c.,
127. PROP. The volume generated by tke revolution of a pla1l.8
area around an axis i. equal to tke product of that area by tke
circumference described by its center of gravity.

For, from the second of equations (33), we have

2TrYfydx=Trfy"dx.

In th:s equation, fydx is the generating area, 2Try is the circumference described by its center of gravity, and '".ry"dx is
the volume generated. Hence the truth of the proposition.
1
These last two propQsitions comprise the theorem of Guldin,
and their application to the determination of the surfaces and
volumes of bodies constitutes the Oentrobaryc Method. By
this method, of the three quantities, viz., the generatrix, the distance of the center of gravity from the axis, and the magnitude
'tenerated, any two being given, the other may be determined.
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128.

EXAMPLES.

1. Required tbe center. of gravity of a circular arc.

:J:

Let the axis of x bisect the arc MAM'
in A, the origin being at the center of
tbe circle, and let MAM'=28. From the
equation of the circle yt=r'-x', we ob. dy'
x'
taIn -,_,=-,--,.

r-x

UiIi

/
d'
But ds=dxy 1+ 1:c,=

.'. (32)

i--Lxdll =_~ r
II

+~"r'-x'+C=+ ry +C.

xdx

8J '''r'-x'

When y=O, z=r, and ry =r.

II

..

II

8

C=O

x=CI= r.y = r.2y ;

Hence

8

28

or, the distap.ce of the center of gravity of a circular arc from
the center of the circle is a fourth proportional to the arc, the
radius, and the cord of the arc.
lf the arc be a semicircle, y=r, and 8=i'll'r
2r
.'. CI=-=O.63662r.
71'
2. Required the center of gravity of a circular segment.
Putting CP=a (Fig., Ex. 1), and taking the center for the
origin, we have y= yr"-x'. Hence (~3),
s

I

_3

X .f:xyd:c .f:x(r'_X')"fd:c i(r'-a")!" iMP

.f:ydx

,'. x

MAP
1'14 (2MP)"
iMAM'P

MAP

MAP'

(chord)·
segment'

TIT

If the segment is a semicircle,
,'1' (2r)· 4r
x
i 'II'rI 3 IT =O.42441r=)CI.

-~-------
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3. Required the center of gravity of the surface of a spherical segment.
Taking the origin at C (Jilig., Ex. I), the center of the generating circle, we have x'+lI=r', Z=i-' and ydl=rdx.

_ Jyxdsydx
.'. (34) x= Jydl - 'jdx .
Integrating between x=r and x=a=CP.
Hr'-a')
z=-r-a =i (r+a).
Hence the center of gravity is at the middle of PA.
4. Required the C'-'uter of gravity of a spherical segment.
Taking the origin at A, the vertex of the generating circle,
we have, for its equation, y'=2ax-x'.

Jxy'dx J (2ax-x') xdx
.'. (35) Z Jy'dx
J(2ax-x')dx .
taxi_txt
8ax-ax'
Hence
AG
2
ax -1x' I2a-4x'
If the segment is a hemisphere, x=a, .
and
z=ta.
5. Required the surface of a hemisphere•.
By the centrobaryc method (Art. 126), we have
The generatrix =t1r7', the ordinate of its center of granr:.

;;=2r
(Art. 128, Ex. 1), and the circumference described by
71'
•
2r
the center of gravity =271'.-=4r.
tHence the surface =!m'.4r
71"
129.

EXAMPLES ON THE PIlECEDING CHAPTERS.

Ex. 1. Two beams, rigidly connected at a given angle. turn
on a horizontal axis through their point of union; find the p0sition of equilibrium by the action of their own weights.
Let AC, Be be the beams suspended from C, and making

•
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with each other the angle a.
Since C is a
fixed point, the
only condition
of equilibrium
is, that the sum
of the moments
about C is zero (Art. 75).
Let g I' g 1I be the centers of gravity of the beams, and g I C
=a,gaC=b. Also,w l = weight of AC,actingatg.,and w,=
weight of BC, acting at ga' Draw throu#!,h C the line MCN
horizontally, meeting the vertical directi' os in which W I and
W li act, at M and N.
By (19),w I CM-w 2 CN=O. Let BCN=(J. The determination of (J will fix the position of the compound beam.
Since CM=g I C; cos. MCA and CN =g aC. cos. -BCN, we
have
wl.Cg I cos. ACM-wa.Cg a cos. BCN=O,
or
WI' a. cos. (ISO-a+(J)-wa.b. cos. (J=O.
w2b+wla.cos.a
.'. T an. (J
_.
•

wla. SID. a

Ex. 2. When a given weight W is hung from the end of
one of the beams, A (Ex. I), find (J in case of equilibrium.
T

an.

(J

wlI·b+(wI+2W)acos.a
(w l +2W) a SID.
' a .

Ex. 3. Two beams, as in Ex. I, are. suspended from one
end B; find the angle (J which the upper one makes with a
horizontal line.
Tan. (J (2w1+wlI)b-w1a.cos.a
w1a. sin. a
N. B. Since the common center
of gravity of the two beams is in the
vertical through B, BM=Gm=Cm
-CG=Cm-2NB=a. cos. (a--(J)2bcos. (J•

.

.
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•'. wab. cos. 6-w,a. COS. (a -6)+2w 1 b. cos. 8=.0.
Ez. 4". Two spheres of 'unequal radii, but of the same material, are placed in a hemis~herical bowl; find the' position
they take when in equilibriu~.
Since the reactions of the bowl upon the spheres are in the
directions of the radii of the
:M
N
spheres through the points
.,
of contact, and since these
radii produced pass through
C; if C was a fixed point,'
and ~onnected with A and
B by a rigid rod without
weight, the bowl might be
removed without disturbing
11'1
the equilibrium. The question, then, is reduced to finding the position of equilibrium ot
two weights suspended from the extremities of two rigid rods
without weight, and is solved like the preceding. This position will be known when 6 is known.
Let R be the radius of the bowl, r" r a the radii of the
spheres A and B respectively, and ACB=a.
Then AB=rl+ra, CA=R-r"CB=R-ra,
ACt+CBt-ABt
and cos. a
2AC.BC
(R-rl)·+{R-ra)t-(r,+rl)~

2(R-;r,)(R- r s)

,w

h' h '
IC gIves.tI.

Then (19) wI'CM-waCN=O, or ~.CM-r:.CN=O; since
the weights of the spheres are as the c~bes of their radii.
Substituting the values of CM={R-r,) cos. (18O-(a+6)
and CN={R-r.) cos. 6, expanding and reducing, we get
cos. a
T an. '6 r!(R-r.a)+~(R-rl)
J(R)
, a
.
1"1
-r, SID.

Ez.5. A heavy beam rests upon a smooth peg with one
end against a smooth, vertical wall; find the position of equilibrium.
E

•

•
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Let ACB be the beam, relting at A against the wall ADt
B
and upon the peg C.
. The center of gravity g,
B when there it an equilibrium,
will evidently be at some
point beyond C from A. Let
D
Ag=a, DC=b, 10= the weight
of the beam acting at g, R=
the reaction of the wall perpendicular to itself at A, and
F---.L..--:!:--.:::Il'l~:B.
R'= the reaction of the peg
'Ill
perpendicular to the beam at
C. The angle 8, which the beam makes with the horizontal
direction when in equilibrium by the action of these three
forces, is required.
Employing (17), (18), and (19), and resolving the forces in
vertical and horizontal directions, and about the point C, we
have
to resolved in a horizontal direction == 0,
R.
"
"
"
= R,
=-R'sin.8.
R'
"
."
"
•'. (17) l:.X ... R-R'sin. 8=0.
(a)
Also,w estimated vertically
to,

R

R'

"
"

...

"

".

0,

....-R'cos.8.
.'. (18) l:.Y=w-R'cos.8==0.
(b)
Also, the moment ofw about C=w.CF=w.(DF-DC).
But DF=AH=Ag cos. 8=a cos. 8, and. DC=b.
8-b),
.'. w.CF=w.(a.
the moment of R about C=R.CK=R.AK. tan. 8=R.h. tan. 8,
"
R'" =0.
.
.'. (19) l:.(Xy- Y:.:) -=w.(a. cos. 8-b)-R.b. tan. 8=0. (c)
Multip~ying (a) by cos. 8 and (b) by sin. 8, and subtracting,
we have
R. cos. 8-10 sin. 8=0
.'. R=wtan.8.

cos.

·XAIIPLB8 ON TaB paBOBDINa COAPTB.lI.

•

6"1

Substituting this value ofR in (e),
w(a cOI.9-b)-w.b. tan.· 9-0, .
or

a cos. '9- b (I + tan.· 9) ==- b. sec.· 9- b._1 • 9'
C08.

.', cos.9-

Vb;;, and b<a, except when 9-0.

Ex. 6. Solve Ex. 5 by resolving the forces parallel and per·
pendicular to the beam, and taking the momenta about either
A or g.
The three forces resolved in the direction of the beam. give
(a)
R cos. 9-w sin. 0 .... ;
resolved perpendicularly to the beam, give
R'-w cos. 0- R sin. 0=0.
(6)
The moments about A give
(e)
R'.b, sec. O-w.a. cos. 0=0.
.-From (a), we have R=w tan. 0, which, substituted in (bJJ
gives
,(cos."O+sin."O)
R,.... w (cos. 0+ tan. 6 SID.
0) .... W
cos, ( J " " w sec. I.
This value of R', substituted in (e), gives
.vb sec." f)-wa cos. 0=0.

..

.'. cos, 9=

3/b
V -;, as before.

The moments taken about g give
R'.Cg-Ra sin. 0=0,
orR'(a-bsec.8)-R.asin.0=R'acos.0-R'b-Rasin.Ocos.9==0.
Substituting the values of Rand R' above, and reducing,

cos. 0=

3 /

!!.

Va

Ex. 7. A heavy bea.m lies partly in a smooth hemispherical
bowl and partly over the edge; find the position of equilibrium.
The beam ABC will be supported by the reaction.R of t~
bowl at A, perpendicula.r to the surface, or in the direction of
the r~dius AO, by the reaction R' of 'he edge of the bowl at

•
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B perpendicular to tbe
beam, and by its weight
10 acting at g.
Let Ag=a, AO=r=
Dr-__ .____~--~__~~
radius of the bowl, and
6-ABO-BAO=inclination of the beam to
the horizon.
If the object be to
determine the angle 6
'II
solely, it will be most
readily effected by resolving the forces in the direction of the
beam and taking the moments about B, by which we avoid
expressions involving the unknown reaction R/.
,.
The reaction R in the direction AB= R cos. 6,
"
'f"
the weight
10
"
" = -10 sin. B.
.. '
••• R cos. B-lD sin. 6=0,
(a) . .
or
R-lD tan. 6. I
For moments about B, we have
.
. R.~B sin. 6-1D.gB cos.6=0.
<b)
But AB ... 2r cos. 6, and gB= (2r cos. 6-a) •
.•• 2.R.r. sin. 6 cos. 6-1D(2r cos. 8-a) cos. 6-0.
Substituting the value of R, and reducing,
2r tan. 6. sin. 8-2r cos. 8+a-0,
2r-4r cos! 8+a cos. 6=0.
01'
,

.~

,

••• cos. 6=

a± v32r"+a8r

'

m which the + sign only is admissible.
Ez. 8. Solve the last example by following, step by step,
the method of .Art. 71, taking A for the origin of co-ordinates,
and AB for the axis of z.
Ez.9. Find the horizontal strain on ,the hinges of a given
door, and show that the vertical pressures are indeterminate.
Let the annexed figure represent the door, of which A and
B are the hinges. Let g be its center of gravity at which
the weight 10 acts. The door is kept in equilibrium by the

•
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Y
weight actiLg at g, and the reactions of the hinges represented by
the oblique arrows at A aod B.
Let A be the origin of co-ordinates, AX the axis of z, A Y the
axis of y; and let z-a, y-b be
the co-ordinates of g; z-O,
those of the hinge B. Let the
Tesol ved parts of the reactions at
B beQl horizontally, and Rl vertically, and Q., R. those at A respectively.
.

1h

y-"

,
Then

1:. X -Q.-Ql=O, or Ql .... Q.'
1:. Y =w-R 1 -R.=0,
1:.(Xy- Yz)-w.a-Ql"=O.
.'
wa
From (a) and (c) we have Ql ...." .. Q.'

(a)
(b)
(c)

which gives the horizontal strain; and it is the saDle in magnitude at each hinge, but opposite in direction.
Again, from (b) we have Rl +R.=w, but we have no other relation by which we may determine the values of Rl and,
R., which are therefore indetermi,nate.
, Ez. 10. Two given
smooth spheres rest
in' contact on two
smooth planes, inclined at given angles to
the horizon; find their .:;;;D:::::::_-I.::~_...;...J._*_-f-I'_ __
position of equilibriWs
urn.
Let the planes AB,AC make the angles a and (j respectively with the horizontal line through A; 0 1 and O. be the centers of the sphe~s at which their weights WI' WI respecti veJy
act; R l' R. the reactions of the planes at the points of con

.,

•
•
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tact, perpendicular to themselves, and therefore passing through
the centers of the spheres to which they are tangents. Let S
be equal to the mutual pressure of the spheres at their point
of contact. acting in the line passing through their centers, and
making the angle fJ with the horizontal line AD.fJ is required.
Each sphere is in equilibrium from its own weight, the reaction of the plane against which it rests, and the pressure of
the other sphere.
By resolving the forces in the direction of each plane for the
equilibrium of each sphere, we shall avoid equations involving
the unknown reactions RI and R., and have, in the direction
ofAB,
(a)
'P. sin. a-S cos. (a-fJ) =0,
in the direction of AC,
(b)
10 I sin. {3-S COI.({3+8)=O.
Eliminating S,.we have
.
w. sin. a. cos. (fJ+8)-w l sin.{J. cos. (a-·B).
Expanding and reducing.
fJ w. sin. a. cos. {J,-w l sin. {3. cos. a w. cot. {3-w 1 cot.a
tan. =
(WI +10. )'
'{J
•
SID. a. sm.
WI +10.
Ex. i 1. A sphere is sustained upon an inclined plane by the
pressure of a beam movable about the lowest' point of the inclined plane; given the inclination of the beam to the plane,
required that of the p!ane to the horizon.
y '\ B.
Let AgB be the
..
" I
beam
movable about
....
A, 10 = weight of
beam acting at g, B
the point of contact
with the, sphere
J:
whose center is C,
A...ttr:.:::::::::....I1Z-----+---l---....JE 10' = weight of the
'IV
w'
.sphere.
The sphere IS l~ equilibrium, fro~ tJ:tereaction R of the
plane at the point of contact F, from the pressur.e P of the beam
at B, and from its own weight 10'. These three forces all act
through the center C. Ag=a, AB-b, BAD=a are given, or,
W

•

•
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instead of either of the two Jatter, the radius of the sphere may
be given. The angle DAE=8, the inclination of the plane
wheQ in equilibrium, is required.
For the condition of equilibrium of the beam, take the m0ments about A.
P.AB=w.Ag. cos. (a+8).
wa
Hence
P=T cos. (a+8).
For, the condition of equilibrium of the sphere, resolving the
(orces in the direction ,of AD, we have

w' sin. 8- P sin. a=O,
or

to' sin. 8-wi sin. a cos. (a+8) ;

fDa cos. a. sin. a
tan. 8 = waSlD.
.• a+w b'
'
which gives 8 the elevation of the plane, as required.
Many statical problems require, for the determination of all
the unknown quantities, equations to be formed by geometrical
relations. Take, for illustration, the following:

whence

Ex. 12. A heavy beam tUfRS about a hinge, and is kept in
equilibrium by a cord attached to the lower end; the cord
passes over a pulley in the same horizontal line with the hinge,
and sustains a given weight; find the poittion of equilibrium
of.the beam.
Let A be the hinge, C the
pulley, AC=c, AB the beam
=1 in length, g its center of
gravity at which its weight
w acts, Ag=a and P= the
weight hung from the cord
and measuring its tension t.
Let 8=ABC and t/l=BAC,
both unknown.
Taking moments about A, we have.
t.AB. sin. 8=w.Ag cos. t/l,

•
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. 8 wa
sIn. =P'l' c~s.;.

or

(a)

From the geometrical data, we have
AC
sin. B
AB sin. ACB'
sin. B=i. sin. (B+;).

or

(II>

Equations (a) and (b) suffiC?e to determine Band ;.

Ex. 13. A unifocm beam rests with its lower end in a
smooth, hemispherical bowl, and its upper end against a
vertical plane. Find the position of equilibrium.
The beam AB rests against the
Jt'
vertical plane AD at A and upon
the bowl at B, and is sustained by
its weight w acting at g, the reaction R of the bowl in the radius
BC, and the reaction R' of the
plane perpendicular to itself.
Let r= radius of the bowl; AB
=2a, Ag=a, since the. beam is
uniform, w= weight, and CD=d.
&11 supposed known.
Resolving vertically, we have

.mo~th,

R sin. B-w=O, or R= .w B'
SID.

Taking the moments about A, we have
R.AB. sin. (fJ-;) -w.Ag. cos. ;=0,
or
R.2a. sin. (B-;) -w.a. cos. ;=0.
. jin. (fJ"":';) _ cos.; -0
•. sin. fJ
2 -,
or
cos./fl,,<"cot. fJ. sin. 4>-! cos. 4>=0.
Hence
tan. fJ=2 tan. 4>.
(a)
This equation containing two unknown quantities, a geometrical relation between them mu~t be obtained. Cm being
a vertical line meeting AB in m,

--------

- ----

,
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2a-dsec.~

r

r

(b)

Equations (a) and (b) are sufficient to determine tP and 9, ..
required.
.
Ex. 14. A he!lvy beam has one end resting against a smooth
vertical wall, and the other sustained by a cord, which is fastened at a point vertically above the point where the beam
rests. Find all the forces which keep the beam in equilibrium.
Let cn be the beam, AB the cord, A
and C the points on the vertical wall AD.
Let w= weight of the beam, g its center
of gravity Cg=a, CB=l, AB=c, and AC
, =Ja, all supposed known. The angles A,
no and C will be known.
Let 1= tension of the cord. The beam
will press against the wall, and this pressure may be resolved in a vertical and horizontal direction; the latter, perpendicular
to the wall, will be destroyed by its reaction; but, since the wall is smooth, the
vertical component can be balanced only
by an opposite force =P. This vertical D
'W,B
omponent will be upward, or downward, or zero, according
to the position of the point C. We shall suppose its position
to be such that the component may be upward, and require a
force to be applied downward to keep the end of the beam
atC.
Resolve vertically and horizontally, and take the momenta
about C.
(a)
P+t cos. A-w=O,
(b)
R-t sin. A=O,
(c)
w.a. sin. C-t.l. sin. B=O.

w.a. sin. C w.a.c
.
f
d
I=-l--'--B =-la:-= tensIOn 0 cor .
• sin.
."
Substituting the value of t in (b),

From (c),

'4
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R~w: . sin. A= pressure against the wall ;
and from (a),

p=w

(1- ~ cos. A) = force to be applied at C.

to prevent the beam from sliding along the wall.
Ex. 16. A weight w hangs from one end of a cord of "IUCh
the other end is fastened to a vertical wall; the cord is pushed
from the wall by a rod tied to it, which is perpendicular to the
wall. Find the pressure R ot the rod .,.;
on the wall 'when the
cord makes the angle a with the wall. :.
Ana. R=w.tan.a.
Ex. 16. A heavy beam, AB=I, of wbich the weight is w,
lies with the end A against a smooth vertical wall AD, and
the end B on a smooth horizontal plane DB, making with it
the angle 9. The distance of its center of gravity g from B is
a, and it is kept in equilibrium by a cord attached to it at B
and fastened at D. Required the tension of the cord, the raaation R of the wall,. and the pressure P on the plane.
a
Ana. R=t=w. 1. cot. 9. P=w.

Ex. 17. A body (weight =w) is suspended by a cord (length
=1) from the point A in a horiz{)ntal plane, and is thrust out
of its vertical position by a rod without weight, acting from
another point B in thf horizontal plane, such that AB=d, and
making the angle f) with the plane. Find the tension t of the
cord.
1
t= wd cot. 9.
Ex. 18. A triangular plate of uniform thickne~s and density
is supported horizontally by a prop at each angle. Find the
pressure on each prop.
, Ex. 19. A uniform beam rests on two planes inclined at anglaB a and {3 to the horizon. Find the inclination 9 of the beam
to the horizon.
.
sin. ({3-a)
tan.O=2·
. {3'
sm. a sm.

;
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Ex. 20. A uniform beam AB hangs by a string BC from a
fixed point C;" with its lower extremity A resting on a smooth,
horizon•• plane. Show that, when there is an equilibrium, CB
must be vertica.l.
Ex. 21. A unifQrm beam AB is placed with one ~nd A inside a BmoQth hemispherical bowl, with a point P resting on
the edge of the bowl. If AB= 3 times the radius R, find AP.
AP=I.838R.
Ex. 22. A beam, whose weight is wand length 6 feet, rests
on a 'vertical prop CD (= 3 feet); the lower end A is on a horizontal plane, and is prevented from sliding by a string DA
(= 4 feet). Find the tension of the string.
T
'
36
enSlOn = 125w.
Ex. 23. A uniform beam, CB=2a, has one end Cresting
against a snrooth, vertical wall AC, and the other sustained by
a cord, wbose length is c, fastened to the point A. Find AC
when the beam is in equilibrium from its weight w, the tension
t of the cord, and the reaction R of the wall. (Vide Ex. 14.)
Ex. 24. Given the inclination i of the right line AC to the
horizon and the weight of a heavy body W, to determine what
force or weight PI acting in the given direction WM will be
Bufficient to sustain W on the line.
The body W is kept upon the line by the action of the' force
PI' in the direction
y
WM, and its weight
.acting in t~e direction
WE. The reaction of
·the line normal to its
direction is a third
force (Art. 76).
Resolving P and W A.
horizontally and vert- .c::::::.._-=--'---="'~=---"':""----B
ically, we have
l:.X=P 1 cos. (e+l) +W cos. 270o =P I cos. (e+I),
l:.Y=P 1 sin. (e+l) +W cos. 1800 =P I sin. (e+l)- W.

"
"'"

I
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Hence (20) becomeB
PI COB. (e+a) + (p I Bin. (e+a) - W) tan. i=O ;
Of. expanding and reducing.
~
P I cos. e= W sin. i,
P
Wsin.i
(a)
or
I
cos.e·
If the reaction of the line be required, resolve all the forcu
horizontally (8). This gives
N. cos. (90o +i)+P I cos. (e+l)=O.
.'. N =P I cos: (e:-,).
(b)
sm.'
N=W.cos. (e+i).
(c)
or. by (a).
cos.e
Ex. 25. A given weight W is kept at rest on a circular arc
by a weight P attached to a cord which passes over a point M in the vertical line MX
through C, the center of the circle. Required
the position of W, supposing no friction at M.
Resolving the forces P and W vertically and
horizontally, we have, calling the angle PMW. e,
l:.X= W - P cos. e.
l:.Y= -P sin. e.
Let the co-ordinates of the point W be x. y. and call the distance MC, a, and MW, l; then the equation referred to M as
the origin, is
('tZ-X)"+y·=r.
or
y= v'''-(a-x)";
Differentiating. we obtain
dy
a-x
a-x
dz= vr-(a-x).-Y·
Substituting in (21). and recollecting that cos. e~7 and
sin.

e=~. we get
x
ydy
x
a-x
W -P.1-P·Z'dz = W -,P1-P-l-=0.
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Hence
an equation which determines the distance of W from 1\1.
K

Ez. 26. Instead of a circle, as in Ez. 25, let the

'~

cone be a hyperbola with ita transverse diameter.
verticaL the point M being at ita center.

.

:W'

.

Ez.27. Required ,a curve such that a given
weight P, by a c?rd passing over a fixed point
without friction, will balance another given weight
W at every point of it.

~
!t

:w

I'

Ez. 28. Required the co-ordinates of the center of gravity
of a semiparabola whose equation is 1/=pz, height =a, and
base =b.
AnI. z= fa, y= lb.
Ez. 29. Required the cenu\r of gravity of the surface of a

right cone.

Ez. 30. Find the ce~er of gravity of a paraboloid of revolution whose altitude is a~
Ani. i=la.
Ez.31. Find the center of gravity of a segment of a hyperboloid whose altitude is a.

CHAPTER VI.
ON

THB MBOHANIOAL

POWERS.

130. TOE general object of machinery is to trllnstnit and to
economize the action of certain forces at our disposal. The
specific end is, sometimes to augment the action of which the
power employed is capable when applied without the intervention of machinery; sometimes, merely to change the direction of the action; and sometimes to regulate the velocity of
the point to which the action is transmitted.
The most simple machines are denominated Mechanical pow
ers, and are reducible to three classes, viz., the Lever, Cord,
and Inclined Plane.
The first class <¥>mprehends every machine consisting of a
solid body capable of revolving on an axis, as the Wheel and
Axle.

The second class comprehends every machine in which
force is transmitted by means of flexible threads, ropes, &c..
and hence includes the Pulley.
The third class comprehends every machine in which a
hard surface inclined to the horizon is introduced, as the Wedgi
and the Screw.
The force which is used to sustain or overcome any opposition is called the Power; the opposition to be overcome is
called the Weight. This distinction in the names of the forces
employed implies none in their nature.

§ I.

LEVER.
131. Du. A Lever is an inflexible rod capable of motion
about a fixed point,called afulcrum. The·rod may be straight
or any how bent.
It is generally regarded, at first, as without weight, but its
THB
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weight may obviously be con,idered as another force applied
in a vertical ~irection at its center of gravity.
DBF'. The arm. of a lever are the portions of it intercepted
between the power and fulcrum, and between the weight and
fulcrum.
132. Levers are divided into three kinds, according to the
relative positions of the por.oer, tDeigh" and fulc,."m.
In a lever of the
fir,t kind, the fulcrum
lies between the points
at which the power
and weight acL

_Ar-__________~Cr_----~B

P~

In a lever of the ,eeand kind, the weight acts
at a point between the
fulcrum and the point of
action of the power.

~

A

B

C

~A.~--------~---....ft

•

w
In a Jever of the tAird
lind, the point of action of
the power is between that
of the weight and the ful-

C

A

r.rum.
133. Paop. Required tke
condition of equilibrium
and prB"ure on tll.e fulcrum when twh parallel
(orcel act on a .traigAt
lner.

A.

.

l'l'A'l'IOL

Since the fulcrum C il a fixed.point. by Art. 75, the rum ot
the moments of the forces about C must be zero.
Let a be the angle made by
the direction of the forces with
the lever. From (19), we
have
W.BC. sin. a-P.AC. sin. a=o,
the moment of P being negaP
tive, lince it tends to produce
motion in a direction opposite to that of W.
'
'ht and
W AC.
H ence p=
BC' or, 10 case 0 f equl'l'b
1 rlUm,
t he welg
power are reciprocally proportional to the distances at which
they act from the fulcrum.
Hence (Art. 36) the resultant of P and W must pass through
C, and the pressur~ on the fulcrum is equal to the algebraic
lum of P and W, and acts in the direction of the greater.
Coa. If the pOWier equal the weight. the distances of their
points of action from the fulcrum will be equal.
P= W gives AC=BC.
For
134. Paop. Required the condition of equilibrium and the
prumre on the fulcrum when any two forcel in the lame plane
act on a Itraight lever.
Let the· forces P
and W make the angles a and' t) respectively with the lever,
and let their directions, when produced
if necessary, meet in
D, Since C is a,fixed
w point in the lever, the
lum of the II: oments
)( P and W ,bout C must be zero. Hence
W.CB. sin. 13- P.AC. sin. a=O,
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W

or

AC.sin.a

pC: CD. sin. fj.
(I.)

aut AC. sin. a= perpendicular from C on
AD, and CB. sin. fj=
perpendicular from C
on BD. Hence the condition of equilibrium
requires t~at the power and weight should be

•
.A.

:;;:or::;..........lL..-_ _~...l.i.~

i",*"uly as the perpen-.
diculars from the fulcrum on their respective directions.
Since the lever is in equilibrium by the .actions ofP and W
and the reaction of the fulcrum, the resultant of P and W mOlt
be equtl and opposite to that reaction. It will therefore p....
through C, and be equal to the pressure on the fulcrum.
To find R, we have (Art. 29)
and

R'=P'+ W'+2PW. cos. ADB in Fig. (I),
R'=P'+ W'+2PW cos. ADW in Fig. (2).

But ADB=180-(a+IJ), and ADW=180-ADB=ISO(fJ-a).
•
••• R'=P'+ W'-2PW cos. (a+IJ),
or
R'=P'+ W'-2PW cos. (fJ-a).
To find ihe angle 8 made by R with the lever. resolve parallel and perpendicular to tbe lever, the reaction of the fulcrum
being equal and opposite to R .. Hence we have, in Fig. (I).
P. cos. a- W cos. fj+R cos. 8=0,
P sin. a+ W sin. fj- R sin.8f=0.

. T

••

ill Fig. (2),

an.

8 P• sin. a+ W sin. fj •
W cos. fj- P cos. a'

P cos. a- W cos. (j- R cos. 8=0,
P sin. a- W sin. fj+R sin. 8=0.
W sin.(j-P sin. a
••• Tan. 8 P cos. a- W cos. fj.

F

At
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J 36. Coa. WheneveC the lever is bent or curwtl, the condition of equilibrium is the same.
For, since the
N!
moments of the
forces about the
ful~rum in oppolIl _____~...... c site directi:o~s, must
be equal, ,in case
of equilibrium, we
ha.ve
P.CM=W.CN,
W CM
or
P=CN·
186. hop. &q.ired tlls condition of equilibrium and the
pralUre on tlls fulcrum, when any number of force. act in aay

direction in oae plane on a kver of any form.

•

Let PI' P a' P a' &c., be the forc~s in one plane,
PI' Pa' P" " the distances of their points of applica
tion from the' fulcrum,
aI' aa' aa' " the angles made by the directions o£P
and P respectively.
Then PI sin.al,Pa sin. aa' P. sin. a. are the perpendiculars
from the fulcrum on the directions of the forces, and PIP 1 sin.
aI' &c., the moments of the forces.
When there is an equilibrium, the sum of the moments of
the forces about the fulcrum will be zero, or
P lPl si~. a 1 +P aPa sin. aa+P .P. sin. aa+' &0., =0.
The signs of the moments will depend on the direction in
which they tend to produce rotation.
To find the pressure on the fulcrum, we must determine the
resl1ltant of all the forces supposed to concur at the fulcrum.
For each moment P lPl ftin. aI' is equal io' couple of which
the forces are P and the arm p sin. a, and a single force' P. ,act
ing at the fulcrum. The magnitude of R will then be determ.
ined by the equation (6),

a

R= V(l:.X)I+(l:.Y)".

'S3
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COL. If the Jever be straight and the. forces parallel,

a l =a. =a s =; &e.
P lPl +P.P. + P sPs +, &c., =0.
Hence
The s~me result will also be obtained by fonowing, step by
step, the method of Art. 71.
EXAMPLES.

Ex. 1. On a straight lever' AB of the first kind, without .
weight, 36 inches in length. a weight W=15Ibs., a~ting at B,
is balanced by a power P=3 lbs. acting at A. Required the
distance of the fulcrum C from A.
Let AC=x; then BC=36-x.
By Art: 133,
P.AC= W.BC,
or
3.x=15{36-x}.
Hence
x=30 inches =AC.
Ex. 2. On one arm (=p l) of a straight lever of the first
kind, without weight, a body counterPoises a weight.{=a lbs.),
on the other (=PII) a weight (=b lbs.). Required the weight
of the body.
. •
A s~aight lever of the first kind, with unequal arms, and havIng the fulcrum at its center of gravity, is called aftiIM IJalance.
Let x= the unknown weight.
By Art. 133,
xop 1 =a,PII'
and
x'P.=b'Pl'
By multiplying the equations member by member,
x·PlP.=ab·PlP.,
x'=ab,
x =vab.
Ex. ~. On a straight lever, without weight, are suspended
five bodies, P 1 =4Ibs., P.=lO lbs., P s =2Ibs., P.=3Ibs., p.
=7 lbs., at the .points A, B, C, D, and E, such that, AB=4 feet,
BC=2 feet, CD=6 feet, and DE=8' feet. Required the position of the fulcrum F, about which they will balance,
ABC

E

•
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Let AF=z. Then, by Art. 186, Oor.. we have
.'. P 1 Pl= 4.2..
P 1 = 4andpl=AF=z.
P.=10 "p.=BF=AF-AB=z-4.
P.p.=10(z- 4).
p.= 2 "p.=CF=AF-AC=z-6.
p.P.= 2(z- 6).
P,= 3 "p,=DF=AF-AD=z-12. P,p,= 3(z-12).
p.= 7 "p.=EF=AF-AE=z-20. p.P.= 7(z-20).
And l:.Pp=4z+10(z-4)+2(z':"'6) +3(z-12)+7(.:z:-20)=6
=26z-22S.
Hence
z=AF=SH feeL
Otherwise: Since the weights are parallel forces, their resultant R is equal to their sum. The whole system being in
equilibrium, the resultant must pass through the fulcrum, and
the moment of the resultant must be equal (Art. 45) to the sum
of the moments of the components. Taking A for the origfl
of moments, we have
R.z=P I'O+P••AB+P 3.AC+P,.AD+P ••AE,
or 26.z=4XO+ lX4 + 2X6 +3XI2+7X20=22S•
.
•'. z=~F=SH feeL
Ez. 4. A uniform lever AB of th"; first kind, 12 feet long,
whose weight w=6 lbs., has a weight W = 100 Ibs. suspended
from the shorter arm CB=2 feeL Required the power P
which must be applied vertically at A; to equilibrate W.
The weight of the lever has the effect of a weight equal to
itself, applied at its center of gravity, which, since the lever is
uniform in size and density, is at its middle poinL The dis. from C·18 AC-BC
- d'Its moment about
tance 0 f this pomt
2. ,an
AC-BC
•

C will be w. _ 2

Hence

P.AC+wAC;BC W.BC,
w

or

W.BC-i(AC-BC)
P
AC .

100X2-3XS
10
17.61bs.

Ez. 5. The arms of a bent lever are a=3 feet and b=5 feet,
and inclined to each other at an angle 6=150°. To the arm

THB LBVIlL
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a power P=7 lbs. if applied, and to the arm b a weight W
=6Ibs. Required the inclination of each arm to the horizon
when there is an equilibrium.

II

Let a be the inclination of
the arm a, and {j the inclination of the arm b to the horizon.
Then P.MC=W.NC,
or P.a. cos. a= W.b. cos. {j= W.b. cos. (1800 -(a+9),
. =- W.b. cos. (a+8)
= - W.b. cos. a cos. 8+W.b. sin. a. sin. 8.
P.a+W.b.cos.8 21+30. cos.16()O
T
••• an. a
W.b. sin. 8
30. sin. 1500
21-30 cos. 30° 21-30xlv3
4,98
30. sin. 30
30xl
15
Log. Tan. a=9.5211381.,
a=-18°.22',
and
{j=1800-(a+8)=1800+18°.22'-1500=48°.22·.
Hence the arm AC is inclined at an angle of 18°.22' above
the horizon, and BC·at an angle of 48°.22' below the horizon.
Ex. 6. The whole . length of the beam of a false balance
(Ex. 2) is 3 feet 9 inches. A body placed in one scale COUDterpoises a weight of 9 lbs., and in the other a weight of 4lbs.
Required the true weight W of the body, and the lengths a and
b of the IIhorter and longer arms.
An.. W =6 Ibs., a= 1 ft. 6 in., b=2 ft. 3 in.
Ex. 7. A false balance has one of its arms exceeding the
1
other by. -th part of the shorter arm. Supposing a shop-

-

m

r

keeper, in using ~t, puts the weight as often in one scale as the
other, does he gain or lose, ani how much per cent.?
50
An.. Loses -.--+
per cent.
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Ex. 8. The anns of a bent .lever are 3 feet and 5 feet. and
mclined to each other at an angle of 150°, and to the shorter
arm is suspended a weight of 7. lbs. Find what the other
weight must be in order, 1st, that the shorter, and 2d, that the
longer arm may rest in a horizontal position.
An,. 1st, 4.85 lb•.
24, 3.64 lbs.
§ IL

WHEEL AND AXLE.

137. The Wl.eel and .Axle consists of a
cylinder or axle, perpendicular to which is
. firmly fixed a circle or wheel, whose center
is in the axis of the cylinder. The whole is
supposed to be perfectly rigid, and movable
only round the axis of the cylinder.
In the ordinary applications of this machine, the power is applied tangentially to
the surface of the wheel, and the weight, in the same manner,
to the surface of the axle.
. 138. Paop. Required the condition of equilibrium of tI,e wheel
€lnd axle when two force, are applied tangentially to the circumference of the axle and of the wheel.

B

Let ADE be a section of the
wheel perpendicular to the axis,
and BCA a horizontal ' line
through the center of the axis~
terminated at A by the circumference of the wheel, and at B
by the circumference of the
axle. The power P acts in this
vertical plane at A, and the
weight W acts in a plane parallel to it. Since the axle and
wheel are firmly connected, the
action of the weight may be
transferred to the plane ADE

•

•

W8BlIoL
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(Art. 57), and supposed to act at B. Then, slllce the sum of
the moments must be zero for equilibrium,

P.AC-W.BC=O.
W' AC radiue of wheel
.. P BC radius of axle ;
or. the Power : Jt~eight=radi," of axle : radius

of wheel.

139. COR: 1. The same relation will exist in all positions of
the wheel. so that this machine may be called a perpetual lever.
140. COR. 2. ,When the power and weight act vertically on
opposite s,ides of the axis, the pressure on the r~sts or Vs
equals ~he sum of the two; when vertically on the same side,
it equals their difference, when' in any other directions. It
equals the diagonal of a parall~logram. whose sides represent
the pbwer and weight in magnitude and direction.
If ropes are used to transmit the action of the power and
weight, we must suppose the forces applied to the axes of the
ropes. ,Hence. if r and R represent the radii of the axle and
wheel respectively. and t and T represent half the thickness
of the ropes,
,

W.(r+t)=P.(R+T),
P: W=r+t :R+T.

or

141. PROP. Required the condition of equilibrium of any number offorces, acting in any direction in planes perpendicular to
the axis.
Let the actions of all the forces be transferred (Art. 57) to
the same plane; then. since the intersection of the axis with
this plane is a fixed point, the condition of equilibrium is given
by Art. 74 ;' the algebraic sum of the moments 'of all the force.
about the a:cis must be zero.
142. DEP: Toothed or cogged wheels are those on the circumference of which are projections. called teeth or cogs.' When
two wheels have their cogs of such form and distance 'that
those of' one will work between those of the othet. the motion
of one wheel will be communicated to the other by the pressve
urthe cogs.

or,

•

,
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/

When the teeth are on the ~ides of the wheel ~ad of the
circumference, they are called croIDn wh8eb.
In the preceding instance, the axes of the wheels and pinions are parallel or perpendicular to each other. When the
axes of two wheels make an acute angle, the 'wheels take the
form of frusta of cones, and are called beveled wheell.
Axles on which teeth are formed are called pini07U, and the
teeth leaveI.
,
.
•
143. Paop. Bsquired tI&e condition of equilibrium WMn the
adion of the potJJ6r ia traumitted to the weight bJi t'Ma1&I of
ctlgpl whee".
Let 8 be ttae mutual
•
pressure
of one cog upon
the other. This pressure
takes place in the direction
of the line 8m, m'8 normal
to the cogs at the point of
contact, Cm, C'm' being perpandiculars from the centers
orand C', of the wheels, on
that line.
Taking the moments about C', when the power and weight
are in equilibrium, we have
P.C'A=S.C'm',
Qd about C,
W.CB=S.Cm.
Dividing the latter by the former, we have
W C'A CIIa
P=CB'C'm'
Now, if the radii of the axles are equal, or C'.4=CB, we
shall have
W Cm
P=C'm'
which gives the effect of the action of the cogged wheels alone;
or, since the triangles C'm'o and Cmo are similar,
,
Cm Co W
C'm'=C'o =P'

•

•

1
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H the direction of the line 8m' m8 changes as the action
passes from one cog to the succeeding, the point 0 will also
change its position, and the relation of W to P become variable.
But when the cogs are of such form that the normal 8m m'8
at their point of contact shall always be tangent to both circles,
• the lines Cm and C'm'-will become radii, and their ratio constant, and the point 0 a fixed point, in which case
W Co Cm R
P=C'o =C'm'=R"
Rand R' being the radii of the circles C and C' respectively.
144. COR. When the cogs are equal in breadth, the number
of cogs on C will be to the 'number of cogs on C' as the circumference of C t~ the circumference of C', or as the radius
of C to the radius of C'.
W number .of cogs on the'wheel of W
.. '. Y. numberof cogs on the wheel of P :
SCBOLIUM. When the working sides of the cogs have the •
fonn of the involute of the circle on which they are raised, the
pressure of one cog on another will always be in the direction
of the common tangent to the two wheels.
.
.

Thus, let IHF, KEb be the two wheels. The acting face
GCH of the cog a being formed by
the extremity H of the flexible line
FaH as it unwinds from the circumferenc~, and the acting face of b by .
the unwinding of the thread GE, the
line FCEwill always be normal to
the faces of the cogs a and b at their .
·point of contact. The circles described with the radii AD and BD are' called the pitch line, of the
wheels, and will roll uniformly upon each other. .
145. PROP. &quired the condition of equilibrium wlum the
action of the power i, tranMllitted to the weight by ct 'y,tem of
ro"~ed wheels and pinion"

•

•
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Let R, R., R., &c•• be the radii of
the successive wheels; r, r. , r., &c., the
radii of the corresponding pinions; P,
PI' p., &c., the powers applied to the
circumferences of the successi ve wheels.
Taking the moments about the center
of each wheel, we have
P.R=Plr, P.R.=P.r., P.R.=P.r., &c.;
lince the power applied to the circumference of the second
wheel is equal to the reaction on the first pinion:
Multiplying these equations member by member, and reducing,
p. R.RJ.R,.&c.
-=
.

P

r.r •• r.,&c.'
or, the power is to the weight (U the product of the radii of the
pinums to the product of,the radii of the wheels;
.
or, (U the p,:oduct of. tIle numbers ezpre88ing the leaves qf each
pinion to the product of the numbers expressing tht cogs in each

• wheeL

•

BXAIIPLBS•

Ex. 1. If a power of 10 lbs. balance a weight )f 240 lbs. on
a wheel whose diameter is 4 yards, required the radius of the
axle, the thickness of the ropes being neglected.
Ana. r=3 inches.
Ex. 2. The radius of the wheel being 2 feet, and .of the
axle 5 inches, and the thickness of each rope being tinch,
find what power will balance a weight of 130 Ibs.
Am. P=28! lbs.
Ex. 3. The radius of the wheel being 3 feet and of the axle
3 inches, find what weight w.ilJ be supported by a power of
120 lbi., the thickness of the rope coiled around the axle being
one inch.
.
Ana. W = 1234,.
Ex. 4. There are two wheels on the same axle; the diameter of one is 5 feet, that of the other 4 feet, and the diameter

•

•

I
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of the axle is 20 inches. What weight on the axle would be
supported'by forces equal to 48 lbs. and 50 lbs. on the larger
and smaller wheels respectively t
An,. W=264 lbs.
§ ilL

THE: CORD.

146. The cord or rope is employed as a means of communiof force. It i~ regarded as perfectly llexi~le and with··
out weight, and transmits the action of a force applied at one
extremity to any other point in it, unchanged in magnitude, so
long as it is straight, or only passes over smooth obstacles
without friction.
The force thus transmitted is called the ten,ion.
Since the tension is the sarpe throughout, from one extremit)
to the other, when employed alone, it affords no mechanical
advantage; but when passed over or attached to certain fixed
points, the resistance of these points may be employed advantageously.
c~tion

147\ PROP. Required the condition
acted upon by three forcu.

of equilibrium of a

cord

Let the forces PI' p.,
P.a be applied at the ex·
tremities A and B of the
cord ACB, and to a knot
at C. Draw any line
CD 'n the direction of
the force p., and DN,
DM parallel to CA and
CB respectively. In
. case of equilibrium (Art.
~8),

Pli

CM: cn: CN=P 1: p.: P a= sin. DCN: sin.MCN: sin. MCn,
= sin. a' : ·sin. (a+a') : sin. a ;
or, the force, are eack a. the ,ine of the angle contained betwee1l
the direction. of tke other tfDO.

ITATIC ..

148. Coa. 1. If the corc) be fixed at A and B. the reactionl
. of the points A and B take the plaee of the forces P'I and PI'
and are equal to the tensions of the two parts of the cord re
spectively.
149. Coa. 2. If the force p. be applied to a running knot or
ring. the points A and B being fixed. the condition of equilibrium requires that tbe direction of p. should bisect the angle
ACB.
For the point C in its motion would describe an ellipse. A
and B being the foci. and the force p. could not be in equilibrium except when normal to the curve. in which case it bisects
the angle ACB. Hence. sin. a= sin. a'. and· P I =P :s ; and since
PI: p. = sin. a' : sin. (a +4') = sin. a : sin. 2a= 1 : 2 cos. a.
.'. P.=2P I cos.a.
Otherwise: since the tension of the cord is the same throughout, when tbe cord passes over an obstacle without friction,
PI =P s; a=a' and P II =2P I cos. a (Art. 19).
159. Paop. Required Ik conditio1l$ of equilibrium when any
number offorc68 in the same pla1&6 arB applied at di.ffef'61l.t point.
ofthec~~
.
Let ABCDE be a cord to which are applied the forces PI'

PI' P:s, eke.• at tbe
Ps points A, B, C, &c., in
the liirections AP :,
E
BPI' CP l1 , ekc.
The force P I at· A
may be considered as
acting at B in its direction BA; and since
B, when in equilibrium,
must be so from the
action of PI' P lI , and
.
the tension of BC, ~e
resultant of P I and P II must be in tbe direction of CB, and
may be considered as acting at C. Suppose it thus applied,
and let it be resolved into two, acting in the directions Cn and
Cm paraU..1 to the original compone'\ts, and equal to them.
l\

coaD.
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We have thus transferred the forces PI and p. to act at C
parallel to their original directions. In th~ same manner, the
reaoltant of P l ' p., and PI acting at C must be in the direction
of DC, and may be applied at the point D without disturbing
the equilibrium, and then replaced by PI' p., and P a parallel to
their original directions, and 80 on, for any number.· Hence,
if all the forces be supposed to act at one point parallel to their
original directions, they will be in equilibrium. The conditions
of equilibrium, therefore, are the same as for any number of
concurring forces (Art. 70), or, the sum of all the forces resolved in any two rectangular directions must be zero.
The form which the cord takes under the influence of the
several forces is called a fu.nicular polygon.
151. PROP. Required 1M relatiom of tM forces which, acting.
em a cord in 01&8 plane, keep it in ltJ'Uilibriu.m.
Produce P.B to N,}»"
PIC to lI, &c., aJ)d let
the
LABN=a, LNBC=a', •
LBCM=~, LMCD=~',

&c.,

Let t 1 ,

eke.
'.,

'3' &c., be

the. tensions of the several successive portiQns
of the cord.
Then
also,

Prt.

147) t 1 : p. : t. = sin. a' : sin. (a+a') : sin. a; (a)

t. : P a: ts= sin.W: sin.
,

eke.,

F rom(a)weobtaIDt 1 =P.
0

,

" (a')

Pa

&c.

0,

.

(a')

0

sID.a.
d
P
SlD.a
SID. (+a'),an
a
. '.= • SID. (+4')
a
0

0

s\n. ~,

"

CP+~'): sin.~,

d

P

sin. ~

t.=P'·sin.cp+~,),a~. t,= ssin.(~+~')'

eke.,
Equating the values of t., '., &c., we have
P
sin,~'
P ,sin.a
.• osin, (a+a')
I'sin. Cp+W)'

•

eke.

(b)

•

•
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sin. (J
P
sin. 'Y
.~
I·sin. (1)+fJ')
'·sin. ('Y+}")"
(v,
eke.,
eke.,
for the relations of the forces.
152. Coa. 1. If the cord be fixed at the points A and E, and
the forces PI' PI' P" eke., be parallel, we have
sin. a' = sin. (J, sin .(J'= sin. 'Y, -&te.
Multiplying these equations by (b), (b /) .member by member
in their order, tve obtain
.
p sin. a sin. a' P sin. (J sin. (J' P sin. 'Y sin. y' ek
•. sin. (a+a /)
ssin. (ft+(J/)
'sin. ('Y+'Y/)' c.
sin. a sin. a'
sin. a sin. a'
But
sin. (a+a /) sin. a cos. a' + sin. a' cos. a
1
1
cos. a cos. a' cot. a+co~ a"
sin. a + sin. a'
PII
P,
•
PI
.. cot. a+ cot. a' eot.(J+eot.(J'. cot. 'Y+eot. y'
P

I

153. Coa. 2. If the cord be
fixed at A and E, and the forces
PI' P 3' P" ekc., be weights, the
horizontal tension of each portion of the cord is the same.
For, by resolving the tensiOD
of each part horizontally, we
have
Ps
P4
the horizontal tension of AB=t l ' sin. ABN =t 1 sin. a,
"
"
'BC=tl sin. BCM=I. sin. (J, eke.
Substituting for t 1 , til' eke., their values found above, '\
.
.
sin. a sin. a'
PI/
hOrlzontal tensIon of AB=P I sin.
. (+
t I'
a a') cot. a + co.
a
BC-P sin. (J sin. 1)'
P II
"
•
3 sin. ((J+(J')
eot.(J+ cot.It"
eke.,
eke,
which, by Oor. 1, are all equal.

. I

•
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1M. COil. 3. Since the reactions of the points A and E equilibrate the resultant of all the weights, the lines AB, ED produced, must meet in some point of the vertical through the
center of gravity of the
system. For three forces, if in equi.
librium, must meet in a point.
.
155. A heavy cord may be considered a funicular polygon
loaded with .. infinite number of small weights, and since the
number of weights is infinite, th~ polygon will also have an
infullte number of sides, or will. become a curve.
The curve which a heavy cord or chain of indefinitely small
links will assume, when suspended from two fixeJ points not in
the same vertical line, is called the catenary.

.

EXAMPLES.

Ex. 1. Two equal .ights balance, by a cord, over any
number of fixed points without friction. Required the prestore on each.
Since the tension of the cord PI ABCDl!P. is the same
B
C
throughout, each point is acted upon
by three forces, viz., two equal tensions on each side 'of it and the reaction of the.point, which last must be
equal to the resultant of the other two.
Hence, calling the angles at A, B, C,
&c., a, b, c, &c., by Art. 15, and Cor., 1\
Ps
Art. 19,
the pressure ~n A=2P 1 cos.la.
"
"
B=2P 1 cos. lb,
•
&c.,
&c.
Ex. 2. A cord of given length passes over two fixed points
A and B. without friction, and one extremity, to which a given
weight P is attached, passes through a small ring atthe other
extremity C. It iff requjred to find the tension of the cord when
in equilibrium, and the length of the part CP below the ring.
Since the cord passes freely over the points A and B, and
through the ring C, it is of the same tension throughout, and
equal to the weight P. Hence the point C is kept at'rest by

\

....

'
B
4?
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three equal forces. and, by Art. 18, must make
angles of 1200 with each other. Draw the
horizontal line AD; and, since ACD=12()O,
ADC and CAD are each equal to 300 .. The
position of A and B being given, the angle
BAD must be known. Hence, in the triangle ACB we have
the side AB and all the angles from which AC.and Be may
be determined. Then the whole length of the cord, diminished
by the perimeter of the triangle, will be the distance of the
weight from the ring.
, § IV.

THB PULLBY.

156. The pulley is a small grooved wheel movable about
an axis, and fixed in a block. The t""d paRses over the cir·
cumference of the wheel in the groove.
The use of the pulley is to prevent the eft"ects of friction and
rigidity of the cord. The first of these it diminishes by transferring the friction from the cord and circumference of the
wheel to the axle and its supports, which may be highly pol.
ished or lubricated. The eft"ects of rigidity are diminished by
turning the cord in a circular arc instead of a sharp angle.
The pulley is called ped or movable, according as the block
il fixed or movable.

B

157. The ped pulley serves merel1 to
change the direction oythe forces trans·
mitted by the cord, since, neglecting the
friction· of the pulley, the tension of the
cord is the same in every part of it. Hence
the power equals the weight, Bnd the pressure on the axis of the pulley equals their
lum.

TBB 'ULLBY.
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1,58. Pao,. Required the relation of the pOVJer to tM weight in
1M Bingle movable pulley.
The tension t of the cord, being the same
throughout,
is equal to the
power P; also
I
.
to the pressure on the hook Q.
The resultant of the two tensions in the
directions CP and DQ, being equal and
. opposite to the weight W, must be vertical. Let a be the angle made by the
cords with this vertical, and, resolving the
tensions vertically, we have
2t cos. a=2P cos. a::;: W•

• P

W

,.
2 cos.a'
the same as obtained in Art. 149.
COR. I. H the weight w of the pulley be taken into account,
P= W+w.
2 cos. a
COR. 2. Hthe cords are parallel, a=O and
P= W+w.
2
COK.3. If a=90o, 2a=180o, or the cord becomes straight
and horizontal. In this case
.

W+w

P=-o-=ac,

or the power must be infinite. In other words, no power can
reduce the cord to a horizontal straight line while the weight .
is finite.
•
159. 'Of the various combinations of puUeys there are three,
which we shan distinguish by the fir,t, ,econd, and third sy'.
tem, of pulleys.
160. PRO'. &quired the relation of the pOWdr to the weight in
the fir" system of pulley',
G
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The annexed figure represents this system.
Neglecting friction, the tension t of the cord
is the same throughout, and equal to P. The
weight W and the weight of the lower block
ware sustained by the tensions of the several
cords at the lower block. Hence, if n be the
number of cords at this block,

•

nt=nP=W+w
. p~W+w.
••

-

ft,

•

If the ·weight of the l(lwer block be neglected,

p=W.
n

Of this system of pulleys there are various
modifications. The annexed form is the one
in most common use.
161. PROP. Required the relation of the power to the weight in.
tile second system of pulleys. .
The annexed figure represents this system with three movable pulleys; each pulley having its own rope.
Designate by a., aI' a" &c., the pulleys respectively in their order from the weight W,
by W. t !C1I' w 3 ' &c., their weights, and by t.,
t" t" &c., the tensions of their respective
cords.
. Then, for the equilibrium of a., we have
. W+w.
21.= W +w •• or t.=2--

w

..'
f
W+w.+2w,
For the.eqwhbnum
0 a" 2t,=t. +w,=
2
.,
ur

W+w.+2w,
t,=
2'
.
W+w.+2w ll +2'w,

For the equilibrium of a,,2t,=t, +w 3

2'

•

,
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or
For the equ.ilihrium of a,.,

P=t.. W+w , +2w.+2'w:t+ 2'tD,+ .•• 2""""Iw".
.
2"
.
COR. I. If the weight of each pulley is the same, and equal WI'

P W +W ,'(i +2+2'+2' + •... zo-I)
.

2"

.

= W +WI (2"-1)
2"

2"

=~+WI (I-~).
eOB.

2. If the weights of the pulleys fe neglected,

W
P= 2'" or W =2".P.
162. PBOP. Required tl,e relation. 0'; tho pOtDtJr to tM weiglU
in the third system of pulleys.
.
In this system each cord is attached to the
weight, and the number of movable pulleys is one
less than the number of cords. Designating the
pulleys in their order from the weight by ai' a,l'
a,l' &c., their weights respectively. by WI' W.'
W" &c., and the tensions of the successive cords
by 'I' t., t" &c., we have
t)=P,
(.=2t , +w l =2P+w
"
t,=2t2 +w.=2'P+2w, +w.,
',=2t,+w a =2'P+2'w l +2w. +w,.

. .. ...

"

......

And if there be n. cords,

t.=ZO-IP+2-w l ~w. + &c•.••. 2tD_+w_l •
But W=t l +t.+t,+,&c. .... t.
=P(I +2+2"+2'+, &c•... 2-1)+w. (I +2+2"+, &e.
.•. ~+w,I(1+2+2"+.&c.•.. 2"4+,&C.

100
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=P(2"-I)+w. (Z-I-I)+w.(~-I)+, ekC••••
\0_1(2-1).
[fthe (n-I) pulleys are o(the same weight WI'
W =P(2"-I) +W I (2_1+2-+~+, ekc••••• ~+2+ I-a)
=P(2"-I)+w. (2"-1 )-Wl n
=(P+w.) (2"-1 )-w.n.
If the weights of the pulleys be neglected,
W=P(2"-I).
EXAMPLES.

.'

.

Ex. 1. At what angle must the cords of a single movable
pulley be inclined in order that P may equal W 1 /:u 0
Ex. 2. In the .ftr~t system of pulleys, if there be 10 cords at
the lower block, what power will support a weight of 1000 Ibs.1
Ex. 3. In the second system of pulleys, if 1 lb. support a
weight of 128 lbs., required the number of pulleys supposed
without weight.
Ex. 4. In the third system of 6 pulleys, each weighing lIb.•
find what weight will be supported by a power of 12 Ibs

~

-,

~

",

"

,

Ex. 5. Find the ratio of the power to the
\yeight in the annexed modification of the second
system of pulleys.

§ V.

THE INCLINED PLANE.

163. The Inclined plane, as a mechanical power, is supposed
perfectly hard and smooth, unless friction be considered. It
assists in sustaining a heavy body by its reaction. This reaction, however, being normal to the plane, can not entirely
counteract the weight of_the body, which acts vertically down-

THB INOLINBD PLANB.
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ward.. Some other force must therefore be made to act upon,
the body, in order that it may be sustained.
164. PROP. Required the conditiOftl of equilibrium of a body
..,tained by any force on an inclined plane.
'
Let AB be a section of an inclined plane, of which AB is
the length, BC the
,
height, and AC the
,~
1I
base. Let i be the in.A,~II. ;,,;tt/<1 i
clination of the plane to
wi"R.~""1)
the horizon, 1 the angle
:tMc,
~C~~t' ~~.made by the direction
of the power P with the
plane AB, W = the
weight of the body a,
c
and R= the reaction of _-\..
W
the plane. The body is kept at rest by the action of P, W,
and R. Resolving the forces parallel ana perpendicular to
the plane, we have
Pcos. 1-W sin. i=O,
(a)
R+P sin. 1 - W cos. i=O.
(b)
From (a) we obtain
W cos.£
p= sin. i'
(c)

1

From (b), R =W cos. l. - P'
sm.l= W cos. l. - Wsin.isiD.I
---,-cos.e
_ W cos. (i+£)
• cos. I '
W
COs. I
or
(d)
R cos~ (i+e)'
the same relations as obtained in Ex. 24, .Art. 129.
165. COR. 1. If the force P act paraIlel to the plane, 1=0,
and (c) becomes

W

1

AB

p= sin. i= BC'
or, the pOtDef' il to the weight al the height
length.

of the plane to ill

.

I

..

,'7'

•
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W
1
AB
From (d) we get -R=--'=AC'
cos.,
or, the reaction of llu plau

u to the weight tU the bale to the

~gth.

166. Coa. 2. If the power act parallel to the base of the plane,
,=-i, and (c) becomes
W coI.i AC
p= lin. i= BO'
or, tlu power u to llu weight tU tlu height to tIu bale.
W cOI.i AC
From (d),
Y=-I-:;:: AB'

or, tlu reaction of tlu plane'u to tlu weight a. tIu length to the
ba.e.
167. PJlo.. Required t1u conditi07&l of equilibrium of two
bodie. ruling on two incliud plau. having a c~mmon .ummit,
the bodie. being COfluctea by a cord palSing over a pvlley at

the IW7&mit.
B

Let Wand WI be the
weights of the ~odies, and
i, i l the inclinations of the
'planes.
If t be the tension of the
cord, we,have for equilibrium 'on the plane AB
(.Art. 165),

•
A

t=W.lin. i,

on the plane BC

t= W I sin. i I'
.'. W sin. i= W I sin. ii'
BD

or
or

BD

W'AB=WIBC'
W AB
W I ~BC'

or, t1u weights are proportional to the length.
which they rut respectively.

of tlu 'planes on

THE
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BXAMPLES.

Ez. 1. What force acting parallel to the base of the plane
necessary to support a weight of 50 lbs. on a plane inclined
at an angle of 15° to the horizon 1
.Ez.2. If the weight, power, and reaction of the plane are
respectively as the numbers 25, 16, and 10, find the inclination
of the plane, and the inclination of the power's direction to
the plane.
IS

§ VI.

THB WBDGE.

168. The wedge is a triangular prism whose perpendicular
section is an isosceles triangle. The dihedral angle formed
by the two equal rectangular faces, is calIed the angle of the
wedge. The other rectangular face is called the back. It is
used to lleparate the parts of bodies, by in~oducing the angle
of the wedge between them by a power applied perpendicularly to the back. The equal rectangular faces are regarded
as perfectly smooth, in which case the only effective. part of
the resistance must be perpendicular to these faces.
169.

PROP.

To dete1-mine the conditions of equilibrium in tAB

wedge.
Let ABC be a section of the
wedge perpendicular to the angle
or edge A. Draw AD bisecting
the angle, and let BAD=CAD=a.
Let 2P be the power applied to the
back BC of the wedge, which must
be in equilibrium with the pressures
R on the two faces AB and AC.
If an equilibrium exist, the forces
2P, R, and R must meet at some
point in AD (Art. 74).
Resolving the forces vertically,
or in the direction AD, we have

!P
B~_ _-+D;;;;..._ _~C
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2R. sin. BAD-2P=O,
P=R.sin.a,
P.
BD BD.I l the back of the wedge
R'- SID. a BA BA.Z
face of the wedge

where 1= the length of the edge or breadth of the face •
.170. In the foregoing investigation of the theory of equilibrium in the wedge, we have omitted the consideration of the
friction, and have supposed the power to' be a pressure;
whereas, in practice, the wedge is kept at rest by friction alone,
and the power arises from percussion. The following problem will serve to elucidate the theoretical view here taken of
the wedge.
171. PllOB. A heavy beam is attached, by a hinge at one
end, to a smooth, horizontal plane, while the other rests on the
smooth face of a semi-wedge. Required the horizontal force
necessary·to keep the wedge from moving.
oRe
Let DE be the beam
and BAC the wedge,
11. ........;p=--- LBAC = a, LADE = {j,
1= the length of the
beam, g the center of
on
ow A
:B
gravity, and Dg=a.,
The wedge is kept in equilibrium by the pressure of the
beam upon it at E, and the horizontal force P acting upon it
at some point. H. The beam is kept in equilibrium by its
weight w acting at g and the reaction R of the face of the
wedge at E.
Taking the moments about D for the equilibriutn of the beam,
we avoid expressions involving ,the unknown thrust R', and
have
wJ)g. cos. ADE-R.DE. sin. DER=O,
or
w.a. cos. {j-R.I. cos. (a-{j)=O.
a
cos. {j
.'. R=w·-Z•cos. (a- fJ)"
But the principles of the wedge give
P=R.sin.a.
0

o

THB
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a Bin. a COl. fJ

.'. =w'I' cos. (a-fJ)"

,

By an examination of this value of P, it will be seen that the
power necessary to keep the wedge from moving will diminish
as the wedge advances beneath the beam.

§ VII.

THE Itcnw.

172. If we divide the rectangle ABCD into equal parts by
the lines mn, m'n', &c., parallel
to AB, and draw the parallel di- A
B
agonals of the rectangles thus m .-=--=-1.
formed, and if we suppo!le the 71tt-=::;;;;"--::::=o-l
whole rectangle to be wrapped mft-==---=-I
round the surface of a cylinder, m!'r-=----:::==oofn!
the perimeter of whose base is
equal to AB and altitude to BC,
D
the diagonals of the rectangles
will trace on the surface of the cylinder a continuous curve.
which is called the helix.
If a projecting thread or rib be attached to the cylincier upon
this curve, we have the screw, sometim~s called the external
screw. Similarly, if we take a hollow cylinder of exactly the
same radius as the solid one, and generate a groove in the
same curve, we have the internal screw or nut.
The screw works in the nut, either of which may be fixed
and the other movable.
173. Paop. To determine tke conditions of equilibrium in the
.screw.
FED
From the construction of the .
R
screw, it appears that the thread
B
of it is an inclined plane, of
which the base is the circum- A
C
ference of the cylinder and the
height the distance between the
threads. The force is generally
applied perpendicularly to the
end of a lever inserted into the
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cylinder. and in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the
cylinder. The power P thus applied. in turning the screw
round, produces a pressure on the threads of the screw in the
direction of the axis of the cylinder. In ease of equilibrium.
let the counterpoise of this pressure be W. Let ABC be the
inclined plane formed by unwrapping one revolution of a
1

•

thread, and let w=-th part of W. be supported at a. q being
n
the same part of Q. the force applied at the circumference of
the cylinder. Put FD = a. ED the radius of the cylinder =r,
and angle BAC=a. Then, Art. 133.
FD 'a
211'4
Q=P. ED =P.;:=P.211'r.
(a)
By Art. 166.

BC

q=w. AC•

Q W
distance of two threads
or
circumference of the cylinder'
and the same holds for 2ach of the other portions of W at the
other points of the plane. Therefore. we have
• Q-W
distance of two threads
,- . circumference of the cylinder·
B () Q_ P 211'4 _ P circumference described by P
y 4 . - ·211'r - . circumference of cylinder •
W circumference described by P
••• P=
distance of two threads
or. the power is to the weight as the distance of two threads
is to the circumference described by the power in ~ne revolution ofthe screw.
It will be seen that the ratio of P to W is independent of
the radius, of the cylinder.

n=-n·

EXAMPLES.

Ex. 1. What force m~st be exerted to sustain a ton weight
on a screw. the thread of which makes 160 tUl'DS'in the height
of 1 foot. the length of the arm being 6 feet 1
Ex. 2. Find the weight that can be sustained by a power

BALAl'ICBa, aTC.
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of I lb. acting at the distance of 3 yards from the axis of the
.crew, the distance between the threads being I inch.
. Ex. 3. What must be the length of a lever "Ilt whose extremity a force of I lb. will support a weight of 1000 lb•• on a
scr~w, whose threads are ! inch apart 1
~

VIII.

BALANCES AND COMBINATIONS OP THB MBCHANICAI.
POWEas.

174. The common balance, in its best form, is a bent level,
which the weight of the lever must be taken into consideration.
In the annexed figure the points A and B, from which the
scale-pans and weights
are suspended,are called the points of suspen- .
sion; C is the fulcrum,
being the . lower edge
of a prismatic rod of A,.............
steel projecting on each
side of the beam; when
thll balance is in use,
these edges on each
side of the beam, as at
C, rest on hard surfaces, so that the beam turns freely abou~ C as a fulcrum.
175. The requisites of a good balance are,
10. That the beam rest in a horizontal position when loaded
with equal weights.
20. That the balance possess great sensibility.
3". That it possess great stability.
ID

176. PROP. To determine tke condition. that tke beam rest ift
a hori:ontal po.ition when loaded with equal weights.
Supposing the beam horizontal, in case of equilibrium, if we
neglect the weight of the beam, the moments of the weights
must be equal, and, therefore, the arms mu.t be equal (Art. 133).
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But taking into consideration the weight of the beam, its center of gravity must be in the vertical through C, the center of
motion (Art. 110), and, in order to this, the beam must be .ytIImetrical on oppo8ite ride. of the fulcrum (Art. 97). The line
AB, joining the points of suspension, is obviously bisected by
the vertical through C and the center of gravity of the beam,
and the point of intersection, for reasons which will appear,
should be below C.
177.

PROP.

To determiM the condition, 'hat the balance may

PO,,"' great .euibility.

Let C, A, and B be the fulcrum and points of suspension, as
in the preceding figure, and
join Cg, the centers of motion and of gravity. Cg is
perpendicular to AB and bisects it, if the beam is constructed in accordance with
the first requisite. Let 1\1
C E N be a horizontal line
P
Q
through C, meeting AB in E
making with it an angle equal to 8.
The sensibility is measured by the amount of deftectiot 8
of the line AB from a horizontal position by a given small difference P-Q of the weights.
Draw the vertical lines Dd and ga, and put AD=BD=a,
CD=Il, Cg=h, and weight of the beam =w. Now M:N is bisected in d, and Md=a
cos. 8, Cd=d.I sin. 8, and Ca=h. sin. 8
•
If the system is in equilibrium, the moments about C givP
P.CM-Q.CN -w.Ca=O,
or
. P.(Md-Cd)-Q(Nd+Cd}-w.Ca=O,
or
(p-Q)a. cos. 8.-(P+Q)dsiD. 8-w.h. sin. 8=0,
or
(p-Q)a- { (P+Q).d+w.h} tan. 8=0.
(P-Q).a
.'. tan. 8 (P+Q)d+w.h'
Hence the angle 8, and, therefore, the sensibility, is increased
for ginn values of P and Q, by increasing the length8 of ."".
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t.ITf'M (a), by diminuiing t1ae fDBight of the beam (w), or by diminuiing t1ae dUtanee. of the fukrum from the Cdter of gravity of the beam (i) and from t1ae line joining t1ae poi1lt8 of 811,8-

peASio1& '(d).
178. PItOP. To determine the conditiou that the balance mlllL
po.ses. great stability.
If the balance be loaded with equal weights and disturbed
from its position of equilibrium, the rapidity with which it returns to that position is a measure of its .tability. But this
rapidity of return to a horizontal position will depend upon the
moment which urges it back.
But this moment is, since P=Q,

P.CN - P.CM +w.Ca,
P.2.Cd+w.Ca,
(2P.d+w.i) sin.8.
Hence, for given v~lues of P and 8 the stability is greater,
as d, i. and ware increased.
179. COlt. Hence, by increasing the stability, we diminish
the sensibility, but the sensibility may be increased by increasmg the length of the arms, without affecting the stability.
·For commercial purposes, when expedition is required, and
the material weighed is not of great value, sensibility is sacrificed to stability'; but for philosophical purposes great sensibility is required, and .stability is of little comparative importance.

or
or

THE STEELYARD BALANCE.

180. The steelyard balance, or Roman steelyard, is a level
of the first kind, with unequal arms. The body
W to be weighed is hung
at the shorter arm A, and
a given constant weight
w
P is moved along the
other arm till it balances W; then the weight of W is knowD
from the place of the counterpoise P.
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181. PRO.. To determine the law according to which tA
longer arm of tile .teelyard must be graduated.
Let G be the ,center of gravity of the beam AB and w ita
weight. Put OA=p, OC=PI' oo=g, and taking moments
•about the fulcrum 0, in case of equilibrium we have
Wp-wg-Ppi =0.
wg Wp

···PI+P=p·
Taking' Oz, a fourth proportional to P, w, and g, we have
,
W
PI + =CO+Oz=Cz=

"'t

t·

Hence the distance from z to the counterpoise P varies as
the weight; and if the weights be in arithmetical progression,
the distances zI, z2, z3, &c., will alsQ be in arithmetical pro-.
gression.
THB BENT LEVEB BALANCB.

182. This balance is represented b)
the annexed figure, where ABC is the
bent lever turning about a pivot at B.
A scale (E) hangs from A, and at C an
index points to some division on the
graduated arc GCF.
R

J88. PllOP. To determine the principle of graduation in the
bent lever balance.
Let g be the center of gravity of the beam at which ita
weight w acts. The weight of the scale (E) and the weight
(W) of a body placed in it will act vertically through A. Let
the horizonial line through B meet the vertical lines through
g and A respectively in D and K. Then the moments about
B. in equilibrium, give
.
'
w.DB-(E+ W)BK=O.
(a)

---~
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As greater weights are put into the scale E, the point A approaches more nearly the vertical through B from the bent
form of the beam, or BK diminishes, while BD increases.
Suppose the point A to be at K when the scale is unloaded,
and let, in this position of the beam, the angle DBg=O. When
a weight is put into the scale the point A will descend through
some angle tP. and the arm Bg will rise through the same angle.
In this new position the angle DBg will become O-tP. Let
Bg=a and BA=b; then
DB=a cos. (O-tP), and BK=b cos. tP.
These substituted in (a), give
ID.a. cos. (O-tP)-E.b. cos. tP-W.b. cos. tP=O,
or ID.a. cos. 0 cos. tP+ID.a sin. hin. tP- E.b cos. tP- W.b. cos. tP=O,
or ID.a. cos.O+w.a sin. 0 tan. tP-E.b-W.b=O.
W.b
E.b-ID.acos.O
.'. tan. tP ID.a. SlD.
. 0+ ID.a. SlD.
. 0 •
Hence, tan; tP varies as W, and the limb GF must be divided into arcs whose tangents are in arithmetical progression.
Practi~ally, the limb may be graduated from the positions
of the index at C for a succession of weights put into E. This
instrument possesses great ,lability.

ROBERVAL'S BALAlIICE.

184. This instrument is of greater interest from its paradoxical appearance than from its use as a machine for weighing
bodies. Its discussion aft"ords an interesting application of the
doctrine of couples.
It consists of an upright
•
stem upon a heavy bl;l8e A,
o
with equal cross-beams
k I===;»
turning about pivofs at a
p
and b. These cross-beams
are connected by pivots at
c, d, e, and f, with two other equal pieces in the form
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of aT. The weights are suspended from the horizontal anns
of the latter pieces.
185. Pao,. In Robcrval', balance, equal weights balance at all
diltaftcu from tIae upright stem.
Let the letters in the
annexed figure indicate the same parts as
tl
C
1£.
,JlJ in the former.
QJ
Let equal and oppoB
0
A
k
site forces P I and p.
6
b
f
each equal to P act in
Ql
III
ec, and, similarly, let
P s and P, act in tlf.
~
P
These forces PI' p.,
PPJ.
Bf.
A
P a' and P, do not disturb the equilibrium. Now P at n, as in Art. 71, is equivalent
to Plat e and the couple P, BI&, P" and, similarly, P at C is
equivalent to P, at f and the couple P, Ck, P 3; and •since PI
at e balances P, at f, we have only the tw.o couples to dispose of.
Now for the couple P, BA, p., Art,. 58 and 50, we may substitute a couple QI' ec, Q. in its own plane and of equal moment, in which the forces QI and Qa' acting in the direction.
of the cross-beams cd and if (which always remain parallel.to
each other as they tum on the pivots a and b), are destroyed by
the resistance of the pivots a and b. Similarly, the couple P,
Ck, P 3 may be replaced by the equivalent couple RI,fd. R.,
in which R I and R, are destroyed by the resistance of b and
a. These new couples, therefore, do not disturb the equilibri:
um, and the original forces P at Band P at C must be in equilibrium.
If the beams cad and ebJ be moved round the pivots mto
.any oblique position, the same reasoning would apply, and the
equilibrium still subsist.
P2

. Fa

,

COil. Unequal weights can not balance from whatever points
suspended

I·

I

j
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186. Paop. To determine the ratio
a combination of lever,.

of the power to the wigAt

. Let the power P act at At
.A.
and the weight W at Bill.
The first three levers are of
W'
6.1o-_
_ B' 'C'
the second kind, and tbe last
p
one of the first kind, the ful- e"
crums being at C, C', C", and
......____C"'r---.B",
C"'. Let BA', B'A", B"AIII
be rigid rods connecting the
levers, and let the action of
the first lever on the rod BA'
be W', which becomes the
pOwer acting on the second,
W" and W'!' the weights to the second and third respectively,
and powers to the third and fourth.
P CB W' C'B' W" C"B"
W", C'IIB'"
Then W'=CA' W"=C'A" WIII=C"A'" and W =CIIIAIII·
Taking the continued product of these equations member
Dy member, we have
P CBx C'B' XC"B" XCIIIB'"
.......;j~

W CAXC'A'XC"A"xC"'A"';
or, the ratio of the power to the weight in the combination iI
equal to the product of the ratios of the power to the weight i"
each leuer.
187. Paop. To determine 'he ratio of the power to the weiglt
in the endless

,crew.

This machine is a combination of the
screw and wheel and axle.
Let P be the power applied to the bandIe of the winch, W' the pressure of the
screw on the teeth of the wheel, and W
the weight suspended from the axle of
the wheel. Then

H
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P

distance between the threads of the screw

W' _ circumference described by the power '
W' radius of axle
and

w=radius of wheer

p distance between two threads of screw
'. W circumference described by the pow-er
X radius of axle .

radius of wheel'
or, the ratio of the p0fD8T to the weight in the end1u, ,cretD U
equal to the product of the ratio, of the pOtDer to th, UJeight in
the ,crew and in the w~l and azle.
. .
188. PRoP. To d8tmnine the ratio of th, power to the weight
in any combination of the mecluznical power,.
Let P= tbe power for tbe whole combination,
W·= "weight
"
"
"
W' ="
" . to tbe lst in the series and power to the 2d,
W"="
"
"2d'
"
"
"
3d.
&c.,
&c.,
&e.
Let a I = the ratio of the power to tbe weigbt in the 1st,
a.=
"
"
"
"
"2d,
a 3=
,j
"
"
"
"3d, &te.
P
W'
W"
Wa-l
Then W/=a l , W"=a •• WII/=a. • • • .• W. =a.;

and. taking the product,

P
W.=a._a •.aa ...•. a•.
Hence tbe ratio of the power to tbe weight in any combination of elementary machines iB equal to the product of the ratio,
of the power to the weight in each of the limple machine,.
189. PR,oP. To determine the ratio of the power to tAe pres""re
in the combination of lever, called the knee.
This combination of levers is used with" advantage where
very great pressure is required to act through only' a very
small space, as in coining money, in punching ~oles through
thick plates of iron, in tbe printing-press, &tc. The lever AD

.ALA _OJll8. aTe.
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turns about a firmly fixed pivot
at'A, and is connected by another pivot 'at. B to the. rod DC,
whose extremity C produces the
pressure on the obstacle. at E.
Let the pewer P act horizontally' at some point F in the lever AB, ANC be a vertical line
meeting the direction of P in N,
and DE a hQrizontal plane, on
which, at E, is the substance
o
subject to pressure. Let R='
the reaction of the rod BC in the
E
direction of its length, AM, DL perpendiculars upon its direGtion from A and D, and W the vertical resistance of the substance at E.
Taking the· moments about A and D in equilibrium, we have
P.AN=R.AM, and W.DE=R.DL,
.
P AMxDE
or
W ANXDL'
When BC becomes nearly vertical, DL becomes nearly equal
to DE, and AN to AF, while AM becobles very small.

In this situation,
fraction of W.

~-

!:

nearly, so that P is a very small

CHAPTER VII.
APPLIOATION or TBB "mOIPLB or VIaTUAL
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BBOBAXIOAL POWED.

190. Ix.ArtI. 80 and 81, it is shown that the principle of
virtual velocities obtains for all cases of equilibrium of a free
body under the actions of any number of external forces in the
same plane.
In the mechanical powers, the parts by which the actions
of the forces are transmitted being rigid or inextensible, the
forces may be considered as acting in the same plane, and the
internal reactions and tensions will not enter the fundamental
equation l:.P.t)=O. Also, the virtual velocities of the supporting parts will in general be zero for the possible displacements
of the system.
In some of the mechanical powers, the principle applies to
aU possible displacemel!-ts, however great, since they must be
in' the directioa of the forces. This is true in the wheel and
axle, toothed wheels, pulleys with parallel cords, the inclined
plane, the~wedge, and screw. In the lever, and pulleys with
inclined cords, the displacements must be taken indtifinitel!J

maall.
191. PaoP. TIle principle of
fJirtual velocities obtains in tlw
wheel and azle in equilibrium.

pI

w

The forces which act on the
wheel and axle are the power
P, the weight W, and the reaction R of the steps which support each end, C, of the pivot
about which it turns, and, in can·
sequence of the rigidity of the

PlllHOIPLE OF VlllTUAL VBLOOITIES, aTO.
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IYstem, they may be considered as acting in the same plane.
Also, the wheel and axle receiving a displacement 'turning
about C, the virtual velocity of R equals o.
Let A and B be the points at which the cords left the wheel
and the ~xle respectively before displacement; A', B' afterward. Then Wascends through the space WW'= arc Ba', _
and P descends through PP'=arc AA'. PP'is the virtual ve. locity (Art. 78) of P, and positive; WW'is the virtual velocity of W, and negative. Hence (Art. 81),
P.PP'-W. WW'=O,
or
P. arc AA'-W. arc BB'=O,
or
P.AC.LA'CA-W..BC.LBCB'=O.
W AC
P.AC-W.BC=O, or P=BC'
the condition of equilibrium found in Art. 188.
192. PlloP. The principle of virtual uelocitiu obtai.. In a
pair of toothed wheels.

Let the circles in
the annexed figure
represent the pitchline's of the wheels
(Art. 144), and D"D.
the points which were
in contact in the line
ee' before displacement. Since the pitch- lines roll on each other without slipping,
arc DD,=arc DD.,
and·

p

pI

w

•
1
DIDt
P's dlsplacement
= PP'= Aci.L D 1 C'D = AC'•arcC'D

W's displ~cement =WW'=CB.LD.CD=CB.
By the principle of virtual velocities,
P.PP'-W.WW'=O,

arc D.D
CD •

U8
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or

' arc DID WCBarcD.D
PAC
o
C/D
• • CD
0,

or

AC'
CB
P'DC'- W·CD=O.

0

W AC'CD
.00

W CD
p= BC 'C'D; and when AC~=BC, P=C'D'

~ found in .Art. 143.
193. PaoP. The principk of.,irlual -celocitiu oblain. in. tilt
nqie moNbk pulley 1DitA paralkl cortU.

If the pulley A be raised to A',
we shall have AA'= WW'=lPP',
p since each of the cords passing
round the pulley A must be short·
elled by a length =WW'. WW',
the virtual velocity of W, is negative.
pi
P.PP'-W.WW'=O,
or
P.PPI - W.lPP' =0.
0"

Hence ~ =2, ~ found in Art. 158.

w
194. Paop. The principle of virtual velocitiu obtaim in. 1M
fir", .ystem of pulkys.
In the figure of Art. 160 we see that, if W be raised through

a space WW', each of the n. cords at the lower block will be
shortened by the same quantity, or that P will descend through
a space n..WW'. Hence the equation of virtual velocities
P.PP'-W.WW'=O becomes

.

W

P.n.WW'-W.WW'=O, or p=n.,
u in Art. 160.

rill Ncr P LEO P V III T U A L V B L 0 0 I T I B S, B T 0.
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195. Pllor. The principle of mrtual velocities ootaiu in the
IBCond system of pulleys.
Referring to the figure in. Art. 161, we see that, if P descends through the space PP',
the pulley a.. would rise through a space

"

..

tJ..-1

"

"

&c.,

"

"

"

"

."

"

"

tJ 1

pp'

7'
&c.,

"

."

pp'

="'2'

or the weight W

"

pp,
r-"
PP'

r

1'

PP'
~,

And the equation of virtual velocities P.PP' becomes
.,

w. WW'=O

'P.PP'-W.pp, =0,

2"

or

W

p=2",

the same as in Art. 101, Cor. 2.
196. Pllor. Tks principle of mrtual velocities obtaim in the
third system of pulley••
Referring to figure of Art. 102, and designatiJ;lg the pulleys'
as in that article, we see that, if W b~ raised a space WW',
each cord will be shortened by a space equal to WW'. ·The
highest movable pulley tz..-l 'will descend a distance =WW'.
The next pulley a- will desc~nd a .distance =2. WW' by the
descent of a_It and a distance WW' by the elevaiion of W, or
will descend on the whole (2+I)WW'.
Similarly, the pulley a.....a will descend through
{2(2+1)+1 }W.W'=(2'+2+I)WW'.
Proceeding in the same way, we find that pulley tI;....(->, or
"a' will descend through the space

=
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(r-t+~+,&c.• ~ .2+I)WW',
and a. through the space (r-'+r-t+,&c.••• 2+I)WW,
and a,
"
"
" (~+r-'+,&c. ••. 2+1)WW',
and P will descend through twice the last found space by the
desCent of the pulley a" and through the space WW' by the
•
elevation of the weight;
or
PP/=WW'.{2(~+2-+, &c•••• 2+1)+1}
=WW'.(r-'+2"""'+, &c.••• 21 +2+1)
=WW' (2"-1).
The equation of virtual velocities is
P.PP'-W.WW/=O,
which becomes
P.WW/(2"-I)-W. WW'=O,

W

or

p=2"-1

•

u in Arl. 162.
197. PROP. TIae principia
iacliMd plane.

of "irtutzl wlocitiu obtaiu in

t1uJ

Let the force P make any angle B with the plane, a= LBAC,
a the first pOsition of the body
whose weight is W, a' the position of it after displacement.
Drawing the perpendiculars
..c:;;.--....a.--+_-f-_ _...JC a", a'u, we have -a',,=-aa'
cos. B= the virtual velocity of
w' w
P, and au=aa'. sin. a= the virtual velocity of W.
By the equation of virtual velocities,
P.a',,-W.au=O,
or
P.aa'. cos. B- W.aa'. sin. _=0.
W
Hence

_a

as found in .Art. 164.
198. hop. Be principia

1DCIdge.

of ~rlual velocities obttJiu in de

I

PJUIfCIPLIl OP VI&TUAL VIILOOITIBS, BTo.

III

Let- 2P be the whole power, R
p
p
. and R the pressures perpendicular to the faces of the wedge ABC, B
which produce equilibrium. Let ~--+=-...,..-=f--'9
the wedge be displaced to the posi- 'ltn -..&:.-f-';"::&--+"7
tion A/B/C/. . The displacement of
the point of application of Pis aa' =
il' ; that of b, the point of application of R, is bb'=Am, a perpendicular from A on A/B/, and Am=AA'
. BAC
,m.-2-·
The equation of virtual velocities is

P.aa'- R.bb'=O,
or

-=·

. BAC 0
P •AA' -RAA'
.
.S1O.2
P

••• R= -.--;::B-:-A~C'
SlO·2-

as found in .Art. 169.
199. Paop. T1uJ principls of tnrtuaZ",locitw obtains in a 1stJ.
t:r of any form.

Let ACB be the lever beC
fore displacement, A/C/B'
AI"~__
11
its position afterward. A
From A' draw A'V perpendicular to AP, and fi'om B/, l'
B'u perpendicular to BQ
produced. Av is the vir(f
tual velocity of P, and Bu P
P'
Q
that of Q. 'Now when the displacements are indefinit~ly
small, the circular arcs AA/, BB'· become straight lines, and
Av=AA' cos. A' Av=AC.LACA/. cos. {PAC-OOO)
=AC. sin. PAC.LACA/;
Bu=BC. sin. QBC.LBCB/,
and
LACA/=LBCB/.
The equation of virtual velociU es is

,
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P.Av-Q.Bu=O,·
P.AC. sin PAC-Q.BC.sin.QBC=O.
P BC. sin. QBC
.'. Q AC. sin. PAC'

as lound in Art. 184.
200. p.o.. The principls of .tfUZI ",1ocitlu obtain. iA the
. lingls 1II0vabls pulley with COrdI inclined.

,

Let A be the point where
the cords produced would
meet at the first poBition
of the pulley, when P and
W are the positions of the
power and weight.
Let P be displaced to
P P', when the weight is
raised to W', or the point
p' of meeting of the cord is
raised to A'. Draw the
W
circular arcs A'm, A'n with
centers B a:nd C. When the displacement is indefinitely smaIL
the arcs A'm, A'n become straight lines, and
Am=AA' cos. BAA'=An,
BAC
PP'=Am+An=2AA' cos. - - , WW'=AA'.
2
The equation of virtual velocities is

.

P.PP'- W,WW'=O,
which becomes

P.2AA'. cos. B!C - W.AA,=O.
or

W

BAC

p=2 cos, 2 '

u found mArt. 158.
SOBOLlUM. In the preceding propoBitions, the expression
P.PP'= W. WW'.

paIlfCIPLB 0.1' VlaTUAL VIlLOCITIBS, BTo.

or
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WW' P
pp' =W'

explains the principle that," in using any machine, what we
gain in power we lose in time." For, in order that W may be
moved through any .giv~ space, we must have the spa~e
moved through by the power P, increased in 'the lame ratio
that P is ·diminished.

•

I

CHAPTER VIII.
paIOTlo ••

201. Tn surfaces on which bodies pressed have hitherto
been regarded as perfectly smooth, so that they offered no resistance to motion parallel to themselves, their only reaction
being perpendicular.
When rough surfaces are in contact, the motion, or tendency to motion, parallel to the surfaces, is affected by the roughness, and the effect is called Friction.
Friction may be divided into two kinds: sliding friction,
when one rough surface slides on another, and roUing friction,
when one rolls on the other. The former only will be considered here, under the term Statical Friction.
202. The laws of friction are determined by experimenL
If the body A rest upon
the perfectly smooth
I--~~F plane BC, the smallest
=---......- -.....----:0 possible force applied to
it will cause it to move.
But if the body or the
plane, or both, be rough, .
a force within certain
limits of magnitude may
be applied to it without caUsing motion. The greatest force
which can be so applied to the body in the direction of the
plane will measure the friction.
Let W be this force, acting by a cord over a pulley on the
body A, F being the opposing force of friction. Then F= W.
~03. The following laws of friction are deduced by this or
. lOme similar process.
1°. The friction of lke same body, or a body of tM same material, when the weight is .tM same, is independent of tM eztent

.. aIOTlo ••
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of the nrfacu ia coatact, except in extreme cases, where the
weIght is very great compared with the surfaces in contacL
Thus the friction of the body A will be the same whichever
side rest on the plane, or whatever be the form within the excepted limits.
20 • The frictioa u proportional to the pre'lUre os the plau,
or the readioa oj the plau, within flUJderate limitl. If other
weights, as m, be placed on A, W or F will vary al the whole
reaction R of the plane.
Coa. The friction is therefore some function of this pressure,
and we may represent it by I'R. ' I' is called the coeJJicient of
friction, and is equal to

i,

or the ratio of the friction to the re-

action of the plane.
204. Paop. The coeJllcieat of friction betweeta ttDo givea nbdance. i, equal to the tangent of the inclination oj the plaflB
formed oj one oj the .ub.tancel, fDa the body formed oj the other i, about to IIide dowa it.

Let the inclination a of the plane AC be increased till the
body a is just on the point
R
of sliding down it. The body
a will then be in equilibrium
from'the normal reaction of
the plane R, the friction I'R A
acting up the plane, and its .....::;;~--.....+---....a;B
weight W acting vertically
W
downward.
Resolving parallel and perpendicular to tho plane, we have
I'R- W. sin. a=O,
R- W cos. a=O.
Eliminating R, we have
I' cos. a-sin. a=O,
or
I'=tan. a.
205. PaOl>. To determine the limitl oj the ratio of P to W oa
an incliaed plane, fDa frictioa acta up or down the plaae.

•

IH

•
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Let the power P make ar
angle a with the plane whose
inclination is a, ansi W the
weight of the body.
1°. To determine the greatest value P can have without
causing the body to move up·
the plane. In thill case, the
'!
friction I'R, opposing the motion
up the plane, will act down it, and, resolving parallel and perpendicular to the plane, we have
(a)
P. cos. a-I'R-W 1Iin. a=O,
(b)
P. sin. a+ R- W cos. a=O.
Multiplying (b) by I' and adding to (a), we have
P (cos. a+1' sin. a)- W. (sin. a+1' cos. a) =0, .
p W. (sin. a+1' cos. a)
or
cos. a+1' sin. a •
2°. To determine the least value P can have without causing
the body to move down the plane. In this case the friction
the plane.
will oppose the descent, and will therefore act
.
Hence equations (a) and (b) become
(a')
P. cos. 6+I'R- W sin. a=O,
P. sin. a+ R-W cos. a=O.
(II)
Multiplying (It) by I' and subtracting, we find
P W. (sin. a-I' ~s. a) •
cos. a-I' sm. a
No motion will take place while the value of P is betWeeD
lbese two, which are its limits. .
These two values of P may be combined so as t9 take the
form
W cos. a±1' sin. a
P sin. a±1' cos. a'
in which the upper sign is to be taken when friction acts down
the plane, and the lower when the friction acts up the plane.

up

206. Paop. To determine the limits of the ratio of P to Win
the screw,· when friction acts assilting the power or .the weight.

palOTlolf.

11'7

Proceeding as in Arl.
D
173, let ABC be ·the
inclined plaJfe formed
by unw:rapping one
revolution of the
thread, the angle BAC
=a; let W= the
whole weight sustained by the scre.w, 10=
that ~rt of it supported at a, Q= the whole
force acting at the cir- .
cumference ~f the cylinder, r=ED the radius of the cylinder, a=FD the lever at
which the power acts, and g that part of Q which supports 10
a
at a. Then Q=P-.
~

r

The forces which are in equilibrium at a are the weight 10,
the reaction R, the horizontal force g, and the friction I'R act~
ing up or d01D1& the plane. .
, Resolving parallel and perpendicular to the plane, we have
g. cos. a±I'R-lO. sin. a=O,
(a)
g sin. a- R+lO cos. a=O.
(6)
Multiplying (b) by 1', and adding and subtracting, we have
g(cos. a±I' sin. a)-lO(sin. a=FI' cos. a)=O,
q Q sin. a=FI' co~. a
or
10 W cos. a±" sin. a'
P T sin. a=FI' cos. a
.'. W=;· cos. a±I' sin. a'
The two values of this expression give the limits reqUired,
and

ir

may have any intermediate value.

207. COil. From the two preceding propositions it will appear that, when we have obtained one of the limits, the other
may be had by simply changing the sign of I' in the former.

l'1'A'1'IOI•
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E:e. 1. A uniform straight beam rests on a rough cylinder
of given radius; required the greatest weight that can be S1J8o
pended from one end of the beam without causing it to slide off.
Let g be the center of gravity of the
beam BC, whose length is 2tl, and Bg
=d since the beam is uniform, w= its
weight, and W the weight suspended
from B. Before the weight W was
8U8pended from the beam the point g
must have been Ilt A. Let A' be the
point of contact with the cylinder when
the beam is on the point of sliding oS;
a the angle it then makes with the how
'W
rizon, and r= the radius of the cylinder.
Resolving parallel and perpendicular to the beam, we have
"R-w. sin. a- W sin. a=O,
(a)
R-w cos. a- W cos. a=jO ;
.(b)
whence ,,= tan. a.
Taking the moments about A', we have
W.BA' cos. a-w.A'g. cos. a=O,
W.(Bg-A'g)-w.A'g=O.
or
• But A'g":" arc A'A= radius X angle AOA'=r.a.

.'. ~W.(d-ra)-w.ra=O,
•
•
w.ra w.rtan.-1 "
or
W d
d ta l ' the weight required.
-ra -r n."-"
E:e. 2. A ladder rests with one end on a rough horizontal
plane, and the other on a rough vertical wall; given 1= its
length, d= the distance of its center of gravity from its lower
end,,, and
the coefficients of friction on the horizontal and .
vertical planes respectively; required its inclination 8 when
on the point of sliding down.
Let AB be the ladder and the for ::es acting upon it, as Tep'
resented in the figure.

,,'=
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Resolving horizontally and
vertically, we have

R' -"R=O,

(4)
(6)

R+,,/R/_1D=O.

Multiplying (4) by ,,', and subtracting from (6), 'we ,find
1D = R(I +"",),
and from (4), R/="R.
Taking moments about A, we
get

or

1D.d. cos. 6-R/.1. sin. 6-,,/R/.1. cos. 6=0,
taD 6 1D.d-,,'R' I

.

R'l·

Substituting the values of 1D and R/,

.n_

4

~.v

.

d.(I+""/)-",,,'
"I
.

If the center of gravity of the ladder be at the middle point,
I 2tl, and
1-",,'
tan.6=~.

208.

EXAMPLES Ol'f ORAPTERS VI., VII., Al'fD

vm.

Ex. 1. .4 beam 30 feet long balances on a prop 1 of its
length from the thicker end; but when a weight of 10 lbs. is
suspended from the other end, the prop must be moved 2 feet
toward it to maintain the equilibrium. Required the weight
of the beam.
Ex. 2. The forces P and Q act at arms 4 and 6 respectively
of a straight lever, which rests on a fixed point to which it is
not attached. When P and Q make angles 4 and {3 with the
lever, required the conditions of equilibrium.
Ex. 3. A uniform beam is sustained by three persons, one
at one end, and the other two by a hand-spike placed at some
I

",
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point beneath it. At what point must the hand-.lSpike be placed
that each person may sustain one third of the weight 1
Ez.4. A Roman steelyard, whose weight is 10 lbs., has its
center of gravity 2 inches from the fulcrum, and the weight to
be determined is supported by a pan placed at a distance of 3
inches on the other side. Find the 'respecti ve distances from
the fulcrum at which the constant weight of 5 lbs. must be
placed, in order to balance 10, 20, 30, &c.,lbs. placed succe88ively in the pan•
Ez. 5. Find the ratio of the power to the pressure in the

common mc6.
Ez. 6. Find the ratio of the power to the pressure in the
screw by the principle of virtual velocities.
Ez. 7. An isosceles triangle, whose base is to one of lts
equal sides as 1 : -./7, is placed with its base on an inclined
plane; and it is found that, when the body begins to slide, it
also begins to roll over. Find the coefficient of friction.
Ez. 8. A ladder rests against a vertical wall, to which it is
inclined at an angle of 45°; the coefficients of friction of the
wall and of the horizonta.1 plane being respectively I- and i,
and the center of gravity of the ladder being at its middle
I
round. A man whose weight is half th~ weight of the ladder
ascends it. Find to what height he will go before the ladder
begins to slide.
Ez. 9. In a uniform lever of the second kind, which weighs
2 ounces per inch, required the length of the lever, in order
that the power may be the least possible when in equilibrium
with a weight of 48 ounces placed at a distance of three inches
from the fulcrum.
Ez. 10. Two given weights, P and Q, are suspended from
two given points in the circumference of the wheel, a being
',' ": the angle made by the radii drawn to the points of suspension.
. Required the angle 9 which the lower radius makes with the
")" :, . to vertical when the weights cause the greatest pressure on the
axle.
~

DYN AMICS.
INTRODUCTION.-DEFINITIONS.
209. IN Statics we have investigated the relations of the in·
tensities and directions of forces necessary to produce equilibrium, this result being entirely independent of the time during
which the forces nct.
In Dynamics, forces are regarded as producing motion or
change of motion in bodies, and these effects must obviously
depend on the duration of the action of the forces. In dynamics, therefore, time becomes an element in our investigations.
210. Motion is the transit of a material point or body from
one position to another in space.
211. The absolute motion of a body is its transit from one
fixed point in space to another.
212. Relative motion is a change of distance from a point
which is itself in motion.
All motions are relative in any practical view which we
can take of them, since we have.no means of determining the
absolute rest of any point in space.
213. The velocit!(. of a body is its rate of motion. It may be
uniform or variable.
The velocity of a body is uniform when it passes over equal
spaces in equal times, and is me~ured by the space passed over
in the unit of time.
Let tl be the velocity, or space passed over in one second,
then the space described in two seconds will. be 2tl, in three
seconds 311, and so on; and if s be the space described from
the commencement of motion, and t the number of seconds.
also reckoned from the commencement of motion, then

132
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[I.]

,=vt.

The units of time and space are arbitrary. It is Ulual to take
01IB ,ec01Ul for the unit of time, and 01IB foot for the unit of
.pace. When no mention is made of different units, these will
be understood.
214. Variable wlocity is that which CGntinually increases or
decreases, so as to be the same at no two successive instants.
To find a measure of the velocity of a point or body so moving,
let UI assume, at first, that the velocity which the body has at
the end oft, seconds is uniform from t, seconds to t. second.,
a very small interval, the space passed over at the end of t.
seconds being'" and the space passed over at the end of t.
seconds being '.. Then, using the symbol 4 to signify finite
difference, by [I.] we have

.

'.-',

4,

v=t -t , =4'·
If, however, there is no time, however small, during which the
velocity is uniform, then the smaller we take 41, and consequently 48, the more nearly

[II.]
That is, the velocity, when variable, is measured by the limit
of the ratio 'bf the space described to the time of describing it.
215. Relati. wlocity is the veloCity with which two bodies
approach or recede from each other.
.
216. Matter at any given moment must be in one of the two
states, motion or rest. The inertia of matter is the entire absence of power in itself to change this state. It implies equally a disability, when in motion, to change in rate or its direction. Hence
A body, when not acted on by any external forces, if at rest,
will remain '0, or, ifin motion, wUl continue to move in a straight
line and with .a· uniform .locity.
This is called the first law of motion.
217. It is a consequence of the inertia of matter, that when
a force is applied to a body to move it, each of its pa!ticles
opposes a resistance to motion in directions parallel but oppo-

•
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sIte to the direction of the applied force. The center of these
parallel forces (Art. 44) of resistance is called the center of inertia of the body. It is the same point which, in statics, was
called the center of gravity of the body in reference. to the
force which was there supposed to act on the body.
The sum of these parallel resistances, or their resultant
(Art. 43), is obviously proportional to the number of particles
in the body or to the whole mass. Hence the inertia of a
body is a surer test of the quantity of matter or mass of a
body than its weight is; for the latter (Arts. 84 and 88) varies
by a change of position on the earth, while the former is always the same.
2rs. The path of a body is the line, straight or curved,
which its center of inertia describes when it passes. from one
point fp another in space.
219. A body is said to be free or m~ve freely when its path
. depends on the action of the impressed forces only. Its motion is said to be constrained when its path is limited to a given
line, straight or curved, or limited to a given surface.
220. An impu13ive force is one which acts instantaneouslll
and without sensible duration.
221. An incessant force is one which acts without intermission. If a material point move from rest by the action of an
incessant.force; its rate of motion or velocity must continually
increase. The amount of this increase, or the increment of the
velocity in the unit of time, will obviously be greater or less as
the intensity of the force is greater or less. This increment
of the velocity in one second is therefore the measure of the
intensity of the· for;e. .
222. A constant force is an incessant force whose intensity
is at all times the same. If a material point move by the action of a constant force, the increments of the velocity in each
successive unit of time must all be equal, and each increment
will be a measure of the force. If, therefore, we 'put tP for the
increment of velocity, or the velocity generated by the force
in one second, tP will represent the force. The increments being all equal, the velocity generated in'two seconds will hp

•
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, 24', in three seconds aq" and 10 on. Hence, if v be the veloolt)
~enerated in t leconds,
[III.]
223. A variable force is an incessant force whose intensity
either increases or decreases, so as to be the same at no two
successive instants. To find an expression for a variable
force, let us assume it to be constant from the end of the time
t 1 , when the velocity is "1' to the end of the time t .. , when the
velocity is "... Then, by [III.], we have

".-V av
1

4'=,-::::;:- ="Ki.
.I

1

If, however, there be no interval during which the force II
constant, then the smaller we take at, and consequently 611
the more nearly will

•

[IV.]
That is, a vfriable force is measured by the limit of the ratio
of the velocity caused by it to the time of causing it.
224. The momentum of a body is its quantjty of Motion, and
IS measured by the product of the mass of the body by its veloc·
ity. For the motion of a single particle is its velocity, and the
motion of any number of particles, having the same velocity,
is obviously as much greater as the number of P!lrticles is
greater. Hence the whole motion is equal to the whole num·
ber of particles in the body, or its mass, multiplied.by their
common velocity. Or, if Q be the quantity of motion of a
.body, M its mass, and V its velocity,
'
Q=MV.
-[V.]
The mass, multiplied by the square of the velocity, is called the
vis viva, or the living force of I body.
225. In estimating the effects of incessant forces, we have
considered only the acceleration or velocity which each force
will produce when acting on a free material point or a unit of
mass. When so measured, they are called accelerating forces.
If the mass moved differs from that which we have called the
unit of mass, and it is taken into consideration in estimatinjl

---------------
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the effects of the forcel, they are then called movi1lg force,.
Let tP be the acceleration, or velocity generated in a unit of
time, M the number of units of mass; then fII, the moving
force, will be measured by the quantity of motion generated
, in the unit of time, or
fII=tPM.
[VI.]
Hence

tP=:, or the accelerating force, is equal to the moving

force divided by the mass.
226. If a body already in motion be acted on by a force in
the direction in which the body-moves, the superadded motion
is just the same as that which would have been produced in
tbe body if at rest when the force began to act.
If the force act in a direction different from that in which
the body moves, the new motion produced by the force, estimated in the direction of the force, will be the same as if the
body had been at rest.
If the force act in a direction opposite to that in which the
body moves, the motion destroyed in the body i. equal to that
which the force would produce in the body if at rest when the
force began to act.
These facts are consequences of the inertia of matter, and
will receive additional illustration in the sequel. They· are
embodied in the following enunciation, called th~ second law
ofmotiDn:
All motion or change of motion in a OOdy is proportional to
the force impres,ed and in the direction

of that force.

227. When one body impinges on another at rest or iQ motion. the quantity of motion, or momentum of the two bodies
after impact. is the same as before impact. For matter being
incapable of originating motion, caD. not add to the motion of
other matter, or take from it except by imparting its own motion. Hence whatever motion the second body receives in
the direction of the striking body. just so much must be lost by
the striking body.
This fact is usually enunciated as follows, and is called the
third law of motion:.
Action and reaction are equal and in oppositr. directions.

..

,
CHAPTER L
UN I P 0 a M MOT ION.
228. IN considering the effect of an impulsive force, we shall
.uppose the force applied, at the center of inertia (Art.217).
When so applied the parallel forces of resistance of all the
particles situated on opposite sides of the directi()n of the
(orce will balance each other, and the body will not rotate,
but all its .partieles will describe parallel lines with a common
velocity.
229. Paop. To find the general equation of uniform monon.
Let OB be the path of the body (Art. 218), v its veloci: ty (Art. 213), and t the time of its motion in seconds.
Let 0 blthe origin, or point from which we estimate the
A.' successive positions of the body, • the distance of the body
from 0 at the end of the time t, and OA='I its distance
from the origin 0 at the commencement of the time.
• When the body is at B, we have [I.]

.If.:

o!

,

AB=vt.

But

OB=OA+AB,

or
'='1 +vt,
(36)
which is the general equation of uniform motion.
If the body, in~tead of receding from the. origin 0, approach
it, then v will be negative; or if the body begin to move from
At, then' l will be negatl,ve.
COil. I. From (36) we obtain
B

'-'1

AB

V=-t-=7.'
or the velocity of a body i. ~ual to the ~o1Utant ratio of tht
'Pace described to the time of de.cribing it.
Coa. 2. If we estimate 'the position of the body from the

•
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point where the body is when '=0, or suppose the space and
time to commence together, then SI=O, and
,=vt.
(37)
280. Paop. If two bOM ~ during tluJ ,ame time, their
velocities will be proportional to tluJ 'Paces ducri.bed by them
rupectif16ly.
Taking the points of departure for the origin of spaces, Wf'
have from (37)
.=vt and s'=1It'•

•'. ,: 8'=vl : 1It'.
And, since t=t',
s : ,'=v : 11.
231. P~oP. If the velocities of two bodie, are equal, tluJ 'Pace,
ducrilied are proportional to the times.
As before,
s : s'=vt : v't' ;
and if v=v',
, : s'= I: t'.
232. PaoP. If tluJ 'Paces described by two bodie, are equal.
their velocities are reciprocally proportional to tluJ times.
For, since
s : s'=vt : v't',
if ,=s',
vt=1It'.

•

•'. v: v'=t' : t.
233. PaoP. An impulsive force is mefU'Ured by the momentum

it can.produce in any mass.

'
If v be the velocity produced by the force F 1 in a body conttUning M units of mass; by [V.] the momentum will be Mv.
Now if the mass M move from rest by the action of the force,
all the motion it receives is the effect of the force.. And, admitting 'the principle that effects ate prbportional to their
causes, if i be the constant ratio of the force ~ the momentum,
then
F1=;t·Mv.
But the unit of force beirig arbitrary, we may assume it to be
A. Hence, putting F for the number of units of force, or the
ratio of F I to;t, we have
F
F ----!-Mv
(38)
-.A.•
eoa. If M= 1, F 1 =.A..v, in which .A. is constant. Hence the
is proportional to the velocity produced in ,tM unit of mas••

~orce

•
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SCBOL. Since we know nothing of the. nature of forces, we
The foregoing proposition ought, therefore, to be regarded as depending ultimately
on observation and experiment. ·The fact that on the earth,
which is subject to the double motion of rotation and translation, forces are found to produce precisely the same effects as
if the earth were at rest, is a confirmation of its truth; also
that a pendulum performs its vibrations in the same time, whatever be the direction of these vibrations in reference to an east
and west line.

can not determine their effects d priori.

234. If any number of force, act upon a body in tM lama
direction, tM tJelocity imparted to I'M body will be equal to the
sum of tM tJelocitie, imparted by each.
•
Let F, F/, F" ... be any number of forces acting upon a
body, v, v', v" ..• the v;elocities imparted by each respectively, tP the resultant force, and u the velocity due to tP.
Then F=lv, F/=lv', F"=.ilv", &c. Since the forces are
conspiring, their resultant will be equal to their sum.
•
.
.'. F+F/+F"+ &c., =tP=l.(v+v'+v"+ &c.).
But tP=lu.
Hence
u=,,+v'
&C.

+,," +

235. PROP. If tM adjacent ,ides of a parallelogram represem
in magnitude and direction the velocities which two forcBl, by
tkeir 'eparate action, would respectively produce in a body, the
diagonal of the parallelogram will represent the actual vel{Jcity
produced by l'Mir j"int action. .
Let AD and AO represent the velocities ~hich the forces
C
D P and Q respectively impaz:t to a body placed at
A, or, in other words, the
spaces over which the
body would pass in a unit
of time by the separate action of the forces, then AD
p
will represent the velocity
produced by their resultor the space over
ant,
f

•
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fVhich the body will pan in the unit o( time by the joint action
o( the (orces.
We may assume AB to represent the (orce P; then, by Art.
233, Cor.,
P :Q=AB: AC,
and AC will represent the (oree Q. Also, Art. 21, AD will
be the resultant R of P and Q. Let z be the velocity due to
the resultant R,·then (,Art. 233, Cor.)
P: R=AB: z.
But
P : R=AB : AD•
••• z=AD,
and 4D being the direction o( the resultant, the velocity due
to it will have the same direction. . .
·The two preceding propositions illustrate the second law
of motion (Art. 226).
236. &op. The velocity of a body being given, to find the component velocitie. in any direction. at right anglu to each other;
and two component velocitie. at right angle. to each other being
given, to find the r6aultant velocity.
•
y

Let AD represent the velocity v o(
the body in direction and magnitude,
AX and AY the rectangular directions C
in which the components are required,
and 0 the angle which AD m~kes with
AX. Completing the rectangle, AB
will represent the velocity a in AX,
and AC the velocity b in A Y.

:a

X

Then

AB=AD. cos. 0, AC=AD. sin. 0,
a=v. cos. 0,
b=v. sin. O.
(39)
Again, i( a and b represent the given component velocities
in AX and A Y, to find the resultant velocity v we have

or

and
as required.

v= '" a'+b' ,
b

tan. 0=-,
a

(40)

. (41)
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COil. Hence velocities may be compOunded and resolved
like forces in statics.

237. PRoP. 7\00 bodiu, A and B, ducribe tl,e.ame path with
the velocitiu v and v', and at the commencement of their. motion
are at a didance a from each other: to find the time t when they
will be at a distance b from each other and the porition oj each
at tAe end of that time.
Taking the position of A when t=O for the origin of spaces,
the equations of their motions are, by (37) and (36),
(a)
.=vt,
and
(b)
r=a+v't'.
By the conditions of the question, t=t'.
Also .-r=b or r-8=b, .'• • -.'=±b.
Subtracting (b) from (a), and putting 1=1', we have

.-.'=vt-a-v'I=±';.
a±b
.'. t=---::i'
v-v.
a±b
/
Also, from (a)
.=vt=".--"
v-v
a±b va±v'6
and from (b)
r=a+v't=a+v'.
v-v' v-v' .

(42)
(43)
(44)

COB. 1. If the bodies move in opposite directions, v' will be
negative,and

. a±b
a±b
va=Fv'b
t= v+v" 8=u..V +v"·' ,,+v"
COil. 2. If the time when the bodies are together be required.
then b=O, and

a'
IIa
v'a
t - - - 8=--=8',8'-a=--.
- v-v"
v-v'
v-v'
238. PROP. When two bodies A and B move in the circumference of a circle witli uniform velocities, to determine the circumstance. of their motion.
Let v and v' be their velocities, c the circumference of the
circle, and a the distance apart at the commencement of the
time. Then, putting b=O in (42), we have
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a

= the time of their first meeting.

t=-• 1I-v'

-

"

"

second

a+2c

-

"

"

third

"

"

nth

"

1=-• v-If

t.
also,
and

.

a+c

1=-• v-v'

'.

a+(n~l)c

"

v-v'

.=v a+(n-I)c
, =
.

8-a

V-lI

tJ'a+tJ(n-l)c
tJ-~'

.

space descnbed by A,

"

..

B.

Coa. T~e interval between two successive conjunctions

c
'.-'.="=--.
tJ-v'
289.

11

(45)

EXAIlfPLES.

Ez. I. If an iron rod have one end against the sun and the
other resting on the earth, the distance of the sun from the
earth being 95,125,000 miles, in what time will a blow appli~
to the end on the earth be felt by the SUD, the velocity of an
impulse in iron being 11,865 feet per second 1
.Am. 490 days.
Ez; 2. When the earth is in that part of its orbit nearest to
Jupiter, an eclipse of one of Jupiter's satellites is seen 16 minutes 36 seconds sooner than it would be if the earth were in
that part of its orbit most remote from Jupiter. The radius
of the earth's orbit being 95,125,000 miles, what is the velocity of light 1 .
Ez.3. The star 61 Cygni is ascertained to be 56,319,996,600,000 miles distant from us; were its light suddenly extinguished, in what time would the intelligence reach us, the
velocity of light being 191,000 miles 1
Ez. 4. Suppose 964 tons of ice to be floating directly to the
east at sunrise on the 21st of March, with a 'velocity of 12 feet

I
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per minute, how many grains of light from the sun would 68
sufficient to stop it 1
Ex. 5. A train of cars moving with a velocity of 20 miles
an hour, had been gone three hours, when a locomotive was
/~ :::"!.
dispatched in pursuit, with a velocity of 25 miles an hour; in
what time did the latter overtake the former 1
Ex. 6. Had the trains in.- Ex. 5 started together and moved
! ! .. .•... .: .in opposite directions around the earth, 24,840 miles, in what
. ... ,
time would they meet 1
Ex. 7. Suppose it to be 12 minutes past noon by a clock,
/ in how long a time will the hour and minute hands of the
clock be together 1
l\ J
~ not.
Ex. 8. The daily motion of Mercury in his orbit is 4°.09239 ;
that of Venus 1°.60216; that oftbe earth 0°.98563: what are
the intervals between the epochs at which Mercury and Venus
respectively will be in the same direction from the sun as the
earth 1
Ex. 9. A man being caught in a shower in which the rain
fell vertically, ran with a velocity of 12 feet per ·second. He
found that the drops struck him in the face, and estimated that
the apparent direction of the drops made an angle of 100 with
the vertical line. What was the velocity of the drops?
Am. 68 feeL
Ex. 10. When the path of the earth In its orbit is perpen
dicular to a line drawn from a star to the earth, the path of the .
light from the star appear, to make an angle of 20",445 with
the perpendicular to the path of the earth. The velocity of
the earth being 68,180 miles per hour, what is the velocity'
of light 1

.

CHAPTER II.
IMPAOT OP BODIES.

240. Du. When two bodies in motion impinge, ,if their centers of inertia move in the same straight line perpendicular to
a plane tangent to the bodies at their point of contact, the impact is said to be direct and centraL
If the straight line described by the center of inertia of one
of the bodies is not perpendicular to the tangent plane, the impact is said to be oblique.
In the cases discussed the bodies will be supposed, spherical
and ofuniform density.
241. DEF. When the bodies impinge, they exert a mutual
but varying pressure euring the interval between contact and
• separation, an interval of time which is generally very short.
and we suppose them to suffer a degree of compression, by
which, during a portion of this interval, their centers will approach each other, and during the remaining portion will recede by the action of an internal force tending to restore them
to their original form. Th~ force urging the approach of their
centers is called the force of compression; the opposing force
causing them to separate again is called the force of restitution
or elasticity., The ratio of the force of restitution to that of
compression is called the modulus of elasticity.
When. this ratio is unity, or the force of restitution is equal
to that of compression, the bodies are perfectly elastic; when
it i,s zero, or the force of restitution is nothing, they are inelastic.
If the value of the ratio is intermediate between zero and unity,
the bodies are imperfectly elastic.
242. Du. If the bodies suffer no compression, they are called hard; if, when compressed, they exert no force to recover
their original form, they are called soft.
There are no known bodies either perfectly elastic or per-
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fectly inelastic, but these statel may be considered al limits to
the varioUi degrees of elasticity presented in nature.
243. Paop. To determine the 1Jelocity of tfDO ineZa.tic bod_
after direct impact.
Since the bodies are inelastic, the force of restitution is zero.
and the bodies will move. on together with a common velocity.
1°. Let m l and m. be the masses or bodies moving in the
same direction with the velocities
~
m.
0f---~>~-O~-"'::>" VI and v. (VI>"')' and V their
common velocity after impact.
If F and F' are the forces which impress on the bodies their
respective velocities, then (38)
F=ml"I' and F'=m.v.,
and their resultant, F+F'=mlvl+m.v•.
After impact the bodies move on together as one mass, and
its momentum (ml +m.)v must. be a measure of the force

F+F'.

•

:. (ml +m.)v=m 1 VI +,.v.,
or
v mlvl+m."..
(46)
ml+m.
2°. If the bodies move in opposite directions, the resultant
of the forces will be F - F'.
.'. F-F'=mlvl-m.v.=(m l +m.)v,
or
v mlvl-mllv ll .
(47)
ml+m.
The same result will be obtained by changing the sign of
v. in (46).
Hence the velocity of two inelastic bodies after impact is
equal to the algebraic BUm of their momenta before impact, di·
vided by the sum of their masses.
Coa. 1. If two bodies move in opposite directions, with veloC1.·
ties reciprocally p,:oportional to their masses, they will rest after
impact.
For
m l : mll =". : v,
gives
'rIII"1 =mllv.,
which, substituted in (47), g~ves v=O.
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Coa. 2. If",. is at rest ~fore impact, v. =0, and
V

~d

"'.v.
ml +.;
m.

if, at the same time, the masses are equal,

v
v= ;.
Cor. 3. If the masses are equal, and move in the 8ame eli
rfOr.tion,

f

lD

opposite directions,

v -v
v- --.!....-..!.
2 •
244. PRoP. In the impact ofinelaltic bodiu there is a 1011 of
liuing force, and thil 10SI is equal to the lum of. the lining forca
clue to the velocitiellolt and gained by the bodie, re,pectively.
For the living force before impact =m I v~ +m. v: (Art. 224),
and
""
"after
"
=(m~+mll)v·.
••• the loss ofliving force by impact is
~v~+m.v:-(ml+mJv·=mlv~+m.v:-2(ml+mJv·+(ml+mJv'
(46),
=mlv~+m.v:-2(mlvl+m.v.)V+(m.+m.)", 3=m1(vl-v)'+ms(vs-v)', :: .1>"" , ClJ, -t·,)
).1

+)tl

to.

which IS necessarily positive, and in which VI-V is the velocity lost by m l , and v-v, the velocity gained by
From this proposition it appeal's that in machinery made of
inelastic materials all abrupt changes of motion are attended
with a loss of living force, by which loss the efficiency of the
machinery is impaired.

m,.

245. PROP. To find the velocitiu of two imperfectly elastic
.
bodiel after direct impact.
Let m l and mil be the masses, VI and v. their velocities before impact, and V'I' VII their velocities after impact.
The bodies being elastic, will suffer compression. Let v be
their common velocity at the instant of greatest compression,
or when the distance between their centers is least. Then the
velocity lost by m l at this instant will be v."':"'v.

K'
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Let & be the modulus of elasticity, or the ratio of the force
of restitution to that of compressioQ. Since these forces are
proportional to ·the velocities they generate or destroy in the
lUIle mass, the velocity destroyed in m I by the force of restitution will be B(v I - v).
Hence the whole velocity lost by m I will be
VI -v+B(vi -v)=(1 +&) (VI ":"'"v).
This, subtracted from the velocity of m I before impact, wilt
give its velocity after impact, or
v'l=v l -(I+B) (vl-v)=V-l{vl-v).
(a)
In like manner, the velocity gained by m, during compression will be v-v" and the velocity gained by the force of
restitution B(V-V,).
Hence the whole velocity gained by m, will be (I+B)
\v-v,). This, added to the velocity before impact, will give
the velocity after impact, or
.
.
v'.=v, +(1 +B) (o-v.)=v+&(v-v.).
(b)
Substituting in (a) and (b) the value of v (46), and reducing,

m,B(v1-V.).
ml+m,
ml+m,
mlvl+m.v. mIB(vl-V,)

11'1 ml v l +m,"11

(48)

(A9)

'*
Jnl+m. + m l +m, .
As in Art. 243, if the bodies move in opposite directions, we
must change the sign of v~, or, if one of them be at rest before
impact, make ~. =0. Also, if we put B= I, the results will be
those for perfectly elastic bodies, or make B=O, the result will
be that for inelastic bodies.
COil. 1. If the bodies are perfectly elastic, their relative
velocities before and after impact are the same. For, making
B= I in (a) and (b), and subtracting the latter from the former,
we have
v'l-v',=V Il -1I 1•
(50)
COil. 2. In the impact of bodies no motion is lost.
For, multiplying (48) by mI' and (49) by mll , adding and
reducing, we have
m l 11', +mllv~=ml VI +m,v.,
(6])
11'.
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in which the first member is the 8um of their momenta tfter
Impact, and the second member the lum of their momenta before impact.
COll. 3. If the bodies are perfectly elastic and equal, they
will interchange velocities by impact.
}'or, making m1 =m. and 8=1 in (48) and (49), we have
.v'l=i("1 +".)-i("I-".)=".
"~=i("1 +".)+i("I-".)="I·
COil. 4. The velocity which one body communicates to an
other at rest, when perfectly elastic, is equal to twice the velocity of the former divided by one plus the ratio of the masses.
Making in (49) m.=rm 1 , ",=0, and 8=1, we obtain
2"1

I

",= r+l'
246. PllOP. When, in a series of n perfectly eltutic bodw
whose masses are in geometrical progre,sion, the first impinge,
directly against the second at rest, the second against the third,
and so on, to find the 11Blocity of the nth body.
Let m, rm, r"m •••• ,.--lm be the bodies, and " the velocity
of m. By Cor. 4, Art. 245,

the velocity of the secoIid will be

r~I.

"

third

"

"

"

fourth

2" 1
2-"
2'1 +r'l +r = (I +r)-'
2'"
1
2 1"

"

2'(1+r)"I+r=(I+r)I'

"

"

nth

"

COil. I. The momentum of the nth body is
2-1"
(
2r

,.--lm·(I+r)_l

m".

I+r

)_1.

COil. 2. If the bodies are equal, r= I, and the velocity of the
last equals ", the velocity of the first. If all are in contact except the first before im pac~, all except the last will remain in
contact after impact, and the last will move oft' with the velocitv of the first.
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247. Pao,. Tiu molioa

of tIu common center of gt'd"Uy fit

""0 bodiu after direct impact i. the .ame a. lHfOl't1 impad.

Let i be the velocity of the common center of gravity of the
bodies "', and "'., moving in the same direction with velOCIties 11, and 11. respectively before impact, and i' the velocity
of their common center of gravity after impacL Let XI' Z.t
Z be the distances respectively of the centers of gravity of_,
and "'., and of their common center of gravity from any bed
point in their line of motion ,t any instant i x'., x~, z' the lame
quantities after an interval t, so that (36)

z', =x. +",t,
x~ =x. +11.t,

x' =x

+iit.

By (29), .Art. 105,
("', +",.)x ="'.x. +m.x.,
(aJ.
{m, +m.)i'=m.z'. +m.z'..
(b)
Substi~ting in (b) the values of Z', z'1I' z'. above, and subtract
ing (a) from the result, we have
ii

"'.11 +"'.11.,
1

m.+mll

(c)

which is the same as the velocity of ~wo ine,laatic bodies after
impact, and therefore' equal to the velocity of their common
center of gravity after impact, since the masses move on together.
I{ the bodies are elastic, and v'., v~ are their velocities after
impact, then

x'. =:1:. +v'. t,
x~=x.+v~t,

z' =z

+ii't;

&om which we deduce, as before,
ii'

"'I V '1 +mll"~
m.+m.

(d)

for the velocity of the common center of gravity of el.astic
bodies after impact. Now the denominators of (c) and (d). are
the same, and by (51) the numerators are equal;

... ~ t f'J! ~ .~ ." ~ ....
(~I

,i:ii=

~

,

~'l7.u:. ~(T~h!,:
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or ..he velocity of the commOn center of gravity is UDclianged
by impact.
248. SOBOL. This proposition is only a 'particular case of a
general principle in Mechanics, denominated the conservatitm
of tAB malUm of the center of gravity. The principle consists
in this, that the mutual action of the several bodies or parts of
a system upon each other can produce nO change in the motion of the center of gravity of the entire system.
249. Du. If a body impinge on a surface, the angle which
its path, before impact, makes with the perpendicular to the.
surface at the point of impact is called the angle of incidence,
and the angle which its path, after impact, makes with the
same perpendicular is called the angle of reflection.
250. PROP. To determine the motion of a smoot" inelastic
body after obliqus impact upon a smooth, laard, and ftzed piau.
Let the body m impinge on the plane
N
AC at B, with the velocity ti. making m
the angle of incidence mBN =8.
The component of the velocity u
parallel to the plane (39) is v. sin. 8;
A~-""';~'~-~
and tbis velocity will not be changed
D
by impact, since the body and plane are smooth. The compQnentof v perpendicular to the plane, viz., v. cos. 8, will be
destroyed by the plane. and, since the body and plane are inelastic, tbere will be no vertical velocity after impacJ. Hence
the body will slide alo~g the plane with the velocity v. sin. 8.
251. PIlOP. To determine the motion of an' elastic badyafter
oblique impact upon a smoo~h. hard, and jized plane.
Let the body m impinge on. the plane In.
RS at B. with the velocity v, making the ~
angle ~f incidence PBN =(J. Let PB rep- P "fF
' m!
resent the velocity v before impact. Draw
'if
Q
PR and PN perpendicular and parallel to
the plane RS. PN=RB=v. sin. 8 is the
R
B
S
c;omponent of the velocity parallel to the plane. and is not affected by the impact. PR=NB=v. cos. 8, the component of
the velocity perpendicular to tbe plane, will be destroyed by
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the plane. But the body being elastic, the force of restitution
will give it a velocity '.v. cos. 8 in the direction BN. Take
BM=,.v. cos. 8, BS=v. sin. 8, and, completing the parallelogram, draw BQ. BQm' is the direction, and BQ the velocity
of the body after impacL Now
BQ'=v"=BM-+MQ'
=•.'v.' cos.' 8+'" sin.' , •
••• BQ=v'=v oJ •.' cos.' '+sin.";
III
MQ PN tan. ,
also,
tan. v =MB"= ,.NB=-,-·
COL If .=1,8=8', and v=v', or if the body be perfectly
elastic, the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflectioo,
and the velocity is the same after as before impacL If 1:=0,
tan. (}I=aJ, and 8'=90°.
252. PaoP. To determins the direction in which a boi!y of
given elutieity mut be projected, in order that after re.ftectioa
from a given plans it may pass through a given point.
Let MB be the given plane, A the
.A.
D position of the body before projection,
D the point through which it is required to pass after reflection, and £
the modulus of elasticity of the body,
supposed known.
Draw AMC perpendicular to the
plane, and take AM: MC = 1 : ,
Draw CD cutting the plane in B, and join A B. AB is the
direction in which the body must be projected, and AB, BD
will be its path.
..AM=MC,
Since
MB MB
I:.AM=MC'
tan.MAB tan. MCB ;
. or
I:
tan. 8
--=tao.l1,
or

as in Ar'. 251.

•

1M' .lOT

o.
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253. Pao,. 77u: modulul of eltuticity iI equal to tAe ratio of
of the 1I0diu after and lw/ore impact
For, eliminating" from (a) and (II) (.Arc. 245), we have

tile relative velocitie,

a= "'.

I

-"'I .

(62)

VI-".
264. SCBOL. Bodies suspended by fine cords, and made to
oscillate like a pendulum, acquire velocities at the lowest point
proportional to the chords. of the arcs of
descent, and will rise through arcs whose
chords are proportional to the velocities
impressed upon them at the lowest point
of the arcs. Also, if the arcs be. small,
the times of descent will be equal, so
that bodies descending ~rough arcs of
different lengths will impinge at the 6 ~~.19;~~
lowest points. If. therefore, two spherical bodies of the same material be made to descend, in the
manner described, through arcs of given length, and the arcs
through which they rise after impact be measured, the velocities VI' v.' V'I' v~ will be known, and these, substituted in (52),
will give B the modulus of elasticity.
The following table exhibits the reEults of experiments, perfect elasticity being unity:
Sabllll_

Kodull.

.
Bard-baked clay •
GIaM.

Iyory • • •
Limestone •
8teel, hardened
Out iron
8teel,1Oft

..

.

.
:

0.94
.89
.81
.79
.79
.73
.67

255.

~bNDcea.

Bell-metal •
Oork.
BI'IIII8.
Lead •

KoduJl.

..
.......

C~~U8~~~b~e b! ~e

I

0.67
.65

.41

.20
.17

EXAMPLES.

Ex. 1. Two inelastic bodies, weighing 121bs. and 7lbs. respectively, move in the same direction with velocities of 8 feet
and 5 feet in a second. Find the common velocity after impact;
also the velocity 10lt by one, and that gained by the other.
Ex. 2. A masl"'I' with a velocity ll,impingelon m. moving
in the opposite direction with a velocity of 6; by impact

"'1
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!'- //1 Joses one third of its momentum. What are the relative mag37 'nitudesofm.andm, 1

III __

I-

.' , " 1,,,/1

.~

2

Ez. 3. ml , weighing Sibs., impinge. on m" weighing 5Ibs.,
and moving in m 1'1 direction with a velocity of 9; by impact
m,'s velocity is trebled. What was ml'~ velocity Pefore ~
pact 1
Ez.4. Two bodies ml and m, are moving in the same
Itraight line with velocities VI and V" Find the velocity of
each after impact when 6m l =5m., v l =7, 4vI +5",=0, and

a=l·

....

Ez. 5. Two bodies ml and m. are perfectly elastic and •
move in opposite directions; ml is treble of mi' but m.'•
.,
velocity is double that of m I ' Determine their motions after
".j :: .. e,
impact.
Ez. 6. There is a row of perfectly elastic bodies in geometrical progression whose common ratio is 3; the first impinges
on the second, which transmits its velocity to the third, and 80,
on; the last body moves off with i .. the velocity of the first.
What was the number of bodies T
Ez.7. m.(=3m.) impinges on m. at rest; ml's velocity
after impact is i of its velocity before impact. Required the
value of a. the modulus of elasticity•
.... t. - :~."..
Ex. 8. Two bodies ml and m•• whose elasticity is i. mu-ing
10 opposite directions with velocities 25 and 16 respectjltely,
~ m, .... " I impinge directly upon each other. Find the distance between
" ". " i ! ""'them 4f seconds after impact.
• 4 •• . :
Ez. 9. At w.hat angle must a body whose elasticity is I- be
~ JJ: "'. '" 2'~7'incident on a perfectly ,hard plane. that the angle made by its
.•, .... i,', path before and after impact may be a right angle?
,.\ ~
Ez. 10. A ball whose elasticity is a, projected from a given
point in the circumference of a circle. after two reflections
from the interior of the circle. returns to the same point. R<,- •
quired the angle 9 made by the direction of projection with lJ1e
radius at the given point.

. ", = - ::.
~.

"

'. '

I

',', "

AnB. Tan. 9 '" 1+e+'

CHAPTER III.
MOTION PROM THE ACTION 01' A CONSTANT 1'0BC8o

256. By the definition of a constant force (Art. 222), the
velocities generated in equal successive intervals of time by
the action of the force are all equal, and the increment of velocity in a unit of time is a measure of the force. Hence the
velocity is the same at no two successive instantll. and, if the
body or point move from rest. will increaBe uniformly, or be
uniformly accelerated.
By the velocity acquired in t seconds is meant the space
over which the body would pass in the second next succeeding the t seconds if the velocity should remain the same during
this second as it was at the end of the t seconds; or the space
described by the body in the interval between t seconds and
t+ 1 seconds, if, at the end of t seconds, the force should cease
to act. Puttingf for the fdrce, and v for the velocity acquired
in the time t, we have, as before,
•

v=ft.

(53)

257. PROP. To find the 'Pace in terms oj tke force and time
token a body moves from rest by the action of a constant force.
Let f be the force, and s the whole space described in the
time t, and let t be divided into n equal parts, each

=:...n

The

intervals reckoning from the commencement of the time, will
be

!, 2t, ~, 4t, &c., .•••• (n-l )t, nt.
n n n n
n
n
By (53). the velocities at the end these intervals will be

of

& . . .f. (n-l)t,i.nt.
f !..n , f2tn t fatn , f4tn ,c.,
n
n

•
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If now tbe body moved uniformly during each interval!

"

with the velocity it had at the beginning or end of this interval,
the spaces described during the interval. respectively, would
be equal to the product of this uniform velocity by the interval
(37), and the whole space described would be equal to the 8um
.of these partial spaces.
If, therefore, the body moved uniformly during each interval

!.. with the velocity it had at the beginning of the interval, we

"should have

I'

21'

3"

.=0+1·.+1.+1-.+, &c., •.• I·
n
"
"
"{1+2+3+,
.&c., ••. (n-l)1,
=1.•

(n-l)t'

"

"

"

~f~ n(n-l)
• ',,"
2 '

I'
I'
= 1'"2-I· 2ft

(a)

But if the body moved uniformly during each interval;
with the velocity 1t had at the end of the interval, we should
have
'
I'
2"
31'
(,,-1)" l
nt

,= 1·.+1·-,+1·.+, &c., ....• I·
"

"

n·

• +I·.

""

= 1.•
(1 +2+3+, &c., •••• ,,),
n

"

-I ~ ,,(n+l)
-

',,"

2

I'

t'

=1'"2+1 2,.'

'

(b)

Since the velocity is uniform during no sensible interval, the
true value of • will lie between the two quantities (a) and (b),
however small each interval may be, or however large" may
be. But when n becomes indefinitely large, the last terms in
(a) and (b) vanish, and (a)=(b).

,

•
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.'. '=lff and ,cr:".
(54)
Hence the space described from rest by a Dody from the
action of a constant force is equal to half the product of the force
by the .quare of the 7&umber of ,econd., and the 'Pacu "arg a,
me .quaru of the times.
258. PROP. To determine lhe 'Pace i7& terms of the force and
'D8locity; al,o in term, of the time and 'D81ocity.
1°. Eliminating t from (53) and (54), we have

,,' or ,«v'.
'=21'

(55)

~.

Eliminatingf from (53) and (54), we obtain
'=lvt, or. cr:tJt.
(56)
COR. The space described in ,any time by a body moving
tram rest by the action of a constant force, is half that it would
describe in the same time. if it moved uniformly with the acquired veloCity.
,
For the space, I described in the time ~, with a uniform ve·
locity v, is, by (37),

'1

=vt,
which, compared with (56), gives

'=1'1'
259. PROP. To find the 'Pace de.cribed by a body i7& the laBl
n seconds of its moti07&.
The space described in the time t (54) is
=lff.
(a)
The space described in the time (t-7&) is

,

'1

,.=l"(t-7&)·

(b)

Subtracting (b) from (a), we have, for the space. described
in the last 7& seconds,
.='I-'2=lf(2nt-7&·).
(57)
COR. If the space described in the m seconds next preceding
the last 7& seconds is required, we have, for the space 'a' described in the time t- (n+m) seconds, =If(t-n-m)1, which,
subtracted from (b), gives for the space, required,

'a

'='.-'. =If(2mt-2mn-m').

(58)
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260. Paop. A body being projected with a giuen velocity in

1M directiO'A in whick a coutant fore. actl, to find the velocity
of the body at the md of a givsn ti. ., and the 'Pace de,cribed in
that t • •

By Art. 234, the velocity due to the joint action of the im·
puisive and constant forces will be equal to the sum or difl'erence of the velocities due to each, according as they act In the
same or opposite directions. If, therefore, v 1 be the velocity
of projection, the whole velocity v, at the end of the time t,
will be
. (59)
In the same manner, the space due to the joint action of the .
forces will be equal to the sum or difference of the spaces due
to each, or
(60)
261. Paop. A body being projected with a givsn velocity i,,·
the direction in whick a coutant force actl, to find it. velocity
whm it has pat,ed through a givsn 'Pace.
~et , be the given space, and k the space through which the
body must pass to acquire the velocity VI by the action of tbe
constant force. Then (55)
and for the space (h±,)
tll

=2f(h±,),
=2fk±2f·,
=v~±2f',

(61)

the signs to be. taken as in the last proposition.
262. Paop. When a body is projected in a direction oppollle
to that in which a constant force actB, the velocity acquired ia'
returning to the point of departure is equal to the velocity of
projection.
If til be the velocity of projection in the direction AB, froo:
(61) we have

.=_1til-Vi
__.
2f

(a)

,

ACT ION
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a C B.

Now the actual velocity" of the body is 'continualIy diminished by the action of the force f, and when
the body has reached ita greatest distance from A, as
B, ,,=0. Hence (a) gives

i57
B

,,,
'=2j' or ".= -/21',

But the velocity " acquired in moving from rest
through BA=;=' is, by (55),
v= «I2f,.

c

COL 1. The velocity of the body at any given dis- A.
tanee from A is the same in going ana returning.
For in the expression (a), since" I and 2f are constant, " is
always the same for the same value of s=AC.
If" >" I ' S is negative, or on die opposite side of A from B.
COll.2. The whole time of flight T= ~I. ' Making ,,=0 in
(59), we have t=

f'

when the body is at B.

But, in returning, it acquires the velocity tis = ft.
Hence the time of return is t=
and the whole time

j,

2t=T=2j' •

, 263. SCIIOL. 1. There is no known instance in natQre of a force
which is constant. The law of Universal Gravitation is, that
every particle of matter attracts every other particle with a
force which varies directly as the mass of the attracting particle,
and inversely as the square of the distance. A, sphere of uniform density, or one whose density is the same at equal distances from the center, attracts a body exterior to it as if the matter of the sphere were collected at its center, and with a force
varying inversely as tke square of tke distance of the b04y from
the center, but a body or particle in the interior with a force
varying directly a, its distance from the center.
Regarding the earth ali a sphere, this is the law of the earth',

,

168
attraction for bodies exterior to it; but for all small distances
above the surface the intensity of gra'vity may be considered
constant, since at a distance of ope mile above the surface the
actual diminution of gravity is only ui~.• "" or about the 200mb
part of that at the surface; a variation too small to a1Fect sens·
Ibly the circumstances of the motion of a falling body com
puted on the hypothesis that the force suffers no variation at

1.11.
In reality, the force by which a body is drawn toward the
earth is equal to the sum of the attractions of each for the
other; but when the mass of the body is inconsiderable with
regard to the mass of the earth, the effect of the former is in·
sensible, and the accelerations of all bodies of moderate size
are the snIPe. Within these limits, then, gravity may be taken
as a constant or uniformly accelerating force, whatever be the

mass.
264. SCHOL. 2. Representing the intensity of gravity at the
surface of the earth, as before, by g, we have, from (54),
s=!gtt, and if t= 1, s=!g, or g=2s; from which it appears
that the acceleration is equal to twice the space described it
the unit of time. It has been found by experiment that tbe
space through which a body falls freely in one second in the
latitude of New York is equal 16.0799 feet, or 16 T1., feet nearly.
Hence g=32.1598 feet, or 32} feet nearly. Hence, also, all
the relations between the space, time, and velocity due to tbe
action of a constant force are true in relation to the action of
gravity near the earth's surface. Collecting these, and substi·
tuting g for f, we have the following relations, supposing no
resistance from the air:
.
tit

s=!gt'=-=!tv,
2g
2s
v= gt t -I2gs,
.

=-=

t=

i =~=V-:'

g=

t

v

26

.,,"

=7=2$'

(54')

(53')
(56')
(55')

,
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Also, when a body' is projected with a velocity" I verticalJy
upward or downward, (260) and (261),

'="l,±!gt,

(60')
(61')

,,1=,,: ±2g..
265.

EXAMPLBS.

Ex. I. A body has been falling 11 seconds. Find the space
described and the veloctiy acquired.
By (54'),
,=!g"-16Tl'lXI21=1946T~ feet.
By (53'),
,,= gt =321 X 11= 353. feet.
Ex. 2. Find the time in which a falling body would acquire
a velocity of 500 feet, and the height (rom which it must fall.
By (56'),

t= i"

500
=321=15.544
seconds.

"I

250000
By (54'), '=2g ="""'ii!"=3886 f~et nearly,

or

,=!tv=!x 15.544 X 500=3886 feet, as before.

Ex. 3. What is the velocity acquired by a body in falling
450 feet 1 and if the body weigh 10 tons, what is the momentum
acquired 1
Am. " =170.14 feet.
M=3811136Ibs.
Ex. 4. A. body had fallen through a height equal to one
quarter of a mile. What was the space described by it in the
last second 1
. Ana. ,=275 feet •

.

Ex. 5. A body had been falling 15 seconds. Compare the
spaces described in the seventh and last seconds.

Ex. 6. A body had been falling 12.5 seconds. What was .
the space described in the last second but 5 of its fall?
Ex. 7. The space described by a body in the fifth second
of Its fall was to the space described in the last second but 4,
as 1 to 6. What was the whole space describeciT
.
An,. ,=15958.69 feet.

Ex. 8. A body is projected vertically downward with a va-

,'3 ,•.: .

., ....

~-~

..
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locity of 100 feet. What is its velocity at the end of 5 sec·
onds?
Ex. 9. A body is projected vertically upward with a velocity of 100 feet. Find its velocity at the end of 5 seconds, and
its position at the end of 8 seconds.
An•• ~=-60t feet.
.=-229!- feet.
Ex. 10. A body is dropped into a well and is heard to strike
the bottom in 4 seconds. What is the depth of the well, the
velocity of sound being 1130 feet?
An•• 231 feet.
Ex. 11. A body is thrown vertically upward with a velocity ~I' Find the time at which it is at a given height k in ite
ascent.
If t be the time required, (60) gives

{.

k=~1 t-ist';

whence
~

...... ,

't,.. . . . . . .

.,.. ~ ,
,

-.

.

.

~' ...

"

l S

r_t~Vl+
2k=0
g g
,
VI ± "v~-2gk
t , .

g

The lower sign gives the time when the body is at the
height k in its ascent, and the upper in its descent.
Ex. 12. A body is projected vertically upward, and the mterval 'between the times of its passing a point whOse height is
k in its ascent and descent is 2t. Find the velocity v of
iection, and the whole time T of its motion.
Ex. 13. A body whose elasticity is e is projected vertically
upward to the height k above a hard plane, to which it returns,
and from which it rebounds till its motion is destroyed. What
is the whole space described by the body 1

pro-

CHAPTER IV.
PILOJBOTILBS.

IN the prlceding chapter we have discussed the motion of
a body by the joint action of a projectile force and the fOlce
of gravity, when these forces were coincident or opposite in
direction. We now proceed to determine the circumstanc8I
of the motion of a body, when the direction of the projectile
force is other than vertically upward or downward, supposing,
as heretofore, no resistance from the air.
266. PROP. The pat" of a body, mo'vinK under the joint in-

fluence of a projectile force, and the force of gra'fJitg co1&8itleml
a constant, accelerating force, is a parabola.

(U

Let v be the velocity of projection from the point A, in the
direction ANY, and t the time
in which the body will describe
AN=y, with the uniform velocity vt if gravity do not act. Let
AM=x be \he space through
which the body will fall in the
time t by the action of gravity.
Completing the parallelogram
MN, the actual place of the
body at the end of the time t is

P.
By (37). AN=y='Ot; and by

(M),AM=NP=x=Igt'. Elim- X
inating t from these two equations, we get
2'0'

y'=-z.

(a>

K
If" be the space due to the velOcity v, or the space through-

L
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which the body must fall to acquire the velocity of projectioD
(66), t)"=2gh, which, substituted in (a), gives

!/=4hz,
(62)
the equation of a parabola referred to the obiique axes AX.
A Y; and, since 41. is the plU'ameter to the diameter through
A, h is the distance from A, the point of projection to the focus
F, or to the directriL
Co.. The ·velocity of the body at any point 3j iU path i.
that which the body would acquire in falling vertically from
the directrix to that point.
For if the body were projected from any point of it. path in
the direction, and with the velocity it has at that point, it would
obvioulJly describe the same path. Therefote the velocity at
that point must be equal to that due to one fourth the parameter to the diameter at that point, which is the distance from
that point to the directrix or to the focus.
267. Paop. To find the equation to the path of a projectile
..,hen referred to horizontal and vertical co-ordinate tlZes.
Let 1.1 be the velo~ity of proy
jection in the direction AN,
which makes with AX the
angle of elevation NAX=a,
APB the path of the bDdy,
AM=x, PM=y, the co-ordinates of th~ point P, t the
time in which the body describes the are AP, and produce MP to meet the direction of projection in N.
Then
A~ =1.It, NP=tgt", and MN = tit sin. Q.
(a)
Also,
AM=x=1.It. cos. a,
(b)
and
PM=y=vt sin. a-iKt":
Eliminating t from (a) and (b), we obtain
.

t

"g

y=x an. a-x 2V" cos."a'

and, substituting the value of 1.I'=2gh,

(68)
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:r:'
y=z tan. a"..A cos..a'

(64)

268. Du. The horisontal range of a projectile is the distance
AD from the point of projection to the point where it strikes
the horizontal plane in its descenL The time of JigA' is the
time occupied in describing APB. The height through which
the body must fall to acquire the velocity of projection is called the impellp~
269. PAor. To fiu
time offligh' of a projectile 011 a Aori-

umtal plane.

"'e

At the points A and B the ordinate y=O.
substituted in (6), Art. 287, gives
1It sin. a-lgt'=O.
2v sin. a
.'. t=O,
and I . g , •
(;

This value of Yt.
't,,,;, .. _~./

<,

(85)

The former value of t applies to the point A, and the latter
to the point B, which is, therefore, the time of flight required.
Or, since v sin. a is the vertical component of the velocity, or
the velocity of projection estimated vertically, if this value of
the velocity be substituted for VI in (60), and we make ,=0,
we get, as before,
0=111 sin. a-lgt',
2v sin. a
t=O,
and t=
.
:
g
270. Paop. To find 1M range of a projectile Oft ~ horizontal

plane.
Put y=O in (64), and we have

z'
O=z tan. a 4A cos.' a;
from which we obtain
for the point A,
z=O,
for the point B,
z=4" sin. a cos. a,
or
AB=R=2A sin.2a,
(00)
the horizontal range required.
COil. 1. The horizontal range is greatest when a=45°.
For in this case 2a=90°, and sin.2a=1 •• '. z=2A,
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or the greatest horizontal range is equal to tl\ ice the height
due to the velocity of projection, or twice the distance from
the point of projection to the focus of the trajectory.
Coa. 2. The range is the .ame for any two angles of eleva·
tion, the dift"erence between which and 46° is the lame, or for
(45±8).
For
.in. (OOO+28)=sin. (90°-28),
or
sin. 2(45°+8)=sin. 2(46°-8).
If, therefore, we put either 45°+8 or 46°-8 for a in (66),
the value of R remains the
same. Thus. if AB be the
range of a .projectile when
the angle of elevation is 45°,
and APB its path. the range
AB' will be that due to the
elevation 45°-8, for which
B the path is AP'B', and to
45°+8, for which the path is AP"B'.
Coa. 3. When the velocity of projection is given. and we
know the range R due to the elevation flto we can readily find
the range R' due to any other elevation tie
For
. R =2h sin. 2a,
and
R'=2h sin. 2a'.
• R'- sin. 2a' R
(67)
••
-sin.2a··
COR. 4. Since the horizontal velocity of a projectile is uni·
form, the range is equal to the horizontal component of the ve·
locity into the time of flight, or
21) sin. a 21)' sin. a. cos. a.
.
R=v. cos. aX
2h SlD. 2a. as before.

g
g
271. PROP. To find the greatest height whick a proflctile at-

tains.
The greatest height H is evidently the value of the ordinate
at the middle of AB, or when the time is one half tho time of
.a:ahL
P
' t=
1) sin.
a.10 (b) ,47~t.
.iI_
267,we have
w.,
uttlng
--

g

.
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H ~ sin" a
g

11'" sin" a lv' lin.' a,
g

g
(68)
=h sin" a.
272. Paop. To find tile co-ordinates of tile point ",lIere a projectile will strike an inclined plane passing through tile point
of projection, tile range on tAe inclined plane, and tAe time of
flight.
Let y=x tan. (3 be the equation y
of the line AC, which is the intersection of the inclined plane,
with the vertical plane of the
path of the body.
Substituting this value of y in
(64), we obtain, after reduction,
for the abscissa of the point C,
x

X

41& cos. a. sin.(a-IJ)
cos. { 3 .

(a)

By substituting in (64) for x, its value y cot. {3, and reducing,
we get for the ordinate of C,
y

4h. cos. a. sin. {3. sin. (a-f3)
cos"{3
•

(b)

To find AC=R', multiply (a) by sec. {3=~ and we
cos.~

have
{3- 41&. cos. a. sin. (a-f3) (69)
cos.' {3
•

AC- R'-

-

.,.-x sec. -

If the inclined plane cut the path of the projectile below the
axis AX, {3 will be negative.
The time of flight is equal to the time of describing the ab_ciasa AM with the horizontal component of the velocity.
Hence (37), dividing (a) by v cos. a., we get
t

41& sin. (a-{3)
v. cos. {3 ,

. 2" sin. (a-f3)
g. cos.{3 •

('70)
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273. SOBOL. It has been found by experiment, that if ID be
the weight of a ball or shell, p the weight of the gunpowder
used
discharging the ball or shell from a mortar, and 11 the
velocity generated by the powder,

,m

11= 1600V-~ feet.
274.

(71)
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Ez. 1. A body is projected at an angle of elevation of 16°
with a velocity of 60 feet. Find the horizontal range, the
greatest altitude, and time of flight.
tI 3600
From (54'), k=2g = 64i =55.96.
From (66), R=2A sin. 2a=2k. sin. 300 =2.k.t=k=55.96
From (68), H= " sin.' a.
Log. sin. a= 9.4129962
"
" = 9.4129962
"
k = 1.7478777
H=.0.5738701
.'. H=3.7486
"
2t1 sin. a
Log. 2v= 2.0'791812
From (65), T
"

Log. sin. a= 9.4129962
a.c."
g= 8.4925940
• e • . T=O.98654 . . . . . "
T= 9.9847714

Ez. 2. A body is projected at an angle of elevation of 45°
and descends to the hO,ri,zon at a distance of 500 feet from the
point of projection. Required the velocity of projection, the
greatest altitude, and time of flight.
Aftl. v = 126.82 feet.
H=125.
"
T =5.58 seconds.
, Ez. 3. The horizontal range of a projectile is 1000 feet and
the time of flight is 15 seconds. Required the angle of elevation, velocity of projection, and' greatest altitude.
AftB. a =74°.33'.09".
v =250.29 feet.
H=904.69 "

16'7
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Ex. 4. If a body be pl'Ojected at an angie of elevation of
60°, with a velocity of 850 feet, find the parameter to the
axis of the parabola described, and the co-ordinates of the
focus.
Au. p= 11230.5'7 feet.
x= 9725.67 "
y= 5616.28 "

Ex. 5. Find the velocity and angle of elevation of a ban that
it may be 100 feet above the ground at the distance of one
quarter of a mile, and may strike the ground at the distance
of one mile.

•

An,. 4=5°.46'.04".6.
v=921.566 feet.

Ex. 6. What must be the angle of elevation of a body in
order that the horizontal range may be equal to three times the
greatest altitude 1 What, that the range may be equal to the
::,.-":;.'/: ,:" .. 1
altitude 1 .f"":~J." l; tl 8'
Ex. 7. A body is projected at an angle of elevation of 60°,
~ -,Ii!" .
with a velocity of 150 feet. Find the co-ordinates of its posi- ~ . ~ "'~3/"
tion, its direction, and velocity at the end of 5 seconds.
2 ." .::,i. /rt ',~
,.
Ex. 8. A body is projected from the top of a tower 200 feet {~. ~ :" '
high, at an angle of elevation of 60°, with a velocity of 50 feeL
Find the range on the horizontal plane passing through the
.~.
foot of the tower, and the time of flight. . I~ ;Ex. 9. A body, projected in a direction making an angle of
30° with a plane whose inclination to the horizon is 45°, fell
upon the plane at the distance of 250 teet from the point of projection, which is also in the inclined plane. Required the valoci ty of projection, and the time of flighL Z' -=- /: 1/ f" I; ,'.
Ex. 10. The heights of the ridge and eaves of a house are
40 feet and 32 feet respectively, and the roofis inclined at 300
to the horizon. Find where a sphere rolling down the roof
from the ridge will strike the ground, and also the time of de-

r:.

8cent from the eaves. ...../_

.:J ...

.

,'.f

I.

.

;

t.' :

Ex. 11. How much powder will throw an eight-inch shell,
weighing 48 Ibs., 1500 yards on an inclined plane, the angle of
,

"

1". ','

use
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.

elevation of the plane being 28°.45', and that of the mortar be·
iDg 48°.80' 7 /.
Ez. 12. Find the velocity and angle of elevation 'that a pro
)8ctile may pass through two points whose co-ordinates art
z=300 feet, y=60 feet, z'=400 feet, and y'=40 feet. Also
find the horizontal range, greatest altitude, and time of flight.
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CHAPTER V.
DONSTaAINBD MOTION •

• I.

MOTION ON INCLINBD PLANBS,

2'75. Paop. To determine tht relation. of the space, time, and
f16locity when a body de.cends by the action of gravity down an
inclined plane.
Let the body fall from C down
c
the incli'ned plane CA, whose inclination is a, M be the position of
the body at any time t from rest at
C, CM=., and '0= the velocity at .A.
B

M.
The force of gravity g, acting in the direction'Mg, may be
resolved into two forces, one f=g sin. a acting in the direction
CA~ the other g cos. a acting perpendicularly to CA, and wholly
ineffective in producing motion; the body is, therefore, urged
down the inclined plane by the constant accelerating forcf'
f=g. sin. a.
If, therefore, this value off be substituted
in (53), we have
v =gt sin. a,
(72)
in (54), we have
• =!gt" sin. a,
('73)
in (55), we have
v"=2g. sin. a,
(74)
from which all the circumstances of the motion may be determined.
2'76. PROP. The velocity acqwired by a body in falling down
an inclined plane i. equal to that acquired in falling freely
'hrough the height of the plane.
'If .=AC, the length of the plane, and h=BC, the height, by
(74),
.
'O"=2g••• sin. a
=2g.CB.
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,', v = .J2gh,

which, by (53'), is the velocity due to h, the height of' the
plane,
277, Paop. De timu of ducent down differe1tl. inclined plaMl
of the same heigAt vary as tke lengths of the planes,
By (73),

'=1,,' sin. a,
BC

AC=lgt'AC'

or

,'. t=ACy'g.:C
ar:. AC, when BC is conatanL
278. Paop. To find the relatiou of the 'Pace, time, and .locity when a body i. projected down or up aft incliaed plaae.
Substituting for f, its value, g sin. a, on an inclined plane,
"
±gt sin. a,
(75)
in (59), we have
in (60), we have
$ =",t±lgt' sin. a,
(76)
in (61), we have
"'=v~ ±2g. sin. a,
(77)
which give all the circumstances of the motion of the body.

=".

279. Pao~. De times of ducent down aU the chortb of a circle i ft a vertical plane, drawn from either extremity of a vertical
diameter, are the same, and equal to that dowa the vertical di·ameter.
Let AB be the vertical diameter, BD
'B
and AD any chords drawn from its extremities, and DC perpendicular to AB,
To find the time of descent down BD
we have, from ('73),

BD=lgt' sin. BDC
BC
A

=lgt'BD'
2BD'

:, t'= g.BC

2.BA

=7'

I'll

OOIl8TJU,IIIBD .OTIO ••

or

t=.j2.BA,
g

which, by (56'), equals the time down the diameter.
In the same manner,
CA
DA=lgt'DA'
from which we obtain, as before.

t=j.2.;A.
280. PllOP. To find the m-aigiU line of quickest tlucent from
a given point within a wrncal circle to it. circumference.
Let P be the given point. Draw the
A
_vertical radius CA. join AP and produce
it to meet the circumference at B; PB
will be the line required.
Join BC and draw POD parallel to
AC. Since BC=AC, BO=PO. With
o as a center. and radius po. describe
the circle PBD. which will be tangent to
the circle C, at B.
Now the time down PB will equal the time down the vertIcal diameter PD. and the time down every other chord drawn
from P (Art. 279). But any other chord from p. produced to
the circumference of C. will be partly wi~out the circumference of O. and, therefore, the time down it will be greater
. than the time down PB, which is therefore the line of quickest
descent to the circumference of C.
281. Paop. To find .the straight line of quickest descent from
a given point to a given inclined plane.

Let A be the given point, AG a vertical
line passing through this point, and AB a
perpendicolar to the inclined plane BG.
T·he line AC, bisecting the angle BAG,
will be the line required.•
Draw CE parallel to BA. and therefore
perpendicular to BG. Since EAC=CAB

•

"

.A.
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=ECA, the triangle EAC is isosceles. With E as a centeI,
and EA or EC as a radius, describe the circle ACD, to which
BCG will be a tangenL
Now the time down AC will be equal to the time down AD,
and to the time down every other chord drawn from A. But
any other chord of the circle must be produced to meet the
plane BG. Therefore the time down any other line, drawn
from A to the plane, will be greater than the time down AC,
which must be the line of quickest descent required.
282. Paop. Two bodies are sU8pe7Uledfrom the eztrematies oj
a cord pa88ing over afized pulley: to determine the circumstance,
of their motion.
A
Let P and Q be the weights of the bodies, of which

P is the' greater. By (22) their masses are ! and Q
g
g

Q

m~ved,

respectively. Neglecting the rigidity of the cord,
the inertia and friction of the pulley, if P=Q, they
will counterpoise, and no motion will ensue; but
P>Q, P will descend, and Q rise through equal
spaces by a force equal to the difference P-Q of
their weights. But this being a moving force (Art.
225), is equal to the accelerating force into the mass

J(P;Q), where

f

represents the accelerating

force.
Hence
or

P-Q=j.P+Q,
g

P-Q
j-g·P+Q·

This being a constant accelerating force, by substituting its
value in (53), (54), and (55), we have expressions for the
space, time, and velocity.
288. SOBOL. If the inertia I of the pulley be taken into CODsideration, Ig is an additional force to be overcome by the
dift"erence of the weights, and in thiS" case

P-Q
f=g'P+Q+Ig"

•
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This is the formula for Atwood's machine, an instrument for
illustrating the laws of falling bodies. The friction of the pulley is reduced by friction wheels, and the rigidity of the cord
by employing a fine flexible thread. By making the difference
between P and Q small, the motion is made 80 slow as to render the time, space, and velocity easily determinable. ,

,II.

MOTION IN ClaCULAa Aaos.

284. Pao,. When a botly descends by the action of gravity
down any BmOoth. arc of a circle in a vertical plane, the velocity
at the lowut point u proportional to the length of the ch.ord of
the arc.
Let a body descend from the point D (Fig., Art. 279) down
the arc I)A. Since the reaction of the curve is always perpendicular to the path of the body, it can neither accelerate
nor retard the motion of the body. Its velocity, therefore, at
A will be that which it would acquire in falling through the
vertical height CA of the arc.
Hence, by (55),
vl =2gCA
0

ADI
=2g AB'
.'.

"=ADJ1~
cxAD.

When the arcs are small, the velocities are nearly proportional
to the arcs, the principle referred to in Art 254.
0

285. Paop. When a body is constrained to describe tke side.
df a polygon succe88ively, to find the velocity lost in passing from
one side to the succeeding one.

Let AB and BD be two adjacent sides
of the polygon, w the angle made by their A""-_.....B~'-Bl_ID-.--IDC
directions, and v the velocity of the body
)(D
at the point B. In passing from AB to
BD some of the velocity will necessarily be losL Resolving
the velocity in the direction BD, we have, for the velocity 10
BD,
0

114
D COl."'.

This, subtracted &om the primitive velocity v, will give for the
velocity 100t,
VI =v-v cos• ."
=v(l-co8. .,,)
=v venin. to
V sin.'."
2'-versin• .,,'
286. COIL. If the sides of the polygon be increased in Damber, the angle." diminishes; and when the polygon becomes a
circle, w, and consequently its sine, becomes indefinitely small.
In this case, venin. w, small in comparison with 2, may be rejected, and
vI

..

='2" 81Il.

w.

But if sin• ." is infinitely small, sin.'." is infinitely smaller, and
the velocity lost
1'.=0.

When, therefore, a point or body is constrained to describe a
curve, no veloc~ty is lost by the reaction of the curve..
287. Paop. If CI material point move through 0718 side of a
regular polygon with a uniform velocity, to find the directioa
and intensity of the impulse which must be given to the material
point at each angle of the polygon in order that it may describe
the en,tire polygon with the same uniform tJelocity.
,
Let ABC •.• be tho polygon, and ~et
the material point describe AB with the
velocity l' in the unit of time. If, when
at B, no other force act upon the point,
it will describe BD=AB in the same
time. Join DC, and draw BN equal
and parallel to DC. If, when at B, the
point receive an impulse in the direction BN, such as to cause it to describe
BN in the same time that it wouid describe BD, the point will
describe the diagonalBC, the succeeding side of the polygon,

.

I
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in the same time. But since BC=BD, the velpcity in BC is the
same as that in AB, and the point "ill describe the two adjacent
sides with the same uniform velocity. Now, since the triangle BCD is isosceles, BDC=BCD=CBN. But ABN =BDC ;
.•. ABN=CBN, and BN bisects the angle ABC. Hence the
direction of the impulse will pass through the center of the circumscribing circle, and, if similar impulles be applied at each
of the angles of the polygon, the point will describe the entire
polygon, with the original velocity unchanged.
To find the magnitude of the component force BN =j. let r
be the radius of the circle; and, since BN is perpendicular to
the chord AC,
.
BM=BCI

2r'
and

·BCI
j-BN=-.
r

But BC=AB is the space d~scribed in the unit of time, and is
therefore represented by v. Hence

"I

j--;:;

(78)

or, tke intensity of tke impulse is equal to the square of tke velocity in the polygon divided by tke radius of tke cirCfUnScribin&
tirele.'
.

288. COil. The force which must continually urge a material
point toward the center of a circle, in order that it may describe the circumference with a uniform velocity, is equal to
tke square

of tke velocity divided by tke radius.

Since the reasoning in the proposition is independent of the
number of sides in the polygon, the sides or the polygon may
~ increased in number, and the frequency of the impulse increased in the same ratio, without atfecting the relation of the
intensity of. the impulse to the velocity in the polygon. But
when the number of sides becomes infinite, or the polygon becomes a circle, the impulses will no longer be successive, but
an incessant action of the same intensity.
The force is, therefore, a constant accelerating force, and
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•

,,"
J--.
r

(79)

If the mass of the body be taken into consideration, the
moving force (ArL 225) will be

•

m,,'

F=mf=-·
r

(80)

It is obviously immaterial whether the body be retained in
ita path by the reaction of a smooth curve, or by an inextenaible cord without weight, by which it is connected with the
center of the circle. F will be a measure of the resistance of
the curve in the one case, and of the tension of the cord in the
other.
289. Du. The force which constantly urges a body toward
the center of its circular path is called a centripetal force. The
tendency which the body has to recede from the center, in consequence of its inertia, or the resistance which it offers to a deflection from a rectilinear path, the resistance being estimated
in the direction of the radius, is called a centrifugal force.
290. PROP. To discuss the circumstances oj the motion of a
body constrained to' move in a circle by the action of a central
force.
1°. When the masses are equal, by (79),

v'

f=-;:·

If r be constant,

f

rr. ,,';
or, when a body moves in the circumference of a circle by
means of a cord fixed at the center, the tension of the cord, OT
tAe centrifugal force, will vary as the square of. the velocity.
2°. If v be constant,

f

1

rz.;'i

or, if equal bodies describe different circles with the same velocity, the centrifugal forces will be inversely as tAe radii of thl'
circles.

1'7'7

so.

Let T be the pCnodic time, or time of one revoluticm.
Then (37)·
"T=27fr,
I

or

4"""-

"=T'.
fro

('79),

4""r'

:. I-Ti'

(81)

•

or, the centrifugaljorCB tHlriu directly fU the radifU of the circle,
and in'Oer$61y fU the 'quare of tAs periodic time.
4°. If T' Gt r ', by substitution in (81),

f

r
1
Gt ;; Gt.;:o;

or, when the squares of the periodic times are as the cubes of
the distances from the center, the centrifugal force will be infJ6r,ely a, the 'quare of tAs distance.
5°. If 6) be the angle subtended by the arc described by the
body in the unit of time, 6) is called the angular velocity. Assuming for the angular unit the angle whose arc is equal in
length to the radius, ,,=~. Substituting this value of v in
(79),
.
f=~I;
(82)
or, tAs centrijugaljorce tHlriu fU tAs product of tAs radius and
the square of tAs angular wlocity.
00•. If in each of the above cases the masses be not the same,
the centrifugal forces will vary directly as the masses in addition to the other causes of variation.
The foregoing principles admit of a very simple and satisfactory illustration by means of an instrument called the wkir~
ingtable.
291. Paop. To find tAs relation of the centrifugal force in a
circle to tAs force of gravity.
Let " be the height due to the velocity v which the body
has in the circle. By (53'), vl=2gk. This value of Vi, subtti
tuted in (79), gives

•

M

•

,
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i=-;:·

or

"gr

Hence the cmtrifogal force u to tM force
2vity (JI tuJiaJ
tAs Might dUll to tM wlocity in the circle u to the radia of tII.e
circle.
Coa. If I-g,
. r=2A,
•
or, in a circle whose radius is equal to twice the height due to
the velocity in the circle, the centrifugal foree is equal to the
force of gravity.
292. Paop. To find tM centrifugal for:ce at the equator.

1_4;~.

By (81),

The equatorial radius R of the earth is 3962.6 miles==20,922,528
feet. ft'=3.1415926. And, since the earth revolves on its axis
in 0.997269 of a day, T=0.997269X864OO"=86164°. These
values t substituted in the above, give
f=0.111255 feet.
293. SCROL. Since the force of gravity g at the equator has
been found to be 32.08954 feet, if G be the force ofgravity on
the supposition that the earth does not revolve on its axis, then
g~G-f,

or

G-g+ft

and

=32.08954+0.111255=32.200795,
0.111255 1
G 32.200795 289 nearly;
(83)

f

or the centrifugal force at the equator i. 2!9 the force of
gravity.
294. hop. To find the tims in IIIhiell the earth mat revolve
07& its azUt in order tAat the cmtrijUgal force at tAs equator
may equal tAs force of gratJity.
Let T' be the required time, and f' the corresponding centrifugal force. From (79) we Itave

•

00" 8 T a A I If • D II 0 T I 0 If.

1"

Bnt in this ease R=R', andf' is to become equal to G.
1
1

•.• f: G= TI : T'I'

or

T'I=LTI=_I_TI,

and

~' = I'T nearly.

G·
1

289

Hence the earth must tevolve in 11,th of its present period.
295. PKOP. The centrifugal force diminis/w gravity at different places on the earth's surface in the ratio of the square of
the cosine of the latitude.
Regarding the earth as a sphere, from
whioh it differs but very little, let EF be z
the axis, AC=R the equatorial radius, B
any point whose 'latitude is the are AB,
measured by the angle ACB=t/>, and
BG=R'the radius of the parallel of latitude passmg through B. .Let the centrifugal force 'at B, which acts in the direction GB, be represented by BD.

By (81),

BD= 4~~'.

Resolving this in the direction of the vertical CZ, opposite to
that in which gravity a:cts, and calling ~is componentf', we
have

But R'==R cos. t/>,
4nl'R cos.I t/>,
••• f ' ="""'TI

(

84)

m which the coefficient of cos.1 t/> is constant for all latitudes.
Hence
(' ex: cos! t/>,
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I' being the dimioutio'l of gravity by the action of the centrit:
~al

force.
The latitude of Middletown being 41°.33'.10", the centrifugal force f', in a vertical direction at this place, will be found
to be

f' =0.062305.

If this be added to the observed gravity g'=32.16208, we shall
Dave for the whole gravity, undiminished by the centrifugal
force,
G'-g'+f'=32.224385•.
296. COL Resolving the centrifugal.£orce at B in a direction perpendicular to the radius CB, we have
4~R
.
f '= Btl=""T'
cos. t/J SlD. t/J,
2~R

.

=T'" SlD. 2;.
If, therefore, the matter of the earth were susceptible ot
yielding to this component of the centrifugal force, it would
necessarily cause the earth to deviate from a spherical form.
The fluid portions of the surface are therefore urged toward
the equatorial regions, thereby increasing the equatorial diameter and diminishing the polar. If the solid portion did not also
partake of the same general form as the fluid, we should expect to find vast equatorial oceans and polar continents, with
polar mountains far exceeding the equatorial in height But
the actual distribution of the waters and mountains on the surface of the earth is widely ditferent. The amoWlt of deviation
from a spherical form, which the earth must take from the action of the forces developed by its motion, will depend in part
on the law of variation of its density from the surface to the
center. By measurement the equatorial diameter is found to
exceed the polar about 26 miles. The ratio of the difference
of the equatorial and polar radii to the equatorial radius, called
the compression or ellipticity of the earth, is about
297. PRoP. To find the centrifugal force

orbit.

3~.

oj the moon in its

"0 N 8 T

a A I II •

t81
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Let R be the radius of the earth, nR the mean radius of the
moon's orbit, and P the periodic time of the moon in s8COndJ.
Then the velocity of the moon will be
271'ftR
v=P-'
This, substituted in (79), gives, for the centrifugal force,

f= 41r";R.

(a)

If the earth were an exact homogeneous sphere, the intensity
of gravity would be the same at all points on the surface. Being a spheroid, ditrering little from a sphere, the theory of attraction of spheroids shows that it is necessary to use the intensify of gravity at a latitude tf>, of which the sine is the
whence 4>=35°.15'.52". Supposing the compression of the
earth to be 0.00324, in the latitude 4>,
R=20897947 feet.
To find n, conceive two lines drawn from the center of the
moon, one to the center of the earth, and the other tangent to
the earth at the equator. The angle made by these lines at
the center of the moon, and subtended by the equatorial radius
of the earth, called the moon's equatorial Aorizontal parallaz,
is found by astronomical observations to be at a mean 57'.1".
This angle, whe'n subtended by the radius of the earth in the

"1;

latitude of 35°.15'.52", is 71'=56'.57".33. Now RR= sin.7I'=.!.,
n
a
from which we find n=60.3612. P=2360585". These values,
substituted in (a), give
f=O.OO894.
298. Coa. The moon is retained in its orbit .by the gravity
of the earth. For, since the intensity of gravity is inversely as
the square of the distance from the earth's center, its intensity
6' at the moon may be found by the proportion
1

1

K: K'=RI : aIRI;

whence

g'

=K

n"

The intensity of gravity in the latitude of 35°.15'.52", un-

III

diminilhed by the centrifugal force of the earth in its muma.
motioD, is
8=82.24538.
Substituting for nand g their values, we find
g'=0.00885.
The di1f'erence between f and g' is less than one ten thousandth
of a foot, a difference which may be attributed to errors of observation.

t III.

PENDULUM.

29~. D.p. A aimple pendulum is a material point suspended
by a right line, void of weight, and oscillating about a.fixed
point by the force of gravity. The path of the point is the arc
or'a vertical circle, of which the fixed extremity of the line is
the center.
300. Paop.. To find tke force by which the pendulum is urged
in the direction of ita path.
Let M be thtl material point suspendc
ed from C by the line CM. Whep removed from its vertical. direction CM
to the inclined position CM', gravity
wiII cause the point. to descend and describe ilie arc M'M. Resolving the
force of gravity g fn the directions
M'B and M'T, parallel and perpendicular to the radius CM', the component g cos. 6, in the direction of CM',
will be counteracted by the fixed point C. The componellt g
sin. 6, in the direction of the tangent M'T, will be the only
effective force to produce motion. Hence the accelerative
force is
f=g sin. 6.
Let CM=I, the lengt4 of the.pendulum and the arc M'M=,
the semi·arc 'of the vibration; then s=lfJ.

.

. . i

~

... J-g
- .SID
. .- -,
\,.
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Now if z be any arc of a circle, it is shown in trigonometry
that
•

Zl

Zl

sm. z=:.e- 1•2•3 +1.2.3.4.6 ' &c.
Hence

(

II

,I

,I

j-g 1-1.2f3.r+l.2.3.4.6.!

But when the arc

II

i

I

)
' &c.

is small compared with l, the cube and

higher powers of may be neglected, and

•

(86)
«. II,
or the force varies as the distance from the lowest point
measured on the arc.
301. PaoP. When a body ill urged toward a pel point by a
force varying directly

aB

its di,ta'ACB from that point, the timu

of descent to that point from all distance, fDill be the same.

For the space described will obviously depend on the in.
tensity of the force and the time of its ac~on, or will be measured by the product of the force by some function of the time.
Hence
·,.....:f.t/J(t)~
Since, varies asf, let s=nf, n being the constant ratio of the
space to the force;. then, by substitution,
. n=t/J(t);
or the function of the time· is the same whatever be the dis
lance, and, in the case of the pendulum, n=!,.· (85) •
. '
g
302. SOBOL. It will be shown hereafter that the time of de
scent to the center of force, or the point toward which the
force is directed; is always equal to·
,
.
celerating force.

iv!,I" when I" is the ac~

In the case ~f the pendulum, I"=l, and we

shall have, for the tiQle of de.seent to the lowest point, or the
time of a semi.vibration,
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T/=iv~·
When the material point has reached its lowest pos tion, its
momentum will caU18 it to rile on the other side of the vertical
line; and, since its velocity at the lowest point will be that due
to the vertical height fallen through, and the force will require
the same time to destroy the velocity that was required to
generate it, the whole time of a vibration will be

T= 1r

V:'

(86)

As the circumstances of the material point at the end of the
time T are the same as at the commencement, it will then per·
form another vibration in the same time, and so continuing, all
ill vibrations will be uochrtnaal.
It should be recollected that these results are obtained on
the supposition that the arcs of vibration are small.
303. Paop. To discus the circumstan of the tJibrati01t oj
different pendulums.
10 • Since in (86) 1r is constant,

017

TIZ--:;

vg

or, the time of tJilJratioa of a pendulum txZriu directly as tAl
.quare root of the length, and inversely as the square root of the

accelerating force.
~. If g be co,stant, which is the case in the same latitude,
and at the same elevation above the surface of the earth,

T

IZ

vI;

or, the time will vary as the square root of the length.
3°. If 1 be constant, or the length of the pendulum remain
the same, then
1

T IZ--:;

vg

or, the time of a tJibra'ion will tJary inversely as the IfJfUZrt1 roo'
., the intmBitg of gravity.
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4°. If T be constant, since
gT·=~l,

l«g; \

or, the lengths of penaulums vibrating in the ,ame time vary tu
the accelerating force.
304. COB. Hence the force of gravity in different latitudes,
and at different elevations above the surface of the earth, will
vary as the I.gth of the pendulum vibrating seconds. If,
therefore, the length of the seconds pendulum be ascertained at
various places on the earth, we shall have the relative intensities of gravity at those places. Since these intensities of gravity at different places are dependent upon the figure of the earth,
they will serve to determine it. The pendulum, therefore, becomes an instrument for ascertaining the form of the earth.

305. Paop. The lengtlu of pendulums at the ,ame place are
inversely a, the square of the number of vibrations performed
by each in the same time.
Let Nand N' be the number of vibrations performed by
each respectively in the time H. Then the duration of a vibration by each will be

H

H

T=N and T'=N"
But
Hence
Also,

- . -'1'--'- H H
T .• T'- -'I
v
• v -N· N/'
I : I'=N'· : N·.
I'N'·
1= N" •

(87)

306. SOBOL. To determine experimentally the length of the
seconds pendulum, or a pendulum which will oscillate 88400
times in a mean solar day, let a clock, the length 1 of whose
pendulum is required, be regulated to vibrate seconds. Suspend in front of the clock a pendulum of known length 1'(1' <I),
and observe the exact second when the two simultaneously
commence a vibration. As the vibration of I' will be more
r~pid than that of I, count the number of returns to coincidence
of vibration in a period of five or six hours; and, finally, note
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the exact second of the simultaneous termination of a vibration. If now to the whole num~r of seconds N shown by the
clock, there be added twice the number of coincidences of
vibration, we shall have the number N' of vibrations of I.
These values, substituted in (87), will give the length 1 of the
seconds pendulum.
The length of the seconds pendulum in the latitude of New
York has been determined to be equal to
39iL.I0188=3l1..25847.

•

307. PaoP. To find the value of g, the meamre of the interuity
of gravity.

From (86), we deduce

.,,-,
g=TI'

Making T=l, and using the length of the I8conds pendulum
above, we find, for the value of g in the latitude of New York,
g= 385iL.9183 =3211.. 1598.
308. PaoP. To find the correction in the length of a pendulum
which gains or loses a known number of seconds in a day.
Let I be the length of the seconds pendulum, n=86400,
y= the number of seconds gained or lost in a day, and z= the
corresponding correction in the length.
'
By Art. 305, and recollecting ~hat a diminution of length
corresponds to an increase in the number of vibrations,
n l : (n+y)'=l-z : l,
from which we deduce
z
2ny+y' ,.
n'+2ny+y" ,
or, rejecting yl, as small in comparison with 2ny,
2y
x=2y+n· 1
I
=--.
(88)
n

1+2y
Bence, divide the length of the seconds pendulum b!l one plw

18":
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tJuJ ratio of the number of ,ectmtU in a day to twice the gain or •
108., and the quotient wiU be tie ~orrection in the length.
:c will have the same sign as y.
309. PROP. To iktermine the rate of clock when carried to a
g&ven height above the IUrface of the earth:
Let N=86400, N'= the number of vibrations in a day when
the clock is carried to the height h above the surface of the
earth, and r= the radius of the earth. The length of the pendUlum remaining the same,
.
1
1
1 1
T: T'= ..ii: vg'=N: N"
1
1 .
But
g: K'=J.i : (r+',)" .
•
.'. N: N'=r+h : r,
N,=rN.
and
r+h

N_N,=hN

r+h
N'

=--.
r

(89)

I+!

N-N', the )oss in a day, is' the rate of the clock. Bence,
divide the number of seconal in a day by one plus the ratio of
the radius of the earth to the height, and the quotient wiU be the
rate. The quantities rand h must be in the same denomination.
310. COB. If the loss in a day by a second~ pendulum be
determined by observation, we may find the height to which
it is carried, for (89) gives
h r(N;N').

(90)

3Il. Du. A body suspended. by a cord and, performipg
revolutions in a horizontal circle is called a cOftical pendulum.
312. PROP. To dete7'mine the motion of a conical pendulum.
Let 1= the length of the cord AP, fixed at A and attached
to the body atP,PC=r the radius of the· circle which the body
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A
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describes with the uniform ve]ocity p, m= the mass of the body,
and the angle PAC =9. S:nce
the body is in the same circumstances at each point of its path,
the forces acting upon it must be in
equilibrium. These are the tension f of the cord in the direction
.
mvl
PAt the centrifugal force f'--,
r

in the direction CPt and the
weight of the body mg downward.
Resolving horizontally and vertically. we have
9

•

mv
t sin. 9--=0.
r
l

t cos. 9-mg =0.
From (b), we have the tension in the ('.ord.

(a)

(b)

t- "'If

- cos. 9'
Eliminating t from (a) and (b),
I
grsin.9
v
cos. 9
_ , sin.- 9
-g cos. (f
The time t of performing GIle revolution is
27IT .~.'. " .• :.
t=-;. ~" ..

=21ryl' c;s. 9
. lAC

=21rVg-'
313. Dr. Bowditch, in the second volume of his translation
of the Mkanique C~le8te, gives the following formula for computing the length I of the seconds pendulum in any latitude; .

I=A+(,)sin.'tj>,
in which

A=39.01307 in. and (,)=0.20644 in.
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Ex. 1. The length of an inclined, plane is 400 feet, its height

: '•• '

.', '

I

ISO feet: a body falls from rest from the top of the plane.
Wha,t space wiD it rail through in 3iseconds1 in what time will
~'
:t fall through 300 feet 1 and what velocity will it have when it _ ..; ~ ", ,arrives within 50 feet of the bottom of the plane 1
'.' . .

<': .

Ex. 2. The angle of elevation of a plane is 25°.30'. A body, !:
in falling from the top to the bottom, acquires a velocity of 450 ,,,,-.,.,;'
feeL What is the length of the plane 1
1 ;- .. , .
. /' Ii;' . Ex. 3. The length of a plane is 240 feet, and its elevation II •
,
.: •• : 10 36°.
Determine that portion of it, equal to its height, which a Jt.;. h l!. SI. ,.(
~'''' ....... body, in ralling down the plane, describes in the same time it
It ~/: ...
would fan freely through the height.
Ex. 4. A body descending vertically draws an equal body, ~,-'
25 feet in 2i seconds, up a plane inclined 30° to the horizon '
by means of a string passing over a pulley at the top of the
plane. ·Determine the force of gravity.
Ex. 5. The time of descent of a body down an inclined
plane is thrice that down its vertical height. What is the in.
clination of the plane to the horizon 1
Ex. 6. If a body be projected down a plane inclined at 30°
to the horizon with a velocity equal to fths of that due to the I: .: ,
vertical height of the plane, compare the time of descent
down the plane with that of falling through its heighL
'
Ex. 7. A given weight P draws another given weight W .t~
up an inclined plane of known height and length, by means of . l' I ...
a string parallel to the plane. When and where must P cease
to act that W may just reach the top of the plane 1
Ex. 8. Divide a given inclined plane into three parts such , .
that the times of descent down them successively may be
equal.
Ex. 9. At the instant that a body begins to descend down a
given inclined plane from the top, another body is projected
upward from the bottom of the plane with a velocity equal to
~

,
!
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that acquired in falling down a similar inclined plahe " times
its length. Where will.they meet!
Ez. 10. A ball having descended to the lowest paint of a
circle through an arc whose chord ill a, impels an equal ball
up an arc whose chord is b. Find 8 the modulus of elasticity
of the balls.
Ez. 11. Determine that point in the hypothenuse of a rightangled triangle whose' base is parallel to the horizon, from
which the time of a body's descent in a straight line to the
right angle may be the least possible.
Ez. 12. Two bodies fall from two given points in the same
vertical line down two str"ight lines to any point of a curve in
tbe same time, all the lines being in the same vertical plau.e.
Find the equation of the curve.
'
Ez. 13. 1930z. is so distributed at the extremities of a cord
.' passing over a pulley, that the more loaded end will descend
through 3 inches in one second. What is the weight at each
end of the cord 1
Ez. 14. If an inelastic body be constrained to move on the
interior of a regular hexagon, describing the first side with a
uniform velocity in one second, find the time of describing the
·last side.
.
Ez. 15. A stone is whirled round horizontally by a string
2 yards long. What is the time of one revolution, when
the tension of the string is 4 times the weight ofthe stone 1
Ez. 16. What is the length of a pendulum which oscillates
.
twice in one second 1
Ez. 17. A seconds pendulum, carried to the top of a mountain, lost.48.6 seconds in a day. What was the height of the
mountain 1
Ez. 18. The length of a pendulum vibrating sidereal seconds, being 38.926 inches, what is the length of the sidereal
day 1 How much must it be lengthened that it may measure
mean Bolar time 1

CHAPTER VI.
aOT.ATION OP JUGID BODIJU.

315. Paop. When a rigid,body, containing aped azu, u
acted "'POB by a giVB1& force in a plane perpendicular to that
az:is, to determine its motion.
Let the annexed figure be a section of the
body by a plane perpendicular to the axis at
C, and the given force F act at B, in the direction AB, at a given distance from C. If '" be
the velocity which the force F can impart to a ,
mass M when free,
A
F=Mv. '
When the force acts on the body, each 'particle is constrained to move in a circle whose center is in the
axis through C. If 6) be the angle made by the body from the
action of the force in a unit of time, the linear velocity of any
particle m will be ~, and its momentum f=m7'6J. The moment of this force, in reference to the axis through C, is
if mr6). The moment of any other particle will have the •
same form, and hence
rf+rj'+, &c., =w6)+m'r,'6)+, &c.,
or
~.rf=~.mr6i=="'~mr',
since 6) is the same for each particle.
But the moment of F is rF=M",.CB, and, as the former is ..
meaSure of the effect of the latter,
6)~.mr=Mv.CB.

Mv.CB
.'. 6)= ~.mr •

(91)

Thus, if the body consisted of two particles m and in' at the
cDJtances rand r from the axis, and the force F would impart
to m, ·when free, the velocity v, then the angular velocity

1.
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mw
" mr'+m'?"
ad the linear velocity of m will be
NIl

mw'

mr'+m'r'''
If the two particles were equal, and at equal distances from
the axis. then mr'=m'r", and

If m=m', and'r'=2r,

rtoJ=i·
Coa. If the body were 1D motion before the force acted on
it, then the change of angular velocity will be given by (91).
316. Du. The moment of inmia of a rigid body about an
axis is the sum of the products of the mass of each particle by
the square of the distance ofthat~article from the axis.
Thus, if m be the mass of a particle of a rigid body, r its
distance from a fixed straight line, l:.mr' is the moment of mertia ofthe body about that line. The definition given above
is to be regarded as a verbal enunciation of.this analytical expression, which has required nomenclature by the frequency
of its occurrence in dynamical investigations.
317. Paop. The moment of inertia of a body about any fixed
azu exceeds its moment of inertia about a parallel azis passing.
tke center of gravity, by tke product of the mass into the square
of tke distance between tll8 az8S.
Let m be a particle of the body, and let the
plane mCG, passing through ~, cut the two
axes at C and G. Through the axis at G
pass a plane perpendicular to CG, intersecting" the plane of the figure in AB. Let
mC=r, mG=r tt and CG=h. Draw mF perpendicular and mD parallel to AB. Then
r'=r~ +h'±2h.GD.
according as ~e angle mGe shall be obtuse or acute. Hence

I
'1

aO'l'A'l'I'ON
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m"'=mr:+m11:i:2mA.GD,
%.r=l:.mr: +A' l:m:i:21al:.m.GD.
and
Now, since the plane through the oil at G passes through
the center of gravity, by (29),
l:.m.GD=l:.m.Fm=O•
••• l:.r=l:.mr:+A' 1:m
=1:mr:+M1a',
M being the whole mass of the body.
818. SeaoL. Assuming 1, suc11 that Mk'=l:.mr:, we have
l:.mr'=1\I(,\1 + A').
MI' i. the moment of inertia of a body about an am through
the center of gravity, and 1\I(I'+A') is the moment of inertia
about a paraDel ois at a distance Ii from the former. The
moment of inertia about fJ1&y axis will, therefore, be easily determined when the moment of inertia about an am through

the center of gravity is known. Since 1'=1:.;-:, the detef!Dmation of,\ will, in general, require the aid of the integral cal.
culus.
The length ..j I'+A1 is called the radiu of gyration about
the axis considered; and, similarly, ,\ is called the radius of
gyration about an axis through the center of gravity. Since
,\ is the least value of v~+"I, it is sometimes· called the priacipal radiu of ggratiOfL
819. PRO" If a body oscillate about a fixed Aorwmtal aziI

Me ptUsing through its center of gravity, there is a point in tM
rigAt line; drawa from the center of gravity perpendicular to tIN
azU, ",laose motion is the same tU it ",ould be if the ",lao" mu,
1Dere collected at that point and allowed to vi1wate a a pendulum
about the fized azis.
Let th,e horizontal axis be perpendicular to c.~--=;;;-;
the plane of the figure at C, G be the center
of gravity, CA be horizontal, and GA vertical.
Then, if 1\1 be the mass of the body, and t) the
velocity which gravity can impart to the body
if·&88 in each instant of time, the moment of

N

•

1M
gravity will be Mll.CA. By.Art. 315, Cor., tale change of angular velocity produced in each instant of time is
lb.CA
.. 1:.m'" •
Produce CG to some point 0 and draw OB vertically, meeting
CA in B. Now, if the whole mass of the body were collected
at 0, the moment of inertia of the body would be M.CO', and
the change of angular velocity in the same instant of time
would be
, M'll.CB
"=M.CO"
But the position of tbe point 0 being arbitrary, CO, and therefore CB, wilrvary at pleasure. We may. therefore, put
1:.""" : M.CO'!::CA : CB=CG : CO,
(a)
which gives
CA
CB
1:.m"'=M.C{)I'

w.

..=~;

that is, the change of angular velecity is the same in tbe two
eases, and, therefore, the motion from rest will be the same.
~20. COL The point 0 may' be found from (a), .which gives

CO

1:.m'" M(~+l'
M.l

M.CG

~+h'

=-hk'

. =h+/i'

(92)

321. Dzp. The point 0 is called thB center of oscillation of
the body with respect to the axis through C. It is thus defined: when a rigid body moves about a fixed -horizontal aDS
under the action of gravity, in the straight line drawn through
t~e center of gravity perpendicular to the axis, a point can be
found such that, if the mass of the body were collected there
and hung by a thread from the axis, the angular motion of the
point would, under the same initial circumstances, be the same
with that of the body, and this point is called the center of
oscillation of the body with respect to the axis.
•

a 0 'I' A TIC N

0 P
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822. COL HeIlce, when a body makes .mall oscillations
about a fixed horizontal axis, it is only necessuy to calculate

the value of the expression A+ ~=l, and the time of a small
oscillation will be

71'v'~.

(86).

323. Du. A body of any form suspended from a fixed axis,
about which it oscillates by tbe force of gravity, is called a

compound pendulum.
324. PRoP. ThB cBnters of oscillation and suspension arB con'DBrtible.
Let A' be the distance of the center of .oscillation from the
center of gravity, "When his· tbe distance of the axis from the
,".enter of gravity. Tben, by (92),

Ie'
CO-A=h'=7i'
and

•

k"

A=IJ;

(93)

so tbat if A' be tbe distance from the center of gravity to the
axis, h will be the distance from the center of gravity to the
center of oscillation, and a body will oscillate in tbe same time
about an axis, through the center of oscillation, as it oscillate.
about the original axis, the extent of vibration being tbe same.
325. COB. 1. Ifin a straight line through the center ofgru'ity,
perpendicular to the axis of motion, points be taken at distances
hand h' from the center of gravity, and on opposite sides of it,
then the length of the equivalent simple pendulum is h+h'; so
that the time of vibration about the axes through each of these
two points is the same, and the length of the equivalent simple
pendulum is in each case the distance between the two axes.
Each of these points is the center of oscillation in reference to
the other as a center of suspension.
326. COR. 2. From (93), we have
kh'~k";

or, thB principal radius of gyration is a mBan proportioftal bs-
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.... the diltaeu of the center,
from the c"""'of".,mty.

of OIcillatioa mul ~

--

--

1l'

827. COL 8. Since 1 : 0/11+11= 0/ 1l'+11: A+j;=CO, we in- •

fer that the diltGneu of the center, of gravity, of ggratitm, and of
OIcillatiota fram the a:riI of motion, are cORtinad proportioraaI..
828. SoBOL. The convertibility of the centers of oscillatioa
and sU8pension was employed by Captain Kater in finding the
length of a simple pendulum vibratiDg seconds, and coDBequently the force of gravity at the place of observation.
A bar of brass one inch and a half wide and one eighth of an
thick was pierced by two holes, through which triangular
wedges of steel, called knife edges, were inserted, so that the
pendulum could vibrate on the edge of either of these as an axis.
resting on two fixed horizontal plates of agate, between which
the bar was suspended. The axes were about 39 inches apart.
Weights were attached to the bar and rendered capable of
small motions by screws, by which means the position of the
center of gravity of the bar could be changed. These weights
were so adjU8ted by trial that the time of a small vibration
through an angle of about 10 was the same when either knife
edge was the axis, so that each gave the center of oscillation
belonging to the other. The distance of the knife edges was obtained by placing the pendulum so that the edges were viewed
by two fixed microscopes, each furnished with a micrometer of
ascertained value, and afterward placing a scale of known accuracy in a similar position under the same microscopes. This
method, combined with that referred to in Art. 306, served to
determine the length of the sec~nds .pendulum, and thenC\' the
force of gravity.
329. The relation of the simple to the compound pendulum
will be illustrated by one or two examples in which the principal radius of gyration is supposed to have been previou'lly
determined.
Ex. 1. A material straight line vibrates about an axis perpendicular to -its length: requirfld the length of the isochronal
simple pendulum.

moo
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Let 2a be the length of the line, and A the distance of the
point of suspension from ita center of gravity, which is ita rDiddie point. The radiul of gyration of a straight line about an
axis through its center of gravity, perpendicular to ita length,
a

i • .v3. Since the radius of gyration is a mean proportional
between. the distances of the centers of oscillation and of
pension from the center of gravity (93),
k' a l
1&'='I=3h'
and (.Art. 325),

SUI-

at

I=k+h'=h+ 3h.

1°. Let the point of suspension be at the extremity of the
line, in which case h=a.
Then
' h'=ta,
and
l=a+la=f.2a,
that is, the center of oscillation is two thirds of its length below
the axis of motion.
2°, Let h=ia; then

and

h'=la
l=f.2a,

the same as before. Hence the time of a small vibration is
the same, whether the line be suspended from one extremity,
or from a point one third of its length from the extremity.
This also illustrates the convertibility of the centers of oscillation and of suspension.

SO. If k=}a,
k'=!a,
and
l=ffa=I.2a+t.2a;
or, when the center of suspension is three eighths of ita length
from one end, the center of oscillation is one sixth of its length
below th~ other end.
4°. If k=O,
la'=GD,
and
I=GD;
or, when the center of suspension is at the center of gravity,
the l6'ngth of th~ equivalent simple pendulum is infinite, and
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therefore the time of one vibration is infinite. This is obvious.
also. from the fact that, when the line is suspended from the
center of gravity. no motion can result from the action of
gravity.
Ez. 2. A sphere being made to oscillate about a given axis;
required the length of the equivalent simple pendulum.
Let r be the radius of the sphere, and k the distance of the
axis of motion from its center. The principal radius of gyration of a sphere is r

vi.

Hence
1°. Let k=r, or the spoere vibrate about an axis tangent to
its surface. Then
k'=fr,
and
l=r+lr;
or, the. center of oscillation is two fifths of the radius distant
from the center of the sphere.

2°. If k=IOr,
and

r

1=10r: 2S'
k'=2r,
r

1=2r+ S ;
or, the center of oscillation is without the sphere and at a
tance r from the surface.
.

diS-

MOMENT OF INERTIA.

330. Since (Art. 316) the expression for the moment of in
ertia of a system consisting of a finite number of points is l:.m"',
m being the portion of the mass which is at the distance r from
the axis of rotation; when the number of points becomes indefinite, the expression will evidently become fr'dM, dM being an element of the mass at the distan~e r.·
Hence (Art. 318),
Mk"-jr'dM.
(a)

Il 0 TAT I 0 If 0 I' ilIa I D B Ci D 1118.
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We shall now 'ilhllltrate the method of determining MkI in a
few .simple cases.
• • 1. To find the moment of inertia of a straigU line reo
volving about an axis perpendicular to it at any point of it.
Let the axis be at a distance a from one end and b from the
other, and let r be any distance from the axis; since the thickness and density of the line are supposed to be uniform, eacl
may be taken =1 •
•'. M=a+b and dM=dr.
" ta+b)kI-fr'dr='3+c,
r'
Hence (a)
.

•

and tlre integral being taken between the limits -a and +b.

a"+b"
kI 3(a+bf
If a=b, or the axis be at the center of gravity, we have, for
the prinCipal radius of gyration,
a

1=v3'
and

Ma" 2
MkI=-=-a",
3

3

whatever be the thickness and density of the line.
Ex.- 2. To find the moment of inertia of the circumference
of a circle about an axis perpendicular to its plane through its
center.
In this case M=211'r, and ;ince all the points are at the same
distauce from the axis, r is constant.
•'. Mkl =fr"dM=r'fdM=211'r',
and
k=r.
Ex. 3. To find the moment of inertia of a circle about an
axis through the center perpendicular to its plane.
Putting a= the ~adius of the circle" its area will be lI'a", and
at a distance r from the axis the area will be lI'r. Hence, in
this case, dM=21rrdr and Mk'= lI'al k"= 211'fr'dr=i1rr·=ill'tt,
when r=~ and

a

•

•

_

k= v"2=iav2.

•

•
&. 4. To find the momellt of inertia of the "circumferencp
of a circle about a diameter.
Taking the propoled diameter for the aDs of z, the distance
of any point (z, y) from the aDs of rotation is y.
From the equation o~the circle, y=a'-z', we find

.J tb:'+dY=dM=~tk.
Y

•

aDa

.•. r'dM=ydM =aytk,
MIt":"2Trak'=afytk=ax area of cir~le=7I'a'.
a
"" :. k= .li.

Ez. 6. TI> find the moment of inertia of a sphere about a
diameter.
Let the axis of rotation be the axis of z, and conceive the
aphero to be generated by a circle of variable radius, y. whose
center moves along the axis. By Ez. 3 the momen~ of thi!
generating circle is i-'o/. Hence the whole moment will ~
the IWD of the moments of the generating circle in all its positions.
••• Mk'=17l'fy'tk.
But y=a'-z'.
•.• MIt=i-7I'j(a'-z')'tk,
and this integral, taken between the limits +a and -a, iI
Mk'= Y''J7I'al •
But M=t7l'a'.
••• k =a ~ t .

•

•

CHAPTER VII.
381.

methods employed in the preceding chapters to
the motion of a body are partial in their application
and limited to the simplest cases. When the force is variable,
or the motion of a body is due to the action of several forces,
varying, in direction as well as in intensity, with the varying
position of the body, some more general method is required.
We now proceed to show, to a limited extent, how the circumstances of the motion of a body or pomt, in such cases, may be
determined. In order to this the fundamental formulm will
need some modification and extension.
332. By .Art. 214, vari"able velocity at any instant is measured by the limit of the ratio of the space to the time, that is.
from the nature of the differential coefficient, it is the differential coefficient of the space regarded as a function of the time.
Hence
"
THB

d~ter~ine

rVII·l
In like manner, it appe~rs from .Art. 223, that the force, when
variable, is measured at any instant by the differential coeffiflieDt of the velocity regarded as a function of the time. Hence
dv

f/J= dt.

[VIII.]

From [VII.], by differentiation, we obtain
dv d'.
d'= df·

,r•
••• f/J= df.

[IX·l

From [VII.] and [VIII.] we obtain, by eliminating cit,

vdv=t/Jfh.

[X.J
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833. If a free point at rest is acted on by a single force, or
forces whose resultant is equivalent to a single force, the motion must be entirely in the direction of that (orce, and may at
once be determined from [VII.] and [VIII.]. But in order
that we may integrate these expressions, the law of yariatiou.
of the force must be given as a fWlqtion, either of ~e space,
time, or velocity; and as the intensity of a variable force
would depend on the position of the body, the force is naturally and generally given as a function of the distance of the
body from some fixed point
In order that we may obtain an exact expression for the
value of the force at any variable distance, its value at some
given distance must be known. This given distance is most
conveniently assumed as the unit of distance, and if II be the
intensity of the force at this unit of distance, it is usually called
the absolute force.
If, then, the force be given to vary as the 'II!' power of the
distance z from the fixed po~t, we have
t/J=p:i!'.
(94)
We shall first consider the ease of a constant force, for the
purpose of showiog with what facility the calculus enables us to
determine the relations of the time, space, and velocity, although
these relations have already been deduced in chap~er IlL
334. PIlOP. To determine the space described by a point acted
on by a constant force in terma of the time,' the tJilocity of tM
point in the direction of the force at the commencement of the

time being given.
The velocity due to the action of the force in the time t is.
by [III.].
V'=t/Jt,

where t/J represents the velocity generated by the force in the
unit of time.
If VI be the given velocity, or the velocity when the time
commences, we have, for the whole velocity, as in (59),
v=vl±tj>t.

all C TIL I If II A a
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Sublrtituting this value of v in [VII.], we have

u=v1dt±t/'tdt,
and, integrating, '
in which c is an arbitrary constant depending on the position
of th~ point when t=O.
If the-space be r~ckoned from the position of the point when
1=0, then c=O, and

.="1 t±lt/'''· (60).
"1 =0, and

If the point move from rest,

•

8=~", ,(54) .

All the other relations are readily deduced from these.
335.. ~IlOP. To determine generally the velocity of a particle
moving in a. right line to ·or from a fixed point by the action of
a variable force.
By [x.],'
vd,,=fd8;

or, measuring the line on the axis of x,

vd,,=fdz.
Hence, by integration,

.

"

v'=2jtPd:e+c;
and if the force varies as some function of the distance x, the
integration may in general be eB'ected.
If the motion is towarc! the fixed point, d:e will be negative;
if from it, positive.
To determine the constant, we must know the velocity at
lOme given point.
336. Paop. To determine generally the time of the motion.
From [VII.] we have at once

d:e

t=j-+c,

(96)

"
and since " is determined by (95) in terms of x, the ~tegra.
tion may" in general be effected.
To determine c, we must know the position of the particle
at some given time. ,
.

D'I'.4.'0 ..

887. hop. To MNrmi", the .Jocity oj "p"rticr. GUrtu:Ietf
10 "ji:u4 point by "force """,iag directly til the du""," of the
pGrliele from that point.
.
Aauming the axis of :r: in the direction of the motion, an"
the origin at the center of force, by (94) we have

t/J=-IIZ;
the sign being negative, because the force which is directed to
the origin tends to diminish the distance :r;.
Substituting this value of t/J in (96), and integrating, we get

"I=C-Ft!.
If" be the distance of the particle from the origin when the
motion commences, when :r;=II. ,,=0. Hence
c=""',~
.".=,,(a'-:r:'),
and
97)
&om which it appears that :r; can not paR the limits ±".
338. COL Since the force by which a material point, at
lberty to move along a perforation from the surface to the
center of the earth, varies directly as the distance from the
center, (97) will Berve to determine the velocity of the particle
at any distance :r: from the center.
In this case, if ,,=r, the radius of the earth, and g the foree
of gravity at the surface, " will be found &om the proportion
r: l=g: p.

Bence

"I=l(~_:r:")a
r

As this velocity must be spent before the particle stops, if we
make ,,=0, we get :r;=r, or the particle will go to the opposite
point of the earth's surface.
339. flaoP. To find the time when the force "aM directly ".
.IN

diBtGnce.

From [VIL], we have

d:e

dJ,=-

"1

d:e

c::--=.
V" V"I -z'.
To integrate this, let :r;=" sin. 6, whence ,,1_z'=a'cos.l , .

•

•

•

.3~ _ _1_

•• f a -

a.d sin. ,

..[p •• COB. ,
1

=7;..d6,
1=

,,=

1

"i'. fl+c.

"i'(t-c),
Bence
and
:1:=•. sin. "i'(I-c).
Suppose the time to commence when the patticle is at tbe
origin, or :1:=0; then
O=-a.sin. rp.c,
or
•
c=O.
1
••• 1= ""'.".

(.)

If :1:=., sin. "=1, and "=1"" or I"", &c.,
1

1=1"" ..fP or I""

and

1
.r,:
&Co,

&om the commencement of the motion.
1£:1:=-.,
sin."=-I, and "=1"" or i""' &c.,
I
1

'=1""-= or

and

V"

1
i""~ &c.

V"

Bence the particle moves from +. to -., while' cbangel
L._
1
b " 'IS
'
uum }'" .fIs
to1
i"" t h
or "
e time 0 f one Vl"ration

..r;:

1

T=7r-=,

V"

(98) .

and thill is true whether • be large or small. Compare.Art.
802.

\

COL 1. When a particle ill attracted to a fixed point by a
force varying directly all the dilltance, the time of descent to
that point will be the lame for all distances.
COB. 2. The time of d8scent to the center of the earth. in

which case I'=~. is
r

DYNAMICS.
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/r

T'=2V g'
=21'.6".8.
COl.. 3. Let S be the center of force, AS=a
A~ll the distance of the particle at the commenceP
,
Q
ment of motlon, P. t,be position of the particle at
any instant, and t the time of describing PS=z.
8
11 On AS describe a quadrant, and draw PQ, perpendicular to AS. Then
z=a. sin. Q,SB•
.'. Q,SB=9 and Q.B=a.9.
v= ~p. va"_z"= V;;.PQ, IX: ~,
By (97),
1
1 Q,B' QB
and by (a),
t= "",.9=
a vel. at.S IX: Q.B.

v,,:

When the particle is at A, arc BQ, becomes BA=+'II'a,
1r

and

t=T'=2..r,;

340. PaOP. To determine tke velocitywlien a particle u attracted by a force varying inversely as the square of the distaRCB.
In this case (94),
~= .. fJoZ-I,
~ '( 7~~. i
dOd [X],
vdv.:....-pl:-Ith.
'I ,.J....
1Integrating,
'fJ"= 2f1Z-1+C.
V
If v=O when z=a,
c= -fl/sa-I •
a-z
.'. ,,"=2p(z-1-a-1)=21'-.
(99)
a.z

341. COR. Since the intensity of gravity above the earth's
lUl'face varies directly as the mass of the body, and inveriJely as the square of its distance from the ceRter, (99) will
give the velocity of a body falling from any height to the
surface. :When the body arrives at the. surface z=r, and

.

1

1

.....

.mce I' : g== I" : ii' 1'=s' .

If a=GD,

H

ence

a-r
v"=2gr.--.
a
v= v2gr=6.9428 m.iles,

a I: 0'1' I L I If I: A Jl
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1rom which it appears that the velocity can never equal seven
miles, and if a body be projected upward with the above velocity, supposing no tesiitance from the air, it' would never rp..

turn.
If we make

z=o in (99),

lI=ao ;
or the velocity at the center would be infinite if the same law
of force continued.
342. PROP. To find the time when the force llaries inver."
til the sqw.are of the distanc6.
We have, from [VI!.],
dt

-tb;

-tb;

-I~";'a:z.

(a )1 r

°

-ztb;

.'. t= 2f' J --I az-z'
By adding !adz to the numerator, and then subtractinl{ the
same quantity from it, we have

t=

l=-ztb; l= l
JO ~ -Iaz-z' -Iaz z' ~

( a)i£'§

2,.

a)1 ({az-z,)1-iversm.:
a
. 12.'1:
= ( 21'
- (i+c},
· _12z
When t=O, z=a, and vermn.
a

-=11'.

.'. C=1I',

and

t=

c;,)1

-1~) ,.

({az-z')i+i(1I'-versin.

COR. 1. If :1:=0, we have

(100)

l

1I'a'
t= 8p rr. a',

or the square of the time of falling to the C'enter varies as the
cube of the distance.
COR. 2. On AS=a describe a semicircle, and draw PQ perpendicular to AS. Then PQ= -I az--z', arc AQS=ra, aro
a
2.'1:
SQ=SC.L SCQ=i versin.-1
°

-a'

~'
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Hence the time through AP is, by (100),

t=

c;)1

(PQ+ arc AQS- arcQS)

=(;) 1(PQ+arcAQ).
If SQ be produced to meet in R a taDgeDt at A.
AR SA.PQ
•• by (99),

,,1("-z)1

,,·lfiZ=:ii
z

PS

,,= ~) I. AR

Gil:

c£ AR.

to_

When P coincides with S, AR is infinite.
848. hop. To pflll tM t1e1ocity _ time
i • .",..ely .. tile cube oj eM dUtace.
In this case,
;= IIZ--,
and [X],
1nl"=-pz-'ib:.
Integrating,
p-ll+c.
But when z=", ,,=0; ... c= -,.......,
and
I'(r-r),

eMJorce __

.,1=
.,'=

,,= "'-I'. "'''-:I:'.

or

Gil:

By [VII.],
Integrating,
when z=", t=O;
and

-d:e

"

(101)

-zd:e

tlt=-,,-= ./p. '" ~_:I:'"

" --

t= "'''. '""I_:I:'+C.
..~ c=O,

"

t=--= . ..j"I_ZI.

"'I'

(102)

,,1

If z=O,
t= "''''
the time to the center of force.
.. ~ 889) AR =-P'"
AS.PQ = "V~.
C08. (ee
S Fi:g., An.
~
z

VI'

.00

v=• . AR IXAR,
fl

a

IlJld

1=-= PQ IXPQ.

VI'

"1
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cuaVILINEAa MOTION or A FREE POINT.

344. If several forces in different directions in the same
. plane act continually on a material point, it will have a resulting motion at any instant"whose direction and rate must be de, termined by the relations between the directions and intensities. of the forces which act upon it. The motion mayor may
'not be rectiIinearollDd, in order to investigate the circumstances
ofthe resulting motion generally, we sball'employ the method
of resolution to two rectangular axes, as in Statics, using X
and Y, instead of l:.X an. l:.Y, to denote the sums of the reI so\ved forces.
,
345. Paop.' To determine, generally, the motion of a point acted upon by any number of forces in the same plane.
Resolve the forces in the direction of two rectangular axes,
and let X and Y represent the sums of the resolved forces in'
each axis, x and y being the co-ordinates of the position of the
point. Tbe point may be regarded as acted upon by the two
forces X and Y, independently of each other. Hence, by [I~.],
dlx

dly

X= dt" Y = dt' •

(103)

If ds represent any small element of the path of the point, by
[VII.], :

wil~ represent

the velocity of the point in its path.

• Hence, if a and (3 represent the angles whicb ds makes with
the axes, the velocities in the direction of the axes (39) are
ds
dz ds
dy
dt' cos.• a= dt' dt' cos. (3= dt'
(104)
Such are the general equations by which the motion cf a
point in a plane may be determined.
346. If the velocity is given, we must, by resolution, o'b~in
the velocity in each axis, and thenc~, by differentiation, the
force in each axis, and, by composition, the resultant force
may be determined.
If tbe for~es are given, we may, by integration, find the ve-

o
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locity in each axis, and thence, by composition, the velocity of
tbe point in ita path.
If the path is required, each of equations (103) must undergo two integrations, at eac~ of which operations a constant
. mOlt be introduced. The constants introduced at the first integration will depend on the velocity of the point when the
time commences, or at some given time; those introduced. at
the second integration will depend on the position of the pqint.
We thus have two equations involving the co-ordinates z and
, and the time t, and, by elimination of t, an equation between
the co-ordinates will be obtained, which is the equation of the
path of the point.
347. PROP. To determine the '0610city of a point in its pat". ,
The velocity may be found as above indicated, but the following is the preferable method.
Multiply the first of equations (103) by 2dz, the second by
2tly, and, adding the results, we have
2dzd'Z:;'2dy d'y 2(Xdz+ Y dy).
The first member of this equation is the differential of
dzl+dy' ds' ,
tIt'
tIt' v.
Therefore, integrating, we find·
v'= 2J(Xdz +Y dy)+c.
(105)
348. COR. If this expression Xdz+ Y dy is integrable, the velocity may be found, provided we can correat the integral, or
know the velocity at some given point.
Thus, if the expression is a differential of the co-ordinates
of the position of the point, so that its iv-tegral is a function of
these co-ordinates, or

v'=2f(z, y)+c,
and if VI is the velocity at the point whose co-ordinates are a
and b, so that

v:=2/(a, b)+c;
then
v'-":=2f(z, y)-2f(a, b).
Hence it appears that the velocity acquired by the particle
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in passing from one point (a, b) .to any other (z, y) is the
same, wM1tever be the curve described between these points,
since the change of velocity is independent of the eo-ordinates
of any intermediate point.
349. PaoP. The ezpresrion Xdx+ Ydy is alUJays integrabls
whenever the forces are directed to ji:l:ed Centers, and their inteuity is a function of the distance from tkose centers.
Let F, Fl' .. be two forces directed to fixed centers,
"

a, b, a I ' b I be the co-ordinates of the centers,

" z, y •••• be the co-ordinates. of any position of the
particle,
be
the distances of the particle from the cen"
ters,
" a, (J, a I ' (J I be the angles whi~h r and r I make with
the axes.
Resolving F parallel to each axis, we have for the components
F. cos. a, F cos. (J.

r, r I

But

•

•

z-a

y-b

r

r

cos. a=-- and cos. (J=--.

Hence the components are

z-a

F. --,
r

~1/-b

1'":..--.

r

The other forces may be resolved similarly.
Therefore the expression
Xdz+ Yd~=F

(z~adz+y~~

+F· (z-aldz ..... y-b l:\.
r

I

But

---;:---t'

I

1

r=(z-a)I+(y-b)l,

and, by differentiation, dr= z-adz+ y - bdye
r

~imilarly,

r

dr l = z-a ldz I y-b ldy•
rl

rl

.'. Xdz+Ydy=Fdr+F Idrl"
l.nd since, by hypothesis, each fcree F is a function of the dis-

--
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tance r, each of the terms of the second member of the equation is an exact differential, and therefore the first is llao.
In th~ same manner, the reasoning may be extended to any
number of centers of force.
350. Pao,. To determine the motion of a point actsd upon by
a force directed to a.fixed center.

Assuming the fixed point as the origin of co-ordinates, let F
be the force, whether a single one or the resultant of several,
and r the distance of any position of the particle from the center, called "the radiru vector.
Multiply the· first of equations (103) by y, and the second
by x, and suhtract.the former from the latter. This gives
;cd'y-yd'x
elf
x Y -yX.
(106)

S

~
.
~-

P

..

X

Resolving F in the direction of the axis, we
x
~"
have
X=F-, Y =1'~.
r

r

ltl
. Multiplying the first by y, and the second
by x, and taking the difference, we get
xY-yX=O.
Therefore the first member of (106) is zero, and since it is the

differential

ofXdY~Ydz, by n:.tegration we obtain

!

zd'y--yd1x xdy-ydz
elf

dt

c,

xdy-ydz=cdt.
(107)
Let (,) be the angle made by r with the axis of x; then
x=r cos. (,),
(a)
y=r sin. 61 ;
(b)
also,
dz=cos. CaIdr-r.sin. (,).d(,),
(c)
dy=sin. 6Idr+r cos. (,).d6>.
(d)
Multiplying (c) by (b), and (d) by (a), and subtracting, we
get

or
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But lr'dw is the differential of the area of a plane curve referred to polar co-ordinates. Hence the ratio of th,e element
of the area to the element of the time is constant, and the area
described by the radius vector in any time is proportional to tIuJ
time.
By integrating lr'dw=lcdt, we have for the area described
in any time
A=lct,
(109)
c=2A,
and if t= I, we have
or the constant c is twice the area described in the unit ot
time.
351. Paop. Conversely, if a material point describe ,by its
radius vector around a fixed center areas proportional to the
times, the force is directed to that floint.
When the radius vector describes areas proportional to the
times, we' have (107)
xdy-ydx
(k
c.

.~

Differentiating, we get :
xd'y-yd'x
dt'
O.
( I 0 6 ) X Y -yX=O,
and
X : Y =x : y.
Hence the forces X and Y, which are paralle~ respectively
to the co-ordinates x and y of the point P, are proportional to
these co-ordinates, and the resultant PR of X and Y must take
the direction of PS, 'which is the hypothenuse of the right-angled triangle PMS, in which PM=y and SM=x.
As an application of the general equations of motion of a free
point (103), we may take the following cases.
352. Paop. To determine the motion of a point moving from
the action of an impulsive force.
Since, after the action of the impulse, the point is abandoned
to itself, there are no accelerating forces acting on the point,
and we have (103)
d'x
d"y ,
dt' =X=O, dt' =y=O.

DYlfAMIC8.

dz_ .. dy_v.
dt-V" dI.- I '

Integrating, .

(tI>

VI and VI being constants, added to complete the integral.
Compounding these velocities (Art. 236), we have for the
resultant velocity
_. Idzl+dy' d.
v- V . dJ.I dt I v! +v:.
The velocity is therefore uniform.
Integrating equations (a),
%=VI'+'I' y=1'lt+'I'
(b)
the constants, I and, I being the co-ordinates of the point when
the time commences.
Eliminating' from equati?ns (b), we have
1'1
),
y=-%+VI('I-'I
VI
the equation of a straight line.
Hence the path of the point is a straight line and the motion
uniform, which accords with the Jirst law of motion.
353. hop. To determine the motion of a projectile acted upon
by gravity regarded a, a constant force.
In this case, taking the axis of % horizontal and that of y vertical, (103) give '

dl %

d1y

di=X=O, dJ.I =Y= -g.
Multiplying by dt, and integrating,
dz
dy
dt=v " dI.=vl-gt·
Multiplying by dt, and integrating again, we have
x=V 1t+'I' y=v l t-!g(+8..
(a)
But if the point of projection be at the origin of co-ordinate..
and t be reckoned from the commencement of motion, 8 1 anei,.
, will each be zero. Putting v l =av 1 , 8 1 =0, ,.=0, and eliminating t from the equations (a), we get

y=ax-x1.JJ.....
2Vl

Compare this with (63).

•
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§ III
854.

PROP.

CONSTRAIN.» MOTION OP A POINT.

To determine the velocity of a point moving on a

given curve:
If a point is constrained to move on a curve, the reaction of
.he curve will be a ne" "'rce normal to the curve, and may
be resolved in the direction of the axes and combined with the
other components, as in Statics, Art. 77.
Let N be this normal force,. a and {3 the angles which the
normal makes with the axes, and X and Y the sums of the
components of all the other forces in the direction of the axes.
Resolving N in the same directions, we shall have from (103)
d'z
de' =X+N cos. a

d'

dl=Y+N cos. {3

But

COl.

a= sin. Ptm=+ ~, supposing

the motion in the direction tP, and cos.
l3=sin. a=cos. Ptm=-:;.

d'z
dy
.'. dt' =X+N·ds
d'y
. dz
(ftI=Y -N ds'

(a)

(b)

Multiplying (a) by 2dz, and (b) by 2dy, and adding

2dzd'z:e-2dydly 2(Xdz+ Ydy).
The first member is the differential of
dz'+dy' ds" "
dt' -r de' v.
Whence, integrating,
v" = 2J(Xdz +Ydy)+c.
(110)
COR,!. Since this result is exactly the same as that obtained
for unre~trained motion (105), we may conclude,

1

•
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1°: That, if no accelerating force act on the point, or X=o
and Y =0, its velocity will remain constant, and be not at all
retarded by the action of the curve. See Art. 284.
2°. If an y accelerating forces do act on the point, the velocity is independent of the curve on which it is cODstrained to
move. See Art. 286.
COlt. 2. If the accelerating force; are all parallel, they may
be assumed parallel to the axis of x, and in this case (110) becomes
V'=2fLk+c.
(HI)
COlt. 3. If in this last case the force, or 'resultant of the forces.
is constant, and equal to f. we have

v'=±2Jx+c,
where the upper or lower sign is to be used according as the
force tends to increase or diminish x.
If the distance of the point from the origin. x=a, When v=O.
e=2fa. and·
v'=2J(a-x) ;
. (112)
and since only the ordinates on the axis of x are involved, the
velocity of the point on the curve depends' not on the curve described, but on the difference of the ordinates on the axis of z.
355. Paop. To find the time oj motion oj a point on a giV81.

curve.
ds

In all cases [VII.].

dt=-.
v
Hence, when the nature of the curve and the velocity at any
point of it is known, the value of v being found from (110) and
substituted in that of dt, the time may be found by integration
COlt. If the forces act in parallel lines, and their resultant il:'
constant, by (H2)
~
dB
(113)
"t
.
v2f(a-x)
356. Paop. To find the reaction oj the curve.

.

Multiplying (a), Art. 354, by ~~, and (b) by : ' and subtract

.

~ the latter from the former, we get

•

•
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N =ydz _Xdy dyd'x-dxd'y
dB
dB +
dBdf
•
Eliminating tIt by the equation v=:'

,

N =ydx _Xdy+ I dyd'x-dzd'y
•
ds
dB V.
dB'
But if p be the radius of the osculating circle,
ds'
P dyd'x-dxd'y·
dz
dy Vi
.'. N=Y ds -XdB +p
,

,

= Y cos. (3- X cos.

Vi.

a+p

The first two terms of this value, of N are equal and opposite to the forces X and Y resolved in the direction of the normal. They give, therefore, the pressure on the curve due to
the action of these 'forces, while the other term, ~
p is the reaction of the curve or pressure due to the motion.
Otherwise. If we suppose no accelerating forces to act on
the point, then X and Yare each equal to zero in (a) and (b),
Art. 354. Hence
I (dzl+dyl ) _
I
(d 'x) I + (d'y)' •
N
ds'
-N
df'
'
• eI"llmnating
. at
.'I b
' dt=-,
ds
or,
y t he equation
v
1/ (d'x)'+(d'y)'
N=v'.
ds'
•

But the coefficient 0('" is the reciprocal of the radius of
curvature when s is the independent variable.
v'
(114)
.'. N=-.
p •
Compare thiS with (79).
,
As an application of the formulre of constrained motion, We
may take the following '~ases :

.
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857. Paop. To determine the motion oj a body descending '"
1M force of gravity down the arc oj a vertical circle.
1°. To find the velocity. Formula (112) applies to this case,
and if h=SA be the height from which th6
P~ body at P descends, and z any distance from
the lowest point on SA, the axis of z, we have
8
v= v2g(h-z).
When z=O, we have for the velocity at the lowest point,

"-1.L.

v=v2gh,
is the same as that due to the vertical height h.
2°. To find the time, we have from (113)

VI hich

,u
•
v2g(h-z)
The equation of the circle is
1/=2az-z".
Hence
d'" (a-z)"dz".
:I
2az-z"
dt

But

,u"=dz"+d,"=dz"(1 + (a-z)" )
:I
2az-z'

••• tIs
This, taken negative, because the arc is a decreasing flllJCa
tion of the time, and substituted in the above, gives
a
dz
dt=- V2g·J..j~(ki=_=z=<=)::;::(2=az=-==z:::;;<:.)
a
dz
(a)
=- v2g· v (hz-z·) (2a-z)"
a (2a-~)""-ldz
=- V2g· vhz-z'

Z)-ldz
. fa (1- 2a
=-IVi· ~ .

CON B T & A I N Il D Jrf 0 T ION

•

Expanding

I.
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(1-~~)"1y the binomial theorem, we have

/a

I(Z)
13(Z)' 135(Z)'
2a +2·4 2a ~i'4'6 2(j +,

dx

dt=-iV g'vhz-r,I+ 2
&c.}.

_

-z"dx
-.,,==
vhz-z'
the exponents n being natural numbers beginning with o. Per·
Thus the terms to be integrated are of the form

•

f>rming the operations and taking the integral between the
limits z=h and z=O, we find

t=iv'~p + (~)

I.

(:a) + (~.~) •(:a) ·+ (iI~) ·(2:) ·+

I

&c.}.
If h be small, the firSt term will give an approximate value
for the time, viz.,

t=i7r

vi·

Otherwue. If in (a) z be rejected as small in comparilon
with 2a, the equation reduces to

ra

dx

dt=-iy g' vhz-x.·
. 12:1:
... t=-~v/ag' versln.T+ c•
1-

But t:=oO when x=h;

.', c=iwv'~,
and

t=i~ (7r-versin.-l~),

and when x=O,

t=i7r~.

358. PROP.

(See (86) ).

To determine the motion of a body descending by
gravity down the inverted arc of a cycloid whose base
horizontal and axis verticaL

u

The cycloid being inverted, let the origin be at the lowest

120
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point, the axis of z being vertical, and that of y horizontal
Let the am AB=2a, AM=z, PM=y, and AP=,.
B
The velocity, as in the preceding propoo
~ sition,il
•
M
p
-I2g(k-z),
A.
" being the abscissa of the point K from
which the boay begins to descend.
The differential equation of the eurve, referred to the vertex
as the origin, is

•

.,=

•

But
.'.

d8=dxJ~a.

Substituting this value of d8 with its proper sign in [VII.],
.

we find

'Integrating,
and therefore for the time of descent to the lowest point, where
1:=0,

(U5)
COR. The time t being independent of the abscissa A, will be
the same, from whatever point in the curve the body begins to
descend; in this respect differing from the motion in circular
arcs. On account of this remarkable property the cycloid is
called tautocAronal.
359. SOBOL. The property of tautocAro'h.ism which attaches
to the cycloid was supposed to give peculiar advantages to a
pendulum made to oscillate in this curve. The method of accomplishing this is naturally suggested by the property of the
evolutes; and as an evolute of a cycloid is another equal Cy4

•

w.
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0

eloid,
have only to take two equal semicycloids and place
the extremities of their bases contiguous in
sthe same horizontal line as in the figure.
If we then suspend a body at the point S, B
C
common to the two semicycloids, by a flexible string equal in length to either semicyA.
cloid, or, which is the same thing, to twice
the axis, and make it oscillate between the two, it will generate
the involute, or another equal cyCloid.
The cOl;lstant change, however, in the center of motion
arising from· the contact of the string with the two curves or
checks, which changes also the relative velocity of the different
parts of the vibrating body, renders this contrivance, although
beautiful in theory, yet useless in practice; independently of
the difficulty of obtaining a string sufficiently flexible, and of
ensuring accuracy in the plates.
Vibrations, therefore, in ",.all circular arcs, which are at the
lame time also most natural, have been adhered to in practice,
and it has been shown (Art. 302 and 300) that, as long as the
arc is small, these vibrations have all the advantages of the
vibrations in cycloidal arcs.

§ IV.

MOTION OP A POINT ACTED UPON BY A CBNTllAL POROB.

360. The case of a point revolving in an orbit by the action
of a force tending to a fixed center is of sufficient importance
to justify a distinct discussion, especially as the formulm are
susceptible of considerable simplification, when the fOrce is
given as a function of the distance from the center. The fundamental equations
dlz . dig
X= dtl ' y= dr'
are components of the force in two rectangular directions
But when the force is directed to or from a fixed center, and
is given in functions of the distance of the particle from that
center, it is most natural and convenient to introduce polar coordinates.

DYK AMICI.

361. PaoP. To traujrmn the ezpruriou fo, the force ff'Olll
r«taaplar to polar co-ordinatu.
Suppose the origin to be at S, the center of
force, and let r=SP, the radius vector or distance of the particle, and 6)=PSX, the angle
It
made by r with axil of z.
Then X=-F COl. 10), Y=-F lin. 6),
the ligns being negative because the force is lupposed to be
attractive, or act toward the center in opposition to X and Y.
Multiplying the first by sin. 6.1, and the second by cos. 6.1, and
lubtracting, we have
X sin. 6.1- Y cos. 6)=0.
(a)

~

Similarly, multiplying the first by cos. 6.1, and the lecond by
Bin. 6.1, and adding, we get
X cos. 6.1+ Y sin.6)=-F.

(b)
But z and y being the co-ordinates of the position of the
particle
z=r cos. 6.1, y=r sin. 6.1.
Dift'erentiating each twice, we obtain
d'z=d'r.cos.6)-2dr.d6.l.sin. 6.I-rd6>l.cos. 6.I-rd'6.l.sin. 6.1,
d'y=d'r. sin. 6.I+2dr.d6.l.cos.6.I-rd6.l'.sin. 6.I+rd'6.l.cos.6.I.
By dividing these expressions by tIf, the values of X and Y
will be obtained (103), and if we substitute these values in (a)
and (b), we get

-

(116)
(117)
which are two polar equations to determine the motion.
362. Coa. 1. The radiw vector of a point rfmOlving about
center offorce ducribes equal areas in equal times.
For, multiplying (116) by rdt, we obtain
d6>
d ' 6.1
~d6>
2rdr. dt +~'dt=O=d'dt'

(J

·
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r'd6J
(jt=c,

Integrating,

(118)

1Dd

Jr'd6J =ct+c ••
But IJr'd6J is the area described by the radius vector in the
time I, and it varies as I.
383. Coa. 2. The angular velocity of the radius "ector varia
inveriely a, the 'quare cif the distance of the particle. .

From (118) we obtain

(119)

But ':; is the angular velocity of r, and it varies inversely
as r'.
364. hop. To detePmine the velocity of the particle in its
orbit.
Multiply (116) by rd6J, and (117) by dr, and add the results.
This gives
.

d'r
d6J'
d'6J
dr. de' +rdr. dl' +r'd6J. dl' +Fdr=O,
dr'
d6J')
. d. C
de' +r' de' +2Fdr=0.

or

Therefore, integrating, we have
dr'+r'd6J'
tIt'
+2JFdr=c'.

But

Vi

dB' dr'+r'd6J'
de'
de"

'. tI=c' -2JFdr.

(120)

(See Art. 367, 4°)
. (121)

COR. Since the value of v depends only on the distance ot
the particle from the center, the velocity of the particle will be
the same at any two points equally distant from the center, and
the velocity acquired in passing from one point to another will
be the same, whatever be the path or curve between them, if
tho law of force remain the same.
365. PROP. To jind the time oj ducribing any portion of 1M
orbit.

•
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By (lID),
which, substituted in (120), gives
dr" c'
tU +;:;+2JFdr=cl •

(122)

In this expression we have the relation of r to t, independent
of the orbiL
To find the equation oj '''e orbit.
ttJ •
Substituting in (122) for tU its value r ~ t obtained from
366.

PROP.

c

(118), we get

c·C:.+ :.) +~Fdr=c';
. th
· a
or, to give
e equation

which we find dr= in (123), give

-

d~.

mor~

(123)

.
r.
Ifrom
conveDlent
10rm,
put r=;,

These values of r and dr, substituted

"
•Cd,,'
dw'+u') -2.rrT4'd"
... ,,"

C

t

I

=C"

(124)

When the law of force is given, we can obtain from this e~
pression, by integration, the relation between u and 61, or the
polar equation of the orbit; or, if the relation between u and w
is given, the law of force may be determined.
367. -SCBOL. A familiarity with the geometrical representatives of the terms and factors _in the foregoing formulre will
conduce to facility in their application.
In the annexed figure let the
y
center of force be at S, the origin
of co-ordinates, SP=r the radius
vector of the particle at P, P'P=ds
x an element of its path coinciding
"-~-.A:.+:--'!!is:--....----~ with the tangent PT, w=PST the
angle made by the radius vector with the axis of :c, P'SP=dw
the angle described by the radius vector in the indefinitely

._---- ----

----~-
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small time fIt, and mP:::dr the increment or decrement of the
radius vector in the same time. Let the arc Pm be described
with S as a center, and radius SP, and the arc nn' with the
radius Sn= 1. Then,
1°. Since Sn : SP=nn' : Pm or 1 : r=df,) : Pm,
Pm=rd6I.
~. The area of the "ector SPm is

A= SP.Pm=1,..d6I.
2
SO. If the point pI be indefinitely near to P, ppl and Pm may
be considered straight lines, and the triangle PmPI a plane
.
rectilinear triangle, right-angled at m. Hence
p/P'=Pml+p/ml,
tIs'=,..d/M'+d,..•
4°. If Sp P be a perpendicular on the tangent, when the
uiangle PmP' is in its nascent or evanescent state, the angle
pp/m=pPS and the triangle PP'm i~ similar to pPS. Hence
,..d6I
ppl : Pm=PS : Sp, or tIs : rd61=r : p. .'. p= tIs ' and [VIL],
,..d/M
b ( )
'th
d
'1._..1
1= ,..d,.,
vtit' .', ""=I1t=, y lIS, tWIce e area esen_

in the unit of time.

Also,
(,0,

pi

r'd6)'
r'd/MI
tIsl. drl+,..d&f'

Since Sp : pP: PS=Pm: mPI : p/p=rdt.»: dr:"
Sp Pm rd6J ,
,', SP=pp/=di=sm, P,
Pp p/m dr
PS=P/P= U =cos.

and

P, .

pS mP rd/M
pP= mP/= dr =tBD, p,

6°, If the force F be resolved in tlle direction of the cuna,
we shall have
diS
dr
df=-F cos, P=-F U'

P

..
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Multiplying both aides by 246, and integrating, we have

U
dt'=tI=c'-:2JFdr, as before (121).
By reference to (117), we see that the fint term has th,
form of the differential expression [IX,] of a force in th~ direcr,g.,1 ~dt,,1
rd6J
tion of r; the second term dt' = rdt"
But dt is the arc of
a circle of radius r, divided by the .time. It is, therefore, the
linear velocity "1 of a body in a circle. Hence

r~dt',g.,1 =,,~r f.

the centrifugal force in a circle. .'. (117) becomes

~

j-F,

F being the force by which tho point describes any orbit, and
the centrifugal force in a circle whose radius is r, the dis-

f

tance of the point at the instanL

Z,

the difference of these

forces at any time, is that by which the radius vector is increased or diminished, and is called the paracentric force. In
' 0 f ap .
lI'ke maDDer, t h
e 'mtegraI 0 f d'r
dt' or dr.
dt IS t h
e veiOClty
proach or recession from the center, and is called the paracentric tJelocity. The paracentric force is the aifference between the centrifugal and centripetal forces.
nOB,

1. Since
(125)

COB.

2. The quantity by which c' is multiplied in (123) is,

by (4°), equal to -.;. Hence
p
c'

.+2jFdr=c'.
P
Differentiating, p being variable,

_~c~p +2Fdr=O.
p

11'1

Hence

c'tIp
F= p'dr'

•

(126)

an expreuion most useful in finding the law of force by which
a given orbit may be described.
dsl dr'+rld,6)1 r'd6)1 cl
Coa. 3. Since.,,1 dtl
dt'
pldt' pi'
!aDd (126),

c' Fpdr
p'dr
I
pdr
pl= dp =2F·2dp' .'• ." =2Fj dp •

(127)

pdr
.
But 2dp =1 chord of curvature through the pole, and (if It'

/

be constant) is (55) the space through which a body must fall
to acquire the velocity.". Hence the velocity of a body at any
point of its orbit is equal to that acquired by falling through
one fourth the chord of curva!ure through the pole.
Application of the preceding formulre to the motions of the
planets.
368. Observation has established three facts respecting the
motions of the planets, which, from their discoverer, are called
Kepler's Laws.
10. The area. de.cribed by the radiu. vecto,· of a planet arB
proportional to the time•.
1". The orbit of a planet i. an ellipse of which the center of
tile BUn i. one of the foci.
30 • The .quare. of the time. of revolution of the different
planet. are proportional to the cubes of their mean diBtancu
from the BUn, or tile .emi.major axe. of their orbits.
These laws relate only to the center of inertia df each planet.
and conclusions from them must be limited to the motion of
that point; in other words, to the motion of translation of the
_
planets.
369. Paop. Tile accelerating force by which a planet de.cribu
itB orbit is directed to tile center of the .un.
For, by the first of Kepler's laws, the areas described by
the radius vector are proportional to the times, and when this
is the case, by Art. 351, the force must be directed to the point
about which this equable description of areas takes place.
'I.' ,.

~

~

•

. .I .

r:

.
i? ... ',~"

,
:

.)

~.

,

. . "'~r

)(

•

•

Dy . . . . . ..

370. Pao,. TIe f~ by ",AieA "plaut t1acribu W orlJit
eariu i • ..,.,., tu , . If1UD'8 of W tlUttntce frora the cetater.
By the HCODd law the orbit is aD ellipee. The equatiOD ef
an ellipse referred to the focoa as a pole i..
tJ(I-~

r= I +e COL (w-6)'
(128)
in which tJ is the lemi-major am, called the _ _ distance, and
•
e the eccentricity. The angle 8 is an angle
mode by • find Ii.., tIuoosb the focus _
o
the major axis, reckoned from the lower
apsis, or least distance, and called the loRgitvt1e of the perWlioa, the lower apsis being called the peri.WiDa, and the higher the apWioa. The angle w-8, which expresses the angular distance from the perihelion, is called the
'"" tJ'lUmllJly.
n....
I·
.
~uttiDg r=- m thebo
a ve equation, we get

@- '"
•

I+e cos. (w-8)
•
tJ(I-~
•
DiJl'erentiatiDg in reference to w,
d.
eosin. (w-tJ)
tJ(I-~ •
Dift"erentiatiDg, again,
,jI"
e cos. (w-6)
. .tJ(I-8')'
Adding (b) to (tJ),

(~\.
\UtI

.=d'"

tJ(I-8')'

d,

F

Dift'erentiating (124),

•
Hence

I

.' +"
(/1.)'

/J.\

\'"

(e)

+,,= c,"

c',,'
c'
I
F a(l-e') a(l-~rfi'

(129)

The coefficient of ~ being constant, the force varies inversely as the square of the distance.
,

,
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lfr=I,

e'
a(l-6')"

F

-

Hence the coefficient of ; i. the inteDBity of the force at the
r

unit of distance, or the absolute force.
371. Pao" Ths intensity of the force is the .tJ7M for' all the
planets at the same distance.
The quantity c (109) is twice the area described in the unit
of time. If, therefore, T be the time of one revolution of a
planet, cT will be 'twice the area of the ellipse described by

the radius vector.
But the area of an ellipse is 'Trab='Tra' V 1-6',
,', cT=2'tra'vl-6',
c'
47r'a"
and
a(I":"'6') TO'
Similarly, if li, eI, c' , T' express the same quantities in any
other orbit, we shall have
C"

4Tr"a"

a'(l-e" ) Til'
By Kepler's third law,
T" : T"=a" : a'l,
e'
c"
,
"a(l-e") al (l-e'")'
Hence the force does not vary .from one planet to lUlother
except in consequence of change of distance,
372. Paop, To find the velocity of a planet at any point in it.

orbit.
By (121),'

V',.c'-2fFdr.

Rubstituting in this the value of F (129), we have
_
I
2c"
fI-c a(l-e')' ""
.
II
2c'l
In
tegrating,
v .=C +a(l-e'r"i-'

fdr

To determine c', we must know the velocity at some given

'
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distance, or at what distance and with what veloclty the planet
wu originally projected into space.
Let VI be thiB primitive velocity, and r I the corresponding
distance.
•
2c'
1
Then
vl=c'+-(1
-.).-,
a -e
rl
•
2c'
1
or
c'="1 a (I -e').-.
rl
• •
2c'
(I 1)
(130)
••• V =", +a(l-e'r\.r-;::- .
0tIaenDiIe. From Art. 367, Cor. 3, we have
c'
,,'--p"
b'r a'(l-e'),r
and (Analytic Geometry) p' 2a-r 2a-r
c'
2a-r
•.• ,,'
-(131)
a'(I-e'r r ,.
COR. 1. Hence the velocity is greatest when r is least, or at
perihelion, and least at aphelion, where r is the greatesL
COR. 2. If a body move in a circle whose radius is r, VI bp.
ing its velocity, tbe central force is
•
VII

c'

I

F rI a (1 -e').'
r (129),
,ftbe force is the same as tbat wbich retains the planet in its orbit.
'"
c'
2a-r
c'
1
••• v : VI a'(I-,-e'r-r-': a(l-etrt
=2a-r: a.
That is, tbe square of the velocity in tbe ellipse is to the square
of tbe velocity in tbe 'circle as the distance of tbe .planet from
the unoccupied focus is to tJle semi-major axis.
COR. 3. If r 1= perihelion distance, and r I =aphelion distance
c'
2a-r
c'
r
then, if in (131) r=r 1 , V'
__
1=
...!.
(a)
a'(I-e')" r 1
a'(I-e'rr/
c'
2a-rll
c'
r1
r=r., v ' ,
). _
•
-, (b)
a (I-e'
r:
a (I-e') r.
c'
..
"
r=a, v'= a'(I-e') " (a),~b);

.. .
.
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or, the velocIty at the extremity of the minor axis is a me~
proportional between the velocities at the perihelion and'
aphelion.
373. PIlOP. To determine the orbit which a body will de,cM
glum the force "ane, inver,ely a, the 'fuare of the diltance.
If fI be the force at'the unit of distance, then'

F=~=flu".
r'

.._
L

•

du
....;"'1' ••• IF. :Jfldu=flu•
u

This, substituted in (124), gives
dU'
c· ( dtoI.+ u")-2f1u=c',
which is the differential equation bf the orbiL
To integrate this, we find
c'du"
dtoI"~--=----=-~,
- c' +2f1u-c·u··
fI
1
Put u=z+., and b"=.(c'C"+fI'), and we have
c
c '
dz •
d6)
-Ib'-%" '
_1Z
(J
:>r, integrating,
6)= +cos. b.
••• %=b cos. (6)-9) ;
or, replacing the value of z,
fI
u=Ci+b cos. (6)-(J).
c"

Hence

r

bc"
,
1+,. cos. (6)-9)

(13~)

which is the equation of a conic section referred to the focus.
Hence the orbit which a body will describe when the force
varies inversely as the square of the di&tance is a conic section.
To determine the constants, and therefore the dimension.
and form of the orbit, some other circumstances must be given.
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'

Sappoee we know v1 the initial velocity or velocity of projection into space, p the distance of the planet from the sun,
and 't/I the angle made by the direction of projection with thp
distance.
By Art. 367, 50,

\

sin.

't/I=~f,,).

pttlw
thpdw
.
Bence (118), c=T=P.dfdi=p.v; sm. 't/I.

(a)

v'=c'-2jFdr=c' +211.

By (121),

r

... c'=,,:- 2fI.p

(6)

Comparing (132) with (128), '\.Ve see that
c'
bellI
a(I-e')=;; and 6=~=ii(c'c'+I") .

and
Coa. From (c) it appears that the semi-major axis a depends
only on the distance p and the velocity of projection v I ' and
is independent of the angle of projection 't/I. Hence, in whatever direction the body is projected, the major am of the orbit
will be the same.
The orbit will be an ellipse, hyperbola, or parabola, accord.
ing as the value of 6 is less than, greater than, or equatto unity,
or (d) according as

11211
v-I
p'

'8 negative, positive, or equal to zero.
Or,. since (99),

vl=21'(1_~),
:z;
a

if a=oo,

1}1

= 2iJ. Therefore,

,

:z;

when a body is attracted from an infinite distance to a center
of force which varies inversely as the square of the distance
the square of the velocity at any distance p is

•
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v:= 2p and
P

v~- 21' =0.

p.
Hence the orbit will be an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola, according as the velocity of projection is less than, equal to, or
greater than, that acquired from an infinite distance.
374. PaoP. To find the time of de8cribing any portion

of tJ&,.

orbit.
Substituting the value of F=~ in (122), we get

,.

I

dr

c' 21'
I
dt'+j:i--;:=c,

The values of the constants found in terms of the elementll
' .. ,of the orbit in the preceding proposition are '5' ,/(J7n/L(~J .nUN l.'tl~;·'

CI=_~ and c·=I'fJ(I-~).
a

Substituting these values, and multiplying by
a

~.

Hence

ra,
we obtain
I'

rdr
( )1 • I
dt' + a-r -a e =0.

dl=

c*) j: -./ale.:~a-r)'·

In order to integrate this

expressio~, let

(a-r)=aez, then

dl=_a{~)t.(I-e%)dZ
\p.
l
= ( -a ) I

I'

Integrating,

•

I

-11-%"

I

-dz +e-%d%
vl-z1
'111-%" •

t= (~) i1cos'-'Z-e(I-%")IJ+1.

When z= I, or r=a-ae, and the body is at the nearer apsis.
then
tl =1= the time at the perihelion.
Hence the time through any portion of the arc from the
perihelion is
(133)
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•

If z= -1, ,.=a+ae, and the body is at the further apsis, in
which case ! - tl is the time of half a revolution, and

t-" ~71' (al)l
Ii .
Also, if T be the periodic time,
..

I

I

T"=~aea",
Il

or the square of the periodic time varies as the cube of the
mean distance.
375. SOHOL. The quantity I" which enters into the results of
the preceding investigations is the value of the accelerating
force at the unit of distance from the center of force. Now
the attractive forces of the sun and planets vary directly as
their masses, and if M be the number of units of mass of the
sun, and m the snme of nny planet, and if we assume for the
unit of force the attraction of a unit of mass at a unit of distance, M will express the attractive force of the sun at the unit
of distance. and m that of any planet; and the whole force by
which they will tend to approach each other, or the whole force
which the sun, regarded as fixed. exerts on the planet at the
unit of distance is M+m=I"; and for any other distance r

M+m

I"

--;;0-=;:-'
The intensity of the solar and planetary attractions may be
expressed in term, of terrestrial gravity. For this, let r I be
the radius of the earth, and mI its mass, and since the forces
are directly as the masses, and inversely as the squares of th~
distances, we have
.
nil

M

Mr~

-.
: ,·
--=g: --g,
r
nllr"
l

the fourth term being the attractive force of the sun at any dis,

lance r. Similarly, the attractive force of the planet is

I

nlr '.g;

mlr

. M+nI r~
I" r:
.
. ft
hence t heir joint In
uence IS --.-g=-.-g, 10 which
r" nil
r" m 1

235
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.

-l...g is that which was assumed above for the unit of furce, or

•

"'.
the attraction of the unit of mass at the unit of distance.
376.

BXAMPLB'.

Ex. 1. Required the velocity and time when a material
particle is attracted to a fixed point by a force varying inversely as the square root of the distance.
I

I

,.

AnI. v=21S"f(a"f-x'l)T
2

t~3ISHxi+2a~ (al_x~)l.

Ex. 2. Find the velocity and periodic time of a body revolving in a circle at a distance of n radii from the earth's
center.

An~.

(!'")"f•
p::;27T(n;) I.
v=

Ex. 3. Find the least velocity with which a body must be
projected from the moon in the direction of a line joining the
center of the earth and moon, so that it mar reach the earth.
Ex. 4. Given the velocity, distance, and direction of ~ro
jection, when the force is attractive and varies as the distance,
to find the orbit.
Ex. 5. A body is projected in a direction which makes an
angle of !J00 with the distance, with a velocity which is to the
velocity from infinity as 1 : v3 : the force varying inversely
as the square of the distance. Find the major-axis, the position of the apsis, the eccentricity, ·and the periodic time.
Ex. 6. A body is projected at a given distance from the
center of force with a given velocity, and in a direction perpendicular to the distance, when the force is repulsive and
varies inversely as the cube of the distance. Find the path of
the body.
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HYDROSTATICS.
CHAPTER L
exists in the various states of solid, fluid, and
aeriform. In solid bodies the homogeneous integrant particles
cohere firmly, and do not admit of interchange of position.
The homogeneous integrant constituents of fluids possess less
cohesion, and change their position among each other on the
application of a moderate force.
Fluids dift"er from each other in the degree of cohesion of
their constituent parts and the facility with which they will
yield to the action of an impressed force.
378. .A perfect fluid i, one in which the cohesion of the constituent particles is so feeble that the least force is capable of
eft"ecting a separation and causing motion among each ottier
In all directions.
Perfect fluids are the only ones which will
be made the subject of investigation.
Fluids are divided into two classes, incomprC8sible or liquid.
and compressible or aeriform.
379. Incompressible fluids are those which retain the same
volume under a variable pressure. They may be made to take
an infinite variety in form, which form they will retain when
acted upon by no external pressure nor accelerating force.
Of this class water may be regarded as the type.
380. Oompressible fluids, of which atmospheric air is the
type, change at once in form or volume with every variation
of pressure which they sustain, and return again to the same
form and volume when the same circumstances of pressure and
tempera.ture are restored.
377.
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P]UNCIPLB 01' EQUALITY 01' BESSUaE.

381. PIlOP. Aforce or prulUre applied to a given portion of
the lUiface of a fluid is trannnitted, undiminished in intensity,
to every other equal portion of the IUrface.

A force impressed on a solid is effective only in the direc- .
tion of its action, and is sustained by an equal force impregsed
in an opposite direction. Applied to a fluid the force is effective in every direction, and can be sustained only by forces applied to every point in the surface of the fluid.
Let the annexed figure
represent a section of a
vessel filled with a fluid
without weight. In this
case, supposing the press'ure of the atmosphere removed also, the surface of
the fluid would be subject
to no pressure, and would
retain its form if the sides of
the vessel were removed.
Let an aperture of a given size, as One square inch,
be made in either side, AB,
and a piston be accurately fitted to 'it, and supposed to move
without friction. Now, since the particles are without friction,
a force PI of one pound, applied to this piston, will act upon
the stratum of p~rticles in contact with its base, and this stratum upon the next, and so on. The force will therefore be
transmitted to the opposite side, EF, and will cause motion in
the equal piston pI), unless counterpoised by an opposite force
of one pound. If this counterpoise be applied, then, since the
particles move freely among each other without resistance
from friction or cohesion, the particles in the direction of the
applied forces will act on those lying without, and will communicate motion to them, unless resisted. A motion will therefore
be communicated to any 'equal piston
unless sustained by •

pi:,

•
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prenure of one pound. Hence both pistons P'a and P': WIll
lUltain the eame pressure by the action of P a.
Further, if the pistons P'a and pi; were contiguous, or one
of them twice the size of P a' then it is obvioUl that a force of
two pounds would be necessary to preserve the equilibrium;
or, if tbe bale of the piston P, be four times that of P a' then a
force of four pounds would be necessary to keep P, at rest;
and if the bue of one piston be " times that of the other, the
pressure on the former will be" times that on the latter, or a
force of one pound will produce a prellure of" poubds, where
• may be the ratio less one, of the whole surface of tbe vessel
to the base of the piston.
COB. 1. The pres.urel P a and p. on any two portion. A I
and A. of the surface will be proportional to their areas, or

P. A.
p=r=a.
a
a

(

)

134

Also, the D~rmal pressure p on a unit of surface will be
P a p.
Aa =A. -po
(135)
COL 2. Every stratum of particles in the interior, of the
same dimensions as the base of the piston, wherever situated
and however inclined, is subject to a pressure equal" to that applied to the piston; and since the fluid is without weight, every
particle presses and is pressed equally in every direction.
COB. 3. If all the pistons except P and Pi be firmly fixed,
and P be forced in, since the fluid is incompressible, whatever
fluid is displaced by P will be forced into the tube Pl. If hand
hi be the spaces through which the pistons move, a and a' the
areas of their bases, tben

M=h'a '•
But P and p' being

~e

equilibrating pressures on tbese areas,
a P

a'=P';
hence
kP=k'P', or kP-A'P'=O,
or the principle of virtual velocities applies to Ooids in equilibrium.
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IU.I'AOEI 01' EQUILIBRIUM.

IURPACES 01' EQUILIBRIUM.

882. PROP. The free surface of a fluid subjected to the actlOft
of an accelerating force is, when in equilibrium, perpendiCular

to the direction of the force.
A liquid void of gravity will take and retain any form im
pressed upon it; but when subject to the action of an accelerating force, a containing vessel will be necessary in order to
preserve a coherent mass.
Let ABCD be the section of a vessel containing a fluid subject to the ao- .A..
B
tion of gravity, the base DC being horizontal. If any portion of the free surface, as abc, have a direction not perpendicular to the direction of gravity,
this force may be resolved into two
components, one of which is parallel to this surface; and sin06
the particles are free to move in that direction as do.wn an inelined plane, they will yield to this component. But whenever
every portion of the surface is perpendicular to the direction
of gravity this force will have no component in the direction
of the surface, and every portion of it will be urged verticalJy
downward with equal inteqsity.
COB. Hence the surfaces of fluids at rest, and acted on only
by gravity, are horizontal. But since the directions of gravity,
acting on particles remote from each other, are convergent to
the center of the earth nearly, the surfaces of large masses of
fluid are not plane, but curved, and conform to the general
figure of the earth.
383. PBOP. If a ve88el containing a fluid be moved"horizontally with a constant accelerating force, the surface will talte tl,e
,ontion of an inclined plane.

Let the vessel ABCD containing a fluid be moved horizon.
tally with a uniformly accelerating force P. Then any element, k, of the surface, whose weight is w, and mass ~ (22).
g

will be urged by its weight w in the dire"ction kg, and by its

,
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inertia

p!
g

in the direction iI&, and

therefore by their resultant in the
direction 10. As the lame is true
of every element of the surface, the
whole surface (.Art. 382) will be perpendicular to 10.
Let the angle of inclination to the horizon HIM=I.. Then
since HIM=okg,

p!

tan. okg=tan.

I=J=~.
tD
g

884•. Paop. If a vessel containing afluid be made to reoolve
aniformlyabout a tJertical aziB, 1M 6Urface of 1M fluid tDill take
the form of a paraboloid of revolution.
Let the vessel ABeD revolve uni

&om the axis.
of this element,

formly about the vertical axis XXI"
Any element i of t.':Ie surface 'will be
urged horizontally by a centrifugal force
directed from the axis, and vertically
downward by gravity. Let 6J be the
angular velocity of the fluid, tD the weight
of the element i, and y its distance 1M
Then (82) we have, for the centrifugal force P

'P =6JI .t/7..
tD
g
Being urged vertically downward by its weight tD, the surface
of the element will be perpendicular to the resultant kR=R
of these two forces. If this resultant be produced to meet the
axis in N, we have
l.Rig= l.iNM,
Rg iM
ig=MN'
tD
6Jly -

or

tDg=JN

PRESSURB. ON IMMBa.IID suaPAOBS.
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MN = ~= a constant, a property of the

••• the subnormal

parabolL Hence the surface is a paraboloid of revolution.
NORMAL PRBSSURBS ON nrMEUBD IUJlPAOBI.

385. Paop. The pre.6UT8 on tM horizontal bue of a vum
containing an incompre.iible fluid u proportional to iU dept1&
belou1 tM 8Urface of tM fluid, and indeptlltlent of eM form of eM
1JUsel. .

Let HO be the free surface of the fluid in
the veBSel ABCD, whose base DC is horizon- A
"tal, and suppose the fluid divided into hOrizontal strata of small but equal thickness.
Let ai' a., a" &c., denote the successive
Itrata,

D .....-""'C

A., AI' A., the units of surface in each,
p., PI' p., the whole preuure on each,
P., PI' P., the pressure on a unit of each,
a the common thickness of the strata, and p the density of the
fluid. Since the thickness of each stratum is supposed indef,.
initely small, the upper and lower surfaces of each may be regarded as equal.
Now the weight of a l is "'I =gpaA. (24),
" " " "a. is "'.=gpaA I,
""
"
Ie a,. is "'. =gpaA.....,..
The pressure on a I is P .,

on a unit of a l is

!

'-P. (135),
I

ona. is PI "P'+"'I=P.+gpaA.,
"on a unit ofa. is

!I=~+~'
or PI=P,+gpa.
I
I
I

OIl aa is P~=PI+tD.=PI+~I'
. f . p. PI gpaA I \
+ 0_
OIlaumto a,18r=r+--X--0rp.=PI+gp.a 'P. gp.-

•

•

•

•
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. f
. P. P- gpaA...-a '
on a unit 0 t4& II A..= A. + A. or p. :P. +gp....
But . .=A is the depth of a...... below the surface of the fluid,
and if the upper surface of "-+1 represent the surface of the
base, A the number of units in the base, then the pressure p on
a unit of the base will be

P=P.+gpA,
and the whole prenure on the base

P=Ap=Ap.+gpAA=P.+gpAAcz:A.

(136)

COB. I. Since AA is equal to a prism whose base is A and
height la, and gplaA. is its weight, if we disregard PI' which
may represent the pressure of the atmosphere on the surface
of the fluid, we have, for the pressure of the fluid on the bue
of the vessel, tke wight of a column of t1&e fluid who., base u
that of t1&e 'De'BeI, and 1&eight t1&e laeight of the BUrface of t1&e fluid
above the btue. It is obviously immaterial whether the surface
pressed is that of the base of the vessel or a borizonlalsurface
of an immersed solid.
COB. 2. Since a cubic foot of water weighs lOOOoz.=62.5
lba., we have, for the pressure on the base of any vessel containing water,
P=62.5 hA lbs.; ,
(13'7)
where Ia is the height in feet of the surface of the water above
the base, and A the number of square feet in the base.
COB. 3. The pressure on every portion of a horizontal stra
tum of the fluid will be the same, and since this pressure is
transmitted equally in' every direction, the pressure on every
element of the sides of the vessel having the same depth will
be equal to that on the surface of the stratum. Ir the sides of
the vessel are inclined, this pressure will be the normal press
ure on the sides at that depth. Let the annexed figures, At
B, C, D, represent vessels of different forms and capacities
with equal bases. Then the pressures on the base of each
will be equal when filled to a common height, and the points
a, b, c, e, g, A, k, 1, m, having a common depth, will be equa])y
pressed normally to the surfaces. In B the horizC?ntal surface
4f of the vessel win experience the same pressure vertically

I
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upward as that to which the stratum fg of the fluid is subject.
Moreover, the stratumfg being in equilibrium, must be pressed equally upward and downward. The downward pressure
is equal to the area of the section fg into the depth h. of the
section below the surface of the fluid in the vertical branch.
But the upward pressure is due to the pressure of the fluid in
the inclined branch; and since the area of the section fg is
common to the measures of both pressures, the vettical heights
of the fluid in both branches are necessarily equal.
386. Paop. The normal pressure on any plane surface inclined to tke horizon is proportional to tke depth of its center
oj gravity below tke surface of tke fluid.
Let k be any indefinitely small ~Iement of the immersed SU1face, x its depth, and p the pressure it sustains. By the preceding proposition,
p=gpxk;
and since the pressure is the same in every direction, p will be
the pressure normal to this element, whatever be its position
or inclination. The expression for the normal pressure on
every other element will be of the same form. Hence the
whole normal pressure P will be
P=~gpxk=gp~xk.

Let z be the depth of the center of gravity of the immersed
surface below the surface of the fluid, and A its area. Then
(29),
AZ=~xk;
..• P=gpAZ rIo~.
(138)
Coa. Since gpAZ is the weight of a prism of 'the fluid whos.
base iii A and altitude z, the normal pressure on any immersed
.urface inclined to the horizon, or on any side of the containiDg vessel, ~s equal to the weight of a fluid prism wh~se base

BYDaOI'l'A'l'IOa.

i. the surface pressed, and height· the depth of its center of
gravity below the ftuid surface, or, if the ftuid be water,
P=62.6 Ai Ibs.
(139)
887. Paop. ToJind tAe pra.un: on fifty i1lU'l&er.ed nrface or
lids of a ""HZ in a gi,*, direction.
Let P be the normal pressure on
the inclined side, CDFE=A of the
vessel CBE, and let it be requ,ired
to determine the horizontal and
vertical pressures on A. Let a be
the angle which the side A makes
with· a vertical plane, and {j its inK
clina~on to the horizon.
Then,
lince PAP. =a and PAP I ={j, resolving P horizontally and
verticaUy, we have
PI =P cos. a-gPiA cos. a,
and
P I =~ cos. {j=gpzA cos. {j.
But CDHG=A 1 is thC\ projection of the side A on a vertical
plane, and EFHG=A I is the proj~ction of the 'same side on a
horizontal plane.
Therefore, Al =A cos. " and AI =A cos. {j,
and
P1=gpAlz and PI=gpAlz.
Hence the horizontal pressure on A is equal to the weight
of a prismatic volume of the fluid whose base is the vertical
projection of A and height the depth of its center of gravity;
and vertical pressure, a volume whose base is the horizontal
projection, and height the depth of the center of gravity of A.
And generally the pressure on any immersed surface in a given
direction is equal to the .weight of a prismatic column of the
ftuid whose base is the projection of the surface on a plane perpendicular to the given direction, and height the depth of the
center of gravity of the surface below the surface of the fluid.
388. PIlOP. To Jind lAe resultant pressure of a fluid on tAe in""or surface of t1&e co"taining 1J88leL
Let ABeD be a section of a vessel of any form fiUed with
a ftuid. When the sides of the vessel are curved, the normal

,
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pn;ssures on the elements of the
surface will ~ot be parallel. But H
we may resolve the normal pressure on each element into vertical
and horizontal components, and
each horizontal component into
two others par~nel to two rectan- J:~~~===:::z:-p....
gular axes. We s~a!l th~n have x
to find the resultants of three sets
.
of parallel forces, and, finally, the resultant of these three resultants. We may, how.ever, determine the resultant more
_.
simply, as follows:
1°. The resultant of the horizontal pressures.
. Let HK be the intersection of a vertical plane by the plane
ABeD produced, and let " be the vertical projection of any
element "Ion this plane. Now the normal pressure on the
of depth a l =1& is k"l' and the horizontal presselement
ure (Art. 387) is kk. The horizontal pressure on each element being of .the same form, the whole horizontal pressure
perp~ndicular to HK of the surface convex toward HK will
be l:~kk. But to every element
of th.e surface convex toward HK there is a corresponding element k. of the surface
concave toward HK, the projection" of which is the same.
Hence the horizontal pressure on k. ig.,,-kk, and the pressure
on the whole surface concave toward HK is -l:kk. The re
sultant, therefore-, of all the horizontal pressures perpendicular
to KH is l:.kk~l:.kk=O. Since the same is true on whatever
side of the vessel the plane HK be drawn, the resultant of all
the horizontal pressures will be zero.
2°. The r~sultant of the vertical pressures.
The pressure on the element" 1 .vertically, downward is the
weight-of a filament of the fluid whose base is kl and height
a
The ,pressure on k' vertically upward is equal to the
weight of a filament of -the fluid whose base is k' and height
"Ik'. The resultant of the pressures on the corresponding elements k' an4 ". is therefore equal to the weight of the filament of fluid
In the same manner, the resultant of the
vertical pressures on any two corresponding elements will be

"l

"1

"1

1"1.

"'k..
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the weight of the filament of fluid whose bases are these elementl. The resultant of all the vertical pressures will then
obviously be the sum of the weights of these filaments, or the
.
weight of the fluid.
Hence the resultant of all the partial pressures on the interior surface of the vessel is equal to the weight of the fluid,
directed vertically downward, and will pass through the center of all the parallel vertical pressures (Art. 44), or the center
of gravity of the fluid (Art. 94).
Since the horizontal pressures balance, there will be
no resultant pressure to cause "motion in
the vessel horizontally_ If, however,
an aperture be made on one side of the
vessel, the pressure on this portion of
the vessel will be removed, and the
pressure on the corresponding opposite
portion will tend to produce motion in
that direction, and if the vessel be free to move, motion will
actually ensue.
COL

389. Paop. To ft7&d tll8 resultant pressure
.,.,sd
in a fluid, aJ&d its point of application.

07&

aay solid ina-

1°. The horizontal pressure on any element of the immersed
solid is the same as that on" the
H
vertical projection of the element
(Art. 387), and the entire pressure on each of the oppo~ite surfaces of the solid will be equal to
that on their vertical projections.
X
But the projections of any two opposite surfaces on the same vertical plane are equal. Hence
the horizontal pressures on any two opposite surfaces are equal,
and the resultant of the horizontal components of the pressures
m every direction is zero.
2°. The vertical downward pressure p' on any element /(
of the upper surface is equal to the weight of a ~lament of the
fluid ale' whose base is le' and altitude ak'=k', or if le be the
hot;zontal transverse section of the filament through the cen-
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all

tf;'r 'of gravity of Ie', p'=gph'le. But the sum of the filamenta
resting on the upper surface of the solid is equal to the volume
V' of the fluid vertically above the solid, and the whole downward preS8ure P' is the weight of this volume, or

. ,.

•

p/=~.p'=gp~.h'le=gpV'.

In the same manner, the vertical upward pressure PIon the
corresponding element k, of the lower surface is equal to the
weight of a filament ak I of fluid whose base is k 1 and height
ale I =h " or PI =gph 1 k. But the sum of all these filaments is
the volume V I of the solid and fluid above the upper surface,
and the whole upward pressure P I is the weight of this volume
of fluid, or
p J =~P I =gp~.hlle=gpV l '
Now hI -h'=h is the length of the filament Ie'k l of the solid
PI-P'=P its weight, and VI-V'=V is the volume of the
solid.
Therefore, the difference P of the upward and downward
pressure is

. .
and

P=PJ-p/=~·PI-~·p'=~·p,
P=gp~.hlle-gp~.h'le=gp~hk=gpV;

.'. P~gpV=~p,
(140)
or the resultant pressure is vertically upward, and equal to the
weight of a mass of the fluid of the same volume as the solid.
3°. To find the point of application of this resultant. Let
the distance of the point of application of p=hle from the vertical plane HK be x, and the distance of the point of application of the resultant P be x. Then, since the moment of the
resultant equals the sum of the moments of the components,
PX=~.px,

and

_ ~.px ~.px
x=p= ~.p .

(141)

But (29) the point thus determined is the c~nter of gravity
of the displaced fluid.
Hence the resultant of all the pressures on the immersed
80lid is equal to the weight of the displaced fluid, acts vertical.
ly upward, and its point of application is the center of gravity
cif the displaced lluid.
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390. hop. To Jind 1M ctmtlitiOfll of «JaiIibn"", of
.,.,ed
,olid.

m&

i",.

The conditioDl of equilibrium involve a consideration of the
weight of the body. Let V be its volume, and II its d~nsity.
Iu weight will be gaV. The body will be urged downward
by a force equal to gaVapplied at its center of gravity, and
by.Art. 389 it is urged upward by a force equal to gpV, since
the volumes of the solid and displaced fiuid are equal.
In order to equilibrium, then, 10 • These forces must be equal;.
and, 20 • Their lines of direction coincident.
The first cOndition gives
. gaV=gpV,
or
a=p;
that is, their densities must be the same.
COR. 1. If a be not equal to p, the body will ascend or descend by a force equal to g(p-a)V, according as p-a is positive or ne~tive. If p>a, the body will rise to the surface, and
be but partially submerged. Let V 1 be the displaced fiui4, or
the part of the solid immersed when the equilibrium is restored.
Then
gpV 1 =gaV,
(~42).
and
V: V1=p: a;
or th~ whole volume of the solid is to the part immersed as the
density of the fiuid is to the density of the so1id.
COR. 2. If the centers of gravity of the solid and displac~d
fluid be not in the same vertical line, the body will be acted.
upon by two parallel forces in opposite directions, and will
cause the body to tum round. The point of application of the
resultant of these forces may be found by Art. 29~
391. Du. The section of a fioating body made by a plane
coincident with the surfa.ce. of the fiuid is called the plane of
flotation. The line joining the. centers of gravity of the solid
and of the displaced fiuid is called the axis offlotation.
DEPTH OF FLOTATION.

392. Paop. To Jind the depth of flotation wken the vol,."
Gnd density of the body are known.

,
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Let V be the "olume .of the body. f1 its density, V I the volume
of the displaced fluid, and p the. density of the fluid. Then (142)
gaV=gpV 1,
and

f1

VI=-V.
p

Now whenever V I can be determined in terms of the depth
of fiotation x, this expression :will suffice to determine x.
If the· solid be Ii. right cylinder whose axis a is vertical. and
the radius of whose base is r, we have
V1=m-'x,
V=7f1""a;
and
tI
••• %=-(1.

P

If the body be a right cone with the axis vertical and vertex
downward. let r be the radius of the base. and a the altitude.

The~ the radius of the planQ of flotation is !:.x.
Hence
a
.•
V I =TI rr~
a;'x ,

V=lm-'a;

• .3/a
••. x=ay p.
If the vertex of the cone be upward,

x=ay!I-~.
898. PRoP. To jind the positions of equilibrium of a rigIa
triangular prism when tke axis is horizontal.
Whenever a body can be conceived to be generated by the
motion of a plane surface perpendicular to itself, and the body
floats with its axis horizontal, it is evident that, in whatever
position it be turned, its center of gravity and that of the part
immersed will lie in the same vertical section; and, further,
that the center of gravity of the body will be at the center of
gravity of the section, and the center of gravity of the immersed part at the center of gravity of its section.. Also, the
ratio of the part immersed to the whole mass is the same as
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the ratio of their sections. We can therefore limit the investigation to the positions of equilibrium of one of the generating
sedioDl.
Let ABC, Fig. 1, be a
generating section when
only one angle is imB
mersed, and Fig. 2 when
two angles are immersedo
Let AB=e, AC=b, BC=a,
AQ=x,AP=y,and let a be
c the ratio of the density of
A
the solid to that of the fluid.
Now from (142) we have, in Fig. 1,
AQP ixy sin. A xy
a= ABC = the sin. A be'
(a)
.'. xy=a.be.
In Fig. 2,
BQPC ABC-AQP be-xy
a ABC
ABC
be .
•o. xy=be(I-a).
(b)
Since (b) is derived directly from (a), by changing a into
I-a, we may examine the case of Fig. 1, and deduce that of
Fig. 2 from the result, by changing a into I-a.
Bisect BC in M, and QP in m. Join AM and Am. Take
MM'=!MA and mm'=!mA. M' and m' are the centers of
gravity of ABC and AQP. Join Mm and M'm'. It is obvious
that the center of gra vity of BQPC is in the line M'm' produced.
Now the second condition
of equilibrium requires that M' m'
t
should be vertical, and since Mm is parallel to M'm', Mm is
perpendicular to QP and MQ=MP. Let AM~h, MAQ=O,
and MAP=q>. Then
MQ'=x'+h'-2hx cos. 0,
and
MP'=y'+h'-2hy cos. q>.
Hence
x'-y"-2hx cos. 0+2ky cos. q>=O.
(e)
Substitnting in (e) the value of y from (a), and reducing,
x'-2k cos. 0.x'+2abeh cos. q>.x-atb"c"=O,
(d)

» ]I P '1' B

0 I' I'L 0 '1' A '1' IoN.
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and changing «,-into I-a, we have for Fig. 2,
z'-2hcos.8.z"+2(I-a)bckcos. t/>.z-(I-a)lb"c"'=O. (e)
The values of z deduced from (d) and (e), and the correspondlng values of y from (a) and- (b), will give the positions of equilibrium required.
Now, since the degree of the equation is even and the absoute term is negative, there are at least two possible roots, one
positive and the other negative. The other two roots may be
real or imaginary. If real, Descartes' rule of signs indicates
that three will be positive and one negative. Hence, since the
values of z and y, which are applicable to the question, are
necessarily positive, equations (d) and (e) indicate no more
than three positions of equilibrium. The values of z must also
be less than b, and when subtituted in (a) and (b) give for y
values less the,n c.
Let us take the case of an equilateral triangle.
Then 8=t/>=30, a=b=c, and k=b cos. 8=c cos. t/>.
These values, substituted in (d), give

z'-iaz"+faa"z-ala'=0,
(z"-wa") (~"-faz+aa'=u.

or

(J)

This equation is satisfied by putting

zl-aa"=O;
z =a ..la,

whence
the negative value of z being inapplicable.
Since a<I, we have z<a, and the value of z indicates an
actual position of equilibrium. But from (a) we have

a.a" a.a"
y=-=--==a va=z,
z ava
or one side of the triangle is parallel to the surface of the fluid.
Equation (f) is also satisfied by making

z"-fax+aa"=O;

z =~13±
.JO-16a}.
(g)
4
.
Now, in order that these values of z may be real, we must

wbence
have

16a<9 or 1&=9.

DYDa08TAT,O ..

9
9
C7<18 or C7=18'

Hence

9
or C7 can not be greater th~ 18.

But if -I9-18CJ> I, then z>a, which is inconsistent with tbf.
.upposition that only one angle is immersed. The greatest
value, therefore, which ..J9-18CJ can have is unity, and in this
case the second angle will lie in the surface of the lluid.
Putting
we get

..J9-18CJ-I,
I
C7=-,
2

for the least value C7 can have when one angle only is immened. The limits of C7 for this case are, therefore,
I
9
i and 18·

Ifin (g) we cnange C7lDto l-C7, we get
a

z=iI3± ..J9-18(1-C7)J

(A)
.u

From which it may be shown that the limits of the value ot
for this case are
7
I
18 and i·

Since equations (d) and (e) may have three real positive
roots each, there' may be three' positions of equilibrium for·
every single angle immened, and three for every two angles
immersed, and therefore eighteen in the whole. But in the
particular form' considered above these· are not all possible,
except

C7=~, in

which case z=a ·or y=a; that is, either the

angle B or C lies in the surface of the lluid. This' would render six of the positions pertaining to Fig. I the same as six of
those pertaining to Fig. 2, making' but twelve really dift'erent
ODes. If C7>i and C7<:6' there will be nine positions with

one angle immersed and three with two
and

imm~rled;

if

,,<~

">:6' nine of the latter and three of the former; if"<:6

or ,,> 196' there wi1l be only three of each.

CBl'fTBJt op .JtB8SUJtB.

894. Du. The center oj preuure in any immersed surface
is the point of application of the resultant of all the pressures
upon it. It is therefore that point in an immersed surface or
side of a vessel containing a fluid, to which, if a force equal
and opposite to the resultant of all the pressures upon it be .
applied, this force would keep the surface at rest.
895. Pao.. To Jind the center oj prunre 07& Clay immBr~

plcz. nrface.
Let the immersed surface
. be the inclined side AE of
the vessel ABE supposed to
be filled with a fluid. Let x
and y be the co-ordinates of A~'-'~--+''k---fR
any element k referred to
the rectangular axes AY and
AX, and kk=k the vertical
distance of the element below the surface of the' fluid.
Then the normal pressure p on " will be
p=gpklt.
The pressure on each element will be of the same form, and
their sum or resultant R will be
'
R=l:.p.
The moment of each partial pressure, in reference to thE'
plane through AY perpendicular to AX (Art. 46), will be px,
and the moment of each, in reference to the plane through AX
perpendicular to AY, will be py. Hence, if z and yare the

BYDaOI'l'A'l'IO"

co-ordinatea pf the point of application C of the resultant It.
we bave (Art. 43)
R=%~. RZ=%pz. Ry=%~y.
If , be the inclination of the side of the vessel or immel'B8d
IUl"face to the surface of the fluid, we bave
A=z sin. B.
Hence
p=gpzk sin. '.
aDd
R=%.gpzk sin. '=gpsin. '.l:.zk.
RZ=%.g".rk sin. B=gp sin. B.%.zsk,
RY=%.gpyzk sin. B=gp sin. B.%.zy1.
_ %.rk
( ~
••• z= %.zk'
143,
_ %.zyk
ad
y= %.zk.
(1")
When the upper boundary is below the surface of the fluid
and at a distance a from it, then, since the pressures p are
limited W the immersed surface, A=(a+z) sin. '. and we shah
bave
%(az+z,k
(145)
z l:(a+z)k'
y l:(a+z)yk
(146)
l:(a+z)k·
Further, if the aDs of z is so taken that it will bisect ever)
horizontal line of the immersed surface, the pressures 00 oppo
lite sides of this axis will obviously be equal, and the center
of pressure will lie in this aDs or y=O.
It will be observed that the numerator of (143) is the mo
ment of inertia of the surface, and that the denominator is the
statical moment. Hence the denommator is equal to the area
of the 8Jlfface multiplied by the depth of its center of gravity
(29). Hence, if A be the area and z1 this depth,
_ l:.rk
(147)
·z= AX '
1
_ l:.zyk
(148)
.y= AX •
1

898. PtoP. To jiM 1M center oj prunre of a rectaftgtdm

".

oaNT.a op paa88UaL

8Uljace vmically Ullmer.ed, and having one ride ip. the .urface

of the fluid.

Let YY I be the line of intersection
of the immersed surface ABCD with Y
the surface of the 1luid, and conceive
.ABCD divided into n rectangles by
horizontal lines, n being a very largo
number. Let AB=b and AD=h,
and draw OX bisecting the rectangle.
The center of pressure is obviously
in OX and y=O. To find:i, we have, since the height of each
8mall rectangle

is~,
for the area of each,
n
1= b1&.

n

The distances of these rectangles from the surface are
1& 2h 31&

-, -, -, &c.;

n n
their

squar~8,

Hence

n

hi 2"1&1 3"1&1

n"-I'-"&C.
n n
"

bk' b"I.2"+b1&I.31+ &
nI + n I
nI ' 0.,
b1&'(1I +2I + 3t + ••••• nWI.I'
=-1

tLO:-

.11.:1: I I i -

n

But when n is very large, the Sllm of the mth powers of the
n-+ I

natural numbers 1, 2, 3, &c., to n is m+ l'

•

. bk'n'

-1611,1•
..• ......,Ik-7''3T
~
~

Also,

AZ 1 =bk·i h=fh1&l.
l
• • _ TIbk
.... - fh1&1 _'Iff,

_.1.

or the center of pressure is two thirds the height of the rectangle below the surface of the tluid.
397. hop. Tofind t1ae center of pre,sure when the imme:,8(J
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""""" u a Crimtg1e, la""ag ".. _
.,-ta;
A

in 1M lUiface.

•

Aori%o1ltal aM tJIe oppoa

Let BOO be the triangle, " its height,
and b its base, and suppose the triangle divided as before into n horizontal divisions.
The heights of the lucC8ssive divisioDi

B

L---::~~C

"

are; ;

the lengths,

!n' 2bn' Dbn' &c.',

the depths,

Z"I=;' z,=., z'=1&' &c'.

A

2A

31a

Their areas, considering the horizontal sides of the succe...
ive trapezoids as differing insensibly from each other, are

M

2bA

SbA

i l =.,
i.=-"
1,=-.,
&c.
n
n
n"
MUltiplying these by the squares of their depths, and taking
their sum, we have

b'" 2'M' S'b'"
1:.z'I=-,
+-,-+-,-+, &c••••• ",'bA'
-,-,

AlIo,
Hence

'"
'"
n
n
bA'
.
=-.
(1'+2'+3'+,
&c••••• n'),
n
bA' n'
= n'·"i=tbA'.
A=-j-bh, and z1 = Ii.
,'. AZ l =tMI•
1M'

z=v,,,,=fh.

Ifnow BE be drawn bisecting the base, the center of pressure will be in BE, and at a distance from the surface BO=fBE.
S98. hop. To jiM the center of prulUre w1aen t1ae base oj tilt

triangle li8s in the surface.
In this case the heights of the successive divisions of the triangle ADB (Fig., .Art. 897) are ~ :
n

the Iengt,
hs b-~
... - •,
",' b-2b
n ' b- 3b
n ' uc.c.

CIIN'I'lIa 01' .aIl88UaB.

Ia
21a
81a
the depths, :1:,=-, :1:.=-, :1:.="""', &C.I
the areas,

" "
,," .-" ,," '-" ,,' ~

"

k _bla_b1a k _b"_2bla k _bh_3b1a &c

'-"

.,

which, multiplied by the squares of the depths, and their ....
taken, give
bhl bhl 2'blal 21bhl 8'blal 8'blal
1:.:I:'Ic=---+-----+-----+, &c.

,,' ,,' ,,'

,,'

"I

,,'

,

bla (1, +2'31
1\ bla ( I
...
=-1
+ + ... 1&,--,
1 +2I+0
+ .. ''',1\
l

l

" "I

blal

w

blal

"

,,'

= ,,'.'3- ,,"i=lbM-Iblal=hblal,

and

AZ,=ibh.!Ia=tbla'.

•

•

llblal

.'. 1:.:1: k= tbh' =ih.
Draw DF bisecting AB, and take FO'=lFD. 0' is the ceater of pressure of DAB.
899. Paop. To find the center of prusure IDle" a rectangle u
im7lW'sed vertically, havi"g a side parallel to eM surfaca of de
.fluid and at a given distance beloID it.
Let a be the distance of EF, th. upper
aide of EFCD from AB the surface of the
ALB
ftuid, and conceive the rectangle divided
88 before into" divisions whose heights
JrI
l!'
:B
k
•
bIa
•
are
and areas
UslDg (145), and

n',

n"

reckoning :I: from EF, the origin of the
D
surfaces, the depths are
Ia
2h
3k
a+-, a+-, a+-, &c.

"

0
C

"

.
abk' bh,1 "2abk' 2'bAI 8abk' 8'bkl
Bence 1:.(a+:I:)zIc=-1 +-1+-I-+-I-+-'-+-I-+'&c.

.""

" " "
"
abh',,~ bk "I
=-;r·"i+,,·s=iabh'+ibAI.
"

"

abh,'(
bh,1(,
=-,
1+2+8+ .... " ) +-,
1 +2,+8.+...•It.,
l

R •

B I'Da08'1'A'I'ICIIo

ADd

Z(a+z}I=Ai I =6A(a+i1}=tab1+ib1'•
_ itab1' + i6A' 21+34
.'. z tabA+i6A' 1· A+24 =:Mo.
_
21+34
tr-al
Hence
LO=a+z=ll. 1+24 +a=f·tr _ a..
in which d=AD=a+1a.
400. Paop. To determine tile condititml of equilibrirma of

Jlaw oJ di.ffermt density.

•

B
When ftuids of di1ferent densities which
~~~~Il" do not mix or unite chemically are containt:
ed in the same vessel they will arrange thetnselves in th8'order of their densities, the most
dense taking the lowest position. This is obvious from the ready displacement of their
particles and Art. 390, Oor. 1.
The limiting surfaces of each will likewise be horizontal;
for, in order to equilibrium, any horizontal stratum must sustain in every part of it the same pressure. But if the common
surface, as EF, of two of them be inclined, then a horizontal
Itratum, as HR, will sustain at different points, as 0 and 0',
luperincWhbent columns of fluid of different weights, and the
equilibrium will not subsist
.
B
401. Paop. In communicating tu~s, tile

1uJigAu at which fluith of di.ffermt densine.
'IDill stand above tlleir common bus wAe;" in
equilibrium, are inversely as their densina.

c

In the bent tube' AED, let one fluid 0ccupy the portion AR, and the other the porD tion RED, the fluids having the common
base HR. Let h be the height of the fluid
in AR above HR, and pits density, It the
height of the surface CD above HR, pi its
density, and let the cwnmon base HR=A.
The pressure of the fluid in AR on A is
E gphA, and that of the fluid in RED on the
same base gplA'A. In equilibrium these
pressures will be equal.

•

•
a:ltA.PL . . .

Therefore

aDd

gplaA=gp'Ia'A,
Ia p'

;;=p'

(149)

402 .:ltA.PLES.
Ex. 1. A cubical vessel, each side of which is ten feet square,
18 filled with water, and a tube thirty-two feet long is fitted to
an aperture in it, whose area is one square inch. If the tube
be vertical, of the same diameter as the aperture, and filled
with water, what is the pressure on the interior surface of the
vessel, neglecting the weight of the water it contains 1
Since the weight of a cubic foot of water is 1000 oz., the
weight of one cubic inch is

:~:=.5787 oz., and

the weight

of 32X 12=384 cubic inches is 384X.5787=222.2208 oz. =
13.8888 Ibs. This is the pressure on t~e aperture, or one
square inch of the surface. of the water in the vessel.
The number of square inches in the interior surface of the
vessel is 6X 10'X 144=86,400.
Then, Art. 381, the pressures being in the ratio of the areas
pressed, the whole pressure on the interior sUI'face will be
V=13.8888X86399=1,200,OOO Ibs. nearly.
Ex. 2 What is the pressure on the bottom of the vessel in
Ex. I when the weight of the water in the vessel is taken into
account; 1°, without the vertical tube, and 2°, with it.
1°. The base of the vessel is 100 square feet, and its depth
10 feet. Hence, Art. 385,
PI = 10 X 100 X 62.5=62,500 Ibs.=the weight of the water.
2°. The pressure transmitted to each square inch ofthe base
by the water in the tube is 13.8888 Ibs. Hence the whole
transmitted pressure P II = 13.8888 X 10' X 144 ~ 200,000 Iba.
nearly, and the entire pressl1re on the base is P=262,500 Ibs.
Ex. 3. What is the pressure on each vertical side of the veslei without the tube t
•
The depth of the center of gravity of each side of the vessel
is 5 fuet. Hence, Art. 386,
P.=5XIO'X62.5=31,250 Ibs.,
'equal one half the pressure on the base.

-

•
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Thus we have the whole pressure on the interic.r surface of
the vllsel, including that produced by the water in the tube,
p+p. +4P ,=1,200,000
+ 62,500
+ 125,000
=1,887,500 1_
Ez. 4. Required the prenure on the base of a conical V88tel filled with water, the radius of the base being r=5 feet, and
the altitude a=10 feeL
By (187), P=62.5AA Jbs., in which A=a, and A=rrr-•.
.'. P=62.57rr'a=62.5X·8.1416X25XI0=49,087.5Ibs.
E:r:. 5. Required the normal preSsure on the concave sUrface
of the cone of Ex. 4.
The slant height of the cone is 01 a"+r', and the concave

7.

lurface is 2"," 01

The vertical depth ot the center of

'. 0 f t he concave surlace
l".
gravity

•

IS

s'

2a

2a ' - -

Bence (137), p. =62.5 XS"'" ya"+r"

=62.5 X IX 10X8.1416X5 JI25=73,175.1Ibs.
E:r:. 6. Required the vertical pressure on the concave surface of the same cone.
.' .'.
.
Since the normal to the side of the cone m~kes the same angle with the axis of the cone that the side of the 'Cone makel
with the base, the cosine of the.inclination of the norm'al ttl the
.. _
r_
alOllS
yal+r'
.
Bence the vertical pressure (Art. 387)
p.=p.

r

--

r

62.5Xt-rrr-a,
Ya'+'"
=iP (Ex. 4)=32,725lbs.
Ez.7. Required the resuitant of all the pressures on the in.
ferior surface of the same cone.
By Art. 388, the resultant of the horizontal pressures is zero.
ya'+r'

62.5Xfa'!TYa'+r'.

ud tbe resultant of tbe verucal pressures is equal to the es.
cess of the downward pressure over the upward pressure•
•'. R=P (Ez. 4),-P. (Ez. 6)=16,~62.5Ibs.,
and this'is the weight of the water in the cone.
Ez. 8. A rectangular parallelogram, Whose sides a and b are
26 feet and 14 feet respectively, is immersed in water with
the side b in the surface, and is inclined to the surface at an
angle cp=56°.35'. Required the pressutes PI and p. on the
parts into which the parallelogram is divided by its diagonal.,
An,. PI = 82286.5 Ibs.
p. = 164573.0 lbs.
Ex. 9. When 4=30 feet" b=20 feet. and cp=S9°.38', required the pressures on the equal parts into which the parallelogram is divided hyaline parallel to the horizon.
An,. PI = 121332. Ibs.
p. =363998 Ibs.
Ez. 10. When the parallelogram of Ez. 9 is vertical, how
Car from the surfilce must the dividing line be drawn that the
pressures on the two parts may be equal?
An,. z=:=21.213 feeL
Ez. 11. A sphere 10 feet in diameter is filled with water.
Required the entire pressure on the interior surface, and the
•
weight of the water.
Ez. 12. A vessel in the form of ,a paraboloid, with vertel( t:: ,? '.
downward, is filled with water, and revolves uniformly on its -. '. ' "
axis. Required the time of one revolution when the angular
\'eloci~y is just sufficient to empty it.

(

Ez. 13. The concave surface of a cylinder filled with fluid
is divided by horizontal sections into n annuli in such a man· J,.? r
ner that the pressure on each annulus is equal to the pressure " ~ "J
",
j: vtu '
'''·'..
on the base. Given the radius of the cylinder. Required its .:
"
height, and the breadth of the mth annulus.
Ez. 14. A regular tetrahedron, with one face horizontal, is
filled with water. 'Compare the pressures on the base, and OD
ahe other sides with the weight of the water.

1
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Ex. 15. An ir>n vessel 40 feet long, every transverse seclion of which is an isosceles triangle whose base is 16 feet and
altitude 20 feet, floats with its vertex downward. If a cubic'
foot of iron weighs 487.5 Ibs., required the depth to which the
vessel will sink when the sides and ends are ~)De quarter of an
inch thick nnd there is no deck.
Ex. 16. An embankment of brick-work.
A.
of which ABC is a section, weighs 120
Ibs. to the cubic foot. Its height AB is
14 feet, and its base BC is 6 feet. Find
whether or not the embankment will be
0 r--;'"=t--t=----".....:P
overthrown by the pressure of water on
the surface AB.
Draw AN bisecting CB, and take
NG=!NA. G will be the center of gravity of the section
and the weight W will act at G. Take AM=tAB, and M
will be the center of pressure (Art. 396). The resultant P of
the pressure of the water will act at M and will pass through
G. The moment of P to turn the embankment over C will be
P.CO, while the JIloment of W to resist the overturn will be
W.CD. IfP.CO> W.CD, the embankment will be overturned.
Since the embankment is uniform throughout its length, as
also the pressure on it, we may determine the stability by
taking one foot in length.
Now
W=IX14X6X!XI20=5040 Ibs.,
and
P=IXI4X7X62.5=6125Ibs"
OC=BM=!XI4 and CD=P<6=4•
•'. W.CD=20160,
P.CO=28583!.
and
The latter being greater than the former, the embankment
will be overturned.
Ex. 17. A wall of masonry, a sect~on of which is a rectangle, is 10 feet high, 3 feet thick, and each cubic foot weighs
100 Ibs. Find the greatest height of water it will sustain
without being overturned.
Ex. 18. If the height of the wall be 8 feet, its thickness 6
Ceet, and each cubic foot weigh 180 Ibs., And whether it will
ttnnd or fall when the water is on a level with the top.

,
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CHAPTER II.
SPBCIFIC GRAVITY.

403. DEF. The. specific gralJity of a 'body is the ratro of the
'weight of the body to the weight of an equal volume of some
other body taken as the. standard of comparison, and whOle
specific gravity, therefore, is taken as the unit.
Water is generally employed as the standard of comparison
for solids and liquids, and atmospheric air for aeriform fluids.
COB. If V, p,", and w be the volume, density, specific gravity,.
and weight respectively of one body, and v.,P.,".,w. the
same of another body; then, since v= v.'
.
" w g.p.v p
-=-=--=-,
(150)
". w. g.p.v. p.
or the ratio of the specific gravities of two bodies is equal to .
that of their densities.
404. PROP. To find the sper:ific gravity of a body more den8e
than water.
If the body be immersed in water it will descend (Cor., Art.
390). Let w be the absolute weight of the body, and WI iti
weight or the force with which it will descend when immersed
in water. Then the loss of weight in water is w-w., and this
is equal to the upward pressure of the water, or to the weight
of a volume of water equal to that of the solid•. Hence
w
absolute weight
"w-w.
loss of weight •
(151)
,-he absolute weight as well as the loss of weight is ascertained by the hydrostatic ~lance, which differs from the Ofdinary balance only in having a hook appended beneath one
of the scale pans, to which the body may be suspended by a
fine thread and allowed to sink in a vessel of water beneath it.
The body is first placed in the scale pan and counterpoisoo bY

•

• weight tD, and then suspended to the hook, and when im..-sed in the water its cOWlterpoise tDl agam determined.
405. Pao•• To
. . tDt.IIer.

Jind tIM Ip«iJic graoity oj a

body Ie" de1IM

Since the body A is' less dense than water, it will not deIC8I1d in the water by its own gravity. Let a more dense
body B be attached to it, and call the compound body C.
Let tD =absolute weight of A,
vi = "
II
II B. and vii =its weight in water
vi' =
"
" " C, and tD':= "
" "
"
Then
vi-viI =1088 of weight of B,
vi'
="" " "C,
ud (vI'-tD'f)-(vI-tD'I)=loss of weight of A, the upward
pressure of the water on A, and therefore equal to the weight
of a volume of water the same as that of A.

-vi:

But

tD"=vI+tD.

ad, by substitution,
(tD"-tD'I')-(vI-tD'I)=vI+tD-tD':-tD'+vll=tD+tD'l-tD~.

tD

(152)

Hence, add to the absolute weight of the body the difference .
of the weights of the more dense and compound bodies in
water, and divide the absolute weight of the body by the sum.
406. Paop. To Jiad the 'Peciftc gravity of a liquid.
Let a body whose weight is tD be weighed both in water
uid. in the liquid, the weight in the former being tD I ' and in the
latter tDl. Then tD-tD l and lD-tDl are the weights of equal
volumes of the two liquids. Hence
(153)

or. if an empty bottle whose weight is tD, weighs when filled
with water tD l • and when filled with the liquid tD I , then
tD -tD
(1M)
tDl -tD

,,=_1_-.

•
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40'7. ho.. To .find "". wig,," of the coutittunata in a "..
clumical compoailion w~n "". 'PeciJic gravities of the compou_
Clad ctnUtitunta are bowa.
Let w, WI' w, be the weights of the compound and constituents respectively.
", "I' ", their respective specific gravities,
v, VI' V, their volumes.
In all merely mechanical combinations,
V=V I +v, (a), and W=W I +w, (b).
W
WI
d
w,
BIlt
V=-, V I =-, an v, =-.
KP
gpl
KP.
... ( a)

W WI W,
-=-+-;

P PI P.
or, since their densities are as their specific gravities (150),

!_WI+W.

"-"I ",'

Substituting in succession the values of WI and w,' obtained
from (b), we have

=w(!-.!..) -:- (~-.!..) r·-")~l,w,
"".
"I all ".-"1 "
W =w(!-!.)~ (.!..-.!..) (0 1
-0)0. W
,
""
,_ ' a,
WI

01

(155)
(156)

(0 1 - 011 )0"

408. Hydrometer. Instruments for determining the specific
gravity of fluids are called Hydrometers or Areometers. They
are made of glass, brass, &c" and are of two kinds: one in
which the weight is constant, the other in which the volume is
constanL In its simplest form the areometer consists of a hollow globe, one of whose diameters is. prolonged in a flat or
cylindrical stem of uniform size, and to the other extremity is
attached a smaller globe loaded with mercury or shot, that it
may float in a vertical position.
10. Ar8()meter ofa constant weighL
The annexed figure may represent this form of the instru
ment, To graduate the- stem, suppose it to sink in distilled
water, at a given temperature, to a point 8, and let the distance
sr be divided into any num.ber of equal parts, and continued

•
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.A.

upward from.. When immersed in another fluid,
suppose it to sink to t. distant from ., z divisions. Let
V be the volume of the portions immersed in water,
u the volume included between any two divisions of
the stem, and a the specific gravity of the second fluid
Then p and pOl being the densities of this fluid and
water. the weight of the water displaced by the instrument will be gp I V, the weight of the other fluid
displaced will be gp(V -"z), and, since each is equal
to the weight of the instrument,
gPI V=gp(V-uz).
V
P
V
-;
... a=;;=V -vz =y-.
(4)
1

~

"--z
u

It " be previously known. and z be observed, 'We can de-mine the value of

V

a

v=zoI_(l·

Substituting in (4) this value of V, and putting for z, 1,2,3,

"

.

&co, the corresponding values of a for each division of the scale
will be knowno These may be marked on the instrument. or
the divisions may be numbered, and a table of their values
formed to accompany the instrumento
CORo From (a) we have

Z=!(I-!).
u
(I

\

Giving to (I a small increment da, the corresponding increment
ofz is
VI
z, -z=u=

+-;oos.da ;

that is, for any small increment of the specific gravity of the
fluid the corresponding change in the depth of immersion of

VI w}'nc h may be conSI°dered a meast he lDstrument vanes as v0;Ji'
0

'"

ure of the susceptibility of the instrumenL
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2°. Areometer of a constant volume.
The principal obstacle to the use of the areometer of a con'stant weight is the inconvenience and difficulty of 6alculating
and marking against the different divisions of the stem of each
instrument a dift'erent scale 'of specific gravity, and constructing the stem of that perfectly uniform thickness which is necessary to the accuracy of the observations.
To obviate these difficulties, Fahrenheit conceived the idea
of sinking the instrument always to the same depih by meau
of weights to be placed in a cup at the end of the stem.
Let W be the weight ofth~ instrument, w. and w the weights
respectively necessary to sink it to the same point
a of the stem in water, and in the fluid whose
specific gravity a is required, V the constant
volume of the portion immersed, p. and p the
densities of the water and the fluid. Then
gpV=W+wandgp.V=W+w ••
p W+w
.'. tI=p;=W +w.·

'

COR. Differentiating, we get

dw=(W+w.)da=gp. Vdt1;
that is, for any given small val'iation da in the
specific gravity of the fluid, the variation of w is as V, or the I
9usceptibility of the instrument is as the volume of the portion
immersed.
409. Nicholson's Hydrometer. This is a modification of the
c
preceding, to adapt it to the determination c
'of the specific gravity of solids 'IlS well as
liquids. For this purpose, a metallic basket
is attached to the lower extremity, in which
the body may be placed. and its weight in
water ascertained. The basket admits of
reversal, so that the body m~y be retained
under water when specifically lighter.
Let w be the weight in C necessary to
sink the instrument to f. Replacing w by
the body. let w. be the weight which must

BYDaOITATIC ..

be atltIMl to link tbe instrument to the same depthf. RemovlDg
the body to tbe basket beneath, let ID. be the weight in C requisite to sink the instrument a third time to f.
Calling W the weight of the instrument, W I that of the
water displaced by it when immersed to f, V the volume of
the body, P its density, that of water being PI'
Then
W+tD=W I ,
(a)
gpV+W+IDI=W"
(b)
aDd
gpV+W+ID.=W I +gpl V.
(e)
Subtracting (a) from (b), and (b) from (e),
gpV=ID-W I,
gpl V=W.-ID I•
P ID-ID I
••• tI
•
PI ID. -ID I
410. EXAMPLES.
Ez.l. A piece of wood weighs 12 lb•., and when annexed
to 22 Ibs. of lead, and immersed in water, the whole weighs
8 Ibs. The specific gravity of lead being 11, required that of
the wood.
The specific gravity of lead being II, if " be its volume,
11 v=22 or ,,=2. But this is the volume of water displaced
by the lead, and the specific gravity of water being I, its
weight will be 2. Therefore the loss of weight in water is
2Ibs., and the actual weight in water 20 Ibs.
Hence, Art. 405, ID=12, "":=8, and W'l =20.
•
w
12
1
.'. a w+w'. -w': 12+20-8 2·

Ez. 2. A diamond ring weighs 69} grains, and when weighed in water 64* grains. The specific gravity of gold being 16",
and that of diamond 3i, what is the weight of the diamond T
Let v, tI be the volumes of the gold and diamond respective.
ly, and l the weight of a unit of volume of water. Then MIS
the weight of a volume of water equal in bulk to the gold. and
y"l the weight of the gold. In the same manner, iv'l is the
weight of the diamond. Hence

,

s. BOll'I

If aBA 1'1'1' Y.

89+= YvA+Jv'A,
IIDCI
841= ,/vA+lo'A':"'(v+v,)1.
Subtracting (b) from (a), we have
5=A.,+Ao'.
-. &om (a),
89i= Y(5-Av')+Pv',

(a)
(6)

139= 165-28Av',

Av'=I, Pv'=3i,
or the weight of the diamond is three and a half grains.
Ez. 3. A body A weighs 10 grains in water, and a body B
weighs 14 grains in air, and A and B connected together w.eigh
'1 grains in water.

The specific gravity of air being .0013,
required the specific gravity of B, and the number of grains
of water equal to it in bulk.
Let A', lI' be the number of grains in the volumes of water
equal to the volumes of A and B respectively, and 0', 0" their
specific gravities. Then, by the conditions of the question,
(o'-I)A'=10,
(a)
(0"-.0013)A"=14,
(b)
(0'-I)A'+(0"-I)A"=7.
(e)
From (a), (b), and (c), we have .
14(0"-1)
10+ 0"-.0013 7,
14(1- 0'') = 3(0" - .00 13)•
•'. 0"=.8237.
Benc~,

also, from (b),
~"
14'
14
1 0
..
0"-.0013 .8224 7. 23 gralDs••

Ez. 4. When 7~ parts by weight of sulphuric acid, the specific gravity of which is 1.8485, are mixed with 27 parts of
waier, the resulting dilute acid has a specific gravity equal to
1.8321. Required the amount of condensation which takes
place by the mixture.
.
Let A' be the number of parts by weight in a quantity of
water equal in volume to that of the sulphuric acid, and A" in
a quantity of water equal in' volume to that orthe mixture.
Then
1.84851' =73,
or·
A'=39.4915,

1'10
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aDd

1.63211"=73+27= )00
1"=61.2707.
Now the condensation of the mixture will be expressed by the
ratio of the diminution of the volume of water and acid, when
mixed, to their united volume before mixture.
.
A'+27-l."
condensation
Hence
1'+27
5.2208
66.4915 0.0785.

or

Ex. 5. Two fluids, the volumes of which are v and v', and
specific gravities a and at, on being mixed, contract !th part of
ft
the sum of their volumes by mutual penetration. Required
the specific gravity of the mixture.
Let a" be the specific gravity of the mixture; then the sum
of their weight before and after mi:lture will be equal.
Hence
which gives

(va+v'a')A=(Ift

!)(v +v')a"A,

tJtI+v'a'

a"= ft-I' v+v' , •

Ex. 6. A body whose weight in a vacuum. is 73.29 grains
loses '24.43 grains by immersion in water. Required its spe~ific gravity.
Am. a=3.
Ex. 7. Required the specific gravity of a body which weighs
65 grains in a vacuum, and 44 grains in water.
Am. a=3.0952•
Ex. 8. •An areometer sinks to a certain depth in a fluid whose

specific gravity is .8, and when loaded with 60 grains it sinks
to the same.depth in water. What is'lhe weight of the instrument 1
Ans. w=240 grains.

Ex. 9. A compound of gold and silver weighing w= 10 Ibs.
has a specific gravity a=14. that of gold being a'=19.3, and
that of silver being 0"=10.5. Required the weight w' and w"
of the gold and ail ver in the compo unCi
Am. w'=5.488,
1D"=4.517

•
CHAPTER Ill.
COMPRESSIBLE OR AERIPORM PLUIDS.

411. Paop. To .find the tenllon of tl,e atmosphere or ot1uw
compressible jluitl.
Let a glasl tube AB, open at one end and
A
closed at the oiher, be filled witq mercury.
Retain the mercury' in the tube by the pressure of the finger, let it b~ inverted and the
open end immersed beneath the surface of the
mercury in the vessel. CDFE. It will now be
found that a column of ml!rcury, as BL, ·will
occupy a portion of the tube, while the remaining portion AL will be void. This column of mercury is sustained in the tube by the
pressure of the atmosphere on the surface of
the mercury in the cistern CF, and as there is
no pressure on the mercury at L, the equilibrium is due to the equality of pressures of the
atmosphere and mercury on the common base
B (Art. 401). If we now suppose the cistern
covered, so as to separate the air without from I
that within the cistern, the pressure of the external air can not be communicated to that
within, and the mercurial column must be sustained by the expansive force or tension of the inc.1osed air, and be a measure
of it.
If the tension of any other elastic fluid inclosed in a vessel
be. required, let the tube I from the cistern CEFD be fitted to
an· aperture in the vessel, and a communication be thus estab·Jished between the inclosed fluid and the mercury in the cistern. The mercury in the tube will then rise or fall till an
equilibrium takes place between the expansive force of the fluid

..
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and the weight of the mercurial column. The beight at wbicb
tne mercury stands in the tube above the -surface of mercury
in the cistern is ascertained by a graduated scale attached to
the tube.
411. SOBOL. The mean pressure of the atmosphere at or
near the level of the sea is generally employed in' mechanics
as the unit of pressure, and other expansive forces are compared with tbis and expressed in atmospheres. It has been
ascertained by the barometer that the mean pressure of the
atmosphere, at a temperature of 50°, is equivalent to a column
of mercury 30 inches in height; Of, the specific gravity of mercury being 13.598, to a column of water 13.598X2.5 feet=34
feet; or, the specific gravity of air, at a temperature of 50°,
being 8!0' to a column of air of uniform density,

~'7,540

feet

=5.2 miles in height.
The tension is also measured by the pressure of the atmosphere on a unit of surface. Now 30 cubic inches of mercury
is equal to 13.598X30 cubic inches of

,

water=40'7.94Xl'7~

cubic feet of water=0.1360'7XI000 oz.=14.'75 Ibs. on the
square inch.
The instrument above described involves the essential parts
of a barometer, a more particular description of which belongs
to Physics. Generally, instruments employed to determine the
tension of elastic fluids are called manometer,.
413. Paop. To ,hott! that the teuion of an aeriform fl"id iI
In'l16r,ely tU dB "ol"me.
Let AB be, a vertical tube which communicates with the
cylindrical vessel DE0 1HI' closed at the top. and mercury be
carefully introduced into the tube, so as to fill the horizontal
part H101BC, and leave the aIr in DOl of the same density
as the exterior air. The inclosed air will then have a tension
of one atmosphere. Take DH.=IDH I• DHa=-lDHI' &C.,
and draw the lines HIIO.R •• HaOaRa, &c. Now if mercury
be poured into the tube AB until it stands at H.O. in the
cylinder. it will be found to stand in the tube at the height

COlli P a EBB I B LEO a 6. E R I F 0

a III

L II R II =30inches above HIiO Il ; or, when the air
in the cylinder is reduced to half its volume, its
tension or expansive forr.e is two atmospheres.
When the mercury rises i:l the cylinder to the
height HaOa, it will be found to stand at the
height L s R s =60inches aboveH,Os; or, when
the air is reduced to one third of its volume, it
has a tension of three atmospheres, or, generally, the tension is inversely as the volume. The
truth of the law has been tested experimentally
, as far as 26 atmospheres, and for all fractions D
of an atmosphere.
.
If V and V' be €he volumes of a given mass ::
of air, p and pi the corresponding tensions or Bs
pressures on a unit of surface, then

V'
;'=V' or pV=pIV'. .

•
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(157) ' c

A

La

E

01

R.
.B

This law is called the law of Mariotte,
from the discoverer.
.
414. Coa. Let p and pi be the densities of any mass of air
corresponding to the volumes V and V,. Then, since the
density is inversely as the volume,
p V' p
pl=V = pi'
(158)
or the elastic force is directly as the density.
415. Paop. To estimate the effect of heat on the volume and
tension of atmospheric air.
When air is inclosed in a vessel and heat is applied, its elastic
force is increased, as may be shown by the method indicated
in Art. 411, and by the same method the increase in the tension for a given increase of temperature may be ascertained.
Experiment indicates that the tension of a given volume of
dry air increases, by being heated from the freezing to the
boiling point, 0.367 of its original value, and therefore, if the
tension remains the same, the volume will increase 36.7 pel
cent. Let v ~e the increment of volume, the tension remaining the same, f01" one degree of Fahrenheit's thermometer; ther

S

•
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11=0.002039, and for an increase of' degrees of temperature,
the increase of volume will be 111=0.0020391.
If now V, be the original volume of a given mass of air, and
It be heated , I degrees, the tension remaining the same, the
new volume V. I will b~
V I =(l+lIt l )V,;
and when heated '. degrees tbe corresponding v?lume will be
V .=(I+llt,)V ,.
V, 1+11t l 1+0.0
.'. V, = I +11', = I +0.00
t.·
(159)
But the densities PI and P, are inversely as the V'.>lumes.
Hence
P, V, 1+11'.
•
p,=V I =I+II','
If, also, a change take place in the tensions at the same time,
letp, be the tension at 32°,PI the tension at 32°+'I,antip, that
at 32°+". Then, since the tension is inversely as tbe vo)a~lJle.
VI=(I+lltl)POVo and V,=(I+lIt,)P·V ,.
PI
P.
V, (I+II',)p;
.'. V, =(I+11t ll )p.'
p,' (1+11't,) p, (1+1IfJ,> b,
and
P, (1 +11t.)' P. (I +11~I)'b"
(160)
in which bl and b, represent the measures of the tensions p,
and P., or the corresponding heights of the barometer.
416. PROP. To find the density of the air at different temperat"reI and under diJferent pressures.
By accurate experiments the weight of a cubic foot of air at
a temperature of 32°, when the barometer stands at 30 inches.
is found to be p=0.08112Ibs. avoirdupois. Hence, for the tem·
perature 32° +fO.
P
0.08112
PI 1+11' 1+0.002039t Ibs.
(161)

If, also, the barometer, instead of b=30 inches, should stand
at some other height, as b I inches, the density will be expressedby
P bl
0.08112 b l 0.002704b 1 Ibs (
P; =1+11'- b 1+0~00204t'30 1+0.00204' • 162J
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Whenever the elasticity of the air is expressed by the pressure P= 14.75 Ibs. on the. square inch, instead of the barometric
height b, the density for any other tension P I will be
_ P PI
0.08112
PI
O.0055PI. Ib (163)
PI-I+vt' p. 1+0;00204t'14.75 1+0.00204t s.

The density of steam is five eighths of the density of atmospheric air for the same temperature and tens~on. Therefore
we have, for steam,'
PI

0.00344PI I
1+0.00204t bs.

417. PROP. To determine the height corresponding to a given
density of the atmosphere, and, conversely, the density in term8
of the height.

Since the density of the. atmosphere at the surface of the
earth is due to the pressure of the superincumbent portions 0
it, the density must decrease as the height increases.
Let HOBA be a vertical cqlumn of air whose
H
o
base AB is one square foot. Conceive it divided
into portions ofequal weights w, and heights x 0' x I'
X I' &c., beginning at AB, so small that the density of each may be regarded as uniform. Then
x 0 +x I +x~, &c.... x.=l:.x=h is the height of
the nth stratum. Let Po be the tension of the
lowest stratum, and p. that of the nth, Po and P.
their densities respectively. Then the weight of A
the nth stratum is
.
xnP 0 p..

w=l.xnP.=--.

Po

(158).

.'. x.=l!..!..!!!...

(a)

Po p ..

But the tension of the (n-l}th stratum is
height, therefore,

p.+w,

and the

t~6

rH'

,

!..
t:
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In like manner,
z .=z

•

......

=P'. ID
p. p.+nlD

P • ..,
P.· P.'

since p ..+nlD=p •.
Now, in the exponential series,

y'
y'
e'=1+Y+l.2+-1.2.3+' &c.;
when y is very small, we have

e'=l+y,
or
y=yl.B=I.(1+y)=2.302S8L.(1+y),
(lI>
in which I denotes the Naperian logarithm, and L the comrnau
logarithm of a number.
If in (b), for y, we put

.!!, we get
p•

.!.=l.(l +~) =1.
p .. '
p..
.'. from (a), we have

(P . p+ID)
=1.(p..+ID)-I.p•.
..

.z.. = p 011.(p.. +ID)-I.p.. I.
p.
Now, substituting p .. +1D successively for P.., we obtaJn
.z.. =P'll.(p.. +ID)-I.p.. l,
Po

p
.
.z_I=-' IL(p..+21D)-I.(p.. +ID) I,
Po

.z......=p 0 Il.(p..+31D)-I.(p.. +21D) I,
Po

.z.=.z........=p 0 II. (P.. +nlD) -1.(p.+(a-I)ID) I.
p.
By taking the sum of these equations, the terms in the
brackets will all cancel, except 1.(p.+nlD)=I.p, in the last
and l.p.. in the first, and we shall have
.
l:. •.z=k=P '.{I.p, -1.p.I= P. I. P..

P.

Po p ..

(164)

OOKPJlll881BLB
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To find p .. when II, is given, we have

I.Po=Poh.l.~,
p ..

P.

~

or

PO=8'0.
p ...
-~

Hence
p ..--"P ••8 h ,
(165)
where 8=2.71828, the base of the Naperian system of logarithms.
418. SOBOL. Formula (164) may be adapted to the determination of heights by the barometer. To this end let b 0 and b..
be the heifhts of the barometrical columns at the lower and
upper stations respectively.

Then, since Po =b.,
p .. b..

h=2.3()258Po.L~·.
p.

u..

(a)

The value of l!...!. may be determined from the consideration
p. .
that P. expresses the weight or pressure of a column of the atmosphere on a unit of surface as one square foot, and.l!....!. must

P.

express the height of this column on the supposition that its
density is uniform. Now a cubic foot of air at 32° weighs
. 0.08112 Ibs., and a cubic foot of water at the same temperature
weighs 62.37917 lbs., and therefore the specific gravity of
r.
d to air
" IS 62.37917
water relerre
0.08112 769. H ence the h'
elght 0 f
a homogeneous atmosphere at a temperature of 32° is 34X769
=26146 feet •
•'. 2.302ss&=2.30258X26146=60204 feet.
Po

It is here assumed, however, that the lower station is at or
near the level of the sea, and no account is taken of the variation of gravity at different elevations. From numerous observations made at different elevations above the sea, and at known
differences of height, this coefficient is found to be 60345 feel
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at a temperature of3~. But the actual temperature of the au
at both the lower and upper stations will. in general. uft"er from
the standard temperature of the formula, and. since the density
of air vai'ies uniformly with the temperature, we may use the
mean of the temperatures of the air at the two stations. Let
t. and t .. be the indications of Fahrenheit's thermometer; then
the mean temperature will be i(1. +1..), and the deviation t from
the standard will be

t=i(I.+I..)-32.
The expansion of dry air is 0.00204 for a change of 10 ; but
when the atmosphere contains vapor, it is found. by comparing
the rates of expansion of vapor and of dry air, andjssuming a
, certain mean humidity for the air, that the rate is expressed by
0.00222. Incorporating this correction in (a), and using the
coefficient determined by observation, we have
k=60345(1+.OO222t)L.!:.

(166)

It is further obvious that a change in the length of the mercurial column will be produced by a change of temperature of
the mercury. Let T. and T .. be the temperatures of the mercury, as shown by a thermometer attached to the cistel1l of the
barometer; then, since mercury expands at the rate of 0.0001
for each degree,
b..=b~(1 +.0001) (T. - T..),
where b! is the observed height of the barometer at the upper
station. Using this value of b.., the difference of elevation between two stations or the height of a mountain may be determ,ined with considerable accuracy.
In the determination of the constant coefficient, the variation
of gravity at different elevations is allowed for in the assumption that this' coefficient is that which belongs to the mean
height above the sea at which observations are usually made.
and to the latitude of 45°. When the latitude differs from this,
it wiJ) be necessary to multiply the result by
(I +.002837 cos. 21/1).
'" being the latitude at which the observations are made.
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EXAMPLES.

Ex. 1. A cylindrical tube 40 inches long is half filled with
mercury, and then invert6d in a vessel of mercury. How
high will the mercury stand in the tube, the pressure of the ex·
temal air being equivalent to 30 inches 1
Let I be the length of the tube, a the length of the portion
occupied by the air before it was inverted, h the height of mercury due to the pressure of the external air, x the height of the
mercury after the tube is inverted, and h' the column of mer·
cury equivalent to the tension of the air in the tube.
Iui.=h'(l-x).
Then (157),
But .
h=h'+x or h'=h-x•
•'. ha=(h-x) (I-x),
.-=--...,,-:--......
whence we get
x=l(/+h)±l (1-~·+4ah.
Usibg the data of the question, 1=40, a=20, and h=3~, we get
x=10 or 60.
.
The first value is that which pertains to the specific q~estion.
Ex. 2. A tube 30 inches long, closed at one end and open at
the other, was caused to descend in the sea with the open end
downward until the inclosed air occupied only one inch of the
tube. How far did it descend 1
I:: =t.· .•. f • • :" .

v

Ex. 3. A spherical air-bubble having risen from a depth of
1000 feet in water, was one inch in diameter when it reached

the surface. What was its diameter at the bottom 1 . ~ :
Ex. 4. Required the equation of the curve described by the
extremities of a horizontal diameter of the air-bubble of Ex. 3,
supposing its center to move in a vertical line. f' 3= .. (I.
(.
,
t· ....t
Ex. 5. What number of degrees must a given volume of air
be heated to double its el8JIticity 1 7::. _.:, .. !'o
Ex. 6. The following barometrical observations were made
at the White Rocks, on the bank of the Connecticut River,
lome two miles below the city of Middletown:
l\arameter.

At the base,
b 0 =30.09 in.
On the summit, b~ =29.65 in.

net. Tber.

to=83.0
t. =85.0

At. '!'her.
T o=84.5
T.

=83.5

~

."
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t=Ht.+t..)-32°=52° and 1+.00222t=I.11544.
T.-T.. =I° and b.=b~(I+.000IX 1)=29.653 in.
.
30.09
.'. h=60345 X 1.11544.XL29.ii5a'
30.09
log. !.4784222
29.653 a.c." 8.5279314
0.0063536 log. 7.8030100
1.11544
"0.0474462
60345.
"4.7S06413
427.67 feet" 2.6311074.

Ex. 7. The following observations were made by Humboldt
at the Mountain of Quindiu, New Grenada, in lat. 5°:
Barometer.

At the level of the Pacific, 30.036 in.
On the summit,
20.0713
Required the height of the mountain.

Det. '!'her.

At. '11ler.

77°.54
65°.75

77°.54
68°.00

Au. 11500 feet nearly.
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4~O. P.op. The velocity of a fluid in a tube of variab. tliameter, kept coutantly ful', i, in diJferent tranBver,e ,ectionl inuer,ely a, the area, of the sections.
Since the tube is supposed ctnstantly full, and the fluid incompre~sible, the same quantity of fluid must pass through
every section in a unit of time. But admitting the fluid to have
the same velocity in every part of the same section, the quan.tity which flows through any section in a unit of time will be
the product of the area of the section by the velocity. It;
f .............
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Hence
Also,
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t=-1(t.+t..)-32°=52° and 1+.002221=1.11544.
T,-T.. =I° and b.. =b~(I+.0001Xl)=29.653in.
.
30.09
.'. h=60346X 1.11544. X L29.65i'

30.09
log. ).4784222
29.653 a.c." 8.5279314
0.0063536 log. 7.8030199
1.11544
"0.0474462
60345.
"4.'7S06413
427.67 feet" 2.6311074.
Ex. 7. The following observations Were made by Humboldt
at the Mountain ofQuindiu, New Grenada, in lat. 5°:
Barometer.

At the level of the Pacific, 30.036 in.
On the summit,
20.0713
Required the height of the mountain.

Det. Ther.

77°.54
65°.75

An,. 11500 feet nearly.

HYDRODYN AMICS.
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~O. Paop. Th., velocity of a fluid in a tube of variable tfi..
ameter, kept constantly full, is in different transverse sections infJe7'sely as th8 areas of the sections.
Since the tube is supposed ctnstantly full, and the fluid incompre~sible, the same quantity of fluid must pass through
ev~ry section in a unit of time. But admitting the fluid to have
the same velocity in every part of the same section, the quan.tity which flows through any section in a unit of time will be
the product of the area of the section by the velocity. It;
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Hence
Also.

t=-1(t.+t..)-32°=52° and 1+.00222t=I.11544.
T.-T.. =I° and b.. =b~(I+.000IXl)=29.653in.
.
30.09
... h=60345X 1.11544. X L2i.653'
30.09
log. !.4784222
29.653 a.c." 8.5279314
0.0063536 log. 7.8030199
1.11544
"0.0474462
60345.
"4.'7S06413
427.67 feet" 2.6311074.

Ex. 7. The following observations were made by Humboldt
at the Mountain ofQuindiu. New Grenada, in lat. 5°:
~.

At the level of the Pacific. 30.036 in.
On the summit,
20.0713
Required the height of the mountain.

Det. '!'her.

At. 'l'IIer.

77°.54
65°.75

77°.M
68°.00

An,. 11500 feet nearly.
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00. &0.. TIe ft/fA-ity of If ._~itl i.

hi.

If
f!( l"GTitfYt . .
dift:re.,ITtIJtS'l"Q"Sr Itdioat . .
aawlJ ... de tfn.tU '!.f 1M suliou.
Since the tube is supposed clDstantly full. and the 8uid ...

fDIfIII:r, . "

anuIIDI:y f-lJ, u u

compressible, the same quantity of fluid must pus throU£b
every section in a unit of time. Bot admitting the fluid to haY.
the same velocity in e\"ery part of the same section. the q....
. tity which flows through any section in a unit of time will be
the product of the area of the section by the velocity. If;
tberefore, 1 and It be the areas of any two sections, and 1> and
fI the velocities at each respectively,
.
n=ltfl,
and
1> : fI=1t : l.
(16"1)
In reality, the velocity is diminished by the aides of the tgbe.
and is therefore in any section least near the aides of the tgbe
and greatest near the central portions.

,,_iIl

• 421. PaoP. T1u: uelocitylDilA IDAicl If
w.afroa • - ' l
arijice ia tile bottom of If vessel lept coutaally folI, i$ epa.llo

that tletJUi7'etl by If body falling fraly tAroargA Ih Arig1&t of,.
fluid tIbotJe tke arijice.
Let EF represent a very small orifice in A
L:II
B
the bottom of the vessel ABeD, filled with a
fluid to the level of AB, GF a stratum whose
thickness FH=h' is indefinitely small. and
FM=A the whole height of the column vertically above the orifice.
If now the stratum GF fall by its own 10. G J[
weight through HF=A'. the velocity will be D
B~
C

·YDaODYNAXICI.
'0= .J2gA'.

But if the stratum be urged by its own weight and the weigbl
of the column LH, calling the force in this case 8', the velocity

" will be
'D'= .J28'A'.

But the forces g and 8' are as the weights of the coluDlD8
GF and LF, or as their heights A' and A. Hence
8' A
gA
g=A' or gI= A"
Substituting this value of 8' in that of'D', we have

(168)
which is the velocity of a ~dy falling freely through the
height A.
Coa. If the orifice be made in the side of the vessel, and a
tube be inserted so as to direct the current obliquely, AorizOfP
lally, or 'DeTtically upward, the velocity of emux will be the·
same, since the pressure of fluids is the same in every direction.
In the first case, its path will be a parabola _whose equation.
is (64).
In the second case, the angle of elevation a=O, which reduces the equation to
r=4Ay,
the equation of a parabola whose axis is vertical and origin of
co-ordinates at the vertex or orifice.
In the last ease, if all obstructions are removed, the fluid will
rise to the height of the surface of the fluid in the vessel.
422. Paop. To determine tAe Aorizomal dista'11C6 to wAicA a
fluid will spout from an oriftce in tAe vertical ride of a vessel.
Let the vessel ABCD be filled to the level AB. If the fluid
issue horizontally from the orifice 0, the equation of its path is
z"=4Ay,
in which A=OB, the height of the fluid above the orifice, is the
impetus or height due to the velocity.
To determine the range. let y=OC=a. Hence
•

'D'= .J2g1&,

,
DI8CBABGB 1

OM 8MALL OBIPICB8.

_

z=CP=1 " hy=I" Aa=2.0M.
or the horizontal distance is A
B
equal tp twice the ordinate at
r---r_
the orifice, in a semicircle whose
diameter is the vertical distance
from the surface of the fluid to
the horizontal plane.
COB. When the orifice is at
the middle of BC, the range is a
maximum, and at equal dis- D'------:!~;...;;..-----=tances above and below the midC
dIe the range will be the same.
•
423. P.o.. To jiad tAs quantity of fluid di.cAarg«l ia •
given time from a .mall orifics in tAs bottom of a ...s/IDAn
tAs fluid is maintaiMd at 1M .ame con,tant MigAt.
Let A be the constant height of the fluid in the vessel, , the
given time, k the area of the orifice, and Q the quantity.
Then
Q=kvt=It'll2gA.
(169)
If the orifice be circular, and r its radius, then k=m--, and

Q='II' v2g."" vh,

=25.1 96.'r' vA.
.
The time being in seconds, and and A in feet, Q will be in
r

cubic feet.

If the weight W, be required,
W=62.~.

COB. I. The time required for the efHux of a given quantity is
t

Q.

Trr'v2gl'

COL .2. Since t and g are constant in (169),

Q IX kolA.
. Hence the quantity discharged in the same time &om orifices
differing in size and di8tance &om the surface, varies as the
size of the orifice and square root of its depth.
If the orifices are the same, Q IX'.fli. In order, therefore,.
that the discharge from one orifice may be twice that &om another, its depth must be four times as great.

•
B I'DaODl'1f A.MI08.

424. Paop. To .,.,.".iu the time iR.wAich

tJ

cyliadrical """

.z jlled tDitIa fI1tIW wiU empty iUaif by tJ Imdll brijia in ill
baa.
The velocity of emux at any instant is v= v2g1a, A being the
height of the 8uid in the ve88el. But since the velocities v and
"" at the orifice and at any transverse section of the vessel, are
inversely as their areas, ~ and k' (167),

lr

lr -

-

"'=~"=jjV2gArI. vA.

The surface of the fluid, therefore, in the ve88el descends with
a velocity proportional to the square root of the space over
whfch it must pass, and the circumstances of its motion are
precisely the same as those of a body projected vertically upward. But the velocity of a body projected upward is such
that if it continued uniformly it would move over twice the
apace through which it must move in the same time to acquire
or expend that velocity. Hence the time of descent of the
surface of the fluid to the base is twice that required. for the
descent of the same super.ficial stratum when the vessel is kept
full. In the latter case, if Q be the whole quantity of water
in the vessel (169),

Q

t=-=
lrv2gA
Therefore, in the former.

2Q
t=-=
lrv2gA
If,., be the radius of a tranverse section of the vessel, r that
of the orifice,
Q=wrsA and k=m-'.
2,.,1

_

••• t=--=vA.
r-v2g
425. SCHOL. The preceding deductions are founded on the
bypothesis that the fluid particles descend in straight lines to
the orifice, and ah issuf. with a velocity due to the height of
the fluid surface. Experiment shows that this is true only of

DISCHARGE PROM aMALL OBIPICES.
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those vertically above tbe center of the orifice, that those sit- .
uated about the central line of particles, take a curvilinear course
88 tltey approach the orifice, being turned inward toward this
line or spirally around it, and this deviation from a vertioal
rectilinear path is the greater the more remote they are- from
the central line. This deviation will necessarily occasion a
diminution ofvertical velocity, and therefore a diminution of total discharge. The oblique direction of the exterior particles
gives to the vein of issuing fluid, when the orifice is circular,
the form nearly of a conic frustum, whose lar~r base is the
area of the orifice., This di~inution of a section of the issuing
fluid is called the contraction of the vein, and the vein itself,
from the orifice to the smallest section, the vena contractti, or

contracted vein.
The results of most experiments agree in making the length •
of ,the contracted vein, when the orifice is circular and horizontal, equal to the radius of the orifice. There is a greater
discrepancy'in the results of experi~fmts for determining the
ratio of the diameters of the two ends of the contracted vein.
When water flows through orifices in thin plates it is found to
be about 0.8. The ratio of the areas of the two ends, called
the coefficient of contraction, is therefore 0.64.
The actual cfu.c_~ati.e is. found by experiment to differ slight- 1'. " r!
Iy from the theoretical for other causes. The ratio of the
former to the latter is found to be about 0.97, and is called the
coefficient of velocity. The product of the coefficients of velocity auu contraction, called the coefficient of eftlux, is 0.62.
Hence, for the actual velocity of discharge through orifices
in thin plates, we have
VI =0.62v=0.62 v2gh,'
and for the quantity in a unit of time (169),
Q=kvl =0.62kv2gh.
When the orifice or pipe thz:ough which the discharge is made
has the length and form ,of the vena contracta; the velocity
will be
v I =0.97v=0.97 v2gh,
and tbe quantity
Q=kvl =0.97kv2gk,
k being the smallest section of the contracted veir.

'/ '

BYDRO.,
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By the use of cylindrical or conical adjlltages, the quantity
of the dilCbarge is increased. More seems to be gained by
the adhesion of the Illid particles to the sides of the tube, in
preventing the contraction of the vein, than is 100t by the friction. The discharge is greater when the adjlltage is conical
IUld the larger end is the discharging orifice.
42&. hop. To detemaiae tAe rpu.u&tity of 1DtIter ID/aicl& lDiU
.ftmD from tJ rectaaplar apmvre.
1°. When qpe side of the aperture coincides with the surface of the water.

Let 1& be ita height and 6 ita breadth, and
conceive the aperture to be divided horizontally into a very large number" of equal divisions 80 narrow tbat the velocity of the
luid in every part of each may be regarded
as the same. The larger" is, the more nearly will the hypothesis be satisfied.
'------'
The depth of these successive divisions below the surface will be
B

p

~ 2A 3A &c-

,,' ,,' ,,'
The velocities in each will be

- I. ~ _I.--wa /s;.

y2g,,'Y~'Y2Kn'

&c •

.,

and since the areas of these divisions are eacb

,/!., the quanta-

"

ties discharged by each in a unit of time will be (1(19)
61& _ /2 ~ 61& - /2 2A 61& I. 31& &c
"y::g" "y:~, "y~, .,
and their sum, or the whole quantity Q discharged, will be

Q
But

61&--I2g1& I
"--I,,

I

I

l,.

(1 +2 +3 -h &c.••• ft-J.

Iii

I ,,-1+1

f

1 +2 +3 +, &co ••• " =,,+1=.".

,

• . . OBAIlDB I'IlOIi IlBOTILINBAIl APBIlTVIlBa.

.7

/:.

\I

'C

/A

.

.•• Q=tb"v2g"=ibv2g"I.

I

Or, if 1J=~ be the mean velocity,
1J=lv2gh.
2°. W:hen the upper side of the rectangular aperture is not
coincident with the surface of the fluid.
Let its depth EL="., and the distance EG=k, as before.
Then the quantity which issues from the aperture LH will be
equal to the quantity which would issue from EH, diminished
by the quantity which would issue from EK, or
Q=tb V2g"I_tb v2g"~=tbV2g("I_,,~);
and ifQ=b("-".)1J,

. 42'7. &oP. To .determine the quamity ~f tDater ",hic" ",ill

"OlD from a triangular aperture.

1°. When the vertex of the triangle is in the surface.
Let the base GH=", and the height HF=k,
E
l!'
and let the triangle be divided into ft parts, as
before, of equal but very small heights. The

.,J.

altitudes of these elements are each -, and the
ft

lengths, beginning at the Vftrtex of the trianb 2b 8b
.
gle, are -, -, -, &c. Thelr areas, regardft

ft

L-_ _ _- - '

ft

ing them as parallelograms, which we may do, since • is indefinitely large, are

Hence the discharges through each are

,,1& _ [Ii 2"1&.
ft'

V 2g;,

ft'

19.:!!. 3b". 12 8" &c.,
ft' V :~, .

V '-6 ft'

and the whole discharge will be

B YDaODYN AMICI.

Q

I t
l.
(I +2 +3 +, &c. ••• a-)

lila 0/2g1a I
n"o/n

M 0/2g la(nl+l)
_
n""'n 1+1 =1.61 0/2g1a=16 "'2&'/a'.
Q
_.
,,= 1M =t "'2g1a.

Allo,

2°. When the base of the triangle is in the surface.

In this case the quantity which will Bow through EFG wil
equal the discharge through EFGH minus that through FGH,
or
Q=1Ilh"'2Kh-t6h"'2gh Tc.,bla0/2gh,

and

o

Coa. If the aperture be a trapezoid, as
EFGH, whose upper base EF=b l lies in
the surface, lower base HG=b., and altitude KH=h, we may find the discharge by
regarding the aperture as made up of the
rectangle KHGM, and the two triangles
EKH and MGF. Hence

Q=fb.la"'2gh+r\(bl-b.) V 2gh= 1.,(2b I +3b.)h "'2gh.
Also, through the triangle BOG, whose base HG=b., and
depth of vertex LO=h l , the quantity of the discharge will be
Q=Tc.blhl V2Khl-I.(2bl +3b.)h0/2gh.
In a similar manner, rectilinear orifices of other forms may
be divided into triangles, trapeziums, &c., and the discharge
determined.
428. Paop. To determine the tlelocity with which an elastic
.fluid will UI'U6 from a small oriftce into an unlimited void when
urged by it, own weight.
By reference to .Art. 421, it will be seen that the result there
\lbtained is independent of the density of the' fluid, and will
therefore be true of all fluids, whatever be their density. For
the forces g and It are as the weights of the stratum at the
orifice, and of the column vertically above it; that is,
g : It=w : w'=gh : gh'=h t h'.
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Consequently,
v= v2gk'
expresses the velocity with which every fluid of uniform deDIity will issue from a small orifice.
COB. The velocity' with which air will rush into a vacuum
is that which a heavy body would acquire in falling from the
height of a homogeneous atmosphere. The height of a homogeneous atmosphere (A,·t. 418), when the temperature is 32°
and the barometer stands at 30 in., 'is k'=26146 feet, which
gives v= 1297 feet. But for a temperature of 60° the height
hI will be (159)
k I =k'(1 +vt),
in which t=600-32°=28°, and the value of 11 for a mean state
of humidity of the air will be 0.00222 instead of 0.002039
(Art. 412) •
... v= v2ih:= v2gh'(l+0.00222X28)
= v2X32tX26146X(I+0.00222X28)=1336 feet
MOTION OF FLUIDS IN LONG PIPES.

429. The subject of the conveyance of water in pipes is one
of considerable practical importance. . But the motion of fluids
in long pipes is so much affected by adhesion and friction in
the interior, by the resistance occasioned by curvature, and by
the disengagement of air, which remaining stationary when
the pipes are Jaid along a Jevel surface, or collecting in the
higher portions of them, where they are curved, opposes the
flow of the fluid, that theoretical results are of little practical
value; besides, investigations conducted on hypotheses involving all the causes which affect the motion of the fluid are
, too difficult for an elementary work.
The experiments of Bossut, in 1779, are those which are
usually relied on for information on this subject. Water was al~
lowed to flow through pipes whose diameters were It in. and
2 in., and lengths from 30 to 180 feet. They were chiefly of
tin, and inserted in the side of a reservoir filled to a constant
height, either one foot or two feet above the center of the pipe
The following pruiciples were established:
1°. The discharges in given times with pipes of tbe same

T

..
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IU be verysmall,1)= v28'(1&-.2:) nearly; and iftheveuel be
kept constantly full, .2:=0 and 1)= v28'1& (168).
If I=K, 1)=«, or the velocity must be infinite. From which
we infer that a aectiQn of the issuing fluid can never be equal
to a section of the vessel. If a cylindrical tube be vertical and
filled with a fluid, the portion of the fluid at the lower extremity, being urged by the presaure of all above it, will necessarily have a greater velocity than those portions which are
higher, and therefore (167) a section of the issuing fluid is necessarily lesa than a section of the tube.
431. Paop. To dstermine lhe time in w1&ic1& a cylindrical11U
sei will ezharut itself by a small ori.ftce in the bale.
Since 1 is very small, we have,v= v2g(A-.2:) for the velOOo
ity at the end of the time t when the' surface of the fluid has
descended through the space.2:. Let this· velocity be supposed constant during the indefinitely small time dt. Then
the quantity discharged in this time will be
dQ=kdtv2g(A-.2:)=K.tk,
dz being the descent of the surface in the time dt.

Hence

dt= K .(1&-x)-ldz•.
k"2g

Integrating,

t=- 2K (A-x)I+C.
kv2g
2K Ifx=O, 1=0, and C=-=VA.
kv2g
2K
-.'. t=-=( v A- v A-x),
kv2g
and when .2:=1&, or the whole is discharged,

(172)

t= 2K vA= 2K1a = 2~ (170).
(173)
kv2g IV2g1& k'v2g1&'
The time is therefore twice as great as that which is required
to discharge the same quantity when the vessel is kept coli-'
stanlly fulL

*98

EXAMPLlIIS.

432. hop. To de"rmift6 the quantity whf.ch will issue from
an aperture of any sizB and form in the Bide of a prismatic
vellel.
Let the Fig., Art. 430. represent one face of the "vessel, and
DCE the aperture.
"
The element of the area of the orifice will now be ydz.
.'. dQ=tydz -I2g(" I +x).
in which hI =AC. x=Cm. and y=mn.
This. integrated between the limits x=O. and x=h-hl =CB;
will give the quantity discharged in the time"t.
If the aperture be rectangular. y=a constant=b. Then
"dQ=bt -t/2g(hl +x)dz.

and
Q=lhtv2g(hl +x)I+C.
and. between the limits above named.

I "

•
Q="lbt"v2g(ht-h~).
(17~)
If the orifice extend to the top of the vessel. then hI =0, and
Q=!htv2g.hi =lbhtv2gh.
or

Q

-

v=bht=lv2gh,

which is the velocity due to the depth of the center of pressure
of the aperture below the surface of the fluid.
In the foregoing the vessel is supposed to be "kept constantly full, or the surface of the fluid to be very large compared
with the aperture.
43a.

EXAMPLES.

Ex. I. A vessel. formed by the revolution of a semi-cubical
parabola about its axis. which is vertical; is filled with a fluid
till the radius of its surface is equal to its distance from the
vertex; to find the time in which the fluid will be discharged
through a small hole at the vertex.
The equation of the semi-cubical parabola is ay'=x·.
Hence (167)
lvdt=-Kdx,
"
1rx'dz
or
kv2gzdt=-rry'dz=---.
a

,

BY': aOD'I'. AIIIOI.

.'. dl= _

=:.oZttlz.

'Ir

av2g

Taking the integral between the limits ~=O and 1:=", we
have
ft'
i ft'v2a·
t=~'a=-=.
av2g
7kvg
Ez. 2. To find the time in which a paraboloid of revolatlon
whose altitude is " and parameter p, full of fluid, will empty
itseJf through a small orifice at its vertex, its axis being vertical

2"'P"t

Am. t=--=.
3kv2g

Ez. 3. A conical vessel, the radius of whose base is r and
altitude ", is filled with a fluid. Required the time in which
the surface of the fluid will deS('.end through half its altitude,
the orifice being at the vertex and the axis vertical.
'
.
ft'J",,1(2t_l)
Am. ,

:l'

20kg

Ez. 4. Find the times in which a fluid contained in a vessel,
formed by the revolution of the curve whose equation is y'=a'z
about the axis of z, will descend through equal distances "I'
supposing a smaIl orifice at the vertex, and the axis vertical.
ft'ai"
An.. Each t=---:=.
kv2g

Ez. 5. The horizontal section of a cylindric~ vessel is 100
aquare inches, its altitude is 36 inches, and it has aD orifice
whose section is one tenth of a square inch. In what time, if
filled with a fluid, will it empty itself, allowing for the contraction of the vein 1
Au. t=11"'8&-.5.

HYDROSTATIC AND HYDRAULIC INSTRtMENTB.
•

MABIOTTE'S FLASK.

433. THIS piece ofapparatus was devised to illustrate several
successive positions of equilibrium of air and
D
water, and variations in the velocity of discharge. In the annexed section of this flask,
A, B, C are apertures so small that when open
and water is issuing the air can not enter, and
the reverse. The apertures at first are all
closed, the vessel is filled with water, and the
tube DF is inserted at M and filled with water
to the height D.
B
1°. Let the aperture B be opened.
If h be the height of a column of water equivalent to one atmosphere, and x represent, in every C
case, the difference of level between the surface
~-of the water in the tube and the open orifice, then the pressure
of the air inward at B on a unit of surface will be h, while the
pressure outward on a unit of surface will be that due to the
pressure of the air on the surface at D, together with the pressure of the column of water DE=x, or the outward pressure at
B is h+x. Therefore the pressure outward is greater than
the pressure inward by the difference h+x-h=x, and the
water will issue with a decreasing velocity due to x, or
v= v2gx. This discharge will continue till x vanishes and
the water in the tube descends to E, on a level with B, when
the equilibrium is restored.
2°. Let B be now closed and A be opened.
Now the pressure downward on the surface of the water in
the tube at E is h. The pressure upward on the same surfaqe
is that due to the pressure of the air at A, and to the weight
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of a column of water equal in height to AB=HE=z. or the
upward pressure on E is h+z. The resultant upward pressure on E is therefore h+z-h=z, and the surface of the water
in the tube will rise till z vanishes. or till it arrives at H, when
the equilibrium will again be restor~d.
In the mean time, however, the air has entered at A and
risen to the upper part of the vessel, where it occupies the space
above lao. Since an equilibrium now exists. the expansive
force of the air above lao, together with a column of water
equal in height to LB, equilibrates the pressure h of the air oli
the water in the tube at H. If h' be the height of a column
of water equivalent to the tension of the air above ho, and
y= LH represent the dift"erence of level of the surfaces of the
fluid in the tube and flask, we have
Ia'+y=h or h'=h-y.
SO. Let A and B be closed and C opened.
The pressure at C inward is h, outward is h+z. represent109 by z, as before. the vertical distance of the surface of the
water in the tube from the open orifice C. Therefore the resultant of the pressures at Cis h+z-h=z. and the water will
flow from C ~ith a velocity due to the height z. As the surface of the fluid in the tube descends, z diminishes, and the
velocity of discharge also, till the surface in the tube arrives at
F, at which time z becomes equal to the height of F above C.
In this position of the fluid. the equation h'=h-y still obtains,
y being now the distance LF. But an equilibrium not being
established, air will enter the vessel at F and rise to lao. This
operation will continue till y=o and h'=h. During this entrance of the air. and the descent of ho to F, the value of z has
remained unchanged, and therefore the velocity of discharge
has remained constant. After this the value of z will diminish.
and the velocity of discharge also, till the water in the tlask descends to the level of C.
BRAMAH'S HYDROSTATIC PRESS.

434. In the annexed section of this instrument Land Hare
vertical cylindrical cavities, in a solid mass of metal or other
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strong material. The
diameter of H is con~ It.
siderably less than that
of L, and they communicate through an aperture N, in which is a
val ve opening into L
A is a strong piston or
A
solid cylinder of iron
fitting closely to the
surface of the hollow
cylinder, and' mova~le
in it. IH is a piston
similarly applied to the
other cavity H, and
movable by means of a lever KP, whose fulcrum is at P. At
o is a valve opening upward, and below" it the cylinder H"is
continued downward to a reservoir of water. The lever KI
being raised, the water ascends, as in the common pump, from
the reservoir G into the cavity H. The lever being then pressed down, the valve 0 closes, and the water is forced through
the valve N into L, and, acting on the piston A, communicates
a pressure to any substance, as books, included between its'
upper surface and a strong cross bar Be firmly connected
w~th the solid cylinder DE. When the water from H is forced
into L, its reaction closes N, and the same operation is repeated.
The pressure on the base of A (134) is to the force impressed by H IlS the area of the base of A is to that of H.
Let R and r be the radii of the pistons A and H, L and I
the longer and shorter arms of the lever KP, p the power ap.
plied at K, and P the resulting pressure on the base of A
Then the force p', applied to the piston H, willite

pL

Y=T'
But (184),

P 'II'R'

p,=~'.

_
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R'
L R'
.'. P=p' r' P'7'-;;'
This press seems to present the simplest and most eft'ecti,-e
:)fall contrivances for increasing human power.

L

R

Ifp=loo lb.., 7=10, and ;=10, then P=I00,ooo lbs.
HYDROSTATIC BELLOWS.

485. This instrument presents an illustration of what is termed the Hydrostatic Paradox: that fluids.
c
however unequal in «J.Uantity: may be made
to equilibrate. It consists of two circular
boards, A and B, firmly connected by a
cylindrical coating of leather or other flexible material. eM is a tube communicating
with the lower portion of the cylinder.
Water being poured into the tube eM, the
boards A and B will separate, B will rise,
and a weight W, very large compared with
that of the water in eM, may be supported
on B. The fluid in eM which counterpoises W is that above P, the level of B.
_ _...I
Let k be the area of a horizontal section
of the tube, K that of a section of the cylinder, or that of B, and p the pressure of the fluid NP above
P on 1.
M=~

Then (134)
If f1 be the specific gravity of the w61ght W, V its volume;
and NP=la, then
gplU k

gpV=K'
pV
V
.'. h=P1K=a.K .
If V' be the whole volume of the fluid in the instrument. and
H the height of the cylinder AD, then

,

DIVINe BELL.

i.

V'=H(K+k)+hk=H(K+k)+a'\
V'K-oVk
.'. H K(K+k)'
Let now the quantity of fluid be increased by 11, am the COl'responding increment ll.H in the height of W will be
ll.H K(V'+ll)-aVk KV'-aVk
11
K(K+k)
K(K+k) K+k'
DIVING BELL.

436. The diving bell is commonly a hollow cylinder

01 parallelopiped, one end of which is closed. It is immersed with
the open end downward, weights being added to sink and .keep
it steady in its descent. As the vessel descends the fluid continually exercises a greater pressure on the contained air, condenses it, and occupies a greater portion of the vessel. lithe
form he as above supposed, to find the height z of that portion
of the bell free from water, wnen the top is sunk to the depth
H, let h be the height of a ~om0K.~~us ~-2!I.p4ere, a the ,....~:. ',,;; ?:;
height of the bell, P' the density of the external air, P tbt of
the air in the bell, and PI that of water. Then the presltW~p,
on a unit of surface of air in the bell, will be

p=gl Ap'+ (H+Z)Pi }.
But the unit of pressure arising from the elasticity of the iot rn
al air is gph.
.'. g{hp'+(H+z)PI }=gph.
The quantity of air in the bell being constant, and a horJo 'la. tal section of it the same throughout (155) and (15~),
a

pz=p'a, or p=p'.-.
z

"

.'., hp'+HpI +ZPI =p'a-,
z

rI hz+Hz+Z"=P' ala,

or

PI

PI

and a being the specific gravity of air,
•0.

ohz+Hz+z'=oah•
z=-I(H+ah)± v~l=(H"'+~a-;-h)=·-t-:-.-a"'-;-

BRA GAGE.

43'7. The ve8881 AB i. perforated with holes, and has within it, fixed in a VErtical position, a gla•• tube, having ODe end closed and the other immersed in a
cup of mercury. A is a hollow .phere whose
buoyancy is .ufficient to raise the instrument
when the weight W suspended at the bottom is
detached. The- instrument is allowed to sink in
p
the water whose depth is to be determined, and
by a mechanical contrivance the weight is detached when it strikes the bottom, so that the gage
will ascend by the buoyancy of the ball. The
height MP to which the mercury has risen in the
tube is marked on the interior of the tube, by the
adhesion of oil or other viscid substance placed on
its surface.
.
Let A be the height of the barometer at the surface, 1 the
length of the tube above the surface of the mercury in the CUPt
Z the depth ofthe water, and MP=A,. If A. be the height of
a column of mercury which would be sustained by the elasticity of the air in NP, then (155)
.
.
AI
A.(l-A,)=AI or 1.=1-1 •

,

Now the elasticity of the air in NP+ the weight of the column MP= the pressure of the atmosphere on the surface of the
fluid + the weight of a column of water extending to the bottom;
or, p being the density of mercury, and p, that of the water,

pA. +p1, =pA+p,z.
p

, •• z=-(A. +A,-A)=t1I&. +11(A,-A)
P. .
hi

=111_ A +a(A,-h)
,

nA

=-A- ta(h, -A»)
1.

1

-7

.

m whIch a i. the ratio of the specifir gravity of mercury to
.hat of the water of the ocean.
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439. The siphon is an instrument for transferring fluids
from one vessel V to another V' in which
A
the surface of the fluid is lower. It consists
of a bent tobe with on~ branch longer than
the other. Suppose this tube to be filled with
the fluid from the vessel V, and to have its
extremities immersed in the fluids in the two
vessels.
Let CB=a be the difference of level of the
fluids in the vessels, PI the de;nsity of the fluid,
o the density of the surrounding air, and i
the area of a section of the iube. The pressure on the surface of the fluid in V' without
the tube by the atmosphere will be greater
than that on the surface of the fluid in V by
gpai. This excess of pressure acting at 0 upward will urge
'the fluid 60m V'to V. At the same time, the pressure exerted by the liquid in the siphon at the level of the fluid in V'
wi~l be greater than that at the level of the fluid in V by gp I ai.
This excess of pressure will urge the fluid from V to V'.
Hence the resultant pressure is equal to gak(pl -p), and in the
direction DAO. The fluid will therefore flow from V to V',
and, since P is small, it will move with a force nearlyequivalent to a column of the fluid whose height is a and base k. It
is not necessary that tt1e longer branch should be immersed in
the fluid of V'.
'
If I. be the height of a column of the fluid in equilibrium with
the atmol,lphere, and AB=x, ,then the upward pressure on k in
the, shorter branch, at the level of the fluid, is that due to A,
while the d9wnward pressure is that due to x. Therefore the
fluid is urged in the direction DAO, at A, by a force represented by I.-x. As long as x<h the fluid will rise to A and P'1S8
into the longer branch.

_
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THE COMMON PUMP.

440. AB and Be are cylinden connected together as in the
figure, the former called the body or
barrel of the pump, and .the latter the
suction pipe. At B il a valve opening
upward. M is a piston accurately fit
ting the barrel, and 'movable by means
of a rod EV and a lever EF. In the
piston is a valve V, which opens upward.
The suction pipe BC is immersed in the
ftuid to be raised.
To understand the action of the pump,
conceive the piston M to be depressed
to B. The air in MB being thus condensed, will open the valve V and escape.
If now the piston be raised to A, the
pressure of the external air will keep
the valve V closed, the air in BC, by its
Q
elasticity, will open the valve V' and diffuse itself uniformly through CA. T.he
pressure on the surface of the water in
the ~ube at C being thus diminished, the
c
pressure of the air on the water without
the tube will cause it to rise to some
point P in the tube, till the weight of
PC and the elasticity of the air in AC together shall produce a
pressure on a section of the water in the tube at C equal to the
upward pressure, occasioned by the external air on the water
of the reservoir; that is, until the tension of the air in AP, together with t.he weight of PC, equal one atmosphere. The
valve V' being now equally pressed on both sides, will c10se by
its own weight. Let now the piston descend again to B. The
air in AB being conde~sed, will again open V and escape. By
a second ascent of the piston to A, the air in BP will expand
through P A, and the voiume of water PC will increase in
length till the pressure on the section at C shall again be one
atmosphere. By repeated strokes of the piston the water will
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rise to B and pass through V,. When this is effected, a portion will pass through V at each descent of the piston, and be
lifted by its ascent to the reservoir above A, and be discharged
through the spout G.
To determine the distance BP, and the elasticity of the air in
BP after n stPokes, let h.. be the height of a column of water
which will measure the elasticity of the air in BP, and BP=z.. ;
also, iet hlOf-l and :X'*1 represent the same quantities after the
(n+ I)th stroke. Let h be the height of a column of water
equivalent to one atmosphere, AB=a the length of a stroke of
the piston, BC=b the distance of the lower valve from the surface of the water, K be a section of the barrel AB, and k a section of the suction pipe BC. Then, since the tension of the air
in BP, together with the weight of the column of water PC, is
equal to one atmosphere,

h..+(b-z..)=h and '4t+(b-z"+l)=h•
•'. h..-z..=h-b arid b..+l-z"+l:....h-b.
Now P being the position of the surface of the water after
the nth stroke, and Q after the (n+l)th, h.. and h"+1 measure
the densities of the ail'in BP and BQ; and since, by the (n+l)tb
stFOke, the air in BP is expanded through AQ (155),
"-+1 (Ka+ Ua+l) = kh,.z..,
and substituting the value of z'*l="..+l+b-h, we have
h"+1 (Ka+k(h...t-l+b-h»=khftz...
Hence
and

14 =-ll ~a+b-hl±*.Jr.-l.....!...;;-ka-+-b---h-I-,~-4-h-..z-..,
1

- ~ Ka
. /~ Ka
I
zn+l=i rk+~-b~±iV l T+b-hl +4h..z ...

'The length of the pipe BC is necessarily less than h, otherwise the weight of PC, before it becomes equal to BC, would be
equal to one atmosphere, and, could a vacuum be produced in
MP, no further ascent of the fluid would follow.
1'0 find the pressure on !he piston when the water is raised
to the point N above the piston, let it be represented by a column of water whose height is z. The pressure upward against
the base of M is that of a column of water equal in height to

!
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l- MC. The prel8Dre on the upper surface is h+NM. Thera.
fore the resultant pressure is the difFerence of these, or
z=h+NM-h+MC=NM+MC=NC.
441. Sometimes, by not preserving a proper relation between
tbe distances AB and AC, the water #Viii cease to
rise, even though BC<h. To show this, let the
barrel and suction pipe be equal, or K=i, and the
lower valve be at some point below B, as at C.
When the water has risen to X and the piston is
raised to A, the tension of the air in AX, ~ogether
B
with the weight of the column XC, is equal to one
atmosphere. If now, when the piston descends to
B, the tension of the air in BX does not become
X
greater than that of the external air, the valve in
the piston will not be opened, no air will escape
from BX, and the water will rise no further. To
find the point X when the air in AX, reduced to
. the volume of BX, becomes equal in tension to
one atmosphere, let AX=z, AB=a, AC=I. Then
C
BX=z-a. Now when the piston is raised to A,
the air in BX being expanded through AX, the
h(z-a)
tension becomes (155)
•
z
h.
.'. -(z-a)+l-z=k,
z
and
z=I'±lvl'-4ah.
If l' < 4ah, the value of z is imaginary, and no point of stoppage exists. When l'=4ah, z=14 and there is one point at
half the distance from A to C ; and when l'>4ah, there will be
two points.
If a=IO, l=36, and h=32,
z=20 and US.

I
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442. B and B' are cylinders or barrels, commonly of the
s~me size, in which pistons P and pi, with valves
V and V' opening upward,
are movable by means of
rack-work, the one ascend- p
R
v
ing as the o~er descends.
At the lower extremity of B
the barrels there are aperp'
tures with valves open.ing
."
upward, and communicating by the pipe ac with the
receiver R, from which the air is to be exhausted.
The ascent of the piston P tends to produce a vacuum in B,
the valve V being closed by the pressure of the external air.
The air in R, by its elastic force, opens the valve v and fills
the barrel B. When P descends, the elasticity of the air in B
closes v and opens V, through which the contents of B escape
into the external air. The action of both pistons is manifestly the same. and thus for each descent of either piston a
volume of air equal to that of either burrel is expelled from the
machine.
Let V be the volume of the receiver pipes and one barrel, V I
the capacity of either barrel, and P.. the density of the air in the
machine after the nth stroke. Now the quantity of air in the
machine after the nth stroke is P..V, and by the (n+l)th stroke
the volume VI' or quantity P..VI' is expelled. There will remain then in the machine after the (n+l)th stroke the quantity P..V -P..V l ' and this being diffused through the space V,
we have, by (155) and (156),· .

or
If P. be the initial density of the air, by making n equal to
0, 1,2, &c., successively, we have

U

•
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p.=p.(I-

vV)..

It is obvioUl that P. can never become zero as 10lig as n is
finite, and therefore, even theoretically, perfect exhaustiou is
impossible.
CONDBNSBL

•

443. If in the preceding figure the valves V, V', !), !)I, were
made to open downward, it would represent a condenser. By
each descent of the piston a volume of air equal to that of the
barrel will be forced into R, and will by its reaction close the
valves!) and !)I, and be retained there.
To find the density of the air in the receiver after n stroke"
of the piston, let P. and P.+l be the densities of the air in Rafter
the nth and (n+I)th strokes, V the volume of the receiver R
and the pipe ac, V I that of either barrel, and p. the density of
the external air. Then

P,*lV=P.V+p,V 1 ,
VI
.'. P-+l=P·+P.·V·
If" be made successively equal to 0, I, 2, 3, &c., we have

..Pl=p.I+y(VI)
VI
2Vl)
P.=P 1 +P. V -p.(1~

80'7
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CLEPSYDRA.

444. The clepsydra, or water clock, is a contrivance for
measuring time by the descent of the surface of a fluid which
flows through a small aperture in the base of the vessel containing iL
Suppose the vessel a prism. It is required to determine
what scale must be marked on its side, that the coincidence of
.the descending surface with the successive lines of division
may ~ark equal successive intervals of time. Let a be the
altitude of the prism, x the distance of the surface from the
base of the vessel at the end of the time I, from the beginnin/l
of the motion.
Equation (172) gives, using x instead of h-x,
pJ.,1
lc v2ga lct~
x=a--,r-'+ 2Ktr .
Let Il:c and At be corresponding incre~ents of x and I; then

x+ll:c=a

lc v 2ga
lctg
t
K (1+.:11) + 2Kt(I+.:1t) •

Subtracting the preceding equation from this, and we have

lctg ~ K. /2a

.:1:c=-K' l "V g-t~IAtJ.:1t.
The time t. is in seconds, and, to determine the divisions corresponding to successive minutes of time, put .:1t=60", and give
to t the successive values 0,60", 120", &c. /0 ..ttl 4
In a vessel of the form supposed in Ex. 4, Art. 433, the vertical distance of the successive divisions will all be equal, or
the surface will descend equal distances in equal times.
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